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FOREWORD
Every event – be it scientific, or not – has its own history, its own life. A special part
within its existence plays the syntagm its life after life, namely what remains of it after it is
consumed. And this is, or could be, the seed and substance for a better or more useful
next event.
ISINI is – at the end of 2007 – a 19 year-old/ young organization with its ups and
downs, with happy hours and sad days. Born on the land of liberty and hope, it is globally
meant to inter-connect people and to help them inter-communicate and inter-act. Let me
say something about its name: International Society for Intercommunication of New
Ideas.
My interpretation could be indeed a bit different from that of the founding father,
Anghel N. Rugina, who decided to found this organization in the years of the Cold War, of
the “real politik” and of the fight against the Communist dictatorships. The ethnic nations
were the most accepted (sometimes excessively adored) forms of social organization.
That is (probably) why this organization is considered an inter-national one, because it was
built to create bridges between and among nations, not necessary between or among
individuals, universities or other organizations. But the globalizing process does not forgive
anyone and this planetary process has been the real trend for some decades. In my
opinion, not inter-nationalizing but globalizing/ localizing is actually to be studied and
analyzed by scholars1. So, by “international” I mean transnational and global realities.
Science has no homeland, or the homeland of any science is humankind and the Planet
named Earth...
The core term of ISINI is “intercommunication”, i.e. any conflict may be internalized
and calmed down by real (not mimetic and egotistic) communication. The products of
science are to be put in common and to be used as a competitive advantage by those who
know how....But what are we actually communicating? Ideas! More exactly New Ideas!
More scientific methods, more suggestions to improve not only the profit level, but the level
of daily living as well. These new ideas are not to be confined to economic, econometric,
financial or monetary issues. As a matter of fact, Rugina wrote about „The Road to a Third
Revolution in Economic, Financial, Social, Ethical, Logical and Political Thinking” [1]
published at the end of the last century (Rugina, 1998). In 2000, International Journal of
Social Economics [2] published another work of Rugina, namely „To any Future Study in
<Integrated Logic> and a more Comprehensive Methodology for the Unification of All
Sciences, Natural and Social: An Orientation Table for Economics and any other Science
and Its Application in Theory and Practice” (Rugina, 2000). It clearly comes out Rugina’s
inter and transdisciplinary approach and, personally, I think it is our duty to respect and go
on this track of a great importance for the future of science and of humankind. This
“scientific ecumenism” (or better, ecumenism applied to science) should be carefully
prepared since these very days.
In this respect, my new vision called End-Means Methodology (for short EMMY –
more on it in my article in this book) has similar integrative, humanistic, triadic, holistic,
1

I do not say “by specialists” just because disciplinary and sub-disciplinary specialization is no longer the
desired trend nowadays. Transdisciplinarity in science is the same thing as transnationality is in the
economic and political global life. Of course, this is not the last possible trend, but I think it is very useful for
human knowledge at this very beginning of a new millenium.
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transdisciplinary, trans/ postmodern and educational features. As a consequence, the 9th
ISINI Conference enlarged a bit its scope (in comparison with some previous ones) and
included a special and very successful section on Cultural Studies. It is hoped that future
conferences will include also medical or military matters, cognitive studies, peace keeping
and ecology, semiotic and logical studies, etc. I may say that a good economist is not the
one who is only an economist. It is true that some financial and accountancy specialists
felt scared and considered that ISINI is a too large hat for them. It seems to be true and
clear that the unification policy in science is not for all, but only for those who can perceive
its usefulness and are able to make it. ISINI will promote this ecumenic attitude, and its
name may already be linked by this new phase in the scientific research2. In these days
when Experiential Economy3 is gaining a larger and larger audience, it is of great help to
mention to those interested that EMMY lays an emphasis on emotions/ feeling & sensing
as the middle term of the triadic definition of human action.
As about the 9th ISINI Conference held in Bacau, Romania, at George Bacovia
University, it is already history and well integrated with the previous conferences. This
conference was opened by Acad. Mugur Isarescu, the Governor of the National Bank of
Romania (NBR) who demonstrated a real integrative approach putting financial and
monetary policy into daily practice and doing scientific research at an exemplary level of
competence. And this is not only my opinion but also of some famous financial people,
ISINI members whose papers are in this volume. But sometimes a very great success has
its dark side. Isarescu’s oral presentation was based on 74 Power Point slides, and the
speach included many other new ideas. To put aside some of them would lack the readers
the richness of the Isarescian thinking. That is why I decided not to include his contribution
in this volume, but to publish it in a special issue that is now being prepared. This one shall
follow the 9th ISINI Proceedings and reach the readers’ attention and appraisal.
It is worth mentioning that the Governor is a close friend and admirer of Rugina, at
least for a historical reason: Rugina began his activity as a public servant at NBR during
the War. But there are also sound scientific reasons to be evoked as a motivation for
considering Rugina as one of the most important thinkers of our times. Not only in
economic and financial matters, but also in social institutions, scientific methodology and
education policy.
The next ISINI Conference will be organized by our new President for 2007 – 2009,
Prof Eiji Furuyama, in Japan, but the high expenses for organizing a conference in Tokyo
determined the General Assembly meeting to decide to organize it in Bucharest, Romania.
In this respect, the Governor Mugur Isarescu promised all his help to organize a jubiliary
Xth ISINI Conference at the Romanian Banking Institute (in Bucharest) in 2009.
Because the Governor’s staff got involved in supplying us with tehnical devices and
qualified interpreters, it is my moral duty to mention here some of them. There is another
reason to mention their names as well: they will be involved in organizing the next jubiliary
ISINI Conference... So, please do remember these names: the Governer’s counselors
Adrian Vasilescu and Lucian Croitoru, as well as high bank officials such as: Romulus
Palade, Mugur Tolici, Adrian Mate, Dumitru Ratoiu and others.

2

Just an example taken from the non-ISINI world: Jan C. Heller, Ph.D., is a System Director, Ethics and
Theology, for Providence Health & Services. Dr. Heller holds an AB in Chemistry, cum laude, from the King's
College and a Master of Divinity from Princeton Theological Seminary. He received his Ph.D. in Ethics and
Society from Emory University. I personally know people making studies in neurotheology, in neurofinance
and neurophysiology. Bioeconomics, biopolitics and bioethics are already subjects to be studied in
universities.
3
The Experience Economy [Boswijk et al, 2007] is a quite concrete application of EMMY. All history of
economic ideas could be easily presented and understood by using the triadic approach called EMMY.
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More names are to be mentioned from the local organizers and I am doing it with
great pleasure and with my warm thanks to all of them. My colleagues from George
Bacovia University had their own (big) roles in the mechanics of the Conference. Prof
Toader Gherasim, the rector of the university accepted to use the entire logistics our
university has in order to have a succcessful conference, prof dr Dumitru Bontas together
with lecturer Viorica Cisca directly got involved in collecting the necessary sponsorship to
offer our guests the highest conditions for conference and for the final trip. The list of
sponsors is published in the Proceedings. Sorinel Novac, the administrative director of the
university had a huge organizational task, and was helped by lecturers Nicoleta Botez,
Angelica Cobzaru, Mihaela Vasiloaia and others. The webdesigner of the ISINI web page,
lecturer Radu Bucsa and the designer of ISINI’s logo, lecturer Radu Bilba deserve our
sincere thanks. Last but not least, I would like to thank our colleagues (Doina Cmeciu,
Camelia Cmeciu, Nadia Morăraşu) from the University of Bacău, Faculty of Letters for the
handling of the Cultural Studies section. A special mention goes to Camelia Cmeciu who
helped the intercommunication process of the 9th ISINI Conference be a fluent and
pleasant one.
I wish the readers of the 9th ISINI Proceedings a pleasant and useful reading, a
fruitful research and a successful presence at our next ISINI Conference.
Liviu Drugus
president of ISINI 2005 – 2007
vicepresident of ISINI 2007 - 2009
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Lucian Vasile ANTON
„George Bacovia” University, Bacău, ROMANIA

Keywords: entropy, steady state, strategic plans, indeterminist phenomena
Abstract: Over the last twenty years, Romania has undergone deep political, social and economic
transformations that, completed by globalization, have led to strong pressures concerning the validity and
adaptability of marketing theories in general. We deal with a very ample and difficult to outline framework
of problems. It is hard to state, at present that an analysis of past situations, of experience, more of social and
political, will always offer complete solutions to marketing specialists or to economists in general. Under
these circumstances, one quickly concludes that many of the mostly used analysis methods can no longer
offer objective solutions. The explanation is a simple one: the economy becomes more and more dynamic,
and this dynamic analysis approach is not used in the present marketing theory; on the contrary, the static
analysis predominates. The simplest proof that marketing does no longer offer objective solutions is
represented by the adaptability problems of European firms to environment changes or even their failure or
the failure of programs implemented by them. Thus, it is necessary to reanalyze the capabilities of marketing
theories, starting with strategic marketing, in particular. It is well known that strategic marketing works with
plans of marketing: tactical or strategic. The main purpose of these plans is to anticipate the further
evolutions of a marketing environment characterized by a powerful incertitude. Thus, theoretically, the
firm’s risk of having an insecure evolution on the market is reduced. With a critical eye on the theory
concerning the elaboration of marketing plans for Romanian firms, one can notice that, although the
construction stages are logically enumerated, the dynamic analysis aspects are almost inexistent. Taking into
account the fact that the changes in the economic environment are very fast and with such effects, a dynamic
or real time analysis is absolutely necessary. It is quite easy to talk about all these problems, yet difficult to
actually find a dynamic analysis model, only because the human and economic fields are dominated by
indeterminist phenomena. Under these circumstances it is very difficult to find laws for a certain set of
phenomena, in order to eliminate indetermination.
The author’s proposal is to create an interdisciplinary analysis model, based on the nonlinear
thermodynamics entropy that is dominated by indeterminist phenomena. The theory is obviously not a new
one, and there many recent contributions thus creating the risk of interferences.

The necessity of strategic plans
After the EU integration of our country, the framework of problems for Romanian
firms has largely extended, and they adapted with great difficulty to the united European
business environment.
Moreover, one can argue that the European firma as well have difficulties of
adapting to the environmental changes or are confronted with quite often failures in
implementing their own problems.

European Strategic Marketing
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No matter the country the firms come from, they try to find solutions to problems by
elaborating marketing strategic plans. A marketing strategic plan will offer solutions for the
firm, reducing its risk of having an insecure market evolution.

The critics of marketing information systems
Generally, an information system is projected following a succession of stages: the
physical and logical setting up of the system, data collecting, data evaluation and analysis,
supplying hypothesis or answers to questions.
Of course, this system will accurately indicate past or present tendencies that will
help that will successfully help the elaboration of a descriptive model. From the descriptive
model the information system will try to build a provisional model that will generate the
future tendencies, helping the firm take decisions.
The short term decisions will evidently be less affected by uncertainty, but strategy
doesn’t mean short term. Where is the objectivity of an information system if from the data
collection to analysis and the supply of answers and action, there can be a lot of time and
the volume of business environment information not taken into account is very large?
The certainty is very high when tendencies are conserved and the order is perfect
marking clear evolutions. But who have seen tendencies that are conserved or perfect
order?
A dynamic or real time model of analysis is supposed to be more efficient, indicating
more secure ways of evolution for the firms, but the possibilities of building such a model
are very difficult. The explanation is a simple one: the economic field, just as the human
field, is dominated by indeterminist phenomena, characterized by a powerful uncertainty.

The premises of a dynamic analysis model based on entropy
The proposal is that of building an interdisciplinary model of analysis, with non
linear thermodynamic physics analogies that characterize indeterminist phenomena.
Of course, physics, as any other science, cannot put at disposal a general model of
evolution, of becoming that could be easily adapted, but it discovers starting from its own
objects, those elements that any other science cannot define evolution without, the
becoming: the irreversibility, probabilities, coherence.

Buletin ºtiinþific

The objectivity of strategic plans
Marketing strategic plans for example help the firm take decisions in an
environment characterized by a strong uncertainty, but are these objective decisions? In
order to answer to this question we must see what a strategic marketing plan contains. It is
generally represented by a succession of stages, such as:
o The setting of the firm’s mission and objectives
o The internal and external marketing audit, the SWOT analysis, by
establishing the hypothesis
o The setting of the new objectives, of the strategies that have to be put into
practice, as well as the estimation of results
o The setting of budgets, programs etc
o The control of the marketing plan, improvements
Of course, the stages are logical in this type of analysis, but are the decisions
objective?
Will the uncertainty be banished from the respective firm?
Critically viewing the theory concerning the elaboration of marketing plans, for
example for the Romanian firms, one can observe that the dynamic analysis aspects are
almost inexistent. Taking into account the fact that the changes in the business
environment are faster and faster, a dynamic or real time analysis is absolutely necessary.

Buletin ºtiinþific
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In this case the firm can be seen as an open system, which exchanges information
and content with the environment it lives in.
What should be analyzed from a dynamic and entropic point of view?
The entropic and dynamic model will analyze those aspects related mainly to the
external environment of the firm which is constituted from difficult controllably elements:
the political, economic, social and natural environment as well as competitors or suppliers.
Under these circumstances the volume of information that can be analyzed is immense, it
is quite difficult to quantify or simplify things. But if we want to use entropy, then we must
study the processes within a firm, the aspects that are related to entropy. These are the
firm’s activities.
What do the activities of a firm produce?
The needs, the non-homogeneities present at a market level generate activities.
Any activity needs a consumption of energy and resources. Any consumption of energy
and resources is a producer of entropy, having a finality, meaning that energy and
resources are consumed.
Thus, any activity produces entropy, more or less, depending on its rhythm, but
always in a positive sense, of growth, according to the second principle of
thermodynamics.
Therefore, any activity is meant to disappear and even the societies we live in are
irreversibly condemned toward such an evolution.
What does entropy indicate in a system?
In a classical formulation, entropy, depending on its stage, would describe the state
of disorder which would characterize a system. The processes generating entropy are
entirely irreversible, the entropy growth indicating an arrow of time.
When the entropy is not maximum, even if it tends to that, the irreversibility of
processes generator of entropy indicates us an improbable world, capable at any time of
evolution, of becoming, of creating differences, between what was and what will be. The
uncertainty is the consequence of this fact.
The entropy is maximum when the system reaches equilibrium, and in
thermodynamics this fact means a cancellation of differences, a dead universe.
This is certainly stated by physics, especially for isolated systems. In the case of the
human society things can be very different.
What happens when entropy reaches a maximum?
It seems that for economic systems this can lead to a degeneration of resources in
the sense of their consumption. The processes generating entropy, the human activities,
although they consume resources, they generate order, development, a convenient
becoming of the human society. A provisional model of this type will certainly indicate
evolutions or states that any system-firm wishes to reach.
If we linked the development of a firm directly to the production of entropy, then it is
desirable for the entropy to grow in sustained rhythm, so that the firm could pass through
successive stages of growth, development. But firm are open systems that communicate
with the environment fact that can affect them very powerfully.
How can entropy affect the different development stages of a firm?
It has been state that firms are producers of entropy through the activities the have.
But they are open systems so that they communicate with the business environment.
In the business environment there are anti-entropic phenomena, such as the social
processes that action on each entropy growth. So, these phenomena can diminish or
cancel the production of entropy within a firm, mentioning it in stagnation. In
thermodynamics, this state, when the production of entropy does not vary in time because
of the external production of entropy, is called steady state. The name is suggestive and
can be used without difficulties in the economic language.
What can strategic marketing do in this case?
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It is difficult to quantify the production of entropy within a firm, or better said, which
phenomena, processes are entropic, as well as the development stage of the firm taking
into account these processes: if the firm is near a stationary sate or if it evolves. The
marketing specialist has to identify in the external environment those phenomena,
processes that would have an anti entropic character and to avoid the combination of
these phenomena with his own firm’s processes that produce entropy. This is very difficult
because the firm is an open system that cannot avoid contact with anti entropic processes,
which are also uncontrollable.
Moreover, the marketer has to make evident within its own firm and if the energy
production quantification would be possible, the processes that really produce entropy and
will lead to a state of growth of the firm.
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Conclusions
First of all why would an entropic model of analysis be useful?
Let’s take the case of globalization. One great deficiency, even if it is admitted with
great difficulty, is the uniformity which has as consequences uniformity of prices, of
behaviors, of competition elimination, of free-practice, of marketing strategies inefficiency.
The anti entropic phenomena are characteristic to globalization. Once these phenomena
become intelligible in the “conscience” of a firm, it can defend itself more easily.
The entropic processes are opposed to the anti-entropic ones and as long as the
first will dominate the latter, the possibility of reaching a steady state will be far for a
system-firm. Of course the steady state will not necessarily have to be associated with
bankruptcy. But when a firm approaches such a state or even reaches it, the profit will
definitely be lower and lower and if it doesn’t overcome this state the risk of getting out of
the market is great. A firm can overcame this state only if it has a special experience.
An entropic model of analysis should not evidently provide success, but its
importance becomes relative when we’ll ask it to offer solutions to questions of the type:
“what prestige will the firm reach?” or “What economic force will the firm have in 30
years?”
As there is no research model with a complete and detailed set of information that
would impose a determinist law of evolution, as humane nature cannot store unlimited net
information.
Such a model is not willing for a compromise, an articulation between the
consumption of resources and the environmental pollution or climate changes. Such a
model aims at scientific research, without necessarily offering solutions, as uncertainty is a
part of the universe. We’d better fight against uniformity, against those processes that
eliminate the differences establishing an equilibrium desired by everyone.
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Solutiile Business Intelligence in
mediul de afaceri actual
Marian FOTACHE
“George Bacovia” University, Bacău, ROMANIA

Keywords: Business Intelligence, informational technologies, Business Performance Management
Abstract: The new managers will need to know how information systems can make businesses more
competitive, efficient and profitable. They must be able to answer the following questions: what is the role
of information systems in today's competitive business environment? What exactly is an information
system? What do managers need to know about information systems? How are information systems
transforming organizations and management? How has the internet and internet technology transformed
business? What are the major management challenges to building and using information systems? The
benefits of BI solutions are: ability to expand system to transactional data systems (in addition to servicing
reporting needs from the data warehouse, unlocking further value from information systems); faster
access to information (available when it is needed for decision-making and compliance reporting);
streamlining of manual information-gathering processes (by enabling users to gain access to previously
‘siloed’ data sources). It can be to the company what high-tech firms have been to the economy – a catalyst
for change and an engine driving rapid growth. Technology and information have become so important to
how companies operate that even small changes can dramatically affect many areas of the business. This
reality is reflected in the amount of assets accumulated over the years due to large budgets, and payrolls.
The right information at the right time can make all managers better; but, more importantly, it can make
good managers great.

1. Mediul economic actual – paradis sau infern
Epoca pe care o traversăm reprezintă mugurii unei noi civilizaŃii, o evoluŃie de la
universul-ceasornic1, prin parcurgerea materialismului, a mecanicismului şi a proaspetei
apuse civilizaŃii industriale. Economia de astăzi a devenit postindustrială, culturapostmodernă, societatea-postnaŃională şi, chiar mai mult, au fost declanşate procese de
emergenŃă postcomunistă şi postcapitalistă.
Ieşirea dintr-o modernitate conduce la ieşirea din scena lumii orientate după
randament a perioadei industriale şi îndreptarea spre o altfel de modernitate, o
modernitate centrată pe om şi pe ceea ce are el distinctiv în regnul viu: inteligenŃă,
cunoaştere, creativitate. Astfel pensionata societate postindustrială începe să fie numită
1

Rene Descartes (1596-1650) a introdus în "Tratatul despre om" ideea omului ca o "maşină vie"...
Descartes, alături de alŃi filosofi ai epocii ca Newton, Bacon creând o imagine mecanicistă a lumii... tot ceea
ce ne înconjoară se petrece într-un anumit timp şi cu un anumit motiv.
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societatea cunoaştere iar retrocedanta societate postcapitalistă este tot mai des
identificată drept societatea globală.
Sunt opinii care consideră că globalizarea este un proces care străbate
dintotdeauna istoria, societatea umană fiind expresia continuă a cunoaşterii. Nouă ordine
mondială are la bază astăzi alte principii, astfel dacă lumea preglobală avea la bază
principiul adversităŃii lumea globală are la bază principiul competitivităŃii acesta fiind
principiul ordonator al lumii în care omul depinde esenŃial de el însuşi, de ceea ce creează
şi inovează, de cunoaştere în calitate de resursă preponderentă.
Preocuparea pentru a surprinde cât mai exact trăsăturile definitorii ale societăŃii
contemporane, martoră a unor transformări radicale, printre care cel al globalizării ocupă
locul central, i-a îndemnat pe cercetători să caute şi alte explicaŃii ale tendinŃelor ce se fac
resimŃite în zilele noastre. Astfel, unul dintre cele mai incitante puncte de vedere plasează
riscul în centrul schimbărilor social-economice contemporane. De pildă, cercetătorul Ulrich
Beck2, într-una din lucrările sale de referinŃă intitulată Risk Society, susŃine faptul că
societatea contemporană a intrat într-o nouă fază în care caracterul resurselor naturale a
devenit stresant. AmeninŃarea cu pericolul epuizării multor resurse naturale a încetat să
mai fie doar o pagină de teorie economică, ea devenind o realitate de netăgăduit.
Sub imperiul acestor transformări, tranziŃii şi tranzienŃe3, economia îşi redefineşte
rolul de ştiinŃă socială, când casa se transformă, trebuie să se transforme şi modul de a
conduce casa4, când mijloacele sunt tot mai rare şi scopurile tot mai complexe5, când se
produc, desfac, comercializează şi se consumă nu doar bunuri şi servicii ci chiar afacerile
în sine sunt privite ca „bunuri sau servicii” ce pot fi produse şi vândute, e absolut firesc sau
chiar imperativ ca economia, factor de reglare a funcŃionării întregii societăŃi să găsească
acele mijloace, pârghii, procedee care să-i permită adaptarea la un mediu tot mai complex.
Mediul economic este un mediu dinamic aflat sub influenŃa politicului, al noilor descoperiri
tehnologice, al socialului şi de ce nu, chiar dacă nu cu aceeaşi intensitatea ca în perioade
nu de mult apuse sub influenŃa religiei (în multe regiuni de pe glob chiar şi astăzi există Ńări
ale căror economii sunt influenŃate de religie).
Sfârşitul Războiului Rece şi destrămarea/transformarea6 sistemului bipolar au
marcat începutul unei perioade de ample şi rapide transformări pe scena internaŃională.
Statele, comunitatea internaŃională, trebuie să răspundă unor noi şi complexe provocări
generate de accelerarea, lărgirea şi adâncirea intreconectării fenomenului de globalizare,
atât a oportunităŃilor cât şi a riscurilor, intensificarea şi multiplicarea ameninŃărilor
asimetrice, dar şi amplificarea posibilităŃilor de promovare a valorilor democratice şi a
modelului economiei de piaŃă în spaŃii până nu demult impenetrabile.
În acelaşi timp, procesele de integrare regională afectează şi modelează relaŃiile
internaŃionale, creând un sistem internaŃional complex. Astfel că sistemul internaŃional
actual e rezultatul manifestării opuse, simultane şi intercondiŃionate a două procese –
globalizare pe de o parte, ca vector centripet, integrator şi localizare/fragmentare ca vector
centrifug, entropic. Găsim astfel curente cu privire la viziunea unipolarităŃii sistemului
internaŃional actual respectiv tendinŃe de dezvoltare a unui univers multilateral şi
2

Beck, Ulrich. 1992. Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity. London: Sage.
TranzienŃă – termen pe care îl foloseşte Alvin Tofler pentru a scoate în evidenŃă diferenŃele dintre tranziŃie
– conversia de la un sistem vechi la un sisteme nou ce se presupune definit, cunoscut, şi procesele
transformatoare care conduc la conversia către un sistem nou, nedefinit, guvernat de reguli şi norme ce nu
se pot încadra în sistemele de valori existente.
4
Economia – din limba greacă οίκος [oikos], 'casă' şi νοµος [nomos], 'conducere’ este o ştiinŃă socială ce
studiază producŃia şi desfacerea, comerŃul şi consumul de bunuri şi servicii.
5
Lionel Robbins, în 1932, în Eseu asupra naturii şi importanŃei stiinŃei economiei defineşte economia ca fiind
ştiinŃa ce studiază modul alocării mijloacelor rare în scopuri alternative.
6
Sistemul internaŃional este o realitate perenă, configuraŃia sa, fie aceasta uni-, bi- sau multipolară
reprezintă imagini, faŃete, radiografii ale sale. Ca atare, sistemul se transformă din bipolar în altceva, fără a
dispărea.
3
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multipolar. Multipolarismul incipient din Sistemul internaŃional actual este generat de
ascensiunea deopotrivă a unor actori statali – Rusia, China şi supra-statali Uniunea
Europeană.
InvestiŃiile în TIC pot constitui pariul câştigător atât al României cât şi al agenŃilor
economici care vor conştientiza importanŃa implementării de sisteme informaŃionale
performante în contextul competitivităŃii ridicate. În anul 2006, valoarea sectorului
românesc de TIC a fost de 4,8 miliarde de euro, aducând o contribuŃie de 4,19% la PIB. În
acelaşi timp, valoarea exporturilor de software şi servicii a fost estimată la 380 milioane de
euro pentru anul 2006. PiaŃa TIC este cel mai dinamic sector, un studiu de analiză a
impactului economic al industriei TIC, realizat de către IDC pentru companiei Microsoft
România, estimând un ritm mediu de creştere anuală de 10% iar previziunile pentru 2009
fiind de 1,3 mld. dolari. Studiul analizează impactul industriei TIC cu privire la: crearea de
noi locuri de muncă, înfiinŃarea de noi companii, cheltuieli locale pentru TIC şi veniturile din
taxe.
Potrivit studiului citat, creşterea în software este semnificativă la nivelul întregului
sector, până în 2008, piaŃa software din România se va dubla faŃă de 2003, ajungând la
200 de milioane de dolari. La nivelul celor şase Ńări analizate (studiul analizează şase Ńări:
România, Bulgaria, CroaŃia, Macedonia, Slovenia, Serbia&Muntenegru), cheltuielile pentru
software reprezintă 16% din piaŃa totală TIC din sud-estul Europei şi cresc cu o rată
anuală de 13%.
Referitor la România, 1450 de companii activează în domeniul TIC. Acestea au
plătit la buget 122 de milioane de dolari sub formă de taxe şi impozite. Per total,
cheltuielile TIC în România au fost, în 2004, de 818 milioane de dolari. Peste 45.000 de
persoane sunt angajate în domeniul TIC, angajările în industria software reprezintă 52%
din numărul total al locurilor de muncă din TIC iar în 2009 acest procent va ajunge la 65%.
Pentru Ńările analizate, impactul economic al industriei TIC este estimat astfel:
• între 2003 şi 2009 este preconizată crearea a 35.000 de noi locuri de muncă;
• taxele la buget în următorii cinci ani sunt estimate la 1,4 mld. dolari;
• cheltuielile cu software reprezintă 15% din cheltuielile TIC totale;
• aproximativ 50% din numărul total de anagajaŃi TIC în sud-estul Europei sunt
implicaŃi în dezvoltare, distribuire de software sau servicii software;
• aproximativ 50% din veniturile colectate din taxe din sectorul TIC provine din
domenii conexe software.
Atât România cât şi Ńările analizate sunt pieŃe emergente, iar la nivelul acestor pieŃe
există o comunitate de specialişti în TIC mare ca dimensiune şi ca potenŃial. Impactul
industriei TIC asupra dezvoltării economice în Romania poate fi sintetizat astfel:
• piaŃa TIC înregistrează o tranziŃie către dezvoltarea de software şi servicii TIC;
• s-a încetinit procesul de emigrare a creierelor din domeniul TIC;
• piaŃa telecomunicaŃiilor este complet liberalizată;
• guvernul se preocupă şi este proactiv în privinŃa automatizării sectorului public;
• există o nevoie şi o creştere a cheltuielilor TIC în majoritatea pieŃelor verticale;
• serviciile TIC sunt recunoscute din ce în ce mai mult ca activităŃi cu valoare
adaugată mare;
• procesul de privatizare a sectorului energetic şi a altor sectoare de utilităŃi decurge
în parametrii normali (până la jumatatea acestui an se preconizezază liberalizarea
acestui sector);
• se creează premisele pentru creşterea investiŃiilor străine – care vor avea un
puternic impact asupra cheltuielilor cu TIC.
În ceea ce priveşte impactul industriei TIC asupra dezvoltării economice în regiune
se remarcă următoarele aspecte:
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creşterea sectorului TIC în regiune este puternică şi va urma o traiectorie
ascendentă şi în perioada următoare;
cheltuielile cu software reprezintă 16% din totalul consumului TIC din regiunea
Europei de sud-est şi cresc cu 13% anual;
aproximativ 47% din angajaŃii din sectorul TIC sunt implicaŃi în crearea, distribuŃia,
suportul sau mentenanŃa aplicaŃiilor software.

7
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2. BI – un pariu câştigător
Într-o piaŃă aflată într-un permanent proces de diversificare, confruntându-se cu un
număr mare de clienŃi, de cereri şi cu o gamă complexă de produse şi servicii, companiile
îşi pun, tot mai des, întrebarea: "Cum pot fi folosite mai eficient datele obŃinute prin diverse
canale?"
„Calculatoarele sunt prezente pretutindeni mai puŃin în rapoartele statistice despre
productivitate” a afirmat în anul 1987 economistul Robert Solow, câştigător al Premiului
Nobel pentru Economie. Paisprezece ani mai târziu, Dale Jorgenson, profesor de
economie la Universitatea Harvard spunea că „în ciuda diferenŃelor dintre metodologiile şi
sursele de date folosite, s-a ajuns la un consens şi anume că remarcabilul comportament
al costurilor legate de introducerea tehnologiilor informaŃionale (TI) reprezintă cheia pentru
o creştere economică sănătoasă”.
Este normală această diferenŃă de opinii deoarece la nivelul anilor ’80
performanŃele sistemelor de calcul erau modeste iar costurile de achiziŃie, de întreŃinere şi
de operare a acestora erau extrem de ridicate, în timp ce la nivelul anilor 2000 raportul
cost – beneficiu a scăzut simŃitor.
Câteva exemple practice care susŃin afirmaŃia economistului Robert Solow
prezentate de către Landauer în cartea sa „Trouble with Computers” sunt edificatoare: în
momentul în care se introducea o tranzacŃie de vânzare într-un sistem informatic şi pe un
produs nu exista codul folosit pentru actualizarea stocului, se bloca întregul sistem până
când managerul găsea o soluŃie iar restul clienŃilor trebuiau să aştepte ca această situaŃie
să se rezolve; o altă situaŃie negativă pentru introducerea calculatoarelor era atunci când
se efectua o tranzacŃie în care trebuia să se verifice şi să se plătească un produs cu o
carte de credit: dacă vânzătoarea nu introducea codul corect la maşina care verifica cartea
de credit, situaŃia devenea mai puŃin plăcută atât pentru managerul firmei respective cât şi
pentru client. De aici, întrebarea pe care şi-a pus-o Landauer: „Ce se întâmplă cu
calculatoarele?. Într-adevăr, acestea au avut triumfuri uimitoare: au ajutat oamenii să
ajungă pe lună, au reuşit să rezolve probleme de matematică foarte complexe, au dus la o
explozie a descoperirilor ştiinŃifice, au îmbunătăŃit considerabil Ńinerea evidenŃelor
contabile şi au revoluŃionat industria telecomunicaŃiilor care s-a dezvoltat vertiginos în
ultimii treizeci de ani, puterea lor de calcul şi de stocare continuând să se dubleze de la un
an la altul dar promisiunea că acestea ar avea contribuŃii în economie, la o creştere vastă
a standardului de viaŃă nu a fost respectată. łările, industriile şi oamenii care au investit
sume mari în calculatoare nu au avut parte de prosperitate proporŃional cu investiŃiile
realizate, cu excepŃia firmelor care vând calculatoare.”7
ExplicaŃia pe care o dă tot autorul este următoarea: calculatoarele au trecut prin
două faze de evoluŃie corespunzătoare a două domenii majore de aplicaŃii.
Prima fază este caracterizată prin utilizarea calculatoarelor pentru automatizare,
adică înlocuirea operatorilor umani pentru realizarea sarcinilor, fie prin realizarea sarcinilor
pe care oamenii le puteau realiza fără nici un ajutor uman, fie prin realizarea unor sarcini
pe care oamenii nu erau suficient de rapizi pentru a le îndeplini. Toate aceste sarcini
implicau manevrarea numerelor. Calculatoarele excelau în matematică şi alte ştiinŃe prin
rezolvarea problemelor matematice ce se rezumau la bine-cunoscutele calcule
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matematice care, în principiu puteau fi realizate de către oameni cu un pix şi o hârtie dar
diferenŃa era că acestea realizau aceste calcule de milioane de ori mai rapid decât
oamenii şi cu mult mai puŃine erori. În cadrul acestei faze de evoluŃie a calculatoarelor a
fost posibilă crearea de mijloace electronice mult mai rapide, ieftine, avansate de
conectare între reŃelele de telefonie pentru care, dacă se păstrau vechile mijloace
electromecanice de conectare ar mai fi fost nevoie de încă două milioane de operatori faŃă
de anul 1950; de asemenea, calculatoarele au făcut posibilă construirea de roboŃi iar pe
partea comercială, cea mai importantă contribuŃie au avut-o la Ńinerea contabilităŃii. Prima
fază a ajuns la final în momentul în care sarcinile care putea fi preluate de către
procesoare au fost epuizate, adică „fructele au fost deja culese”8.
Faza a doua a aplicaŃiilor calculatoarelor se referă la domeniile de acŃiuni pe care le
realizează oamenii dar care nu pot fi preluate în totalitate de o maşină numerică.
Majoritatea lucrurilor pe care le fac oamenii (vorbirea, înŃelegerea vorbirii şi a limbajului,
scriere, citire, convingere, negociere, decizie, organizare, administrare, distracŃie,
socializare) intră în această categorie. Nici una din acestea nu poate fi realizată de către
calculatoare la fel de bine ca şi oamenii. Cu toate că cercetătorii lucrează intens în
această direcŃie, oamenii nu pot fi înlocuiŃi de calculatoare dar acestea din urmă au fost, în
schimb, proiectate şi create să se comporte ca „asistenŃi”. Această fază a eşuat deoarece
s-a dorit ca aceste maşini să realizeze numeroase sarcini, investindu-se foarte mult în
dezvoltarea lor dar, în schimb, rezultatele nu au fost cele dorite: „asistenŃii” nu sunt de
ajutor oamenilor pe măsura pretenŃiilor şi investiŃiilor realizate. Deci problema
calculatoarelor consta în faptul că acestea nu realizau încă un număr suficient de sarcini
cu adevărat utile.
Există o serie de soluŃii TI prin care o organizaŃie îşi poate spori capacitatea de a
face faŃă cu succes unui mediu concurenŃial tot mai accentuat, prin folosirea judicioasă a
resurselor materiale şi umane, prin analizarea operativă şi detaliată a veniturilor şi
cheltuielilor sau printr-o comunicare eficientă cu partenerii şi clienŃii.
Se includ aici soluŃiile ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), a căror "ambiŃie" este
să integreze eficient toate departamentele şi operaŃiunile dintr-o organizaŃie într-un singur
sistem, care să poată deservi toate necesităŃile particulare ale diferitelor departamente soluŃii de Customer Relationship Management (CRM) sau soluŃii pentru securitatea
sistemelor informatice.
Ultimul trend în dezvoltarea soluŃiilor TI pentru business îl reprezintă sistemele de
tip Business Intelligence (BI) şi de Business Performance Management (BPM). Aceste
sisteme au aplicaŃii în orice activitatea a întreprinderii, având aplicaŃii în consolidări
financiare, planificare şi bugetare, management strategic, managementul costului şi
profitabilităŃii.
Afacerile traversează astăzi o schimbare fundamentală în ceea ce priveşte
procesele de adoptare a deciziilor, şi acest lucru nu poate fi ignorat fără a avea consecinŃe
asupra eficienŃei activităŃii întregii companii. Delegarea responsabilităŃii devine o cerinŃă
obligatorie mai ales în cazul organizaŃiilor de dimensiuni mari, deoarece păstrarea puterii
de decizie numai la nivelurile înalte poate duce la blocarea activităŃii. În acest context,
soluŃiile de management al datelor şi instrumentele de analiză şi raportare alese de fiecare
organizaŃie trebuie să fie capabile să susŃină o activitate complexă şi variată.
Conform datelor diviziei CEMA (Europa Centrala, Orientul Apropiat şi Africa) a
companiei de studii de piaŃă din domeniul IT, IDC, cheltuielile companiilor şi instituŃiilor
româneşti pe soluŃii de "business intelligence" (BI) au înregistrat anul trecut o creştere de
17,2%.
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Sistemele integrate de BI oferă extrageri de date, analize de date, înlătură informaŃii
irelevante, managementul riscului, şi sprijin pentru decizii manageriale cu o viteză foarte
mare şi o relevanŃă aproape perfectă.
Afacerile sunt conduse prin sisteme TI în cadrul BI şi nu depind de departamentul
informatic. O caracteristică comună a Europei Centrale şi de Est constă în faptul ca
soluŃiile BI sunt încă parte din sistemul de planificare a resurselor în cadrul companiei
(ERP). Acest fapt nu este o inconsistenŃă a pieŃei, ci o etapa de dezvoltare într-o economie
emergentă precum cea românească, consideră specialiştii.

Într-o organizaŃie modernă, centrul de greutate se mută de la nevoia de a
implementa noi tehnologii, la abilitatea de a le folosi inteligent, pentru ca acestea să aducă
organizaŃiei maximum de beneficii.
Business Intelligence desemnează mai mult decât o soluŃie informatică - un concept
de afaceri, devenind în ultima vreme un subiect căruia i se acordă din ce în ce mai multă
atenŃie la diferite niveluri de management.
Instrumentele de BI pot integra datele colectate în toate sistemele şi soluŃiile
informatice dintr-o companie - CRM (Customer Relationship Management), SCM (Supply
Chain Management) şi ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) - şi permit obŃinerea unei
imagini complete şi de ansamblu a performanŃelor acesteia. Conceptul de Business
Intelligence desemnează, în mare, capacitatea de a transforma datele primare în
informaŃie relevantă, a informaŃiilor în cunoştinŃe şi a cunoştinŃelor în decizii şi acŃiuni,
contribuind, în ultimă instanŃă, la creşterea performanŃelor organizaŃiei şi, implicit, a
profitului.
Beneficiile implementării unei soluŃii de BI:
Pe scurt, soluŃiile de Business Intelligence permit organizaŃiilor să acceseze, să
analizeze şi să folosească în comun informaŃii, atât intern, între angajaŃii aceleiaşi
companii, cât şi extern, cu clienŃii, furnizorii şi partenerii.
Acestea sunt instrumente care sprijină organizaŃiile să-şi îmbunătăŃească eficienŃa,
să creeze relaŃii profitabile cu clienŃii şi să dezvolte oferte de produse diferenŃiate. De cele
mai multe ori, rolul departamentului TI din cadrul unei organizaŃii este crucial pentru
obŃinerea de către management a informaŃiilor necesare în procesul de adoptare a
deciziilor. Acest fapt poate transforma departamentul TI într-un aşa-numit "bottleneck" - un
element ce îngreunează activitatea companiei. Lipsa personalului calificat, costurile
pregătirii şi menŃinerii acestuia acutizează şi mai mult această problemă.
Să presupunem că factorii de decizie ar avea acces la informaŃia necesară, prin
intermediul unor instrumente uşor de folosit, astfel încât să-şi poată fundamenta mult mai
bine deciziile într-un timp cât mai scurt? În mod cert, o serie întreagă de activităŃi se vor
desfăşura mult mai eficient şi mai sigur, cu implicaŃii benefice. Aceasta este, practic,
"promisiunea" pe care o fac soluŃiile de business-intelligence: de a face bazele de date
existente în companie accesibile la orice nivel, prin intermediul unor funcŃii de analiză şi
raportare uşor de utilizat.
Sistemele informatice de asistare a deciziilor şi instrumentele de business
intelligence tind să devină elemente omniprezente în cadrul companiilor. Dinamica vieŃii
economice şi explozia informaŃională contemporană fac din utilizarea diverselor tipuri de
sisteme de asistare a procesului decizional o necesitate. În ciuda limitărilor impuse de
imposibilitatea reproducerii perfecte de către calculator a raŃionamentelor umane,
sistemele informatic pentru management reprezintă astăzi instrumente indispensabile
managerului modern, marea majoritate a activităŃilor decizionale de rutină, informaŃiile
necesare procesului decizional împreună cu tehnicile de căutare şi regăsire a informaŃiei
fiind preluate complet de către aceste sisteme. În plus, perfecŃionarea lor continuă, dublată
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de îmbunătăŃirea performanŃelor computerelor, oferă posibilităŃi sporite de preluare a unor
segmente din ce în ce mai cuprinzătoare ale activităŃii de raŃionare desfăşurată de către
decidentul uman.
Categoria de sisteme informatice care oferă suport în procesul decizional poate fi
definită de termenul prin business intelligence. Acesta priveşte ansamblul instrumentelor
de natură informatică ce aduc un plus de “inteligenŃă” procesului de afaceri. Integrarea
aplicaŃiilor tradiŃionale, operaŃionale, cu o gamă de programe de analiză a datelor sau din
categoria sistemelor expert asigură o bază eficientă pentru asistarea procesului decizional.

4. Etapele decizionale în cazul utilizării soluŃiilor
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Business Intelligence
În ceea ce priveşte procesul de luare al deciziilor bazat pe soluŃiile de business
intelligence, identificăm următoarele etape fundamentale:
1. Analiza - Filtrarea din multitudinea de date a informaŃiilor utile în concordanŃă cu
modelul afacerii şi identificarea indicatorilor de performanŃă. Analiza informaŃiilor în diverse
contexte pentru a identifica tendinŃele. Business Intelligence înseamnă punerea
informaŃiilor la dispoziŃia tuturor departamentelor companiei, astfel încât fiecare manager
să îşi poată realiza propriile analize şi să fie capabil să urmărească evoluŃia indicatorilor de
performantă pe segmentul care îl interesează;
2. Descoperirea de cauze – Explicarea cauzelor anumitor fenomene care nu
corespund cu modelul afacerii;
3. AcŃiunea – Luarea deciziilor bazate pe informaŃiile analizate. Aceste decizii se
bazează pe proiecŃia în viitor a efectelor pe care le va avea o acŃiune (de exemplu,
creşterea vânzărilor la un anumit produs ca urmare a unei promoŃii). Din nou, componenta
umană are un rol important: ea apreciază care dintre variantele de acŃiune va duce la
rezultatul scontat. Business Intelligence asistă la procesul decizional prin posibilitatea de a
simula efecte (analiză What If);
4. Măsurarea rezultatelor – În această ultimă etapă putem vedea dacă deciziile
luate au fost corecte sau dacă rezultatele nu sunt exact cele aşteptate, ne indică direcŃia în
care trebuie să acŃionăm pentru îmbunătăŃirea lor.

5. Proiectarea soluŃiilor de Business Intelligence
Atunci când dorim să implementăm o soluŃie pentru Business Intelligence, trebuie
să pornim de la cerinŃele utilizatorilor care o vor folosi. Nu trebuie să luăm aici în
considerare doar echipa managerială, ci orice tip de utilizator care vor avea nevoie - sub o
formă sau alta - de informaŃii din acest sistem pentru a-şi desfăşura activitatea.
Putem împărŃi utilizatorii unui sistem de Business Intelligence în:
• Utilizatori de informaŃie – Aceştia au nevoie doar de rapoarte sau de anumiŃi
indicatori de performantă. Ei folosesc rapoarte standard şi nu capacităŃi de analiză
a informaŃiei;
• Consumatori de informaŃie – Au nevoie de posibilităŃi de analiză de informaŃii în
diverse contexte şi solicită funcŃii pentru interogări dinamice ale datelor;
• Analişti şi experŃi – Sunt cei cărora le este necesară analiza multidimensională
pentru a identifica tendinŃe şi pentru a lua decizii majore. Ei au nevoie de analiză
ad-hoc şi de acces liber la orice tip de informaŃii din sistem.
Pentru a avea o imagine cât mai corectă asupra categoriilor de utilizatori ai
sistemului şi a răspunde cerinŃelor acestora, proiectarea soluŃiei trebuie să aibă în vedere
următoarele două elemente fundamentale:
a. Localizarea informaŃiilor pe baza cărora se realizează analiza. Aceste date se vor
afla, de obicei, în diverse sisteme operaŃionale existente: aplicaŃii Line of Business (LOB),
sisteme Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management
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(CRM), managementul resurselor umane (HR), managementul reŃelelor de distribuŃie
(supply chain). Toate aceste sisteme au câteva caracteristici comune, printre care cea mai
importantă este că sunt sisteme tranzacŃionale. Un alt aspect, care împiedică de obicei
utilizarea datelor pentru analize, este faptul că sistemele sunt izolate şi comunică prea
puŃin cu alte sisteme, iar datele nu sunt corelate. În momentul, în care dorim să realizăm o
soluŃie de analiză a informaŃiei trebui să găsim o cale pentru a integra datele din toate
aceste sisteme.
b. Utilizatorii sistemului şi tipurile de informaŃii necesare. Vor fi create profilurile
utilizatorilor pentru ca, mai târziu, să fie realizat design-ul sistemului şi planificarea
capacităŃii acestuia pe baza acestor cerinŃe.

Creşterea volumului de date pentru care este necesară analiza informaŃiilor a
determinat dezvoltarea unor mijloace speciale capabile, să răspundă acestor cerinŃe.
SoluŃiile de tip BI prin exploatarea facilităŃilor oferite de tehnologiile de tip Data Mining şi
OLAP sunt capabile să răspundă cerinŃelor momentului. Domeniile de aplicare ale acestor
tehnologii sunt diverse, ele fiind dedicate domeniului economic sau diverselor altor ramuri
ale ştiinŃei.
Astfel, observatorul astronomic nr. 2 de la Palomar (SUA), a efectuat timp de şase
ani mai mult de 3000 de fotografii la rezoluŃia de 16 biti/pixel, fiecare fotografie având o
dimensiune 23.040 x 23.040 pixeli. S-au urmărit 2 miliarde de obiecte cereşti, fiecăruia
fiindu-i măsurate 40 de atribute, stabilite de astronomi. În felul acesta a rezultat o bază de
date de 3 Tb. Problema fundamentală era de a clasifica aceste obiecte în corpuri cereşti şi
galaxii. Acest lucru evident nu era posibil să se realizeze manual, aşa că s-a elaborat un
instrument special, numit Sky Image Cataloging and Analysis Tool (SKI-CAT). SKI-CAT
folosea tehnologii speciale de Data Mining pentru analizarea şi catalogarea diverselor
galaxii şi corpuri stelare.
În domeniul economic, având în vedere utilizarea tot mai accentuată a sistemelor
informatice pentru derularea tranzacŃiilor financiare, s-a produs o acumulare importantă de
informaŃii, care a fost necesar să fie analizate. Folosirea Internetului pentru realizarea
operaŃiunilor comerciale a determinat eliminarea barierelor de orice natură din
desfăşurarea comerŃului. De asemenea, mijloacele electronice au permis o fluidizare şi
accelerare a fluxurilor financiare. Având în vedere aceste considerente, a fost necesară
crearea unor mijloace capabile să analizeze un volum mare de date, să sintetizeze
informaŃiile şi să asiste procesul decizional. Cele două tehnologii care fac obiectului
acestei teze, combinate cu soluŃii informatice tradiŃionale, sunt capabile să ofere răspuns
acestor nevoi.
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Abstract: In economics, the syntagm price theory is rarely used; they speak about theories more frequently.
There are a lot of discussions in this field and different opinions and ideas are formulated. The extreme
ones are the labor value theory and the utility theory. Each of them regards the price concept in its own
manner, resulting thus the price interpretations – labour value and price-utility.
The aim of this research is to demonstrate that the theories about prices, although they have always
been regarded as divergent, are actually complementary and convergent, each of them partially illustrating
the mechanism of their formation and the way in which the economy functions and simply leading
towards a general theory, unique and integrative about prices.
In order to demonstrate how this convergence takes place, I think it is necessary to underline that, in a
specific way, there are fundamental differences between the modalities of interpreting the notion of price.
The conclusion is that between prices based on labor value and utility value the relations are very tight
and they may be used as an argument in order to recognize the necessity to gather them all into a unitary
price concept.
In my future research I will show not only that these theories may “peacefully” live together but that
they cannot exist one without the other. Rejecting one of them, mo matter which one, we are convinced that
it will mean to let the price theory incomplete.

În general, banii îndeplinesc mai multe funcŃii: de mijloc de măsură a valorii, mijloc
de circulaŃie, mijloc de acumulare sau tezaurizare, mijloc de plată etc. Valoarea unei mărfi
exprimată în bani este de fapt preŃul acesteia. Datorită faptului că banii pot îndeplini funcŃia
de măsură a valorii fără a fi necesară prezenŃa lor efectivă, respectiv ca bani imaginari, şi
preŃul mărfurilor este o formă imaginară de exprimare a valorii.
Cantitatea de material preŃios adoptată într-o Ńară ca unitate bănească cu o
denumire specifică (euro, dolar, rublă, marcă, leu etc.) şi care serveşte pentru măsurarea
preŃurilor tuturor mărfurilor poartă denumirea de etalon al preŃurilor. Rezultă aşadar că,
odată elucidată esenŃa banilor, este asigurată trecerea de la valoare la preŃuri şi
cunoaşterea mai profundă a esenŃei acestora.
Structura valorii mărfurilor se prezintă astfel: V = c + v + p, în care: V - valoarea
mărfii; c, v - capitalul constant, respectiv variabil consumat pentru producerea mărfii; p plusvaloarea.
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Ca efect al luptei de concurenŃă şi al a acŃiunii legii egalizării ratei profitului,
mărfurile nu se vând pe piaŃă la valoarea lor reală, ci la preŃurile de producŃie. Altfel spus,
valorile de piaŃă ale mărfurilor se transformă în preŃuri de producŃie.
Ca formă transformată a valorii mărfii, preŃul de producŃie urmează valoarea, orice
schimbare a acesteia determinând modificarea sa.
Totuşi, preŃul de producŃie se deosebeşte de valoare atât ca formă de exprimare,
cât şi ca mărime. Astfel, spre deosebire de valoare, care are structura prezentată mai sus,
preŃul de producŃie (P) înglobează în structura sa, nu plusvaloarea (p), ci profitul mijlociu
(pf): P = c + v + pf.
Totodată, preŃul de producŃie, ca mărime, nu este egal cu valoarea decât cu totul şi
cu totul întâmplător. În mod normal, el oscilează în jurul valorii sub acŃiunea unui complex
de factori.
În principiu însă, suma valorii mărfurilor este egală cu suma preŃurilor de
producŃie.
PreŃurile efective la care se cumpără şi se vând mărfurile pe piaŃă poartă denumirea
de preŃurile pieŃei. Dacă, sub acŃiunea legii valorii, în cadrul producŃiei de mărfuri simple
preŃurile pieŃei oscilează în jurul valorii, în economia capitalistă preŃul mediu al mărfurilor
nu mai coincide cu valoarea, preŃurile pieŃei oscilând, nu în jurul valorii, ci al preŃului de
producŃie. Prin urmare, preŃul de producŃie este forma transformată a valorii mărfurilor.
Astfel, orice modificare produsă în valoarea mărfii este însoŃită de o modificare de acelaşi
gen a preŃului de producŃie.
În concluzie, potrivit teoriei valorii muncă, mărimea preŃurilor este determinată de:
• mărimea valorii mărfurilor, determinată de timpul de muncă socialmente necesar, fiind
direct proporŃionale cu aceasta;
• puterea de cumpărare a banilor, variind în raport invers proporŃional cu această putere;
• raportul dintre cererea şi oferta de mărfuri;
• politica economică în domeniul preŃurilor, care face ca unele preŃuri să se abată forŃat de
la valoare.
Prin urmare, chiar dacă explică esenŃa preŃurilor prin valoarea-muncă a mărfurilor,
teoria valorii-muncă nu exclude influenŃa raportului cerere - ofertă, precum şi a altor factori
asupra acestora.
Toate realizările acumulate în timp de teoria subiectivă a valorii (înregistrate mai
ales sub presiunea criticilor foarte tăioase aduse de adepŃii teoriei valorii muncă) i-au
permis lui Paul A. Samuelson să o aducă la o formă oarecum finală. La acest lucru a
condus descoperirea legii egalizării utilităŃilor marginale pe dolar, cum se exprima el.
Potrivit acesteia, fiecare bun este cerut pe piaŃă până în momentul în care utilitatea
marginală pe unitate monetară cheltuită cu el este egală cu utilitatea marginală pe unitate
monetară cheltuită pe oricare altul. Din analiza modului de funcŃionare a mecanismului de
alegere raŃională a bunurilor de pe piaŃă am reŃinut faptul că la baza sa stă un criteriu
sintetic de forma:
U`
ki = i ,
pi
în care: U `i - utilitatea marginală a unei mărfi i; p i - preŃul aceleiaşi mărfi; k i - utilitatea
marginală pe unitate monetară cheltuită pe marfa i.
Dacă un consumator cu venituri limitate V are de ales între două bunuri X şi Y, el va
prefera bunul X atât timp cât, pe leu cheltuit, utilitatea sa marginală este mai mare decât
utilitatea marginală pe leu cheltuit pe bunul Y. CombinaŃia optimă din cele două bunuri va
fi aceea pentru care este valabilă egalitatea:
U `x U `y
=
,
px
py
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în care: U `x , U `y - utilitatea marginală a mărfii X, respectiv Y; p x , p y - preŃul mărfii X,
respectiv Y.
Această egalitate poate fi demonstrată grafic sau în baza unui calcul diferenŃial.
1. Metoda grafică
Prima demonstraŃie pe care o vom face va pleca de la cele prezentate în Fig. 1.

Ux
px

U `y

U `x
px

py

C

U `y
py

N
G
E

B

F

M

Pe axa OxOy a acestui grafic, sunt trecute: veniturile totale disponibile V, veniturile
Vx afectate mărfii X (pe sensul Ox - Oy ) şi veniturile Vy afectate mărfii Y (pe sensul Ox Oy). Evident că pe măsura creşterii veniturilor afectate mărfii X vor scădea veniturile
destinate mărfii Y deoarece:
V = Vx + Vy
U `y
U `x
Pe celelalte două axe sunt trecute valorile rapoartelor
şi
, adică utilităŃile
px
py
marginale pe leu cheltuit pe fiecare din cele două bunuri.
Dacă veniturile disponibile s-ar cheltui în totalitate pe bunul Y (adică dacă ne-am
U `y
situa în originea Ox), ca efect al legii lui Gossen, raportul
va înregistra valoarea
py
minimă, iar raportul

U `x
valoarea maximă. Din această cauză, între cele două rapoarte
px

va exista relaŃia:
U `x U `y
,
>
px
py
ceea ce înseamnă, că pe fiecare leu cheltuit, marfa X îi furnizează consumatorului o
satisfacŃie mai mare decât marfa Y. Ca urmare, el va fi interesat (pentru a-şi mări
satisfacŃia totală), să-şi suplimenteze consumul din marfa mai utilă X (mărind veniturile Vx),
ceea ce nu se poate realiza decât micşorând veniturile destinate iniŃial mărfii Y.
Mărind veniturile afectate mărfii X de la 0 la OxA, în mod automat veniturile
destinate mărfii Y se reduc, devenind egale cu segmentul AOy. Ca urmare, se va cumpăra
o cantitate mai mare din marfa Y şi o cantitate mai mică din marfa X. SatisfacŃia pe leu
cheltuit cu marfa X va fi egală cu segmentul AC, iar cea pe leu cheltuit cu marfa Y cu
segmentul AB (câştigul de satisfacŃie astfel obŃinut fiind proporŃional cu segmentul BC).
Deoarece AC > AB, înseamnă că inegalitatea:
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U `x U `y
>
px
py
se menŃine, marfa X continuând să fie (pe leu cheltuit) mai utilă decât marfa Y. Cu alte
cuvinte, substituirea în consum a unei părŃi din marfa Y (mai puŃin utilă) cu o parte din
marfa X (mai utilă) este cât se poate de logică.
U `x
Înaintând pe axa veniturilor din A în B, raportul
scade la nivelul DG, iar raportul
px
U `y
creşte la nivelul DF. Deoarece DG > DF, inegalitatea semnalată între cele două
py
rapoarte se menŃine, tendinŃa de micşorare a veniturilor Vy şi de creştere a veniturilor Vx
continuând.
În momentul în care se ajunge în punctul H, curbele aferente celor două rapoarte se
intersectează (în punctul E), satisfacŃiile consumatorului pe leu cheltuit pe fiecare marfă în
parte devenind egale cu segmentul HE. Ele fiind egale, inegalitatea
U `x U `y
>
px
py
transformându-se în egalitatea:
U `x U `y
=
.
px
py
Dacă tendinŃa de înlocuire a mărfii Y cu marfa X s-ar continua, ajungându-se în
U `y
U `x
punctul I, raportul
(egal cu segmentul IM) va coborî sub nivelul raportului
(egal
px
py
cu segmentul IN), ceea ce însemnă că satisfacŃia consumatorului s-ar reduce (pe leu
cheltuit, pierderea de satisfacŃie fiind proporŃională cu segmentul MN). Cu alte cuvinte,
transferul de venituri de la marfa mai Y la marfa X încetează să mai aducă sporuri de
satisfacŃie de îndată ce se instaurează egalitatea utilităŃilor marginale pe leu cheltuit
(corespunzător căreia satisfacŃia totală a consumatorului atinge nivelul maxim).
U `y
La aceeaşi concluzie s-ar ajunge şi atunci când s-ar pleca din originea Oz.
py
În felul acesta acŃiunea legii egalizării utilităŃilor marginale pe unitate monetară
cheltuită (indiferent de marfa procurată) este demonstrată.

2.Metoda calculului diferenŃial
Din relaŃiile folosite în calculul utilităŃilor marginale ale celor două mărfuri X şi Y
rezultă că:
∆U x = ∆xU `x
∆U y = ∆yU `y ,
în care: ∆U x , ∆U y sporul de satisfacŃie totală realizat de consumator în urma creşterii
consumului din marfa X, respectiv Y cu ∆x, respectiv ∆y unităŃi; U `x , U `y - utilitatea
marginală a mărfii X, respectiv Y.
Cum veniturile V ale consumatorului se consideră (fiind de altfel) limitate, evident că
orice creştere a consumului dintr-un bun va provoca automat diminuarea consumului din
celălalt.
Să presupunem din nou că situaŃia de plecare ar fi una pentru care relaŃia dintre
utilităŃile marginale ale celor două mărfuri pe leu cheltuit ar fi de forma:

U `x U `y
>
px
py
Deoarece, pe leu cheltuit, marfa X îi aduce consumatorului o satisfacŃie mai mare
decât cealaltă, el va fi interesat să transfere o parte din venituri de la marfa Y la marfa X.
JudecăŃile implicând utilităŃile marginale pe leu cheltuit, vom presupune de fiecare dată că
veniturile transferate vor fi de un leu (sau orice altă unitate monetară). Suplimentând cu un
leu veniturile destinate mărfii mai utile X, consumul din aceasta va creşte cu ∆x unităŃi,
respectiv cu:
1
∆x =
,
px
deci cu raportul între venitul transferat (Vt) şi preŃul său.
Ca efect, satisfacŃia consumatorului va creşte cu:
U`
1
∆U x = ∆xU `x =
= x ,
p xU `x
py
adică exact cu valoarea primului raport din inegalitatea de la care am plecat.
Pe de altă parte, acelaşi transfer de venituri (de un leu) va determina reducerea
consumului din marfa care s-a dovedit mai puŃin utilă (Y) cu ∆y unităŃi, respectiv cu:
1
∆y =
,
py
ceea ce va provoca o pierdere de satisfacŃie egală cu:
U `y
1
∆U y = ∆yU `x =
=
,
p y U `y
py
ajungându-se astfel la valoarea celui de-al doilea raport.
Deplasarea veniturilor de la marfa mai puŃin utilă Y la cea mai utilă X va continua
atât timp cât sporul de satisfacŃie obŃinut pe seama sa ( ∆U x ) va fi mai mare decât

pierderea de satisfacŃie ( ∆U y ), adică atâta vreme cât:
∆U x > ∆U y .

În mod logic, transferul va înceta de îndată ce câştigul de satisfacŃie va fi anulat de
pierderea de utilitate, ceea ce se întâmplă atunci când:
∆U x = ∆U y .
łinând cont de faptul că:
U `y
U`
∆U x = x şi ∆U y =
,
px
py
am ajuns din nou, ca şi în cazul metodei grafice, la egalitatea:
U `x U `y
=
,
px
py
legea egalizării utilităŃilor marginale pe unitate monetară fiind iarăşi demonstrată.
Din acŃiunea acestei legi poate fi extrasă următoarea teză fundamentală cu privire
le preŃuri: preŃurile a două mărfuri X şi Y, indiferent care ar fi ele, sunt juste din punctul de
vedere al teoriei valorii subiective numai dacă rapoartele între utilităŃile lor marginale şi
aceste preŃuri sunt egale.
Fiind vorba despre o egalitate între două proporŃii, aceasta se mai poate scrie şi
sub forma cunoscută sub denumirea de egalitatea lui Klein:
U `x
p
= x
U `y
py
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În felul acesta devine clară o a doua teză fundamentală a teoriei utilităŃii marginale:
preŃurile a două mărfuri (X şi Y) sunt juste numai atunci când raportul între ele este egal cu
raportul între utilităŃile lor marginale finale.
Să trecem acum la cazul general în care, cu veniturile V disponibile, consumatorul
îşi propune să procure, nu două, ci n bunuri. De această dată, legea egalizării utilităŃilor
marginale finale pe unitate monetară conduce la relaŃia:
U`
U `1 U `2 U `3
=
=
= ⋅⋅⋅ = n = k ,
p1
p2
p3
pn
în care: U `1 , U `2 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅, U `n - utilităŃile marginale ale celor n bunuri; p1 , p 2 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅, p n - preŃurile celor n
mărfuri; k - constantă.
Dacă oricare din rapoartele prezentate (al treilea, să zicem) ar fi mai mare decât
celelalte, marfa respectivă fiind mai utilă, va atrage spre ea veniturile consumatorilor,
consumul crescând în detrimentul celorlalte, motiv pentru care utilitatea sa marginală se
va reduce, iar odată cu ea raportul utilitate marginală - preŃ, până când se ajunge la
egalitatea tuturor rapoartelor. Constanta k, la nivelul căreia se aliniază până la urmă toate
utilităŃile marginale pe leu cheltuit, are semnificaŃia de utilitate (satisfacŃie) unică obŃinută
de consumator cu o unitate monetară venituri, indiferent de marfa achiziŃionată (atunci
când se comportă pe piaŃă raŃional), aceasta fiind cea care dictează nivelul preŃului.
Pentru oricare din cele n rapoarte finale este valabilă egalitatea:
U `i
=k,
pi
care poate fi adusă la forma:
U`
pi = i ,
k
sau la forma:
1
pi = U `i p u , unde: pu =
k
1
Deoarece k este o constantă, raportul
nu poate fi decât tot o constantă.
k
Parametrul (constanta) pu are semnificaŃia de preŃ unic al unei unităŃi de utilitate (care
derivă din semnificaŃia deja dată parametrului k, pe seama căruia se calculează).
Din ultimele relaŃii de calcul rezultă teza finală a teoriei subiective a preŃurilor, care
ar putea fi considerată esenŃa esenŃei acestei teorii: preŃul unei mărfi oarecare i este dat
de utilitatea marginală finală a acesteia pe unitate monetară, calculându-se ca un produs
între utilitatea ei marginală finală şi "preŃul" unic al unei unităŃi de utilitate. Cu alte cuvinte,
spre deosebire de teoria valorii muncă, potrivit căreia preŃul mărfii este dat de legea valorii
şi de timpul de muncă socialmente necesar pentru producerea ei, care este tot unic, teoria
utilităŃii situează la baza preŃurilor legea egalizării utilităŃilor marginale şi utilitatea finală
unică pe unitate monetară, aceasta fiind diferenŃa cardinală dintre cele două teorii.
În pofida atâtor diferenŃe care au fost semnalate în acest material între teoria valorii
muncă şi teoria valorii utilitate, există suficiente argumente pentru a demonstra că acestea
sunt totuşi convergente.
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Abstract: Tropical coastal habitats have long attracted tourists to small island developing states (SIDS). Here one finds
rich marine and coastal environments, diverse flora and fauna, and a wealth of natural resources. These natural attributes
all play a critical role in sustaining the islands’ communities and economies. Yet SIDS confront an array of challenges.
Because they depend on natural resources and lack resilience, they are highly vulnerable to global environmental
challenges.
They also have limited public and private capacity to respond to serious national and global environmental
problems—particularly climate change—and to a rapidly globalizing world economy. Recent economic and demographic
growth is stressing their fragile environments, where misuse of resources quickly manifests in a range of interlinked
impacts. For example, runoff from unsustainable agriculture can threaten watersheds and coral reefs that are a mainstay of
tourism dollars. Despite their geographic dispersion, SIDS work diligently together on shared concerns through regional
and international networks, most notably the alliance of small island states. For more than a decade, the Global
Environment Facility (GEF) has collaborated with SIDS and their networks in addressing global environmental concerns
through action-oriented projects that also promote sustainable opportunities for livelihoods for island residents. Restoring
and protecting coastal and marine environments, revitalizing watersheds, preserving biodiversity, preventing land
degradation, and adapting to changing climatic regimes are important focuses.
Following a three-year pilot phase, the Global Environment Facility (GEF) was formally launched to forge
cooperation and finance actions addressing four critical threats to the global environment: biodiversity loss, climate
change, degradation of international waters, and ozone depletion. The GEF later expanded its focal areas to include land
degradation—primarily desertification and deforestation—and persistent organic pollutants. The GEF, the only new
funding source to emerge from the 1992 earth summit, counts 176 countries as members today. During its first 13 years,
GEF allocated $4.5 billion in grant financing, supplemented by more than $14.5 billion in additional financing, for 1,400
projects in more than 140 developing countries and countries with economies in transition.
This paper investigates the access of the SIDS to the GEF financing and the type of projects that have been financed
during the last ten years. I evaluate the impact of this financing on the community development and finally present some
recommendations to make the GEF financing more efficient in the small island developing states.

“While small island developing States are among those that contribute
least to global climate change and sea level rise, they are among
those that would suffer most from the adverse effects of such
phenomena and could in some cases become uninhabitable.”
Barbados Declaration
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Introduction
The Global Environment Facility (GEF) forges cooperation and finance actions
addressing four critical threats to the global environment: biodiversity loss, climate change,
degradation of international waters, and ozone depletion. The GEF later expanded its focal
areas to include land degradation—primarily desertification and deforestation—and
persistent organic pollutants.
The GEF, the only new funding source to emerge from the 1992 Earth Summit,
counts 176 countries as members today. During its first 13 years, GEF allocated $4.5
billion in grant financing, supplemented by more than $14.5 billion in additional financing,
for 1,400 projects in more than 140 developing countries and countries with economies in
transition.
The GEF is a financial mechanism for four international treaties and collaborates
closely with other treaties and agreements to reach common goals: the Convention on
Biological Diversity, the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Convention
to Combat Desertification, the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants.
designated GEF as the interim financial mechanism.
The GEF capitalizes on the operational capacities of its three implementing
agencies—the U.N. Development Programme (UNDP), U.N. Environment Programme
(UNEP), and World Bank—which play key roles in managing GEF-financed activities.
These organizations contribute their expertise to GEF and facilitate cooperation in
implementing GEF-financed activities. Seven other international organizations serve as
GEF executing agencies: the African Development Bank, Asian Development Bank,
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Inter-American Development Bank,
Food and Agriculture Organization of the U.N., International Fund for Agricultural
Development, and U.N. Industrial Development Organization.

1. Overview: Responding to Past and Present Challenges
Since 1991, the GEF’s mandate has been to help countries address global
environmental problems. The GEF defrays the added costs of making existing or planned
development projects friendly to the global environment and finances regional approaches
to environmental problems. Closely linked with national priorities, GEF projects offer and,
in some cases, have already delivered substantial and sustainable benefits for local
communities, including those in small island developing states (SIDS). The GEF has
assisted SIDS in addressing critical natural resource issues, such as the potentially
adverse effects of climate change, biodiversity loss, and degradation of land and waters.
Despite their differences, SIDS share key features that present a special case within
the world community. SIDS are sometimes isolated, lack economies of scale, have high
transportation and communication costs, are susceptible to natural disasters, and have
limited means and capacity to implement comprehensive sustainable development goals.
SIDS’ economies depend heavily on narrow and fragile resource bases and are subject to
the vagaries of international trade. These island states typically export a small range of
primary products and depend to a great extent on tourism, fisheries in vast ocean areas
within exclusive economic zones, and, on larger islands, mining and mineral extraction.
Taken together, these characteristics make islands economically, ecologically, and
geopolitically vulnerable, particularly to outside shocks. In recent years, SIDS have
experienced increased economic and demographic growth, which is stressing natural
environments. Most SIDS have small yet dense and growing populations, generally
between 100,000 and 700,000 people, who locate primarily in rapidly urbanizing areas
along fragile coasts; 30 percent of Pacific Islanders and 60 percent of Caribbean people
now live in towns and cities, putting pressure on resources and increasing pollution.
Growing cities, new development, agriculture, and waste disposal all compete for
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increasingly scarce land, leading to land degradation and desertification. Waste and
pollution are becoming severe. Industrial growth is increasing the proportion of
nonbiodegradable and toxic solid waste; untreated sewage that is pumped out to sea is,
along with agricultural runoff, ruining coral reefs and other environments that are key to
tourism.
SIDS’ unique situation makes them all the more vulnerable to the impacts of climate
change: predicted sea-level rise and more severe weather events would exacerbate
ongoing human degradation of coastal and marine environments in many SIDS,
intensifying the loss of biodiversity; erosion of beaches, fertile land, and watersheds; and
damage to infrastructure. SIDS, therefore, could provide an early illustration of the value of
strategies for adapting to the impacts of climate change. Their distinctive situation and
concerns, however, have long been marginalized within their regions by larger and
continental neighbors.
For this reason and despite their geographic dispersion, in 1991 small island states
joined with low-lying coastal developing countries around the world to form the Alliance of
Small Island States (AOSIS). They are working together on shared concerns and bringing
international attention to the serious environmental and developmental challenges they
face.
GEF’s Response Since its inception, the GEF has allocated more than $365.1 million
for 225 projects in SIDS. These projects have attracted $571.6 million in cofinancing from
other organizations and governments. GEF projects for SIDS tackle climate change,
biodiversity, international waters, and land degradation—the major concerns described in
this report. These projects are tailored to individual or groups of island states, or address
SIDS through regional projects that include SIDS, among other countries. The GEF also
assists SIDS through a number of global GEF projects addressing broad concerns.

2. Climate Change, Sea Level and Tourism
Of the many impacts of climate change, sea level rise is often seen as one of the
more threatening. The impacts of sea level rise are straightforward – more coastal erosion
and sea floods, unless costly adaptation is undertaken – and unambiguously negative.
Sea level rise could have very substantial impacts in river deltas, on coastal zones which
are often more densely populated and richer of infrastructures and may wipe out entire
islands and island nations.
Therefore, sea level rise figures prominently in assessments of the impacts of climate
change, and the costs of sea level rise figures equally prominently in estimates of the
costs of climate change.
Climate change plays an obvious role in tourist destination choice as well. Indeed the
“amenity of climate” is recognised as one of the major determinants of tourism flows. The
Mediterranean particularly profits from this, being close to the main holidaymakers of
Europe’s wealthy, but cool and rainy Northwest. Tropical islands are another example,
where in the recipe of a dream holiday their “perfect” climate is a fundamental ingredient.
Climate change would alter that, as tourists are particularly footloose. The currently
popular holiday destinations may become too hot, and destinations that are currently too
cool would see a surge in their popularity. This could have a major impact on some
economies. Just consider that about 10% of world GDP is now spent on recreation and
tourism.
Bosello et al. analyzed the impact on the world economic system of, respectively,
climate-change induced increase in sea level and change in tourism flows. Both studies
are characterised by the use of CGE models, which allow assessing the “systemic” effects
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induced by changes in resources, technologies and consumption patters.1 Bigano et al.
(2006) looked at the general equilibrium effects of climate-change-induced changes in
tourism. Darwin and Tol (2001) and Deke et al. (2001) studied the general equilibrium
effects of sea level rise, but not as comprehensively as do Bosello et al. (2004).
In this paper, we follow the same approach, for a joint analysis of climate change
impacts on tourism and seal level, combining the two impact studies into a single,
integrated analysis provides two main advantages: (1) the possibility of highlighting the
complex interactions between the two adjustment processes; and (2) the potential for
considering a direct effect of sea level rise on tourism destination choices.
Jorgenson et al. (2004) and Kemfert (2002) study the combined impacts of climate
change using a computable general equilibrium model, but they do not look at the impacts
separately – and therefore do not estimate the interaction.
Besides, Jorgenson et al. (2004) is limited to the USA, while neither Jorgenson et al.
(2004) nor Kemfert (2002) includes tourism. Fankhauser and Tol (1996) first lamented the
lack of integration between the different impacts of climate change, a point repeated by Tol
et al. (2000) and Tol (2005); this is the first study of the economic interactions between the
impacts of climate change.
In addition, this paper improves upon the two previous studies, in terms of
methodology: an updated data base is used, to compute land losses; a more detailed
geographical disaggregation is adopted (16 regions instead of 8) and a new procedure to
model demand shifts in tourism destination choices is introduced.
In what follows section 1 describes the setting up of the benchmark for our CGE
model, section 2 briefly introduces the sources for climate change impacts, section 3
describes the simulation exercises and section 4 presents results, finally section 6
concludes.
2.1. Economic model and benchmark
This study has been conducted through an unconventional use of a multi-country
world CGE model: the GTAP model (Hertel, 1996), in the version modified by Burniaux
and Truong (2002), and subsequently extended by ourselves.
First, benchmark data-sets for the world economy at some selected future years
(2010, 2030, 2050) have been derived, using the methodology described in Dixon and
Rimmer (2002). This entails inserting, in the model calibration data, forecast values for
some key economic variables, to identify a hypothetical general equilibrium state in the
future.
Since we are working on the medium to long term, we focused primarily on the
supply side: projected changes in the national endowments of labour, capital, land, natural
resources, as well as variations in factor-specific and multi-factor productivity.
Most of these variables are “naturally exogenous” in CGE models. For example, the
national labour force is usually taken as a given. In this case, we simply shocked the
exogenous variable “labour stock”, changing its level from that of the initial calibration year
(1997) to some future forecast year (e.g., 2030). In some other cases, we considered
variables, which are normally endogenous in the model, by modifying the partition between
exogenous and endogenous variables.
We obtained estimates of the regional labour and capital stocks by running the GCubed model (McKibbin and Wilcoxen, 1998), whereas estimates of land endowments and
agricultural land productivity have been obtained from the IMAGE model version 2.2

1

Note that we restrict our attention to the static economic effects of climate change impacts. See
Fankhauser and Tol (2005) for a discussion of the impact of climate change on economic growth.
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(IMAGE, 2001). A rather specific methodology was adopted to get estimates for the natural
resources stock variables.2
By changing the calibration values for these variables, the CGE model has been
used to simulate a general equilibrium state for the future world economy. This is the
benchmark for all subsequent exercises. Therefore, this benchmark corresponds to the
case in which no economic impacts of climate change have taken place, whereas the
counterfactual scenarios consider the effects generated by one or more impacts.3

2.2.2. Tourism
The impacts of climate change on tourism are based on the Hamburg Tourism Model
(HTM) version 1.2 (Bigano et al., 2005).
HTM is an econometric simulation model, estimating the number of tourists by
country, the share of international tourists in total tourists, and tourism flows between
countries. The model is calibrated for 1995.). The number of tourists is determined by
population and economic growth. The share of international tourists is larger in richer
countries, as well as in those countries that are very hot or cold. Poorer countries and
countries that are very hot or very cold are also less attractive to foreign tourists. The
scenario for population growth, economic growth, and global warming is the IPCC SRES
A1B (Nakicenovic and Swart, 2001). The regional warming pattern is the average of 14
GCMs from COSMIC (Schlesinger and Williams, 1998).
2. 3. Including Impacts in the CGE Model
To model the specific effects of climate change, we run a set of simulation
experiments, by shocking specific variables in the model, depending on the scenario
considered. Four different simulation exercises are compared: sea level rise “alone”,
tourism “alone”, sea level rise and tourism combined, and an additional simulation on
tourism alone, in which the effects of sea level rise on tourism destination are disregarded.
2.3.1. Sea Level
This simulation considers a “no-protection” scenario: we assume that no defensive
expenditure takes place, so that some land is lost in terms of productive potential, because
of erosion, flooding and salt water intrusion. This case can be easily accommodated in the
model by exogenously reducing the endowment of the primary factor “land” in all countries,
in variable proportions.

2

As explained in Hertel and Tsigas (2002), values for these variables in the original GTAP data set were not
btained from official statistics, but were indirectly estimated. For this reason, we preferred to fix exogenously
the price of the natural resources, making it variable over time in line with the GDP deflator, while allowing
the model to compute endogenously the stock levels.
3
Here is no explicit dynamics in the model. The simulation exercises are comparative static.
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2.2. Input data and models
2.2.1. Sea level rise
We evaluate the impacts of sea level rise in the 16 regions of GTAP-EF. For each
region, Table 2 (second column) presents estimates of the potential dryland loss, in the
absence of any protection intervention. Our main source of information is the Global
Vulnerability Analysis (Hoozemans et al., 1993), complemented with the estimates of
Bijlsma et al. (1996), and the model of coastal protection of Fankhauser (1994). Combined
as described in Tol (2002), these data specify, per country, the amount of land lost due to
a sea level rise of one metre. Land loss is assumed to be linear in sea level rise.
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2.3.2. Tourism
This scenario considers the effects of climate change on tourism in isolation or,
quivalently, the effects on tourism associated with full protection of coastal areas. The
shocks are computed as variations in the domestic expenditure for Market Services,
accounting for higher (lower) expenditure on recreational activities, hotels and restaurants,
generated by more (less) tourists in a country. These shocks are imposed as exogenous
shifting factors in demand patterns. In addition, national incomes are also modified in order
to account for the extra revenue, available for consumption, brought about by tourists.
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2.3.3. Sea Level and Tourism
In this simulation exercise the joint effects on tourism and sea level are considered.
Consequently, a simultaneous change in land endowments, consumption patterns
and available national income is imposed.
However, changes in tourism flows are not the same as those considered in the
“tourism alone” case. This is because the direct impact of sea level on tourism destinations
is taken into account.
Nonetheless, except for some noteworthy exceptions (CAN, WEU and FSU) changes
in tourism flows are not very significant (the difference is lower than 4%, see Table 1).
2.3.4. The “diagnostic” simulation on tourism
This simulation amounts to imposing to the CGE model exactly, but only, the same
shocks on market services demand of the disjoint sea level and tourism simulation. As
these shocks are slightly different from those of the “tourism alone” simulation, this is
necessary to isolate the role of interactions of effects in the joint shock exercise from that
played by the difference in the starting points.
2.4. Results
In this section, simulation results for the year 2050 are reported and commented, in
terms of variation from the no-climate-change baseline equilibrium. Results for other
reference years are qualitatively similar.
2.4.1 Sea level rise
Table 2 shows the effects of sea level rise in the absence of protection intervention,
based on a uniform increase of 25 cm.
The fraction of land lost is quite small in all regions. The highest losses affect those
areas characterised by a higher proportion of coastal zones over their total land or by more
vulnerable coastal zones: South East Asia (SEA), South Asia (SAS) and the Rest of the
World (ROW), including also all small island states (losing, respectively, -0.839%, -0.396%
and -0.167% of their dry land).
The value of the land lost is large in absolute terms, but quite small if compared to
GDP.
Generally, developing regions experience direct losses higher than those of
developed countries, because agriculture contributes with a higher share to the production
of income in their economies and land is relatively more valuable.
In terms of general equilibrium effects, GDP falls in all regions. The decrease is
relatively high in SEA and SAS.
The overall mechanism at play is clearly identifiable: land loss is a direct resource
shortfall, that is, a negative economic shock, which reduces income and consumption
levels. At the same time the value of primary resources tends to fall, with the exception of
the resource “land”, which is getting scarcer (Table 3).
Table 2 highlights two other interesting aspects. GDP losses in developing countries
(Asian, African and Latin American countries, with the exception of China), are lower than
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the direct cost of land lost, whereas the opposite occurs in most developed countries (here
the exception is Canada). In some cases (e.g. Japan and Korea (JPK) and USA) GDP
losses are one order of magnitude larger than direct costs. Furthermore, there is no simple
relationship between environmental impact and economic impact. For instance, Japan and
Korea undergo a relatively high land loss, but their loss of GDP is the second smallest.
China (CHI), on the contrary, has a small relative amount of land lost, but the third highest
cost in terms of GDP.
Capital flows, international trade and substitution effects interact to determine the
final result. The international allocation of investments is driven by the relative price of the
capital in each country. The higher the capital return, the higher the share of international
investments flowing into a country, with implications in terms of regional GDP variations,
since investment is one component of GDP.
In turn, changes in the price of capital services are determined by two overlapping,
and opposite, effects. On one hand, the negative shock lowers the value of national
resources, including capital. On the other hand, economies try to substitute land with
capital. Capital supply is fixed in the short run, though, and the higher demand for capital
translates into higher capital returns.
The fall in the relative price of capital services is particularly strong in Small Island
States (SIS), CHI, SEA and SAS (Table 3) with consequent investment outflow. This
contributes to the fall in GDP.
International trade also matters, through its effects on the terms of trade. In particular,
two main effects are at work here: higher world prices for agriculture benefit net-exporters
of agricultural goods (roughly concentrated in the developed world with countries like e.g.
USA, Australia (in ANZ), Canada (CAN), some European countries (in WEU) and FSU),
whereas lower prices for oil, gas, coal, oil products, electricity, energy intensive industries
harm the net-exporters of raw materials and energy products (broadly speaking developing
regions, but also the SIDS and FSU).
Finally, primary factor substitution possibilities within economic systems are also
important. Labour, capital and energy substitute for the land loss. At the same time, overall
economic activity falls. Note that in some regions, mostly developed, the former effect
dominates. This can be noticed by observing Table 2 where CO2 emissions increase,
despite the fall in GDP (e.g. in ANZ, JPK, CAN).

3. GEF and Climate Change
Global climate change is one of the gravest environmental challenges facing SIDS
today. Small islands, especially those located in the tropics, will feel the brunt of physical
impacts of global climate change: increased frequency and intensity of weather-related
phenomena (hurricanes, tidal waves, and storms), rises in sea level and coastal water
temperatures (resulting in coral reef bleaching), and flooding of coastal zones. These
impacts could jeopardize the entire territories of the 10 SIDS that are barely one meter
above sea level.
The majority of SIDS populations lives and works on coasts, where degradation of
the land leaves little defence against raging surfs driven by hurricanes and tropical storms.
The impacts—including beach erosion, destruction of valuable coral reefs, loss of fertile
coastal areas, and damage to infrastructure (roads, bridges, utility lines, and buildings)—
could be profound and lasting. The poor condition of upland watersheds, particularly on
larger islands, also makes inland areas highly susceptible to flooding and soil erosion, with
consequent damage to ecosystems, property, and infrastructure and threats to human
health and safety, in part from disruption of sanitation systems.
At the international level, negotiators from SIDS played a key role in the
intergovernmental negotiations leading up to and following the adoption of the U.N.
Framework Convention for Climate Change (UNFCCC) at the U.N. Conference on
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Environment and Development in 1992. SIDS, however, face substantial obstacles that
limit their capacity to mitigate and adapt to future climate change and sea-level rise: small
size, relative isolation, acute fragility and sensitivity to external market forces, severe
demographic pressures on limited coastal resources, poorly developed infrastructure, and
serious financial, capacity, and institutional constraints. The GEF has worked since its
inception to help SIDS meet both national development and global climate change
objectives through a variety of projects.
GEF objectives for energy and climate change projects are to: Remove barriers to energy
conservation and energy efficiency, promote the adoption of renewable energy by
removing barriers and reducing implementation costs, reduce the long-term costs of low
greenhouse gas-emitting energy technologies, foster more environmentally sustainable
transportation systems, Identify and implement measures to adapt to the impacts of
climate change.
GEF Climate Change Projects
GEF climate change projects in SIDS have focused on renewable energy, capacity
building, and adaptation to the likely adverse consequences of climate change. In addition,
the GEF has provided funding for SIDS to fulfil their obligations under the UNFCCC,
including preparation of their national communications to the convention.
Renewable Energy
Key aspects of GEF energy projects include facilitating demonstration of innovative
technologies, building capacity, establishing new institutions and financing services,
transforming markets, and engaging the private sector and nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) in projects. In many cases, GEF projects help create an enabling environment for
technology transfer by reducing market barriers to technology diffusion and ensuring that
codes, standards, and certification programs are in place to minimize transaction costs.
The availability of and potential for utilizing renewable energy resources—solar, wind,
geothermal, hydropower, and biomass—vary greatly among SIDS. Although traditional
biomass fuel usage in SIDS is inefficient and unsustainable, biomass energy offers
tremendous potential for converting organic wastes into sustainable energy and organic
fertilizer in waste-to-energy systems or biogas systems.
Capacity Building for Climate Change
SIDS recognize that they have limited capacity to address the impacts of climate
change because of inadequate funding, scarcity of technical expertise, and poor
infrastructure. The GEF has responded to this challenge through projects such as the
following: improved observational networks are important for monitoring the climate
system. Accurate observations and better knowledge of climate change will help scientists
improve their ability to understand, detect, and predict climate change and help countries
develop national strategies to mitigate and adapt to potentially harmful effects. Such
networks, however, have deteriorated rapidly in recent years and are now inadequate for
their intended purposes.
The GEF project Capacity Building for Observation Systems for Climate Change is
working to improve observing systems for climate change in a range of developing
countries, including SIDS in the Pacific and West Indian Oceans and the Caribbean. The
project will help countries develop national capacity to participate in systematic
observation networks for meeting the multiple needs of the UNFCCC as well as regional
action plans for improving observing systems. Regional workshops for this project have
already been completed in the Pacific Islands. SIDS realize that the world will witness an
inevitable increase in atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gases for at least several more decades. These countries recognize, therefore, the
importance of adaptation measures as well as national and regional initiatives to improve
data monitoring and implementation of response strategies to the adverse effects of
climate change.
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This study uses a CGE model to evaluate the economic implications of two specific
consequences of climate change: sea level rise and change in tourism flows. In addition to
the economic evaluation proper, this exercise aims firstly to highlight the economic
adjustments triggered by the initial shocks, key in driving the final result and secondly, to
disentangle the role of possible interactions originated by the coexistence of different
impacts. To do so, impacts have been considered initially in isolation, successively jointly,
and finally the respective outcomes have been compared.
As far as single impacts are concerned, the main outcome is that final effects on
GDP are quite limited, unambiguously negative in the case of sea level rise, with slight
gains for Western Europe, Japan and Korea, in the case of tourism. Distributional effects
are more interesting. In the case of sea level rise, SIDS are the more penalized: higher
dependence on land, difficulty in substituting the land lost with other production factors and
capital outflows driven by reduced rate of returns explain the result. In the case of tourism,
the effects on regional economies are consistent with the shocks on tourism demand. This
general pattern is reinforced by the changes in income flows used to capture the changes
in expenditures of international tourists, which tend, for most variables, to overshadow the
impact of general equilibrium adjustments. This notwithstanding, demand re-composition
do play a role, and occasionally general equilibrium effects are large enough to result in
regional impacts which contrast with the general pattern just described. Again, developing
countries are more severely affected; in this case this is not due to the dependence from a
vulnerable sector, but, more directly, to the magnitude of the negative shocks imposed on
their economies.
Finally, it has been also possible to determine the relative contribution of the different
impacts to the final results. In economic terms, for SIDS the changes in tourism flows
seem to be substantially more important than land loss. The change in demand scale and
demand recomposition affecting the important sector of market services is by far more
relevant than the relatively small supply side shock on land which prevalently affects
agricultural industries.
Because the well-being and prosperity of small island developing states is so
dependent on their natural resources, their futures are integrally linked to the health of the
global environment. Their ecosystems are particularly vulnerable to global environmental
threats and their economies are particularly dependant on tourism. The GEF is well placed
to partner with SIDS in seeking to integrate global environmental challenges into their
national sustainable development planning and poverty reduction strategies. This report
has illustrated the important work that SIDS and the GEF are doing to respond to the
Barbados Programme of Action. Clearly, the challenges are great and there is much more
that can be done. Looking to the future, there are emerging areas of particular interest and
opportunity.
Building SIDS Capacity to Integrate Global Environmental Challenges and
Sustainable Development Capacity building remains one of the most urgent needs for
SIDS in pursuit of sustainable development. Weak national institutions and insufficient
technical capacities are common constraints shared by SIDS. Other concerns are limited
stakeholder participation and inadequate institutional capacity for monitoring and
evaluation, especially data collection, analysis, and interpretation. A variety of GEF
forums, such as the Second GEF Assembly, have emphasized the importance of capacity
building. The third GEF replenishment process recommended that the GEF and its
Implementing Agencies rationalize and coordinate enabling activities and capacity building
for effectiveness and efficiency. It stressed that SIDS be given special attention.
SIDS have available to them a number of GEF tools to help strengthen their capacity
to address global environmental concerns. One new tool is the National Capacity SelfAssessment (NCSA). Under an NCSA, a country analyzes its thematic and crosscutting
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capacity needs and priorities to manage global environmental issues. Once a country
identifies gaps in capacity building, it is encouraged to develop a plan of action for
overcoming the gaps. NCSAs are intended to be entirely country driven, undertaken in
accordance with country priorities and situations.
The GEF’s Strategic Approach to Capacity Building, approved in November 2003,
agreed that as a follow-up to NCSAs, the GEF would establish country programs for least
developed countries (LDCs) and SIDS to provide financing at the country level that can
address critical capacity bottlenecks. This process, which would be managed through a
country-based multistakeholder decision-making process, would give countries the
flexibility to remove bottlenecks that inhibit good management of global environmental
issues.
To adapt to the adverse impacts of climate change, SIDS can draw upon GEF
assistance in several of its focal areas, including biodiversity, climate change, international
waters, and land degradation. The overall goal of the GEF’s support in the area of
adaptation is to help
SIDS and other countries mainstream adaptation into their development planning.
This entails incorporating potential impacts of climate change into ongoing sectoral,
national, and regional development strategies and plans addressing, for example, water
resources, energy, health, agriculture, and biodiversity.
The GEF is establishing pilot or demonstration projects to show how adaptation
planning and assessment can be practically translated into projects that will provide real
benefits and may be integrated into national policy and sustainable development planning.
In November 2003, the GEF allotted $50 million during the 2005–07 period to support
adaptation projects. The GEF will support projects that maximize the opportunity for
learning and capacity building and are representative of particularly vulnerable sectors,
geographic areas, ecosystems, and communities. Recognizing that small communities are
often the most severely affected by, yet the least equipped to deal with, the impacts of
climate change, up to 10 percent of the GEF adaptation resources will be allocated to the
Small Grants Programme, which will work with e GEF Secretariat and the Implementing
Agencies to pilot community adaptation initiatives. The Small Grants Programme will
develop community-based capacity and tools to respond to the adverse impacts of climate
change, finance diverse community-based adaptation projects, and disseminate lessons
learned at the community level.
Through the Special Climate Change Fund and the Least Developed Countries Fund,
the GEF will be providing complementary assistance to countries to address adaptation. At
present the LDC fund is supporting the preparation of National Adaptation Programs of
Action (NAPAs). This process is a capacity-building measure and provides simplified
information regarding the immediate adaptation needs of LDCs, including SIDS that are
LDCs. The fund will also support the implementation of NAPAs. In addition, the Special
Climate Change Fund will make financing activities addressing adaptation its highest
priority.
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Appendix. Tables and Figures
Table 1. Market Services Demand
SLR&TOU
(1)
-0.886
0.506
0.941
5.516
-1.514
-3.124
-0.002
-5.951
-5.527
-1.513
-1.529
-5.412
-7.043
-3.215
-3.054
-12.265

USA
CAN
WEU
JPK
ANZ
EEU
FSU
MDE
CAM
SAM
SAS
SEA
CHI
NAF
SSA
ROW

TOU
(2)
-0.874
0.459
0.883
5.639
-1.530
-3.172
-0.024
-5.519
-5.519
-1.521
-1.532
-5.452
-6.777
-3.204
-3.068
-12.251

% Difference
(1) – (2)
-0.870
10.211
6.615
-2.176
-1.040
-1.485
-93.305
-0.385
0.156
-0.552
-0.228
-0.728
3.927
0.359
-0.349
0.115
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All values expressed as % changes w.r.t. 2050 baseline “without climate change”.

Table 2. Sea Level Rise: Main Economic Indicators
Land Loss

USA
CAN
WEU
JPK
ANZ
EEU
FSU
MDE
CAM
SAM
SAS
SEA
CHI
NAF
SSA
ROW

-0.052
-0.002
-0.029
-0.141
-0.010
-0.041
0.000
-0.007
-0.120
-0.041
0.396
-0.839
-0.091
-0.039
-0.130
-0.167

Direct costs:
Value of land losr
Ml $ % GDP
121
0.0002
72
0.0017
298
0.0005
146
0.0004
237
0.0075
45
0.0016
0
0.0000
75
0.0011
182
0.0049
647
0.0043
6000
0.1180
14913
0.1475
579
0.0063
1120
0.0548
8869
0.2359
188
0.0220

GDP

-0.0013
-0.0004
-0.0019
-0.0018
-0.0008
-0.0047
-0.0007
-0.0045
-0.0098
-0.0007
-0.0649
-0.1092
-0.0303
-0.0036
-0.0094
-0.0189

Terms of
Trade
-0.016
0.029
-0.005
0.006
0.081
-0.001
-0.005
0.000
0.052
-0.005
0.078
-0.032
-0.060
0.012
0.100
-0.020

Invest.
Flows

CO2
Emiss.

0.015
0.032
0.016
0.011
0.010
-0.037
0.010
-0.001
-0.023
0.016
-0.212
-0.357
-0.236
0.039
-0.029
-0.086

-0.002
0.001
-0.002
0.025
0.004
-0.004
0.007
0.007
-0.005
-0.002
-0.065
-0.150
-0.066
-0.012
-0.009
-0.027

All values expressed as % changes w.r.t. 2050 baseline “without climate change”.
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Table 3.Sea Level Rise: Price of Primary Inputs by Region
Land
USA
CAN
WEU
JPK
ANZ
EEU
FSU
MDE
CAM
SAM
SAS
SEA
CHI
NAF
SSA
ROW

0.684
0.822
0.608
1.132
0..967
0.629
0.613
0.998
0.806
0.742
1.420
2.372
0.521
0.796
1.034
0.885

Labour
-0.034
-0.013
-0.035
-0.034
-0.022
-0.074
-0.038
-0.035
-0.053
0.005
-0.285
-0.468
-0.235
-0.002
-0.055
-0.162

Capital
-0.034
-0.009
-0.036
-0.035
-0.028
-0.079
-0.040
-0.044
-0.059
0.007
-0.292
-0.504
-0.260
0.016
-0.062
-0.169
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All values expressed as % changes w.r.t. 2050 baseline “without climate change”.
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Exploring Time Variation of Stock
Betas in Pakistan*
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Keywords: Time Varying Beta; Multi-variate GARCH; Pakistan
Abstract: This paper provides an assessment on the systematic risk in the equity capital markets of
pakistan. We investigate the possibility of time varying betas in pakistan using three estimation techniques:
(a) a constant conditional correlation garch approach, (b) a dynamic conditional correlation garch approach,
and (c) a principal component analysis approach. A sample of returns on the top 38 firms listed at the
karachi stock exchange (kse) over the period 1998-2005 is used as a platform to evaluate the performance of
these three approaches. An in-sample forecast evaluation of various approaches is employed which shows
the superiority of the garch approach.

Introduction
Modern finance relies heavily on estimates of systematic risk ‘beta’ as it has a pivotal
role in testing assets pricing theory, estimation of cost of capital, testing trading strategies,
and conducting event studies.
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) assumes that the relevant risk measure in
holding a given security is the systematic risk or beta, as all the other risks can be
diversified through portfolio diversification. Various studies show that beta varies over time
in contrast to the CAPM assumption that beta is time in-variant. For example, Blume
(1971) in a pioneering effort finds that portfolio betas tend to regress towards one over
time and that his methodology produces superior beta estimates. Vasicek (1973) argues
that utilizing the Bayesian Approach can produce better beta estimates. Vasicek and
Blume betas have been empirically tested for their ability to predict future period-
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unadjusted betas (Klemkosky and Martin, 1975; Dimson and Marsh, 1983). These studies
marginally favor Blume's method for its accuracy in determining future ordinary least
square (OLS) estimates. It was not until twenty years later that Lally (1998) examines
Vasicek and Blume methods for correcting OLS betas and suggests that when the firms
are portioned into industries, Vasicek's method could be superior to Blume's method. In
addition, Lally (1998) points out that the degree of financial leverage may have significant
impact on beta forecasts.
The pursuit for obtaining more accurate beta estimates has continued over years.
Some other related issues that have been investigated include the methods of estimation
(Chan and Lakonishok, 1992); the effect of length of estimation period (Levy, 1971;
Baesel, 1974; Altman et al., 1974; Roenfeldt, 1978; Kim, 1993); the effect of return interval
(Frankfurter et al., 1994, Braislford and Josev, 1997) and the effect of outliers (Shalit and
Yitzhaki, 2002).
Fabozzi and Francis (1978) find evidence in favor of stochastic properties of beta
estimates. In addition, Sunder (1980), Lee and Chen (1982), Ohlson and Rosenberg
(1982), and Bos and Newbold (1984) provide strong evidence that the beta of a security is
non-stationary, and can be best described by some form of a stochastic model. The
phenomenon of Beta Instability is not limited to any particular market as suggested by
various studies on the Australian, Indian, and Singaporean markets. Brooks, Faff, and
McKenzie (1998) investigated the beta instability over the period 1974-1996 for Australian
market and found that 67% of firms have time varying betas. Brooks, Faff, and Arif (1998)
also support the incidence of beta instability for the Singapore market. Moonis and Shah
(2003) test for time varying betas in the Indian Market and find that the null of beta
constancy is rejected for 52% of firms. Much of this discussion supports the time varying
beta models as opposed to constant beta models. Therefore the success of the conditional
CAPM is dependent on capturing the dynamics of beta.
This paper investigates the instability of beta in the Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE)
using three approaches. The first approach is Constant Correlation-Generalized
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) or simply put GARCH approach
to model the time varying beta using conditional variance information produced to
construct a conditional beta series and has been used in various studies for volatility
modeling (Bollerslev, 1990) and for time varying beta estimation (Brooks, Faff, and
McKenzie, 1998). The second approach is Dynamic Conditional Correlation GARCH
(DCC-GARCH) approach. DCC-GARCH models are a new class of models which are
easy to estimate and allow the correlation to change over time and were developed in
Engle (2002). The third is Orthogonal GARCH (O-GARCH) approach – a principal
component analysis based approach that allows generating large covariance matrices in
an efficient manner. This model was first introduced in Alexander and Chibumba (1996)
and subsequently developed in Alexander (2001). The O-GARCH model is an accurate
and efficient method for generating large covariance matrices and only requires the
estimation of uni-variate GARCH models.
Our study is significantly different from the previous literature that undertook beta
instability. Most of the previous studies except one (Brooks, Faff, and McKenzie, 1998)
have used one technique and they are constrained by the use of constant correlation.1 In
contrast, our study also employs Conditional Correlation for the first time to account for
beta instability. We find evidence in favor of time variant betas of firms listed at the KSE.
We also find that constant correlation model perform better than their counterpart
conditional correlation models for beta estimation.

1

Brooks, Faff, and McKenzie, 1998 uses (a) a multivariate generalized ARCH approach, (b) a time varying
beta market model approach suggested by Schwert and Seguin (1990), and (c) the Kalman filter technique.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the methodology by which
conditional and un-conditional betas may be estimated. It also explains the performance
evaluation criteria of alternative models. Section 3 details the data to be analyzed and
presents selected descriptive statistics. Time varying betas are then generated for the
dataset and the relative performance of each model is evaluated. Finally, Section 4
concludes the paper.
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1. Methodology
The unconditional point estimate of beta for any asset is given by the Constant
Market Risk Model (CMRM):
Rit = α i + β i Rmt + ε it
(1)
Where:
Rit = the stock returns series
Rmt = the index returns series
εit = the disturbance vector
The CMRM assumes that intercept and slope vectors are constant over time with the latter
representing the systematic risk or beta of the firm. The evidence presented in the
previous section strongly indicates the instability of the CMRM parameters across various
markets. Therefore we use Time Varying Market Risk Model (TVMRM) to establish beta
instability. The TVMRM utilizes a binary variable that equals to one when the index return
was negative (Bear) and zero when index return was positive (Bull), e.g. if the index return
between January and March was negative the binary variable assumes value of 1.
Rit = α 2 + α 3 D1 + β 2 Rmt + β 3 Rmt D1 + ε it
(2)
Where:
Rit = the stock returns series
Rmt = the index returns series
a binary variable that equals one when index return was negative
D1 =
εit = the disturbance vector
Which is equivalent to
Rit = α 2 + (α Bear − α Bull )D1 + β 2 Rmt + (β Bear − β Bull )Rmt D1 + ε it
(3)

GARCH
This technique involves the use of multivariate GARCH model introduced by
Bollerslev (1990). A bi-variate specification of the model is used in this study and the
general specification of model is subsequently presented. We begin by specifying the
conditional mean:
Rit' = ε it'
(4)
Where
 R1't 
 ε 1' t 
 ' 
 ' 
 R2t 
 ε 2t 
'
'


Rit =
and ε it =  M 
M
(5)
 ' 
 ' 
 R(n −1)t 
ε (n −1)t 
 R' 
 ε' 
 nt 
 nt 
This may be described as ε it′ ψ t −1 ~ N ( 0, H t ) that is ε it′ is conditioned by the
complete information set ψ t −1 and is normally distributed with zero mean and a conditional
covariance matrix of the form:
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 h11,t
 h
 21,t
Ht =  M

h(n−1)1,t
 hn1,t


h12,t

L

h22,t
M

L h2(n−1),t
O
M
L h(n−1)(n−1),t
L hn (n−1),t

h(n−1)2,t
hn 2,t

h1(n−1),t

h1n,t 
h2 n ,t 
M 

h(n−1),t 
hnn ,t 

(6)

A functional form must be specified for this conditional variance matrix Ht. The
conditional variance in the univariate form may be represented as:
 b11 b12 b13   h11,t −1 
 h11,t   c11   a11 a12 a33   ε 12,t −1

 

   



(7)
h12,t  =  c12  + a21 a22 a23   ε 1,t −1 ε 2,t −1  + b21 b22 b23  h12,t −1 
2
h13,t  c22   a31 a32 a33   ε 2,t −1  b31 b32 b33  h13,t −1 


or,
H t = C + Aε + BH t −1
(8)

)(

)

Where Ht, C, A, ε and B represent their respective matrices. The model presents a
complex problem as the number of coefficients that need to be simultaneously estimated
are prohibitively high. In this particular instance there are 21 individual coefficients and
increasing the order of the GARCH model would results in simultaneous exponential
increase in the coefficients. Bollerslev (1990) proposed to set the off-diagonals in the
coefficient matrices equal to zero which results in a new specification of conditional
variance of each equation.
h11,t = c11 + a11ε 12,t −1 + b11h11,t −1
(9)
h22,t = c22 + a22ε 22,t −1 + b22 h22,t −1
Bollerslev (1990) suggests, assuming correlation between conditional variances
constant, to derive conditional covariance. Though such an assumption may provide
computational flexibility, this effectively imposes a highly non-linear restriction on the
coefficients in Equation (6). Thus conditional covariance from the conditional variance
matrices may be estimated as:
h12,t = ρ12 h11,t h22,t
(10)
However, we only need to estimate 7 parameters instead of 21, given that the
coefficients a & b ≥ 0 and the coefficients c > 0. The positive sign for Ht can then be
guaranteed (Engle and Kroner, 1995). This bi-variate GARCH model provides the
necessary elements to construct the time series of beta for any security by estimating
Equation (11).
cov t (Rit , Rmt )
β it =
(11)
vart (Rmt )

Where vart (Rmt ) is provided in the form of h22,t and cov t (Rit , Rmt ) in the form h12,t . As

such, the resultant conditional beta comes from a restricted full version of Constant
Conditional Correlation GARCH model.

Dynamic Conditional Correlation GARCH
Sheppard (2001) and Engle (2002) propose the DCC-GARCH model. This model is
a generalization of Bollerslev (1990) model and makes use of uni-variate estimates as
inputs in the second stage of estimation process as described in Equation (12). Following
Engle (2002), the vector of k asset returns is the demeaned vector, rt = rt′ − µ , and is
assumed to be conditionally multivariate normal:
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rt | Φ t −1 ~ N ( 0, H t )

(12)

H t = Dt Rt Dt

Where:
Ht is the conditional covariance matrix;
Rt is the k x k time varying correlation matrix.
Dt is a k x k diagonal matrix of conditional volatility from GARCH(1,1) as follows:
hi ,t = ωi + ∑ α pi ri 2,t − pi + ∑ β qi hi ,t −qi
pi

qi

(13)

Dividing each return by its conditional standard deviation hi ,t , a vector of
standardized returns is obtained, ε t = Dt−1rt where ε t ~ N ( 0, Rt ) .This formulation may be used
to write Engle’s specification of a dynamic correlation structure for the set of returns:


Qt = 1 + ∑ α m* + ∑ β n* Q + ∑ α m* (ε t −mε 't −m ) + ∑ β n*Qt − n
m
n
m
n
(14)


~ −1 ~ −1
Rt = Qt Qt Qt
Q% is a diagonal matrix containing the square root of the diagonal entries of Q . Q is
t

t

t
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the matrix of unconditional covariances of the standardized returns from the first stage
estimation. Engle shows that the loglikelihood of the estimator may be written as:

L=−

1 T 
k log ( 2π ) + 2log Dt + log Rt + ε t' Rt−1ε t 
∑


2 t =1

(15)

The first stage of the estimation process replaces Rt with the k x k identity matrix to
get the first stage likelihood. This reduces to the sum of the log-likelihood of uni-variate
GARCH equations. The second stage estimate the DCC parameters in (12) using the
original likelihood in (13) conditional on the first stage uni-variate parameter estimates. The
estimation procedure and theoretical and empirical properties are extensively discussed in
Engle and Sheppard (2001).

O-GARCH (Principal Component Analysis Approach)
The third approach in this study utilizes principal component analysis for generating
Covariance matrices and was proposed by Alexander (2001). Consider the normalized
data in a matrix X of dimensions T x k where each column is standardized with mean zero
and variance one. If the ith asset return is yi, then the normalized variables
are xi = ( yi − µ i ) / σ i , where µ i and σ i are the mean and standard deviation of yi
for i = 1,K , k . Now let W be the matrix of eigenvectors of X`X/T, and Λ be the associated
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, ordered according to decreasing magnitude of
eigenvalue.2 The principal components of Y are given by the T x k matrix
P = XW
(16)
It is easy to show that such a linear transformation of the original factor returns
produces transformed risk factor returns P that are orthogonal and have variances equal to
the eigenvalues in Λ . Since W is an orthogonal matrix (14) is equivalent to X = PW', that
is
yi = µ i + ωi*1 p1 + ωi*2 p2 + L + ωir* pr + ε i
(17)

2

Eigenvectors are a special set of vectors associated with a linear system of equations (i.e. a matrix
equation) that are sometimes also known as characteristic vectors, proper vectors, or latent vectors (Marcus
and Minc, 1988).
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Where ωij* = ωijσ i and the error term picks up the approximation from using only the
first r of the k principal components. These r principal components are the key risk factors
of the system. The m principal components are orthogonal so their covariance matrix is a
diagonal matrix D, and variances of (15) give,
Y = ADA'+Vε
(18)
Where,

A = ωij*

is

the

k

x

m

matrix

of

normalized

factor

weights,

D = diag (V ( p1 ),K, V ( pr )) is the covariance matrix of the principal components and Vε is
the covariance matrix of the errors. Ignoring Vε gives the approximation that forms the
basis of a principal component model for large covariance matrices:
V ≈ ADA'
(19)
This provides computational efficiency by calculating only r variances instead of
k (k + 1) / 2 variances and co-variances of the original system. Moreover, the V will always
be positive semi-definite.

Evaluation of Models

Rit^ = α it + β it Rmt

(20)

Where:
β it = provided by each of the three techniques previously described
Rmt = the return on the market index.
A conditional intercept coefficient series is generated by the GARCH, O-GARCH and
DCC-GARCH, may be estimated as:
α it = Rit^ − β it Rmt
(21)
i.e. α it is equal to the mean industry return less the mean conditional beta times the mean
country index. Having forecast Rit^ using each of the conditional beta series, one may asses
their goodness of fit by estimating the variance of the forecast errors and the coefficient of
determination R2 (Brooks, Faff, and McKenzie, 1998 and Moonis and Shah, 2003).
Furthermore, the use of these techniques for the evaluation of alternative models enables
us to compare the performance of the GARCH, DCC-GARCH, and O-GARCH models for
estimating time dependent conditional beta series.

2. Data and Results
The data for this study is taken from Datastream. Datastream contains adjusted
prices of firms listed on KSE with daily frequency from 1998 onwards. Our data coverage
starts in January 1998 and ends in December 2005. We select the sample firms based on
the following criteria:
1. The firm must be listed on KSE in January 1998;
2. The market capitalization of the firms must be among the top 50 firms in January
1998; and
3. The rupee value traded of the firm must be among the top 50 firms in January 1998.
This selection criteria returns 38 firms. In Pakistan the turnover is limited to certain
blue chip firms and therefore all the firms do not have significant liquidity (i.e. number of
days traded and rupee value traded) and therefore we restrict the sample to 38 firms.
Should more firms be included in the sample, we would have to account for infrequent
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Each of these three techniques discussed above generates a conditional
parameterisation of risk. In an attempt to establish the relative dominance of one technique
over another, the following methodology is proposed. The series Rit may be forecast in
sample R̂it using the market model in equation 1 that is:
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trading as well, which would have made our analysis even more complex. Although our
sample is restricted to 38 firms, it still accounts for 70% of the KSE 100 market
capitalization as of date of writing. The continuously compounded percentage return of
each firm and index is calculated as the log of the daily price differences. Table 1 presents
descriptive statistics of the daily returns over the period January 1998 to December 2005.
It shows that AGIL has the highest mean return of 0.19%, whilst HUBC has the lowest
mean return of −0.05%. ICI exhibits the highest daily volatility (5.67%), followed by BOP
(4.41%), whilst the lowest volatility in returns is found for ULEVER (2.21%).3 The returns
series collectively is negatively skewed, leptokurtic, and significantly fail the Jarque-Bera
test for normality.
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2.1. Market Risk Models
Initially the Constant Market Model, as in Equation (1), was estimated for each of the
firms using the KSE 100 Index as the market proxy. The market model generated beta
estimates (standard errors in parenthesis) are also presented in Table 1 in the last column
and reveal that each of the point beta estimates are significantly different from zero for all
the firms at the 1% significance level.
The evidence provided in the literature suggests that these market model parameters
are unstable over time. Therefore, we estimate Time Varying Market Risk Model for each
firm using Equation (2) and report the estimated parameters in Table 2. The results
suggest that at 1% significance level, 30% of firms have asymmetric betas, at 5% level it
increases to 43% of the firms and at 10% level it reaches 50%. In sum, half of the sample
firms listed at KSE have betas that are different in bull and bear market phase at the 10%
or lower significance level and therefore it is appropriate to estimate time varying betas
using the techniques outlined in the previous section.

2.2. GARCH Conditional Beta
Estimation of GARCH based time varying parameters of firm beta requires fitting
GARCH (1, 1) model to the returns data for each of the 38 firms. The details of estimation
are reported in Table 3, which presents GARCH parameters (standard errors in
parenthesis) for model fitted to each firm's return time series. The correlation between the
firm and KSE 100 Index is assumed to be constant and is presented in the last column and
also in Table 7. Table 3 shows that ARCH and GARCH terms (α and β respectively) are
significant at the 1% level, sum to be less than unity, and satisfy the positively
assumptions outlined earlier in Section 2 for all firms except GTYR. Surprisingly, not a
single firm exhibits negative ARCH parameter and therefore we include all 38 firms in the
sample to carry out further analysis. The highest correlation coefficient value is 86.45% for
PTC, while the lowest value of 23.74% is observed for GTYR. Brooks et al. (1998) find that
for majority of the industries in sample, the GARCH models are significant in the sense
that ARCH and GARCH terms are significant except for paper and packaging,
entrepreneurial investors and miscellaneous industrials sectors.
The GARCH (1, 1) specification provides conditional variance for each of the 38 firms
and then the beta series is estimated for each firm as detailed in Section 2.1. Table 6
presents first moment along-with the highest and the lowest values in parentheses. We
find that the mean of beta series for each firm is similar to the point estimates of beta for
each firm as noted in Table 1, however, the high and low conditional beta estimates exhibit
high level of variability. The lowest variability is found for ULEVER (1.15/0.18), whereas
the highest variability is exhibited by ICI (10.4/0.28).
3

Volatility is measured as the standard deviation of daily returns.
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2.3. DCC-GARCH Conditional Beta
Table 4 presents estimates of a DCC model (standard error in parenthesis). The last
two columns show the estimates of DCC (1, 1) parameters represented by α* and β*,
whereas ω, α and β are from uni-variate GARCH (1, 1) for the firms under consideration.
ARCH and GARCH parameters of the DCC-GARCH (1, 1) models are statistically
significant at 1% for 30 firms except for HUBC, PGF, and SAIF for which they are
significant at the 10% level, for NML at the 5% level and insignificant for ICI, UNBL, GTYR,
and ULEVER.
The application of the DCC-GARCH model provides conditional co-variance matrices
for each of the 38 firms. We then estimate beta series for each firm as outlined in Section
2 and report in Table 6. It is interesting that the mean of beta series using DCC-GARCH
model is similar to the beta reported for each firm in Table 1. However, as in the case of
GARCH (1, 1) model, the high and low conditional beta estimates from DCC-GARCH
model also show higher variation. The lowest variability (Table 6) is found for ULEVER
(1.21/0.08), whereas the highest variability is exhibited by ICI (3.70/−8.45).

The O-GARCH model utilizes the inputs from GARCH (1, 1) model. One of the
advantages of this technique is that only GARCH (1, 1) variances of the trend and the
principal components need to be estimated and the entire covariance matrix of the original
system is only a transformation of these two variances as defined in Equation (16). OGARCH is highly correlated to the GARCH (1, 1) and there is negligible loss of precision
had the GARCH (1, 1) model been used to estimate all the required parameters. In illiquid
markets like Pakistan, there is another advantage that volatilities and correlations of all
variables in the system can be estimated even when the data is sparse or missing or
unreliable.
Table 5 presents estimates of O-GARCH Model (standard error in parenthesis) for all
firms. The ARCH and GARCH parameters of all firms are significant at the 1% level except
for FABL (5% level), PTC and MLCF (10% level), and ICI and GTYR (insignificant). It is
noteworthy that the mean of beta series is again similar to point estimate of beta for each
firm, as reported in Table 1.
Again, as in the case of GARCH and DCC-GARCH models, the highest and the
lowest conditional beta estimates using the O-GARCH model exhibit variability (Table 6).
The variability was consistent using GARCH and DCC-GARCH and the same companies
exhibited variability in high-low betas, whereas the variability of high-low beta from
estimates of O-GARCH is different. The lowest variability is found for PSO (1.55/0.27),
whereas the highest variability is exhibited by AGIL (2.49/−1.12).
In general, all the approaches used in this study to estimate conditional beta appear to
provide similar estimation of risk while considering their mean values. In addition, the
mean of conditional beta series in most of the cases is not significantly different from beta
point estimates computed from Market Risk Model. The comparison of beta estimates from
all three models is presented in Table 6 with highest and lowest betas in parenthesis.
When considering the range of estimated betas we find that DCC-GARCH model and
GARCH model generate beta estimates that vary more over time as compared to those of
the O-GARCH model.
Table 7 presents a summary of implied correlation estimates from all the models
under consideration. Implied correlations are correlation coefficients between index return
series and firm return series generated by different models used in this study and are
determined by the following relationship:
Cov(Rmt , Rit )
ρ Rit , Rmt =
(22)

σR σR
mt

it
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When considering the range of implied correlation coefficients we find that the OGARCH model generates correlation coefficients that vary more over time as compared to
those of the DCC-GARCH model.
Overall, we find that the estimated parameters are significant and provide evidence in
favor of beta instability. We now consider the relative superiority of the alternate models
used in the study given the evidence that different models generate different conditional
beta series.

Buletin ºtiinþific

2.5. Performance of Time Varying Betas Model
The beta series estimated here suggest that there are differences between beta
series generated using techniques described earlier even though the mean of the beta
series estimates are not significantly different from each other. Therefore, it is appropriate
to rank these models to find out which of the three models generate relatively more
accurate measure of risk. We use two measures: the coefficient of determination R2 and
the variance of errors.
Table 8 presents R2 and the variances of all models used in this study. Our results
show significant gains in accuracy in terms of higher mean R2 for our sample when betas
are allowed to vary in comparison to OLS betas, on the contrary, however, we did not find
improvement in variance of errors. The average R2 for the sample firms increased to 0.86
from 0.29 when betas were allowed to be time varying. This finding is similar to that of
Brooks, Faff, and Mckenzie (1998) for Australian market, Brooks, Faff, and Arif (1998) for
Singaporean market, and Moonis and Shah (2003) for Indian market where time varying
betas performed better than their counterpart constant betas. Majority of the earlier studies
were not able to capture the conditional correlation. However, to our knowledge, this is the
first study that employs conditional correlation models in time varying beta estimation.
We also find that GARCH model performs the best in terms of higher R2 in comparison to
DCC-GARCH and O-GARCH models that hypothetically should have performed better as
they allow the correlation to vary as well. However, we find no significant evidence of their
dominance in beta estimation despite their popularity in volatility estimation.

Conclusion
There is significant evidence suggesting that point estimations of systematic risk are
not stable over time. This paper therefore examines the issue of beta instability using the
returns of 38 firms listed on KSE over the period 1998-2005. Conditional betas were
generated using three different models namely the GARCH, the DCC-GARCH, and the OGARCH. Given the estimates of time varying betas from different models, it seems that the
KSE is not different from other emerging and developed markets in terms of beta stability
and that betas are time varying at the KSE. The evidence found here overwhelmingly
supports GARCH model on the basis on goodness of fit criterion. The strong evidence in
favour of time varying betas highlights the limitations of OLS betas. The superior
performance of time varying betas as opposed to OLS betas can be judged by the
significant improvement in the R2.
This paper contributes to the existing literature by accounting for conditional
correlation, whereas all the previous work, to the best of our knowledge, has ignored
conditional correlation for estimation of time varying betas. This point is rather surprising
given their applications in asset allocation since conditional correlation estimates are very
important in such decisions. In addition, our paper is an attempt to explore betas and their
time varying nature in the context of the Pakistani Market.
The time varying nature of betas has significant implications for portfolio managers
(portfolio diversification and hedging) and financial analysts (fair value estimation). The
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challenge however is to explore ways on how to incorporate the beta instability in such
financial decisions.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics and Beta Point Estimates
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Figures in parenthesis are standard errors.
Firms

Mean

St. Dev

Kurtosis

Skewness

Jarque Bera

Beta

ACBL

0.10%

2.61%

9.3831

0.1051

84.28

0.876

( 0.0249 )

AGIL

0.19%

5.09%

17.7811

0.3522

58.27

0.702

( 0.0597 )

AICL

0.08%

3.62%

7.59883

−0.104

363.09

1.109

( 0.0363 )

ASKL

0.03%

3.01%

9.79252

−0.4198

170.27

0.540

( 0.0344 )

BAHL

0.12%

2.24%

9.00936

−0.5363

82.09

0.424

( 0.0254 )

BOC

0.01%

2.41%

12.3971

0.4645

89,493.56

0.365

( 0.0281 )

BOP

0.13%

4.14%

12.14008

−0.6739

249,581.54

1.305

( 0.0409 )

CHCC

0.09%

3.42%

13.6973

0.0006

335.06

0.639

( 0.0390 )

DGKC

0.15%

3.86%

5.93526

−0.2338

1,956.35

1.342

( 0.0360 )

DSFL

0.02%

3.31%

4.97705

0.7102

29.69

1.178

( 0.0304 )

ENGRO

0.05%

2.70%

5.43053

0.246

477.91

0.899

( 0.0260 )

FABL

0.08%

3.09%

5.0816

0.1052

245.97

0.920

( 0.0313 )

FFC

0.05%

2.36%

10.30497

−1.0346

38,410.20

0.860

( 0.0213 )

GADT

0.05%

3.44%

20.6543

−0.3902

94.3

0.492

( 0.0403 )

GTYR

0.16%

4.26%

371.74945

13.0991

71.41

0.551

( 0.0502 )

HUBC

−0.05%

3.23%

18.24532

−1.1908

1,652.59

1.226

( 0.0281 )

IBFL

0.10%

3.15%

40.95642

−0.1785

412.69

0.854

( 0.0331 )

ICI

0.02%

5.67%

569.96779

0.0306

71.64

1.054

( 0.0647 )

INDU

0.14%

2.74%

4.40441

0.3197

73.34

0.614

( 0.0303 )

KESC

−0.04%

4.05%

7.0915

0.6668

108.75

1.338

( 0.0391 )

LUCK

0.16%

3.90%

4.6455

0.2559

500.98

1.033

( 0.0414 )

MCB

0.14%

3.13%

4.53366

−0.1574

213.89

1.138

( 0.0283 )

MLCF

0.11%

4.15%

4.02612

0.6744

78.3

1.168

( 0.0430 )

NML

0.12%

3.68%

14.30634

0.7531

319.55

1.121

( 0.0370 )

PGF

0.06%

3.08%

5.42471

−0.1737

5,674.97

1.057

( 0.0289 )

PIAA

0.03%

3.83%

4.47486

0.4871

212.48

1.052

( 0.0401 )

PICIC

0.17%

3.76%

17.05

0.2329

386.3

0.753

( 0.0424 )

PIOC

0.13%

5.07%

5.02338

0.2065

481.94

0.980

( 0.0574 )

PSO

0.02%

2.98%

10.53073

−0.4488

451.45

1.234

( 0.0235 )

PSYL

0.02%

3.56%

9.53285

0.755

264.87

0.550

( 0.0413 )

PTC

0.02%

2.84%

8.98261

−0.2136

586.22

1.338

( 0.0173 )

SAIF

0.03%

3.40%

11.87845

−0.2295

498.22

0.502

( 0.0397 )

SHEL

0.04%

2.55%

7.49827

0.0119

30.06

0.770

( 0.0257 )

SNBL

0.10%

2.53%

16.69153

−0.625

1,856.16

0.432

( 0.0291 )

SNGP

0.10%

3.17%

4.90754

0.2018

58.22

1.210

( 0.0274 )

SSGC

0.05%

3.11%

11.18099

0.8798

152.94

1.149

( 0.0276 )

ULEVER

0.02%

2.21%

9.37718

0.2625

1,199.49

0.441

( 0.0249 )

UNBL

0.14%

3.82%

41.94784

−0.9629

155.28

0.679

( 0.0438 )
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Table 2: Time Varying Risk Model Results

Subscripts a, b, and c represent significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1% for all parameters reported
for that firm. All the parameters for a firm with no superscript are insignificant. Figures in
parentheses are standard errors.
Alpha

Alpha Dummy

Beta

Beta Dummy

ACBL

0.000

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

0.836

(0.041)

0.068

(0.051)

AGIL

0.000

(0.002)

0.002

(0.002)

0.622

(0.098)

0.131

(0.123)

AICL

0.000

(0.001)

0.000

(0.001)

0.897

(0.059)

0.329

(0.075)

ASKL

−0.001

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

0.509

(0.056)

0.057

(0.071)

BAHL

0.000

(0.001)

0.002

(0.001)

0.421

(0.042)

0.001

(0.052)

b

−0.002

(0.001)

0.002

(0.001)

0.286

(0.046)

0.122

(0.058)

c

0.002

(0.001)

−0.002

(0.002)

1.147

(0.067)

0.258

(0.084)

c

BOC
BOP

CHCC

−0.002

(0.001)

0.003

(0.002)

0.622

(0.064)

0.020

(0.080)

DGKCc

0.001

(0.001)

−0.001

(0.001)

1.097

(0.059)

0.387

(0.074)

0.001

(0.001)

−0.002

(0.001)

1.165

(0.050)

0.027

(0.063)

−0.002

(0.001)

0.002

(0.001)

0.801

(0.042)

0.152

(0.053)

DSFL
ENGRO

c

FABL

−0.001

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

0.928

(0.051)

−0.011

(0.065)

FFCc

−0.001

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

0.760

(0.035)

0.163

(0.044)

GADT

−0.001

(0.001)

0.002

(0.002)

0.530

(0.066)

−0.061

(0.083)

0.001

(0.002)

0.001

(0.002)

0.499

(0.082)

0.083

(0.104)

GTYR

−0.002

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

1.148

(0.046)

0.133

(0.058)

IBFLb

0.001

(0.001)

−0.001

(0.001)

0.773

(0.054)

0.136

(0.068)

ICI

0.000

(0.002)

−0.001

(0.003)

1.091

(0.106)

−0.058

(0.134)

INDU

0.000

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

0.556

(0.050)

0.088

(0.063)

KESC

−0.001

(0.001)

0.000

(0.002)

1.317

(0.064)

0.030

(0.081)

LUCKb

0.001

(0.001)

−0.001

(0.002)

0.909

(0.068)

0.196

(0.085)

MCB

0.001

(0.001)

0.000

(0.001)

1.103

(0.046)

0.055

(0.058)

0.000

(0.001)

0.000

(0.002)

1.017

(0.070)

0.239

(0.089)

NML

0.000

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

0.973

(0.060)

0.227

(0.076)

PGFa

−0.001

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

0.985

(0.047)

0.117

(0.060)

PIAAc

−0.001

(0.001)

0.000

(0.002)

0.856

(0.065)

0.307

(0.083)

PICIC

0.002

(0.001)

−0.001

(0.002)

0.771

(0.070)

−0.031

(0.088)

HUBC

MLCF

b

c

c

a

PIOC

0.000

(0.002)

0.001

(0.002)

0.843

(0.094)

0.212

(0.119)

PSOc

−0.002

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

1.158

(0.038)

0.119

(0.049)

PSYL

0.000

(0.001)

−0.001

(0.002)

0.640

(0.068)

−0.137

(0.085)

PTC

0.000

(0.001)

−0.001

(0.001)

1.326

(0.028)

0.015

(0.036)

SAIF

c

0.000

(0.001)

0.000

(0.002)

0.321

(0.065)

0.293

(0.082)

SHELc

−0.002

(0.001)

0.002

(0.001)

0.683

(0.042)

0.137

(0.053)

SNBL

0.001

(0.001)

0.000

(0.001)

0.396

(0.048)

0.053

(0.060)

c

0.000

(0.001)

0.000

(0.001)

1.098

(0.045)

0.184

(0.057)

a

SNGP

−0.001

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

1.084

(0.045)

0.097

(0.057)

ULEVERb

−0.001

(0.001)

0.001

(0.001)

0.373

(0.041)

0.107

(0.051)

UNBL

0.001

(0.001)

0.000

(0.002)

0.666

(0.072)

0.031

(0.091)

SSGC
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Table 3: GARCH Model Estimates for KSE Listed Equities
Superscript d indicates that ARCH and GARCH parameters for that firm are insignificant. All the
parameters for other firms are significant at 1% level. Figures in parenthesis are standard errors.
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Firms
ACBL
AGIL
AICL
ASKL
BAHL
BOC
BOP
CHCC
DGKC
DSFL
ENGRO
FABL
FFC
GADT
GTYRd
HUBC
IBFL
ICI
INDU
KESC
LUCK
MCB
MLCF
NML
PGF
PIAA
PICIC
PIOC
PSO
PSYL
PTC
SAIF
SHEL
SNBL
SNGP
SSGC
ULEVER
UNBL

ω
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.232 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )
( 0.000 )

α
0.118
0.021
0.231
0.248
0.173
0.153
0.118
0.082
0.127
0.106
0.224
0.133
0.159
0.011
0.000
0.124
0.162
0.036
0.209
0.263
0.092
0.130
0.078
0.284
0.151
0.095
0.164
0.056
0.176
0.051
0.103
0.018
0.292
0.158
0.122
0.158
0.056
0.016

( 0.007 )
( 0.001 )
( 0.019 )
( 0.017 )
( 0.014 )
( 0.009 )
( 0.008 )
( 0.005 )
( 0.009 )
( 0.007 )
( 0.015 )
( 0.013 )
( 0.012 )
( 0.001 )
( 0.003 )
( 0.005 )
( 0.008 )
( 0.010 )
( 0.019 )
( 0.017 )
( 0.010 )
( 0.014 )
( 0.009 )
( 0.018 )
( 0.018 )
( 0.008 )
( 0.015 )
( 0.004 )
( 0.011 )
( 0.004 )
( 0.007 )
( 0.001 )
( 0.024 )
( 0.012 )
( 0.008 )
( 0.012 )
( 0.004 )
( 0.001 )

β

α+ β

ρ

0.852 ( 0.006 )
0.978 ( 0.001 )
0.703 ( 0.019 )
0.554 ( 0.022 )
0.717 ( 0.018 )
0.757 ( 0.013 )
0.854 ( 0.008 )
0.885 ( 0.006 )
0.867 ( 0.008 )
0.851 ( 0.009 )
0.734 ( 0.011 )
0.795 ( 0.017 )
0.798 ( 0.010 )
0.985 ( 0.001 )
0.019 ( 127.804 )
0.869 ( 0.005 )
0.831 ( 0.010 )
0.915 ( 0.016 )
0.615 ( 0.030 )
0.648 ( 0.019 )
0.895 ( 0.010 )
0.783 ( 0.019 )
0.893 ( 0.011 )
0.320 ( 0.028 )
0.696 ( 0.029 )
0.860 ( 0.009 )
0.751 ( 0.017 )
0.940 ( 0.004 )
0.819 ( 0.009 )
0.916 ( 0.007 )
0.889 ( 0.005 )
0.982 ( 0.001 )
0.603 ( 0.025 )
0.757 ( 0.014 )
0.848 ( 0.006 )
0.769 ( 0.017 )
0.931 ( 0.004 )
0.984 ( 0.001 )

0.9699
0.9993
0.9336
0.8024
0.8902
0.9101
0.9720
0.9667
0.9948
0.9571
0.9585
0.9282
0.9577
0.9959
0.0195
0.9933
0.9932
0.9512
0.8240
0.9115
0.9868
0.9129
0.9706
0.6036
0.8472
0.9547
0.9154
0.9969
0.9952
0.9669
0.9920
0.9994
0.8953
0.9154
0.9700
0.9266
0.9867
0.9999

0.6173
0.2535
0.5622
0.3302
0.3489
0.2781
0.579
0.3431
0.6386
0.6542
0.6113
0.5483
0.6694
0.2629
0.2374
0.6969
0.4983
0.3414
0.4114
0.6064
0.4864
0.6674
0.5177
0.5598
0.6319
0.5044
0.3678
0.3555
0.7596
0.2845
0.8645
0.2711
0.5552
0.3139
0.7011
0.6798
0.3669
0.3264
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Table 4: DCC-GARCH Model Estimates for KSE Listed Equities

Superscripts a and b represent significance levels of 10% and 5% levels and d indicates that they are
insignificant. All the parameters for other firms are significant at 1% level. * represents DCC(1,1)
parameters whereas all others are GARCH(1,1) estimates. Figures in parentheses are standard
errors.
ω

α

β

α*

β*

ACBL

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.141

( 0.047 )

0.823

( 0.049 )

0.025

( 0.013 )

0.939

( 0.034 )

AGIL

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.031

( 0.005 )

0.966

( 0.000 )

0.021

( 0.006 )

0.976

( 0.006 )

AICL

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.259

( 0.050 )

0.666

( 0.054 )

0.033

( 0.009 )

0.940

( 0.014 )

ASKL

0.0002

( 0.000 )

0.257

( 0.094 )

0.538

( 0.115 )

0.031

( 0.009 )

0.947

( 0.016 )

BAHL

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.195

( 0.056 )

0.670

( 0.070 )

0.037

( 0.013 )

0.918

( 0.035 )

BOC

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.190

( 0.077 )

0.686

( 0.085 )

0.093

( 0.082 )

0.500

( 0.687 )

BOP

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.162

( 0.056 )

0.797

( 0.061 )

0.058

( 0.011 )

0.930

( 0.015 )

CHCC

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.128

( 0.040 )

0.791

( 0.054 )

0.011

( 0.017 )

0.989

( 0.026 )

DGKC

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.149

( 0.022 )

0.843

( 0.026 )

0.047

( 0.011 )

0.937

( 0.021 )

DSFL

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.106

( 0.022 )

0.854

( 0.030 )

0.044

( 0.020 )

0.949

( 0.029 )

ENGRO

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.226

( 0.068 )

0.727

( 0.066 )

0.076

( 0.021 )

0.845

( 0.067 )

FABL

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.147

( 0.037 )

0.757

( 0.048 )

0.020

( 0.010 )

0.979

( 0.012 )

FFC

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.180

( 0.074 )

0.773

( 0.073 )

0.047

( 0.057 )

0.822

( 0.524 )

GADT

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.008

( 0.003 )

0.981

( 0.001 )

0.043

( 0.018 )

0.930

( 0.033 )

d

0.0016

( 0.001 )

0.000

( 0.002 )

0.115

( 0.697 )

0.022

( 0.012 )

0.978

( 0.017 )

a

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.188

( 0.112 )

0.802

( 0.092 )

0.050

( 0.025 )

0.869

( 0.040 )

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.177

( 0.043 )

0.814

( 0.039 )

0.047

( 0.014 )

0.939

( 0.022 )

ICI

0.0002

( 0.001 )

0.047

( 0.117 )

0.897

( 0.205 )

0.163

( 0.024 )

0.832

( 0.019 )

INDU

0.0002

( 0.000 )

0.237

( 0.067 )

0.530

( 0.081 )

0.049

( 0.017 )

0.909

( 0.033 )

KESC

0.0002

( 0.000 )

0.236

( 0.065 )

0.681

( 0.062 )

0.045

( 0.017 )

0.925

( 0.030 )

LUCK

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.109

( 0.022 )

0.874

( 0.029 )

0.035

( 0.009 )

0.959

( 0.012 )

MCB

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.148

( 0.039 )

0.742

( 0.051 )

0.029

( 0.007 )

0.967

( 0.008 )

MLCF

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.098

( 0.030 )

0.861

( 0.043 )

0.042

( 0.009 )

0.946

( 0.010 )

b

NML

0.0006

( 0.000 )

0.287

( 0.134 )

0.310

( 0.200 )

0.042

( 0.020 )

0.944

( 0.032 )

PGFa

0.0002

( 0.000 )

0.175

( 0.102 )

0.644

( 0.124 )

0.049

( 0.029 )

0.935

( 0.055 )

PIAA

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.106

( 0.020 )

0.840

( 0.029 )

0.047

( 0.019 )

0.910

( 0.049 )

PICIC

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.130

( 0.048 )

0.803

( 0.065 )

0.029

( 0.008 )

0.952

( 0.015 )

GTYR

HUBC
IBFL
d

PIOC

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.072

( 0.005 )

0.921

( 0.013 )

0.031

( 0.010 )

0.960

( 0.012 )

PSO

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.205

( 0.070 )

0.786

( 0.065 )

0.038

( 0.012 )

0.921

( 0.019 )

PSYL

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.072

( 0.021 )

0.869

( 0.032 )

0.000

( 0.002 )

0.000

( 0.691 )

PTC

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.125

( 0.051 )

0.859

( 0.053 )

0.114

( 0.032 )

0.806

( 0.060 )

a

SAIF

0.0003

( 0.000 )

0.092

( 0.053 )

0.648

( 0.094 )

0.016

( 0.005 )

0.984

( 0.006 )

SHEL

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.315

( 0.092 )

0.573

( 0.087 )

0.028

( 0.011 )

0.947

( 0.022 )

SNBL

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.208

( 0.087 )

0.597

( 0.121 )

0.033

( 0.011 )

0.955

( 0.018 )

SNGP

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.139

( 0.041 )

0.823

( 0.051 )

0.040

( 0.009 )

0.915

( 0.020 )

SSGC

0.0001

( 0.000 )

0.178

( 0.062 )

0.728

( 0.072 )

0.061

( 0.015 )

0.881

( 0.025 )

ULEVERd

0.0000

( 0.000 )

0.080

( 0.053 )

0.895

( 0.056 )

0.015

( 0.011 )

0.958

( 0.045 )

UNBLd

0.0008

( 0.000 )

0.161

( 0.124 )

0.263

( 0.330 )

0.016

( 0.005 )

0.984

( 0.008 )

Buletin ºtiinþific

Firms
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Table 5: O-GARCH Model Estimates for KSE Listed Equities
Superscripts a and b represent significance levels of 10% and 5% levels and d indicates
insignificance. All the parameters for other firms are significant at 1% level. Figures in parentheses
are standard errors.

Buletin ºtiinþific

Firms

ω

α

β

α+β

R2

ACBL

0.008

( 0.0022 )

0.068

( 0.0103 )

0.914

( 0.0012 )

0.982

80.86%

AGIL

0.005

( 0.0016 )

0.091

( 0.0088 )

0.905

( 0.0020 )

0.996

62.67%

AICL

0.012

( 0.0035 )

0.127

( 0.0210 )

0.854

( 0.0056 )

0.982

78.11%

ASKL

0.036

( 0.0082 )

0.097

( 0.0175 )

0.852

( 0.0053 )

0.95

66.51%

BAHL

0.038

( 0.0064 )

0.141

( 0.0194 )

0.800

( 0.0110 )

0.94

67.44%

BOC

0.025

( 0.0050 )

0.111

( 0.0162 )

0.857

( 0.0059 )

0.968

63.91%

BOP

0.004

( 0.0017 )

0.112

( 0.0126 )

0.886

( 0.0040 )

0.998

78.95%

CHCC

0.018

( 0.0050 )

0.115

( 0.0153 )

0.864

( 0.0048 )

0.979

67.16%

DGKC

0.003

( 0.0011 )

0.091

( 0.0079 )

0.902

( 0.0019 )

0.993

81.93%

DSFL

0.004

( 0.0013 )

0.092

( 0.0099 )

0.902

( 0.0025 )

0.994

82.71%

ENGRO

0.009

( 0.0023 )

0.151

( 0.0182 )

0.840

( 0.0067 )

0.991

80.56%

FABLb

0.004

( 0.0018 )

0.066

( 0.0079 )

0.930

( 0.0007 )

0.996

77.41%

FFC

0.021

( 0.0053 )

0.139

( 0.0232 )

0.803

( 0.0108 )

0.942

83.47%

GADT

0.018

( 0.0051 )

0.125

( 0.0178 )

0.855

( 0.0064 )

0.98

63.15%

GTYRd

0.003

( 0.0039 )

0.044

( 0.0216 )

0.956

( 0.0004 )

1

61.87%

HUBC

0.026

( 0.0079 )

0.200

( 0.0421 )

0.724

( 0.0356 )

0.925

84.85%

IBFL

0.006

( 0.0018 )

0.097

( 0.0117 )

0.893

( 0.0028 )

0.99

74.92%

ICI

d

0.038

( 0.0347 )

0.067

( 0.0487 )

0.884

( 0.0046 )

0.951

67.07%

INDU

0.008

( 0.0027 )

0.070

( 0.0087 )

0.919

( 0.0013 )

0.988

70.57%

KESC

0.019

( 0.0037 )

0.126

( 0.0229 )

0.831

( 0.0102 )

0.957

80.32%

LUCK

0.003

( 0.0013 )

0.069

( 0.0068 )

0.925

( 0.0009 )

0.994

74.32%

MCB

0.005

( 0.0015 )

0.077

( 0.0097 )

0.909

( 0.0018 )

0.986

83.37%

MLCFa

0.006

( 0.0034 )

0.046

( 0.0081 )

0.940

( 0.0003 )

0.986

75.88%

NML

0.009

( 0.0029 )

0.154

( 0.0317 )

0.846

( 0.0131 )

1

77.99%

PGF

0.025

( 0.0090 )

0.107

( 0.0214 )

0.827

( 0.0101 )

0.934

81.59%

PIAA

0.014

( 0.0030 )

0.101

( 0.0116 )

0.873

( 0.0038 )

0.974

75.22%

PICIC

0.028

( 0.0089 )

0.076

( 0.0155 )

0.878

( 0.0042 )

0.954

68.39%

PIOC

0.004

( 0.0016 )

0.046

( 0.0048 )

0.946

( 0.0004 )

0.993

67.78%

PSO

0.008

( 0.0017 )

0.185

( 0.0265 )

0.793

( 0.0108 )

0.978

87.98%

PSYL

0.043

( 0.0096 )

0.087

( 0.0141 )

0.851

( 0.0041 )

0.938

64.22%

PTCa

0.017

( 0.0094 )

0.315

( 0.0872 )

0.616

( 0.0531 )

0.931

93.22%

SAIF

0.021

( 0.0052 )

0.150

( 0.0251 )

0.831

( 0.0114 )

0.981

63.55%

SHEL

0.015

( 0.0033 )

0.101

( 0.0143 )

0.867

( 0.0037 )

0.968

77.76%

SNBL

0.024

( 0.0057 )

0.092

( 0.0130 )

0.876

( 0.0036 )

0.968

65.70%

SNGP

0.013

( 0.0039 )

0.080

( 0.0166 )

0.875

( 0.0056 )

0.955

85.05%

SSGC

0.046

( 0.0158 )

0.211

( 0.0529 )

0.649

( 0.0571 )

0.861

83.99%

ULEVER

0.020

( 0.0048 )

0.110

( 0.0165 )

0.861

( 0.0046 )

0.972

68.35%

UNBL

0.009

( 0.0035 )

0.095

( 0.0181 )

0.897

( 0.0025 )

0.992

66.32%
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Table 6: Equity Betas of KSE Listed Equities

Figures in parentheses represent standard errors for the second column and the highest and the
lowest beats for other columns.
OLS β

GARCH β

DCC-GARCH β

O-GARCH β

ACBL

0.88

( 0.025 )

0.98

( 3.87 / 0.34 )

0.80

( 1.33 / −0.01 )

0.95

AGIL

0.70

( 0.060 )

0.73

( 2.14 / 0.18 )

0.96

( 2.49 / −1.12 )

AICL

1.11

( 0.036 )

1.24

( 4.87 / 0.45 )

1.06

( 1.85 / −0.58 )

0.95 ( 2.82 / −0.31 )
1.26 ( 4.54 / 0.31 )

ASKL

0.54

( 0.034 )

0.64

( 2.18 / 0.18 )

0.40

( 1.45 / −0.69 )

0.52

( 2.88 / −1.12 )
( 1.57 / −0.02 )

( 2.86 / 0.28 )

BAHL

0.42

( 0.025 )

0.50

( 1.56 / 0.13 )

0.43

( 1.10 / −0.54 )

0.53

BOC

0.36

( 0.028 )

0.42

( 1.64 / 0.10 )

0.34

( 1.09 / −0.48 )

BOP

1.30

( 0.041 )

1.38

( 4.82 / 0.43 )

1.34

( 2.16 / −0.13 )

0.40 ( 2.17 / −0.82 )
1.42 ( 3.46 / 0.16 )

CHCC

0.64

( 0.039 )

0.75

( 2.03 / 0.20 )

0.61

( 1.56 / −0.83 )

0.76

( 2.78 / 0.11 )

DGKC

1.34

( 0.036 )

1.45

( 3.40 / 0.55 )

1.27

( 2.05 / −0.37 )

1.40

( 3.68 / 0.24 )

DSFL

1.18

( 0.030 )

1.34

( 2.98 / 0.50 )

1.15

( 1.72 / −0.09 )

1.31

( 2.36 / 0.41 )

ENGRO

0.90

( 0.026 )

0.98

( 3.39 / 0.33 )

0.83

( 1.44 / −0.25 )

0.92

( 3.28 / 0.13 )

FABL

0.92

( 0.031 )

1.09

( 3.00 / 0.33 )

0.85

( 1.60 / −0.15 )

1.04

( 2.37 / 0.27 )

FFC

0.86

( 0.021 )

0.93

( 2.54 / 0.34 )

0.79

( 1.22 / −0.20 )

0.88

( 2.46 / 0.25 )

GADT

0.49

( 0.040 )

0.56

( 1.30 / 0.16 )

0.60

( 1.52 / −0.79 )

0.70

( 4.50 / −0.24 )

GTYR

0.55

( 0.050 )

0.70

( 1.22 / 0.14 )

0.81

( 1.57 / −0.26 )

HUBC

1.23

( 0.028 )

1.18

( 3.46 / 0.44 )

1.07

( 1.67 / −0.62 )

1.01 ( 2.86 / −0.16 )
1.10 ( 3.90 / 0.26 )

IBFL

0.85

( 0.033 )

0.88

( 2.15 / 0.23 )

0.81

( 1.66 / −0.63 )

0.86

( 2.81 / 0.04 )

ICI

1.05

( 0.065 )

1.14

( 10.40 / 0.28 )

1.15

( 1.93 / −0.27 )

1.84

( 3.70 / −8.45 )

INDU

0.61

( 0.030 )

0.74

( 2.71 / 0.18 )

0.58

( 1.38 / −0.34 )

0.72

( 2.18 / −0.26 )

KESC

1.34

( 0.039 )

1.52

( 6.61 / 0.46 )

1.23

( 2.06 / −0.86 )

1.43 ( 5.93 / −0.50 )
1.21 ( 2.84 / 0.18 )

LUCK

1.03

( 0.041 )

1.14

( 2.64 / 0.33 )

MCB

1.14

( 0.028 )

1.26

( 3.16 / 0.56 )

1.07 ( 2.02 / −0.82 )
1.08 ( 1.58 / 0.14 )

MLCF

1.17

( 0.043 )

1.35

( 4.81 / 0.40 )

1.13

NML

1.12

( 0.037 )

1.32

( 8.77 / 0.35 )

PGF

1.06

( 0.029 )

1.25

PIAA

1.05

( 0.040 )

1.22

PICIC

0.75

( 0.042 )

PIOC

0.98

PSO
PSYL

1.21

( 2.50 / 0.37 )

( 2.13 / −0.37 )

1.32

( 3.15 / 0.02 )

1.35

( 6.32 / 0.14 )

( 5.73 / 0.39 )

1.13 ( 1.87 / −0.39 )
0.97 ( 1.56 / 0.12 )

1.16

( 3.22 / 0.32 )

( 3.66 / 0.37 )

1.02

( 1.81 / −0.22 )

1.19

( 2.72 / 0.12 )

0.90

( 6.41 / 0.16 )

0.74

( 1.72 / −0.32 )

0.95

( 2.76 / 0.16 )

( 0.057 )

1.12

( 2.65 / 0.37 )

1.23

( 0.024 )

1.20

( 2.77 / 0.58 )

1.02 ( 2.50 / −1.02 )
1.16 ( 1.55 / 0.27 )

0.55

( 0.041 )

0.65

( 1.42 / 0.20 )

0.47

( 1.71 / −0.99 )

0.60

( 1.37 / 0.17 )

PTC

1.34

( 0.017 )

1.36

( 3.84 / 0.71 )

1.26

( 1.53 / −0.41 )

1.28

( 2.37 / 0.36 )

SAIF

0.50

( 0.040 )

0.59

( 1.22 / 0.18 )

0.55

( 1.68 / −1.12 )

1.21 ( 3.43 / −0.62 )
1.16 ( 2.92 / 0.41 )

SHEL

0.77

( 0.026 )

0.85

( 2.85 / 0.28 )

0.68

( 1.24 / −0.16 )

0.75 ( 2.57 / −0.04 )
0.77 ( 2.62 / 0.19 )

SNBL

0.43

( 0.029 )

0.52

( 3.82 / 0.15 )

SNGP

1.21

( 0.027 )

1.31

( 4.47 / 0.60 )

0.41 ( 1.23 / −0.45 )
1.13 ( 1.65 / 0.22 )

0.52 ( 3.64 / −0.20 )
1.25 ( 3.04 / 0.50 )

SSGC

1.15

( 0.028 )

1.26

( 4.90 / 0.45 )

1.07

( 1.62 / −0.35 )

1.21

( 3.66 / 0.36 )

ULEVER

0.44

( 0.025 )

0.47

( 1.15 / 0.18 )

0.35

( 1.00 / −0.45 )

0.43

( 1.21 / 0.08 )

UNBL

0.68

( 0.044 )

0.80

( 2.13 / 0.17 )

0.70

( 1.86 / −0.51 )

0.91

( 2.69 / 0.04 )
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Table 7: Implied Correlation Coefficients
Figures in parentheses are negative values.
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ACBL
AGIL
AICL
ASKL
BAHL
BOC
BOP
CHCC
DGKC
DSFL
ENGRO
FABL
FFC
GADT
GTYR
HUBC
IBFL
ICI
INDU
KESC
LUCK
MCB
MLCF
NML
PGF
PIAA
PICIC
PIOC
PSO
PSYL
PTC
SAIF
SHEL
SNBL
SNGP
SSGC
ULEVER
UNBL

GARCH
0.6173
0.2535
0.5622
0.3302
0.3489
0.2781
0.5790
0.3431
0.6386
0.6542
0.6113
0.5483
0.6694
0.2629
0.2374
0.6969
0.4983
0.3414
0.4114
0.6064
0.4864
0.6674
0.5177
0.5598
0.6319
0.5044
0.3678
0.3555
0.7596
0.2845
0.8645
0.2711
0.5552
0.3139
0.7011
0.6798
0.3669
0.3264

DCC-GARCH
Avg
0.5648
0.3466
0.5353
0.2425
0.3522
0.2567
0.5969
0.3262
0.6061
0.6391
0.5655
0.5058
0.6180
0.3224
0.3493
0.6104
0.4719
0.3728
0.3892
0.5562
0.5058
0.6361
0.5014
0.5630
0.5799
0.4901
0.3592
0.3683
0.7163
0.2447
0.8113
0.2982
0.4888
0.3008
0.6548
0.6355
0.2949
0.3378

High
0.9394
0.8996
0.9396
0.8888
0.9005
0.8282
0.9598
0.8379
0.9774
0.9564
0.9763
0.9515
0.9458
0.8092
0.6758
0.9472
0.9696
0.6249
0.9286
0.9334
0.9488
0.9272
0.9427
0.9361
0.9342
0.8694
0.8385
0.9061
0.9556
0.8850
0.9897
0.9084
0.8978
0.8911
0.9586
0.9580
0.8288
0.8934

O-GARCH
Low
(0.0089)
(0.4050)
(0.2930)
(0.4220)
(0.4400)
(0.3630)
(0.0567)
(0.4450)
(0.1730)
(0.0487)
(0.1670)
(0.0919)
(0.1520)
(0.4220)
(0.1100)
(0.3540)
(0.3700)
(0.0871)
(0.2300)
(0.3870)
(0.3840)
0.0008
(0.1660)
(0.1960)
0.0007
(0.1070)
(0.1550)
(0.3690)
0.1656
(0.5110)
(0.2620)
(0.6030)
(0.1110)
(0.3250)
0.1271
(0.2070)
(0.3710)
(0.2450)

Avg
0.5991
0.3647
0.5782
0.2801
0.3756
0.2721
0.6134
0.3504
0.6190
0.6538
0.5811
0.5335
0.6299
0.3248
0.3363
0.6468
0.4895
0.6068
0.4078
0.5857
0.5233
0.6485
0.5201
0.5834
0.5994
0.4995
0.4041
0.3910
0.7409
0.2592
0.8221
0.3206
0.5109
0.3274
0.6748
0.6644
0.3294
0.3621

High
0.7908
0.7423
0.8085
0.6277
0.7043
0.7324
0.9261
0.5981
0.9057
0.9151
0.8304
0.7852
0.8678
0.6879
0.6439
0.8589
0.8973
0.9427
0.7685
0.8059
0.8379
0.8754
0.8725
0.8418
0.8527
0.7964
0.6224
0.7414
0.9124
0.2592
0.9769
0.6138
0.7588
0.6557
0.8849
0.8987
0.5454
0.6886

Low
0.3984
(0.0576)
0.2077
(0.2930)
(0.0095)
(0.2230)
0.0008
0.0010
0.1422
0.1164
0.1627
0.2918
0.2591
(0.1810)
(0.0393)
0.1070
0.0003
(0.2430)
(0.1610)
(0.1380)
0.0006
0.2741
0.0001
0.1538
0.1952
0.0004
0.1427
(0.1690)
0.5496
0.2591
0.1448
(0.0300)
0.0009
(0.0515)
0.1415
0.0009
0.1383
0.0002
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Table 8: Performance of Time Varying Betas
This table presents coefficient of determination R2 and the variances of the errors.
OLS

GARCH

DCC-GARCH

O-GARCH

R-Sqr

Var(E)

R-Sqr

Var(E)

R-Sqr

Var(E)

R-Sqr

Var(E)

ACBL

0.40

0.03%

0.87

0.04%

0.89

0.04%

0.94

0.04%

AGIL

0.09

0.02%

0.76

0.25%

0.80

0.24%

0.73

0.25%

AICL

0.32

0.04%

0.87

0.09%

0.87

0.09%

0.89

0.10%

ASKL

0.13

0.01%

0.82

0.08%

0.76

0.08%

0.73

0.08%

BAHL

0.16

0.01%

0.85

0.04%

0.83

0.04%

0.76

0.04%

BOC

0.10

0.00%

0.81

0.05%

0.69

0.05%

0.65

0.05%

BOP

0.35

0.06%

0.88

0.12%

0.88

0.12%

0.88

0.12%

CHCC

0.15

0.01%

0.85

0.11%

0.77

0.11%

0.73

0.11%

DGKC

0.43

0.06%

0.91

0.09%

0.88

0.09%

0.92

0.09%

DSFL

0.44

0.05%

0.91

0.06%

0.90

0.06%

0.93

0.06%

ENGRO

0.38

0.03%

0.87

0.05%

0.86

0.05%

0.89

0.05%

FABL

0.31

0.03%

0.87

0.07%

0.88

0.07%

0.89

0.07%

FFC

0.46

0.02%

0.93

0.03%

0.92

0.03%

0.94

0.03%

GADT

0.09

0.01%

0.87

0.11%

0.63

0.11%

0.62

0.11%

GTYR

0.07

0.01%

0.83

0.17%

0.68

0.17%

0.82

0.17%

HUBC

0.50

0.05%

0.89

0.05%

0.87

0.05%

0.93

0.05%

IBFL

0.28

0.02%

0.87

0.08%

0.77

0.08%

0.82

0.07%

ICI

0.12

0.04%

0.71

0.30%

0.88

0.30%

0.94

0.29%

INDU

0.20

0.01%

0.84

0.06%

0.79

0.06%

0.79

0.06%

KESC

0.39

0.06%

0.85

0.10%

0.83

0.10%

0.92

0.11%

LUCK

0.28

0.04%

0.88

0.12%

0.85

0.11%

0.84

0.12%

MCB

0.45

0.04%

0.89

0.06%

0.91

0.06%

0.95

0.06%

MLCF

0.29

0.05%

0.87

0.13%

0.86

0.13%

0.89

0.13%

NML

0.34

0.04%

0.83

0.10%

0.82

0.10%

0.85

0.09%

PGF

0.42

0.04%

0.89

0.06%

0.88

0.06%

0.94

0.06%

PIAA

0.29

0.04%

0.87

0.11%

0.84

0.11%

0.86

0.11%

PICIC

0.15

0.02%

0.82

0.12%

0.83

0.12%

0.83

0.13%

PIOC

0.16

0.03%

0.83

0.22%

0.77

0.22%

0.76

0.22%

PSO

0.58

0.05%

0.94

0.04%

0.92

0.04%

0.97

0.04%

PSYL

0.11

0.01%

0.85

0.12%

0.85

0.12%

0.76

0.12%

PTC

0.76

0.06%

0.95

0.02%

0.96

0.02%

0.97

0.02%

SAIF

0.12

0.01%

0.87

0.11%

0.66

0.10%

0.66

0.11%

SHEL

0.32

0.02%

0.89

0.05%

0.87

0.05%

0.88

0.05%

SNBL

0.12

0.01%

0.83

0.06%

0.76

0.06%

0.73

0.06%

SNGP

0.50

0.05%

0.90

0.05%

0.92

0.05%

0.96

0.05%

SSGC

0.47

0.04%

0.86

0.06%

0.91

0.05%

0.94

0.05%

ULEVER

0.15

0.01%

0.87

0.04%

0.83

0.04%

0.75

0.04%

UNBL

0.14

0.02%

0.80

0.14%

0.74

0.13%

0.72

0.13%
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Active Labour Market Programmes
Programmes in
Poland, 20002000-2005
Walentyna KWIATKOWSKA
Institute of Economics, University of Łodz, POLAND

Keywords: unemployment, active labour market policy, Labour Fund, unemployment policy in Poland
Abstract: The scope of the paper refers to active labour market programmes which took place in Poland in
the years 2000-2005. They comprise: public works, intervention works, vocational trainings, start-up loans,
special programmes and others. The analysis is focused on participants of the Active Labour Market
programmes, expenditures on the programmes and their effectiveness. For a comparison the statistical data
on the Polish programmes are confronted with the data for the other EU countries. The data indicate the
Active Labour Market programmes are of minor importance for a solution of the unemployment problem in
Poland.

1. Introduction
High unemployment in Poland is an important socio-economic problem. The unemployment
rate in Poland reached in 2005 the level of 17.7% and was over two times higher than the
average unemployment rate in EU-15.
Unemployment in Poland is mainly structural, which is reflected in structural imbalances
between labour demand and labour supply with respect to vocational qualifications, professions
and spatial deployment. The main factor determining unemployment is the necessity for structural
changes in Polish economy caused by its transformation and integration with the European
Union, aimed at enhancement of economic innovation, competitiveness and effectiveness.
Active labour market policy plays an important role in the case of high structural
unemployment. Efficiently applied instruments of active labour market policy can reduce this
unemployment. Therefore, it is worth to evaluate the role of active labour market policy in Poland
in 2000-2005 taking into consideration the characteristics of its main instruments, its participants
and expenditures in reference to corresponding experiences of the European Union.

2. The significance of active labour market policy
Numerous instruments are used to accomplish the main goals and tasks of active labour
market policy. The main instruments used in Polish economy include (Kwiatkowska, Leszczyński
1998, 38-45):
• labour intermediation services;
• vocational counselling;
• intervention works;
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public works;
vocational training and re-training;
loans and subsidies for employers and unemployed persons to start an economic activity;
programmes of vocational activation of graduates (subsidised jobs, scholarships and
traineeships at employer’s);
• special programmes for persons particularly endangered with long-term unemployment.
Thus, labour market programmes cover many activities. As a result of activities undertaken
by public employment services in the field of labour intermediation and vocational counselling, as
well as vocational training and re-training, it is possible to improve the structural balance between
unemployed persons and job offers. Furthermore, training and re-training activities not only
prevent the depreciation of vocational skills, but also provide an opportunity to change a
profession or improve skills, and as such influence in a positive way the average labour
productivity of unemployed persons and improve their mobility on the labour market (access to
vocational information and workplaces). Involvement of unemployed persons into various forms of
temporary and subsidised employment (inter alia intervention and public works) enables to
counteract their economic inactivity and increase their possibilities of getting a relatively
permanent job (for example graduate traineeships at employer’s).
The European Union’s experiences have indicated so far that problems connected with
increase in unemployment and its reduction cannot be solved by means of applying merely active
instruments of labour market policy. Effectiveness of active programmes is dependent on
undertaking actions aimed, inter alia, at the adjustment of programmes to the needs of local
labour markets, more effective activity of public employment services and proper selection of
participants of active programmes through addressing the programmes to labour force of high
unemployment risk and worse conditions on labour market, especially towards long-term
unemployed and disabled persons, women and the youth. Additionally, there exists a visible
tendency to increase the share of expenditures on active programmes in total expenditures on
labour market policy at the expense of expenditures on passive programmes which provide social
welfare for the unemployed. Focusing attention on active programmes stems from the wider
perception of labour market policy as an element facilitating implementation of pro-employment
economic policy1. Active labour market policy allows for vocational activation of the unemployed
through subsidising employment, to some extent, compelling labour supply, especially when
investment policy does not lead to the creation of sufficient number of workplaces for all persons
eager to work. Moreover, active labour market policy can facilitate development of investment
through financing activities (and employment) in the field of infrastructure build-up. The role of
vocational training is also complementary to an educational system. It enables to adjust
professional skills of unemployed persons to the present requirements of labour market. High
efficiency of activities undertaken by public employment services in terms of labour intermediation
services and vocational counselling increases transparency of labour market and allows to obtain
information about vacant workplaces, which shortens the period of job search and reduces costs
connected with it, and at the same time, enables to find appropriate employees for particular
workplaces (Wiśniewski, 1999:16-17; Kryńska, 2001: 62-64).
Thus, it can be stated that active labour market programmes in Poland should constitute an
integral entity together with solutions of macroeconomic policy which favours processes of
restructuring, innovation, infrastructure build-up and rise in investment in order to create new
workplaces. Both an integral approach towards employment and unemployment in economic

1

M. Kabaj emphasises the significance of a complementary model of labour market policy or an integrated
system of preventing unemployment in which social pro-employment macroeconomic policy and the
effectiveness of labour market policy programmes play an important role, Strategie i programy
przeciwdziałania bezrobociu w Unii Europejskiej i w Polsce. 2004. Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Naukowe
SCHOLAR. pp. 91-92.
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decisions and pro-employment economic policy will constitute more effective basis for significant
improvement in the situation on labour market.

Buletin ºtiinþific

3. Participants of active labour market programmes
The most important role in activation of unemployed persons and job seekers is played by
job agencies. They implement government’s labour market policy, providing unemployed persons
with, above all, the right to labour intermediation and vocational counselling. As a result of
decentralisation of public employment services, job agencies are subordinate exclusively to
voivodeship local governments, administrative district governments and starosts of poviats. Such
situation provides chances of undertaking more effective activities on regional and local markets
by providing possibilities of precise diagnosis of the situation, defining the direction of structural
changes on these markets and promoting new workplaces, as well as training and re-training
programmes.
Effective activity of job agencies is dependent on functioning of well-developed vocational
counselling whose aim is to obtain job offers and make the best use of them by finding an
appropriate candidate for a given post or supplying the Computer Database of Job Offers with job
offers which are to be used on other markets. A new challenge of job agencies is to join Eures
(European Employment Services) programme, set up in 1993, whose aim is to inform about
vacancies and living conditions of potential employees, who intend to get employed in a particular
country of the European Economic Area (EU-15, Iceland, Lichtenstein, Norway and Switzerland),
as well as to provide help to employers in recruitment of employees coming from different
countries or border regions (Kozyr, 2003).
Effective activity of job agencies in respect to labour intermediation is dependent on close
co-operation with employers and obtaining job offers. Table 1 presents job offers available in
Poland in 2000-2005.
Table 1
2
Job offers in Poland in 2000-2005
Item
Job offers in total (millions)
of which:
- subsidized work
- in public sector
Dynamics of job offers in total
2000 = 100
Number of unemployed persons
per 1 job offer, as of the end of
year

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

607.9

465.7

555.5

817.7

794.0

885.2

241.2
120.5

117.3
82.7

198.9
122.5

384.2
204.5

-

-

100.0

76.6

91.4

134.5

130.6

145.6

474.1

587.7

387.6

308.3

227.0

158.0

Data from table 1 show that the number of job offers at job agencies was the lowest in
2001. Significant improvement in the inflow of job offers to job agencies occurred in 2003. Such
positive changes were reflected in the decrease in the number of unemployed persons per 1 job
offer in 2003. This tendency was also characteristic of the year 2004 and 2005 when the
number of the unemployed per 1 job offer decreased. Nevertheless, the ratio of the number of
unemployed persons to 1 job offer is very unfavourable.
Thus, one can postulate the necessity for finding new solutions and undertaking activities
aimed at increasing the effectiveness of employment services in the field of labour
intermediation. Well-prepared and competent labour intermediaries are indispensable in order to
develop and make penetration of labour market a more dynamic process. The quality of their
work should be evaluated primarily on the basis of the number of obtained job offers, especially
those concerning problematic labour market groups. Technical and office conditions of job
agencies are of equal importance, as well as their equipment, inter alia, modern office devices,
2

Bezrobocie rejestrowane, I kwartał 2004 r. 2004. Warszawa: GUS. p. 3; Rocznik Statystyczny RP 2005,
Warszawa: GUS. p. 251; Mały Rocznik Statystyczny Polski 2006. Warszawa: GUS. p. 156; own calculations.
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Item
Participants:
- in vocational counselling (thousands)
- share in total unemployment (%)
- in job clubs (thousands)
- share in total unemployment (%)

2000

2001

2002

2003

192.3
7.1
60.3
2.2

187.3
6.0
44.8
1.4

271.6
8.4
53.3
1.7

285.8
9.0
55.5
1.7

In view of high unemployment rate in Poland, vocational counselling and job clubs
seem to be insufficient in comparison with a stable and already tested role of active labour
market instruments in EU countries.
Unemployed persons registered at district job agencies can participate in various
active labour market programmes financed by the Labour Fund. The number of
participants of basic active programmes, i.e. training, intervention works, public works,
loans and traineeships at employer’s, is presented in Table 3.
Table 3
Registered unemployed persons participating in active labour
market programmes in Poland in 2000-2005 (thousands)4
Item
Training
Intervention works
Public works
Loans
Traineeships at employer’s
Vocational preparation at
workplaces

2000
98.7
99.4
50.3
5.3
48.5

2001
47.6
39.3
29.0
2.7
25.5

2002
68.5
51.1
33.6
2.8
72.7

2003
132.2
114.9
100.0
5.3
129.5

2004
127.8
93.9
75.8
4.3
149.1

2005
150.9
70.9
69.2
162.7

-

-

-

-

14.0

66.9

Analysing data from Table 3, one can notice that the number of participants of
active labour market programmes was the lowest in 2001. Positive changes which began
in 2002 led to the increase in the number of participants of active programmes. In the
3

Informacja o rynku pracy z grudnia 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, MGPiPS, Warszawa, own calculations.
Rocznik Statystyczny RP 2003, p. 164; Bezrobocie rejestrowane I kwartał 2004 r., Warszawa: GUS. 2004.
3-6; Informacja o rynku pracy z grudnia 2003. Warszawa: MGPiPS, Rocznik Statystyczny R.P. 2005, p. 251;
Efektywność podstawowych form promocji zatrudnienia i aktywizacji zawodowej bezrobotnych
finansowanych z Funduszu Pracy w 2005 roku, Warszawa: MPiPS. p. 5.
4
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information systems and communication means necessary for collecting information and their
rapid transfer among employment services, employers and job seekers. It is emphasised that in
order to decrease high unemployment rate it is necessary to pluralise labour intermediation
through development of private job agencies.
Additionally, activity of job agencies involves vocational counselling. Vocational
counselling focuses on providing professional assistance to unemployed persons and other job
seekers in the selection of appropriate profession and workplace; at the same time, it helps
employers to find appropriate candidates for posts which require specific psychophysical
predispositions.
Vocational activation of unemployed persons is reinforced by activities of so called job
clubs run by job agencies. Job clubs organise regular group meetings aimed at teaching
practical skills necessary for job seeking. Unemployed persons and job seekers can learn, inter
alia, active methods of job seeking and principles of analysis of job offers, they acquire skills
how to present themselves, how to carry on conversations with employers, how to get confident
in their own skills. Additionally, they learn to recognise the importance of active attitudes on
labour market.
Table 2
Unemployed persons participating in vocational counselling
and training in job clubs in Poland in 2000-20033
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whole surveyed period, the highest number of unemployed persons participated in various
forms of vocational activation in 2003-2005, which was reflected in the increase in the
share of participants of various active programmes in the total number of unemployed
persons after 2001 (see Table 4).
Table 4
The share of participants of active labour market programmes
in total unemployment in Poland in 2000-2005 (%)5
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Item
Unemployed persons in
total
including participants in:
- training
- intervention works
- public works
- loans
- traineeships at
employer’s
- vocational preparation
at workplaces

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

3.6
3.7
1.9
0.2

1.5
1.3
0.9
0.1

2.1
1.6
1.0
0.1

4.2
3.6
3.1
0.2

4.3
3.1
2.5
0.1

5.4
2.6
2.5
-

1.8

0.8

2.3

4.1

4.9

5.9

-

-

-

-

0.5

2.4

In 2000-2005 the number of unemployed persons who participated in training was the
highest. In 2005 it was three times higher than in 2001, and its share in the total number of
unemployed persons increased from 1.5% to 5.4%. Nevertheless, the percentage of the
total number of unemployed persons participating in training should be considered
relatively low.
Training is acknowledged to be the most important factor which increases the
possibilities of job finding by an unemployed person. Its aim is to train in a given
profession, to retrain, to improve professional skills or to teach the skills of job seeking and
finding employment. Training can enhance adaptability of unemployed persons and other
job seekers to new labour market requirements. Moreover, it can foster their systematic
improvement of professional qualifications (M. Socha, U. Sztanderska, 2002, p. 58).
Training should not last longer than 6 months. Only in cases justified by the programme, it
can be extended to a maximum of 12 months6. During the course of training an
unemployed person is entitled to training allowance in the amount of 20% of the
unemployment benefit, while young unemployed persons (under 25) can receive
scholarships equal to 40% of the unemployment benefit. A person who has not completed
training due to his/her own fault is obliged to pay training costs back.
In order to increase the effectiveness of training, one postulates full co-operation of
job agencies with training institutions and employers. The aim of such co-operation is to
provide appropriate training contents and scope adjusted to the needs of local labour
market, which would result in increasing chances of employment of persons who
participate in training. As it follows from the experience of EU countries, selection of
candidates for particular types of training, from the point of view of their skills, as well as
their physical and intellectual abilities, is very important. Activities which facilitate
vocational training policy of employees, especially in small and medium-sized enterprises,
are considered to be indispensable.
Various forms of vocational activation play an important role in reduction of high
youth structural unemployment. Their aim is to teach specific professional skills to the
youth, to assist them in the process of transition from an educational system to labour
activity, as well as to increase the number of workplaces available to them through
subsidising employment by the Labour Fund.
5
6

Own calculations based on Table 3.
In the case of unskilled persons training can be exceptionally extended to 24 months.
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In 2001 a nationwide programme of vocational activation of graduates “First Job” was
accepted. The programme has been functioning since 2002. Its aim is to cover all
registered graduates with activation activities within 6 months from the date of registration.
Traineeships at employer’s appeared to be the most popular form of activation, since they
enable graduates to acquire vocational experience. According to the data of Ministry of
Economy, Labour and Social Policy, over 120 thousand graduates participated in
traineeships. A relatively small number of graduates decided to run their own business,
despite the possibilities of being exempt from paying pension security contributions to the
Social Security Institution (2300 graduates in 2003). Few of them (807 in 2003) took out
graduates’ loans for setting up and running an economic activity.
Young unemployed persons under 25, without any professional qualifications, can
also take advantage of a new activation form, i.e. vocational preparation at workplaces (up
to 6 months), which allows them to acquire new professional qualifications and skills as a
result of practical performing of tasks at workplaces7. As a matter of fact, 66729 persons in
total participated in vocational preparation at workplaces in 2005, which constituted 11.9%
of the total number of activated persons. In comparison with the year 2004, their number
increased by about 53 thousand.
Young unemployed persons can additionally receive financial resources, equal to
quintuple of an average wage, for setting up economic activities, as well as training
scholarships for the period of 12 months (depending on their financial situation).
Results of activities undertaken within the scope of vocational activation of young
unemployed persons in the form of traineeships are presented in Table 3 and Table 4. In
2002-2005 increase in the number of their participants is visible. It caused the rise in the
share of participants of traineeships in the total number of registered unemployed persons
from 1.8% in 2000 to 5.9% in 2005.
Intervention works, which have been put into practice in Poland since 1999, are
acknowledged to be subsidised works. They consist in partial subsidy of employment by
job agencies, i.e. new workplaces created especially for unemployed persons by
employers.
An unemployed person employed to do intervention works acquires the status of an
employee, i.e. gets entitled to wages and other employee benefits according to the rules of
a given enterprise. The period of subsidised employment lasts from 6 to 12 months (for
long-term unemployed persons and people under 25). It can last up to 18 months in the
case of disabled persons or even up to 24 months (exceptionally up to 48 months) in the
case of persons over the age of 50.
Intervention works cannot be organised at employer’s who is in bankruptcy or in
liquidation or when they endanger the existence of workplaces at other employers’
carrying out the same tasks.
As it follows from the data in Table 3, intervention works occupied the first place in
the ranking of active labour market instruments. Over 99 thousand unemployed persons
participated in them. Significant decrease in the number of their participants, by over 60%,
occurred in 2001-2002. They constituted merely 1.3-1.6% of the total number of
unemployed persons. Three times more unemployed persons participated in intervention
works in 2003 than in 2002, however, in 2004-2005 the number of participants of
intervention works decreased by about 20% and by over 38% in relation to 2003.
Therefore, the percentage of persons employed in intervention works in 2003-2005
decreased from 3.6% to 2.6% of the total number of unemployed persons.
Public works were introduced in Poland in 1992. Their main aim was not only
vocational activation of long-term unemployed persons with low level of education and lack
7

Unemployed persons over the age of 50, as well as long-term uneployed persons, can also take advantage
of vocational preparation at workplaces.
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of professional qualifications but also activation of local labour markets. The latter was to
be implemented by means of organising public works within the framework of
infrastructure investments or socially useful tasks connected with social welfare and
services for unemployed persons. According to the new Act on Promoting Employment
and Labour Market Institutions, public works are aimed at social and vocational
reintegration of unemployed persons.
Public works also constitute subsidised works. District job agencies can reimburse to
an organiser a part of expenditures connected with creating public works. When
unemployed persons are hired for 6 months, the organiser receives reimbursement of
costs in the amount of 50% of an average wage together with a social security
contribution.
Data from Table 3 show that the number of participants of public works was in the
surveyed years in Poland slightly lower than in the case of intervention works. In 2003 the
number of participants of public works was almost two times higher than in 2000. Their
share in the total number of unemployed persons increased from 1.9% to 3.1%. In 2004
the number of the unemployed participating in public works decreased by 24.2 thousand
persons, therefore, their percentage amounted merely to 2.5% of the total number of
unemployed persons. Further decrease in the number of participants of public works
occurred in 2005, by 6.6 thousand persons, however, their share in the total number of
unemployed persons remained on the same level.
Loans play the least important role among active labour market instruments. The
number of persons using loans was in 2000 the same as in 2003 (5.3 thousand persons),
whereas their share in the total number of unemployed persons remained at the level of
0.2%. In 2005 the percentage of unemployed persons who took out a loan decreased
reaching 0.1%. As a matter of fact, loans contribute to reduction of unemployment through
being invested in creating new workplaces.
The main obstacle to granting loans was insufficient amount of financial resources
allocated by the Labour Fund to implementation of this labour market instrument. As a
result, low loans limited the scale of possible economic enterprises. Other negative
aspects of loans included, inter alia: difficulties with providing an appropriate financial
guarantee, too high interest rates, a short grace period for the loan repayment (especially
in the case of enterprises – only 6 months), an arduous procedure of loan granting and
reservations concerning both the risk and the lack of experience, skills and practical
knowledge how to set up an economic activity (Kwiatkowska, Leszczyński, 1998, pp. 4243).
Since the 1st of June 2004 unemployed persons have obtained the right to single
access to financial resources for starting an economic activity not exceeding 500% of an
average wage, as well as to reimbursement of up to 80% of documented costs of legal
assistance, consultancy or advice.
Subsidies granted to enterprises for creating additional workplaces for unemployed
persons, who are sent in by district job agencies, provide employers with a chance of
development of their enterprises. Employers can receive reimbursement of equipment or
re-equipment costs of work stands up to 300% of an average wage, provided that they
employ, on a full-time basis, an unemployed person sent in by a district job agency for the
period of at least 12 months. In 2005, 41029 persons received financial resources for
creating workplaces, including 27916 persons who started economic activities and 13113
employers who equipped and re-equipped their work stands (Effectiveness of Basic
Forms…, p. 5).
One should also mention special programmes which focus on activities initiated by
employment services and directed towards persons classified to risk groups on local
labour markets.
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A risk group covers unemployed persons, employees being in the period of notice ,
job seekers, as well as disabled persons, women and the youth who for particular reasons
(for example lack of professional qualifications or dismissal caused by restructuring)
cannot find employment and are endangered with long-term unemployment.
A risk group is defined on the basis of analysis of a situation on a given labour
market and assigned to a particular special programme. “First Job” programme, mentioned
earlier, is one of the examples of such special programmes directed towards young
persons; other examples of special programmes involve: “New Start” focusing on
activation of long-term unemployed persons, “Junior” programme (since 2002) directed
towards disabled persons, or “50 Plus” programme (approved in 2004) dealing with
unemployed persons over the age of 508. Special programmes are characterised by the
possibility of joining various labour market programmes which contribute to vocational
activation of unemployed persons classified into risk groups.

All activities undertaken within the framework of labour market policy are financed by
the Labour Fund. The Labour Fund was set up on 1 January 1990 as a state earmarked
fund. Revenues of the Labour Fund come from fees paid by employers (2.45% of the base
of employees’ pension security contributions), state subsidy, budgetary funds of the
European Union, loans, interests on the Labour Fund’s financial resources kept at bank
accounts of the main disposer of the fund, voivodeship local governments and
administrative district governments, as well as other sources (inter alia repayment of
instalments and interests on loans granted by the Labour Fund). These revenues are
exempt from income tax. The fees are collected by the Social Security Institution on a
monthly basis and subsequently transferred to the Fund.
The main disposer of the Labour Fund is the Minister of Labour, whereas disposers
of lower rank involve voivodeship marshals and starosts of poviats. The main disposer
determines limits of financial resources of the Labour Fund available to disposers of lower
rank for financing implementation of various types of activities. Poviats characterised by
the highest level of unemployment, especially a high level of unemployed youth and
unemployed persons over the age of 509, are given preference in financing active labour
market programmes.
The Labour Fund finances not only active labour market programmes, but also
passive programmes which are aimed at giving social help to unemployed persons in the
form of unemployment benefits and pre-retirement benefits10. Rules concerning allocation
of financial resources to these programmes should result from precisely specified goals of
the Labour Fund. It is necessary to define primary tasks of the Labour Fund, since
expenditures of the Labour Fund should be determined by their accomplishment.
Furthermore, it is extremely important in the case of limited financial resources on active
labour market programmes, because their magnitude and structure of classification define
the effectiveness of labour market policy.
8

It is estimated that 50 to 80 thousand unemployed persons will be covered annually with active labour
market instruments through „50 Plus” programme, http://www.jgip.gov.pl/Programy/Program+50/,
10.05.2005.
9
Before 2004, while determining limits of financial resources of the Labour Fund, an extremely important role
had been played by the share of long-term unemployed persons, the unemployed without rights to
unemployment benefits and unemployed graduates. Financial benefits of poviats coming from keeping such
unemployed persons among those registered limited assistance in finding employment.
10
Since 1 August 2004 pre-retirement benefits, as well as early retirement pensions, have been paid by the
Social Security Institution and used in the framework of passive programmes.
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Table 5

The Labour Fund expenditures in Poland in 2000-2005
Item
Labour Fund expenditures
(million PLN) in total
- % of GDP
Dynamics of Labour Fund
expenditures
(the previous year = 100)
- in current prices
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a/

a/

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

6945.9

8597.2

9972.6

10609.8

9180.2

6070.9

0.97

1.1

1.23

1.25

0.99

0.62

121.6

123.8

116.9

106.4

86.5

66.1

117.3

113.9

105.5

83.6

66.9

- in constant prices
110.1
Expected expenditures of the Labour Fund.

Expenditures of the Labour Fund increased by 3663.9 million zlotys in 2000-2003.
The share of these expenditures in GDP also showed an upward tendency, however, it
should be still considered not too high (1.25% of GDP in 2003), especially taking into
consideration a high unemployment rate in Poland (20% in 2002-2003). In 2004-2005 the
share of expenditures of the Labour Fund in GDP decreased even more, from 0.99% of
GDP to 0.6% of GDP. Simultaneously, expenditures decreased in relation to 2002-2003
together with slight decrease in unemployment rate from 19.1% to 17.6%.
In OECD countries the share of expenditures of the Labour Fund reaches on average
the level of about 3% of GDP, while the unemployment rate is much lower. In EU-15 in
2000 2.58% of GDP were allocated to labour market programmes while an average
unemployment rate amounted to 8%; in 2002 it was 2.52% of GDP with the unemployment
rate reaching 7.5% (7.8% at the end of the year) (Registered Unemployment... 2003, p. 1;
OECD 2004). The dynamics of real expenditures of the Labour Fund in Poland were
diverse. In 2000-2001 the expenditures showed an upward tendency, weakened in 20022005. More significant decrease in expenditures occurred in 2004-2005 (in real terms by
16.4% in relation to 2003 and by 33.1% in relation to 2004).
Expenditures of the Labour Fund do not undergo cyclical fluctuations, they are
characterised by considerable stability. In Poland the Labour Fund is financed by state
budget and reacts to economic fluctuations12. It frequently happens that in the period of
high unemployment and weak economic situation one has to face the shortage of funds
indispensable for full implementation of active and passive labour market programmes
(Wiśniewski 2001, p. 16). This increases the magnitude of problems connected with
completing other tasks which, as a matter of fact, determine the effectiveness of the
programmes (for example obtaining expert opinions, analyses of labour market,
development of computer systems in job agencies, preparing training materials, etc.).
Throughout the surveyed period, the structure of expenditures of the Labour Fund
was dominated by expenditures on pre-retirement benefits for unemployed persons. In
2000-2003 they amounted to more than 80%, only in 2004-2005 their share was lower
(decreased from 79.1% to 69.3%). Such situation indicates that the Labour Fund is
focused on achieving social goals, forming at the same time the basis for strengthening
passive attitudes on labour market.

11

Informacja o rynku pracy, MGPiPS, www.mgpips.gov.pl, Rocznik Statystyczny RP 2003, pp. 353, 579;
Mały Rocznik Statystyczny Polski 2004, GUS, Warszawa, p. 197; Rocznik Statystyczny RP 2005, GUS,
Warszawa, p. 674; Fundusz Pracy, MPiPS, www.mpips.gov.pl; Mały Rocznik Statystyczny Polski 2006, pp.
152, 454, own calculations.
12
The Labour Fund’s Plan for 2005 does not take into account any subsidies from the state budget.
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Table 6
The structure of the Labour Fund expenditures in Poland in 2000-2005 (%)13
Item

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

- benefits and allowances

82.8

84.8

89.0

82.6

79.1

69.3

- active forms

11.1

7.0

5.4

12.8

14.4

30.7

- reimbursement of wages of
young employees

3.5

4.6

3.4

2.2

1.5

-

- other expenditures

2.6

3.5

2.2

2.4

5.0

-

Expenditures in total

Moreover, one can notice rotation of expenditures allocated to passive and active
programmes. The rise in expenditures on passive programmes causes that a relatively
small part of financial resources is allocated by the Labour Fund to active programmes.
Therefore, in 2000-2002 the share of expenditures on active programmes was decreasing
systematically (by 5.7 percentage points). It reached the lowest level in 2002 (5.4%) when
the share of expenditures on benefits and allowances was the highest (89%). Only in
2003-2005 the share of expenditures on active programmes began to show an upward
tendency (from 12.8% to 14.4%), which is clearly visible as opposed to coefficients for the
years 2001-200214. A significant, more than double, rise in the share of expenditures
occurred in 2005 (up to 30.7% in relation to 2004).
The structure of expenditures on labour market policy is different in EU countries than
in Poland. In 2000 EU countries allocated on average 40% of total public expenditures to
active labour market programmes and 60% to financing unemployment benefits and preretirement benefits. In 2002 expenditures on active labour market programmes on average
amounted to 40.9%, whereas 59.1% of total expenditures were allocated to passive
programmes. Such structure of expenditures of the Labour Fund is to be achieved in
Poland yet in 2006 provided that postulates of “National Strategy of Employment Growth
and Development of Human Resources in 2000-2006” are to be met.
Table 7
The Labour Fund expenditures on active labour market programmes in Poland in 2000-2005
Item
Expenditures on active labour market
programmes
(million PLN)
- in total
- % of GDP
- per 1 unemployed person in PLN
of which expenditures on (million)
- training
- intervention works
- public works
- loans
- vocational activation of graduates
- vocational preparation at workplaces
- economic activity of the unemployed
- providing equipment for work stands
- other
a/

13

15

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

767.8
0.11
284.1

604.4
0.08
194.0

539.4
0.07
167.7

1357.6
0.17
427.5

1323.5
0.15
441.2

1862.9
0.19
671.8

79.5
150.4
146.2
120.2
234.4
37.1

55.5
156.6
115.6
67.1
183.5
26.1

50.8
93.5
88.4
68.6
223.7
14.4

113.9
223.5
297.1
201.7
482.9
38.5

125.9
232.0
279.3
92.9
539.1
15.5
54.3

174.6
193.9
294.3
a/
600.7
193.6
300.1
105.6
-

Traineeships at employer’s.

Source: as in Table 5, own calculations.
The highest share of expenditures on active programmes in total expenditures of the Labour Fund in the
transformation period occurred in: 1997 (17.2%), 1998 (23.8%) and 1999 (19.2%), while the unemployment
rate reached 10.3%, 10.4% and 13% respectively.
15
Source: as in Table 5, own calculations.
14
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In Poland expenditures on active labour market policy in total decreased in 2000,
2001 and 2002 and increased only in 2003 (by 430 million zlotys in relation to 2002 and by
201.2 million zlotys in relation to 2000). In 2004 slight decrease in expenditures was noted
in comparison with the year 2003 (by 34.1 million zlotys), however, the expenditures
increased in 2005 by about 540 million zlotys. The share of expenditures in Poland
reached the level of about 0.1%-0.2% of GDP. In EU-15 countries in 2002 the same share
amounted to 1.03% of GDP16. Taking into consideration expenditures on particular active
programmes, one can notice that only in 2003 they increased in relation to other surveyed
years. Even expenditures on public works increased, although less and less financial
resources were allocated to them in 2000-2002. In contrast, expenditures on intervention
works decreased, which can be related to financing other active programmes such as
vocational preparation or creation of new workplaces by employers.
A downward tendency of expenditures on active programmes, which occurred in
2000-2002, together with rapidly rising unemployment caused the decrease of
expenditures per 1 unemployed person. Therefore, the number of participants of active
programmes decreased. The increase in the amount of financial resources allocated to
vocational activation of the unemployed in 2003-2005, as well as per 1 unemployed
person, led to increase in the number of participants of active labour market policy, which
is of great significance to reduction of unemployment. Thus, it can be stated that the
increase of expenditures on active labour market programmes should take into
consideration the rate of rise in unemployment and be relatively proportional in order to
reduce it.
The significance of particular active labour market programmes to reduction of
unemployment is presented in Table 8. Data included in the table indicate the structure of
expenditures on active programmes in 2000-2005.
Table 8
The structure of expenditures on active labour market programmes in Poland in
2000-2005 (%)17
Item

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Expenditures on active labour market
programmes in total
of which:
- training
- intervention works
- public works
- loans
- vocational activation of graduates
- vocational preparation at
workplaces
- economic activity of the
unemployed and creation of new
workplaces
- other

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

10.4
19.6
19.0
15.7
30.5
-

9.2
25.9
19.1
11.1
30.4
-

9.4
17.3
16.4
12.7
41.5
-

8.4
16.5
21.9
14.8
35.6
-

9.5
17.5
21.1
7.0
40.7
1.2

9.4
10.4
15.8
32.2
10.4

4.8

4.3

-2.7
2.7

2.8

4.1

21.8
-

In the surveyed period, the main role among active labour market instruments was
played by the programme of vocational activation of graduates, on implementation of
which the relatively highest amount of financial resources was allocated (from over 30% to
41%). Intervention and public works were of equal importance. The share of expenditures
16

The share of expenditures on active labour market policy in EU-15 in 2004 was slightly lower and
amounted to 0.643% of GDP. Nevertheless, in some countries it was much higher, for example in Belgium
1.5% of GDP, in Austria 0.920% of GDP, in Sweden 1.002% of GDP and in the Netherlands 1.123% of GDP.
Eurostat’s data from 10.12.2006.
17
As in Table 5, own calculations.
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The share of expenditures on active labour market programmes in GDP in EU-15 and Poland
19
in 2000 and 2002 (%)
2000
2002
Item
a/
b/
EU-15
Poland
EU-15
Poland
Activity of public employment services
0.17
0.20
and administration
Training
0.29
0.01
0.25
0.01
Programmes for the youth
0.14
0.07
0.12
0.07
Subsidised employment
0.30
0.06
0.29
0.03
Programmes for disabled persons
0.19
0.09
0.20
a/

without Ireland, Greece and Luxembourg;

b/

without Denmark, Luxembourg, Greece and Ireland.

Data from Table 9 show that the level of average expenditures on a particular active
labour market programme is a few times higher in EU-15 than in Poland (quantities being
underestimated due to the lack of complete data). In 2000 and 2002 expenditures on
subsidised employment and training were characterised by the highest share in GDP. The
activity of public employment services and administration in reduction of unemployment is
attached greater and greater value in the European Union, which manifests itself in the
increase of expenditures to 0.2% of GDP. Insignificantly fewer resources were allocated to
youth programmes, however, still almost two times more than at the same time in Poland.
The significance of implementation of programmes for disabled persons (0.20% of GDP)
increased in EU-15 including their vocational rehabilitation and assistance in job finding.
18

Special programmes are directed mainly towards persons dismissed for employer’s reasons, as well as
unemployed persons endangered with long-term unemployment and its consequences, who belong to so
called risk group. Expenditures on these programmes are allocated to co-financing workplaces for such
persons, supporting their economic activities and training.
19
Public expenditure and participant inflows and labour market programmes in OECD countries:
www.oecd.org.
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on intervention woks was relatively high in 2001 (almost 26%), lower in 2002-2004 (16.5%17.5%) and the lowest in 2005 (10.4%). Public works were of great importance in the
surveyed period. At first, expenditures on them did not constitute 16-19% of expenditures
on active programmes in total. In 2003-2004 the share of expenditures on public works
increased to more than 21%, whereas in 2005 it decreased to about 16%.
A less important role among active labour market instruments is still played by
training. In 2000-2005 the share of expenditures on training in expenditures in total
amounted to 9-10%. Slight decrease of the share occurred in 2003, to more than 8%,
whereas its renewed increase took place in 2004-2005, by about 1.1 percentage points.
Nevertheless, the share is still insignificant, especially taking into consideration an
important role of training in the increase of chances of job finding by the unemployed.
Relatively more financial resources were allocated to loans than to training (11-15% of
expenditures in total). The decrease of their share occurred in 2004 when the decision was
made to replace loans with subsidies for starting economic activities. In 2005 the share of
subsidies mentioned above constituted 16.1% of expenditures on active programmes.
Additionally, expenditures on vocational preparation at workplaces increased over eight
times. Interest in other programmes, including special programmes, was not significant,
which was proved by their lowest share in expenditures on active programmes (not
exceeding 5%)18.
Table 9 presents the share of expenditures on particular active programmes in GDP
in EU-15 and Poland in 2000 and 2002.
Table 9
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Data available for Poland show that the share of respective expenditures in GDP in 2002
exceeded shares of expenditures on other active labour market programmes. In order to
evaluate the role of active labour market policy in vocational activation of the unemployed,
we shall make use of coefficients of effectiveness of particular active programmes (see
Table 10). Effectiveness of these programmes is measured with the percentage of
participants who get permanent employment within 3 months after completing a particular
programme. As it follows from the data included in Table 10, effectiveness of programmes
is diverse. Additionally, one can notice discrepancies between the percentage of
participants completing a particular programme and possibilities of their getting permanent
employment. The programme of reimbursement of wages of graduates was characterised
by the highest and constantly increasing effectiveness in the surveyed years. After its
completion about 72-76% of participants got employed, which is very important from the
point of view of the percentage of persons completing the programme, i.e. 70-90% (except
for 2002). Second programme of vocational activation of graduates – traineeships at
employer’s – was characterised by far lower effectiveness, which however, increased from
36.3% in 2000 to 46.2% in 2005. The percentage of young persons completing
traineeships was relatively high in comparison with possibilities of job finding. High
effectiveness of 62-70% was characteristic for intervention works, whereas the percentage
of participants completing this programme was equally high. The percentage of
participants completing special programmes was diverse reaching from 41% to 81%. High
effectiveness of special programmes in 2000-2002 (60-70%) decreased in 2003 to 45.2%.
Training was completed by the highest number of participants (93-98%), however,
effectiveness of this programme was relatively low, especially in 2002-2005 (36.8%-40%).
Therefore, possibilities of training as an instrument which decreases structural labour
market imbalances and supports the rise of labour force mobility are not fully exploited.
Consequently, training contents have to be fully adjusted to entrepreneurs’ needs on local
labour market. Public works are characterised by the lowest effectiveness among active
programmes. Their effectiveness reached in 2000-2003 the level of 13-18%, although the
percentage of participants completing the programme was relatively high (75-92%). In
2005 one could notice improvement in the coefficients presented above, since
effectiveness of public works increased reaching 29%, while the share of participants
completing activation in this programme amounted to 98.5%. Significance of public works
is important to unskilled long-term unemployed persons, because it gives them a chance
of vocational integration with labour market. Therefore, despite reservations aroused by its
low effectiveness and high costs connected with its implementation20, the programme is
also important to vocational activation of problematic labour market groups. Similarly,
significance of the programme of vocational preparation at workplaces increased in
comparison with 2004. The percentage of participants completing it was almost four times
higher, whereas the rate of re-employment also increased.

20

The average cost of re-employment in public works in 2005 amounted to 14897.8 zlotys and was the
highest in comparison with other programmes, for example intervention works 5179.1 zlotys, training 3210.7
zlotys, traineeships of graduates 9606.2 zlotys, vocational preparation 8636.6 zlotys, starting economic
activities 10748.6 zlotys and creation of new workplaces 8056.5 zlotys (Effectiveness, 2006:4).
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Item
Training
Intervention works

Public works

Traineeships at employer’s

Special programmes

Percentage of persons who
completed the programme
Effectiveness
Percentage of persons who
completed the programme
Effectiveness
Percentage of persons who
completed the programme
Effectiveness
Percentage of persons who
completed the programme
Effectiveness
Percentage of persons who
completed the programme
Effectiveness

Reimbursement of wages of Percentage of persons who
graduates completed the programme
Vocational preparation at
workplaces
Economic activity and
creation of new workplaces

Effectiveness
Percentage of persons who
completed the programme
Effectiveness
Percentage of persons who
completed the programme
Effectiveness

2000

2001

2002

2003

2005

94.0

95.0

95.0

93.0

98.0

49.1

44.5

40.1

40.2

36.8

81.0

93.0

70.0

79.0

85.4

66.4

67.8

68.0

70.0

62.0

92.0

91.0

75.0

86.0

98.5

14.2

13.3

17.9

16.5

29.0

74.0

84.0

45.0

68.0

83.4

36.3

35.2

41.0

41.5

46.2

58.0

81.0

41.0

66.0

-

60.2

62.4

70.3

45.2

-

70.0

90.0

46.0

72.0

-

71.7

73.5

76.4

75.7

-

-

-

-

15.54

72.6

-

-

-

30.5

46.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100.0

Conclusions
On the basis of conducted analysis one can arrive at a conclusion that in order to
increase the effectiveness of active labour market programmes in Poland, one should
adjust them to the needs of target groups, examine effectiveness of the applied
programmes and make any changes necessary to increase this effectiveness. The
average employment effectiveness of activation programmes in 2005 reached 47.4%,
whereas the cost of vocational activation per 1 person amounted to 3316.5 zlotys.
Taking into consideration experiences of EU-15, one can state that possibilities of
active labour market policy are not fully exploited in Poland. Development of the state’s
active labour market policy will allow to diminish the gap between Polish and European
Union’s standards. Continuation of activities aimed at the change of structure of the
Labour Fund expenditures is indispensable. It should guarantee increased inflow of
financial resources on implementation of active programmes, effective functioning of public
employment services and appropriate use of the European Union’s funds. Active labour
market policy requires supportive implementation of pro-employment policy and creation of
more flexible structures of labour market (Kabaj, 2004: 98-99; Boni, 2004: 33-34).

21

Source: Raport o rynku pracy oraz zabezpieczeniu socjalnym. MPiPS. Warszawa. 2003; Efektywność
podstawowych form promocji zatrudnienia. MPiPS. Warszawa. 2006: 8-18.
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Table 10
The effectiveness of particular labour market programmes in Poland in 2000-2005
(%)21
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Abstract: This paper examines the globalisation of the agrofood system and its effect on the economic and
social growth of the Greek countryside. The subject is approached as follows: First, there is examined the
development of structural characteristics of Greek agriculture from the beginning of 20th century up to 1980.
Then, there follow the repercussions of globalisation in the competitiveness of agricultural exploitations and
the commercial balance of rural products and foods in Greece during the period 1981-2000. With the method
of Ordinary Least Square (O.L.S) it is examined the relation between subsidy and agricultural income in the
period 1981-1993. Finally, it is analyzed the distribution of agricultural produce and the effects on the
economic and social conditions of the Greek countryside. The results showed that because of the bad
conditions of rural regions, minor Asia destruction, exchange of populations and installation of refugees, the
government of Eleytherios Venizelos proceeded with rural reform and with Low 1072/18.11.1917 tried to
improve the rural and alimentary conditions of the Greek population. The structure of rural exploitations
and the reduction of rural investments had as a consequence the deterioration of economic place of
exploitations compared to those of the European Union after the 1980. A similar phenomenon was also
realized in the enterprises of production of foods. This had a negative effect also in the commercial balance
of rural products and foods, as well as in the agricultural income, which however was strengthened by the
subsidies. In conclusion, the modernization of agricultural exploitations and industries of foods and the
cleansing of cooperatives are judged necessary in new economic, political and social conditions that in my
view are shaped not only in Greece but also in Europe and generally speaking in the entire world.

Introduction
The globalisation is not a phenomenon of our days. It appeared during the antiquity
(Bursk, 1963:177). The ancient Greeks and Romans dealt with the importance of
government for the maintenance of reserves of wealth, of which main source was
agriculture (Houmanidis, 1999: 39). Even if the system was slave holding, they studied the
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agriculture and the landed relations and they sought to achieve the just distribution of
extensive land property. For Romans, the problem of land property was the first target of
the central authority. The same problem occupied Fathers of the East Grigorios
Nazianzinos (330-379), Grigorios of Nyssis (335-394) and Ioannis Chrysostomos (345407) (Houmanidis, 1991: 69).
Generally speaking these Fathers of the Church condemned the illicit competition, the
exploitation of consumer and workers and the unjust distribution of wealth. The period that
followed from 9th until the 11th century was characterized by stagnation in the finances
because predominance of feudal system. From 11th until the 15th century with the revival
of the economy there was a marked progress in the study of economic phenomena.
Because of the new methods and distributions, agricultural and industrial production
improved considerably. Capitalism emerged, and increased the dependence of agriculture
on the market, in order to serve capital accumulation (Houmanidis, 1979: 49).
The rich bourgeois of cities placed part of money in markets of agricultural extents,
contributing to the commercialization, while the landowners invested in markets
commercial and industrial enterprises. The mercantillists reported that with rational rural
policy would increase itself the population and the employment because the existence of
types of maintenance that would ensure the health and good standard of living of
population as well as the reduction of cost of production with result the increase of
competitiveness in the international market.
The Physiocrats that considered the ground as fundamental source of wealth, gave
larger importance to the tax reforms and the suppression of export duties in the wheat
(Rima 1988,p 94). To the Physiocrats is attributed also the aphorism “Laisser faire, laisser
passer”. Generally speaking, the Physiocrats even if the trade they characterized as not
productive, however they supported free trade because it contributed to the increase in
the demand for agricultural products (Rima 1988, p.111). The restrictive measures that
deprived the Physiocrats the exterior markets, had negative repercussions on the
equilibrium price (bon prix) the rural products, that were basic condition for the increase of
net product (produit net).
According to professor Houmanidis (2002), a more systematic approach to
globalisation needs to distinguish between glabalization per se and globality. The latter
term captures the traditional nexus between homo economicus and free competition. An
economic system, which in England would involve the import of means of subsistence
from abroad. Adam Smith (1723-1790), David Ricardo (1722-1823), Thomas Malthus
(1766-1834), John Stuart Mill (1806-1823), and their liberal followers in the other countries
besides Britain, reported that the protectionism acts negatively in the economic growth
apart from two cases. First concerned the industries that were related with the defence of
country and second when the imposed tax in foreign merchandize simply evened the tax
that it had imposed in the domestic product. (Rima, 1979: 167).
Fundamental importance for Smith was the maintenance of the system of natural
freedom, which would facilitate the accumulation of capital and him would direct in those
sectors that are most desirable for the maximization of prosperity. The premature removal
of capital from the rural sector was a question that occupied particularly Smith. Ricardo
with his work “Principles of Political Economy and Taxation” 1817) made criticism in the
work of Smith and he formulated the theory of comparative advantage, supposing that
there are two countries and two products. In an essay about the effect of low price of
wheat in the profits of capital, he showed the disadvantageous effect of the restrictions on
the imports. This work constituted the basic idea of theory that it developed to the theory of
value and distribution afterwards (Domp, 1976: 89).
Mill with the work of “Principles of Political Economics” (1848), supported the
advantages for the various countries of world that participated in the free trade. However,
he reported that the profits of trade are decreased when the cost of transport is increased,
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that when it is very high can make the trade of certain products disadvantageous
independent from the cost of production (Rima, 1979: 278) Criticism in the theory of
economic classical thought came from Karl Marx (1818-1883). Marx analyzing the laws of
merchandizing production concluded that capital is accumulated from surplus value, which
is the value produced by but not paid to workers by entrepreneurs, and that capitalists’
profit with the substitution of labour by machinery results in time in the fall of the average
rate of profit. He also examined the impact of trade unions as a potentially important
modification factor of the capitalist system (Domp, 1976: 179).
In addition, it should be remarked that capitalism came under attack during the
period 1914-1945 by John Maynard Keynes and others, plagued simultaneously by trusts,
the well-known Great Depression, authoritarian regimes, and wars (Samuelson 1948:
164). The period 1946-1990 was characterized by the growth of collaboration and
commercial networks among the various States of the world and by sound more or less
economic growth. This affected inter alia the agrofood system, which is an important
sector of world economy. This work examines the globalisation of the agrofood system and
the effect on the economic and social growth of the Greek countryside.

2. The development of basic characteristics of Greek agriculture:
1900-1980
In the beginning of the 20th century, almost 75% of the Greek population lived
exclusively from agriculture and livestock-farming. The agricultural and veterinary
products that were channelled in the market, originated for the most part from small
familial and veterinary exploitations. Even in large and intermediate estates, the cultivation
was taking place in small exploitations, the farmers-heads of which were sharing with the
landowners the harvest and the income depending on the kind of agreement made, which
differed from region to region and from the type of cultivation.
It should be noted that the agricultural area of the new Greek State increased after
the liberation of the regions of Thessaly, Ipiros, Macedonia and Thrace from the Ottoman
Empire. However the greater percentage of this, belonged to the State. The destruction of
the Greek element in Asia Minor in 1922, the exchange of populations with Turkey, and
the settlement of refugees, induced the government of Eleytherios Venizelos during the
period 1915-1922 to proceed with rural reforms, which involved inter alia the expropriation
of cultivable lands and their redistribution to peasants.
According to the NSSG, 9.933.670 acres of ground (Table 1) were redistributed both
to native and refugees peasants. The percentage of expropriation reached in Macedonia
84.1%, in Thessaly 68%, in Ipiros 43.5% and in Thrace 32.7% (Table 2). The increase of
the cultivated area had positive effects on the production and on the feeding problem.
But, the rural reform affected the nomadic livestock-farming adversely because of the
segmentation of the large estates. The owners of such estates were damaged too, and
were compensated with the 1/6 of the real price of land paid out over a twenty-year period
(Hekimoglou 2001: 43). Moreover, the small farmers themselves, couldn’t manage without
heavy borrowing, based on collateral that included not only their land but also their tools.
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1. Methodology
The approach of the subject is as follows. First, we examine the development of
structural characteristics of Greek agriculture from the beginning of 20th century up to
1980. Next, we examine the competitiveness and analyze the commercial balance of rural
products and foods. With the method of O.L.S we search the relation between subsidies
and agricultural income. Finally we analyze the distribution of agricultural income and the
economic and social growth of Greek countryside. The statistical data come from the
National Statistical Service of Greece (NSSG).
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The result was daily confiscations and innumerable and unfulfilled warrants of orders of
payment.
Many of the numerous rural cooperatives that were formed to secure bank credit,
became inactive, subject often to manipulation for political profit (Hekimoglou 2001: 43).
Generally speaking, the productivity of agriculture during the Interwar was low and in 1936
the total of rural debts represented 44% of the gross rural income. The rural debts were
written off in 1937 for political reasons. The period of the Nazi occupation and the civil war
that followed it, had devastating consequences for the Greek agriculture, which started to
recover after 1960.
The entry of Greece in the EEC, exposed agriculture and the overall economy to
increased international competition. It should be noted that during 1951-1981, the rural
population declined to 688.666 inhabitants (Table 3), and 1981 constituted 30.3% total
population, against 47.7% that was in 1951. The economic active population of rural sector
declined proportionately (Table 4), with more and more men vis a vis women engaged in
agriculture, the reason being demographic and socioeconomic developments. For
example, during 1951-1971, there was massive emigration mainly to the former West
Germany. The immigrants were men coming mainly from the rural regions of Macedonia,
Thessaly, Ipiros and Thrace. This had as a consequence the reduction of cultivated lands
and the increase of income inequity (Gini coefficient) during 1971-1981 (Manolopoulos,
1992: 78).

3. Repercussions of globalisation in the competitiveness and the
commercial balance of rural products and foods in Greece:
1981-2001
The structure of rural exploitations and the reduction of rural investments after 1986
(Table 5), had as result the comparative deterioration of the Greek agricultural plots
against the corresponding plots in European Union. It has been documented that because
of the high inflation rate in the 1980s and the increased urban uses of land, the prices of
the agricultural products rose considerably to become the highest in EEC. The agricultural
trade balance deteriorated considerably, particularly after 1996. In particular, during 19831993, the agricultural trade deficit increased despite the fact that agricultural exports were
1/3 of the total of Greek exports whereas agricultural imports were15.6% of the total Greek
imports (Table 6).
Note that during the above period, there were not sizeable changes in the
percentages of imports and exports of rural products to the total volume of traded
products. Nevertheless, although in 1983 the deficit of rural products was 736 millions
drachmas, in 1993 it amounted in the 149.283 million drachmas (1 Euro=340.45
drachmas). The corresponding sizes for the total of products were 455.643 million
drachmas and 3.117.099 millions drachmas. That is to say, during 1983-1993, the
competitiveness of Greek agriculture decreased relative to the European agriculture.
This trend continued more intensively the next years, when globalization started
increasing faster in all sectors of the economy. During 1996-2000, the agricultural trade
deficit continued increasing (Table 7). Generally speaking, the deficit was coming from the
trade of milk, cheeses and eggs, fish and shells, cereals, sugar and honey, coffee, tea and
spices, forages, ready foods, wines and drinks, oleaginous seeds, skins and in flowers.
Positive trends were observed only in the trade of fruits and vegetable, tobacco, cotton,
olive oil and plant oils.
Even in the fruits and vegetables Greece made imports amounting to 43.124 million
drachmas from EU and to 26.308 million drachmas from third countries. This shows that
the Greek consumers of the urban and rural population, all and more turn to the market of
foreign rural products. This however phenomenon has affected adversely the enterprises
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of food and drink production, which because of the big competition mainly from
multinationals, either ceased operating or bought off by bigger Greek or foreign firms. The
result was the appearance of oligopolistic conditions and the increase of unemployment
after 1990; something that was observed EEC countries. The viewpoint of Krugman
(Krugman, 1990: 98), that the increase of unemployment, socioeconomic inequalities and
poverty stem from internal (e.g. from the government socioeconomic policies) rather than
external factors, is only partly right since in the current world economic environment the
policymaking is affected directly by this environment even in powerful economically
countries like the USA.

5. Distribution of agricultural products
After 1990, it was realized that the debts of many agricultural and veterinary firms to
banks and food industries increased considerably. This forced producers to increase their
production in order to increase their income and cope better with their financial obligations.
But, by doing so, EU production quotas were overshooted, and the subsequent penalties
worsened the finances of the producers and increased further their dependence on banks
and food industries.
The international environment increased production costs in food industries as well; a
cost passed on to the consumer as it happened elsewhere in EU. A major cost-increasing
factor was the intense competition by the American multinationals. Consequently,
European political union should be advanced, because as Beck (2000: 306) has remarked,
this form of globalisation will potentially transform Europe to a Brazilian type of economy. It
should be mentioned that while in the years 1998-1999, 1999-2000, and 2000-2001 a
1.3%, 6.2% and 7.4%, respectively, reduction of the workforce of the primary sector was
observed (Agriculture, Forest , Fishery), the next year 2001-2002 an important increase of
7.1% occurred (Table 10). This basically owes to the Enterprises Program ( Agricultural
development of Countryside 2000-2006 within the framework of Common Rural Policy of
countries of members of EEC. It should be emphasized that the entry of new States in the
EEC, like Cyprus, and States that during 1950-1990 were in the former COMEKON
(Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Bulgaria e.c.t) will create new conditions not only in
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4. Relation of subsidies and rural income
As it was noted earlier, the Greek agricultural exploitations face difficult problems
because of the increased competition from similar EU countries, as well as from other
third countries particularly after 1996, when the globalisation received larger dimensions.
But, the subsidies that were given by the EU after 1981, contributed substantially in the
increase of agricultural income (Table 8). An estimation of the effect of subsidies on the
agricultural income during 1981-1993, resulted in the following equation :
Y=367237.8 +2.64 X (Diagram 1)
(S.E =59026.72, 0.18) (t=6.22, 14.63) R.=0.97, ne .x/y=o.64
Y= Agricultural income
X= subsidies
S.E=standard error
R=correlation coeffitient
ne x/y= factor of elasticity
The above results show that the 95% of change of agricultural income, owed to the
change of subsidies and that an increase of 10% in the subsidies involved on the average
an increase of 6.4% in agricultural income. It should be noted that the subsidies increased
even further after 1993 (Table 9). Thus the total sum that was channelled to Greek
agriculture from 1981 up to 2001 reached the 10 trillion drachmas, 60% of which directed
to cotton, olive oil and tobacco producers.
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the agriculture but also in the whole economy of the existing member states of EU, and
particularly in Greece, where agriculture is a significant socioeconomic sector.
(Manolopoulos, 2002: 38).
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Conclusions
From our work, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The globalisation is not a new socioeconomic phenomenon; a form of globalization had
appeared earlier in the antiquity.
2. The first theoretical approach to the globalisation of the agrofood system became from
the mercantilists and then from the physiocrats.
3. In Greece, the rural reform by the government of Eleytherios Venizelos influenced the
Greek countryside but also the urban economies.
4. The entry of Greece in the EEC influenced the rural policy of this and created a more
open and competitive frame for the Greek agricultural exploitations and food industry.
5. The reduction of investments in the agriculture and the structure of rural exploitations
resulted in the comparative deterioration of the Greek agriculture within EEC.
6. After 1980 the deficit in the agricultural trade balance increased.
7. The subsidies constituted a basic support factor of agricultural income.
The gradual reduction of subsidization in the near future will effect agricultural incomes
adversely. Hence, the modernization of agricultural exploitations and the cleansing of
cooperatives should be sought in the new economic, social and political conditions that are
shaped in Europe and generally speaking in the entire world. It should be remarked that
the enlargement of EEC with the entry of new members, is expected to create short-term
problems in the Greek agriculture, because of the redirection of EU subsidies toward these
new members.
TABLES:
Table 1
Extents that were given in without property for agricultural re-establishment in Greece
period 1922-1932
Regions
Macedonia
Thessaly
Ipiros
Thrace
Sterea Hellas
Peloponnese
Islands
Aegean
Crete
Total

Natives
1527577
2535818
418077
3426
360202
41369
9600

%
31.18
51.77
8.53
0.07
7.36
0.85
0.19

Refugees
4100280
146967
44598
500308
127183
8480
16357

%
81.43
2.92
0.88
9.93
2.52
0.17
0.33

Total
5.627857
2682785
462675
503734
487385
49849
25957

2222
4898291

0.04
100

91206
5035379

1.82
100

93428
9933670

Source: Chekimogloy E., Newspaper Free press, Rural, 7 March 2001
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Table 2
Percentage alienable to the total of cultivable extents in Greece period 1922-1933
Region
Macedonia
Thessaly
Continent
Thrace
Sterea Hellas
Peloponnese
Islands Aegean
Crete
Islands Ionian
Cyclades
Total

Cultivable extents
6266943
3899295
1062450
1540171
4389325
4370917
695343
1717135
417172
427190
24.786.661

Alienables extents
5267857
2682785
462675
503734
487385
49849
25057
93428
0
0
9.933670

%
84.1
68.8
43.5
32.7
11.1
1.1
3.7
5.4
0
0
40

Source: Chekimogloy E, Newspaper Free press, Rural 7 March 2001

Year of inventory
1951
1961
1971
1981
1991

Agricultural
population
3637.547
3674.592
3.082.922
2.948.881
2902492

Total population

% Agricultural to total

7.632.801
8.388.553
8768.372
9739589
10259990

47.7%
43.8%
35.2%
30.3%
28.3%

Source: N.S.S.G Inventory of population of the years 1951,1961,1971,1981,1991

Table 4
Occupied in the agricultural sector in Greece period 1951-1991
Year of inventory
1951
1961
1971
1981
1991

Occupied in the rural
sector
1367271
1960446
1312600
972091
668766

Total of workforce
2839481
3638601
3234996
3543797
3571957

% agricultural to total
workforce
48.2%
53.9%
40.6%
27.4%
18.7%

Source: N.S.S.G, Inventory of population of years 1951,1961,1971,1991

Table 5
Agricultural investments in Greece period 1980-2000 (in million drachms]) (1 Euro=340.45
drachms)
Year
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

Investments
17881
56536
72071
78000
121000

Dampings
12726
36169
72810
122700
218000

Source [E].[S].[Y].[E] Address of National Accounts

Change
+40.5
+56.3
-1
-35.3
-56
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Table 3
Agricultural population in Greece period 1951-1991
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Table 6
Development of exterior trade of country of total of products and agricultural (in millions
drachmas.)
Year

1983
1988
1993

Imports
total of
products
848295
1.756.998
5.050530

agricultural
products

%

138814
370.389
787.637

16.36
21.08
15.60

Exports
total of
products
392652
776.434
1.933.431

agricultural
products

%

138078
208.718
638.354

35.17
26.88
33.02

Balance
of total
products
-455.643
-980.564
3117.099

Balance of
agricultural
products
-736
-161.671
-149.283

Source: N.S.S.G Address of National Accounts

Table 7
Deficit in the commercial agricultural balance period 1996-2000 (in billion. drachmas)
Year
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

Countries of EU
-251.67
-385.65
-470.51
-358.14
-512.53

Third countries
101.75
90.64
110.43
110.63
153.69

Balance
-149.92
-295.01
-360.08
-274.51
-358.84
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Source: N.S.S.G Address of National Accounts

Table 8
Agricultural income and subsidies in Greece from the EU during the period 1981-1993 (in
millions drachmas)
Years
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

Agricultural income
329285
424415
462769
591395
713824
788052
865124
1085449
1277817
1347584
1838824
1853303
1982789

Subsidies from the EU
8985
44625
76314
84079
120894
187813
204753
217123
286559
373339
475305
527880
709447

Source: N.S.S.G, Address of National Accounts

Table 9
Development of subsidies from the European Union period 1981-2000 (in million
drachms])
Year
1981
1985
1990
1995
2000

Sum
8.985
120.894
373.339
729.080
889.719

Source: N.S.S.G, Address of National Accounts
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Table10
Occupied in agriculture, fishery and forest and percentage of those of in its entirety active
population of country (in thousands)
Year

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Occupied
farmers
687.8
678.9
636.7
589.2
631.3

Total workers

3942.5
3897.5
3932.3
3863.2
3977.2

% farmers in
total [apasch].
17.44
17.41
16.19
15.25
15.87

% change
[agricultural
population.
-1.3
-6.2
-7.4
+7.1

Source: N.S.S.G, Research of Workforce
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EVA – Method of Analysis for
Company’s Results
Willi PĂVĂLOAIA
“George Bacovia University”, Bacău, ROMANIA
Cătălina DRĂGHICI
Keywords: Economic Added Value (EVA), company’s results – positive & negative aspects
Abstract: Research purpose: “research comprises creative work undertaken in order to increase the stock of
knowledge and the use of this stock of knowledge to devise new applications.” We tried to know which is the
present sense of an old concept as economic added value (EVA) in this new global economy, what changes have
appeared throughout time and, especially, how it is practised for new applications.
Methods: the traditional method for diagnosis consists in the analysis of basis index variation, such as:
turnover, expenses, profit; and their influence in the company’s performance. The second step is to compare the
results (effect) with the required resources (effort) in order to know which is the activity‘s efficiency. The economic
added value takes into consideration the economic profit “defined as the part of net operating profit after taxes,
which exceeds the total cost of invested capital”. Adding this new influence, sometimes it greatly changes the
classic conclusion.
Work assumption: we started from a set of information from a public quoted company at Bucharest exchange
stock and our purpose is to analyze the evolution of economic activity and its efficiency, using the abovementioned two methods, the traditional one and the added value. The target was to establish new criteria for
material incentives, such as bonuses, according to economic results.
Existing theories: humanity was permanently preoccupied with wealth creation; one of the essential concepts
stated by Adam Smith being that “a company must have a minimum benefit equal, at least, with the cost of all
invested capital.” By definition, added value measures the wealth created in the company using both the
economic capital and the human labor. Added value creation will be caused by the profit’s increase and invested
capital decrease; this means that a better usage of the invested capital will grow the company’s wealth. Significant
for the importance of added value is Peter Drucker’s opinion: “until a business returns a profit that is greater than
its cost of capital, it operates at a loss. Never mind that it pays taxes as if it had a genuine profit. The enterprise still
returns less to the economy than it devours in resources…until then it does not create wealth; it destroys it".
Conclusions: the economic added value analysis brings new details in comparison with traditional methods,
important information which could change, sometimes, the results of the classic analysis. So, we could say that
“accounting benefits without capital charges is as we would like to play tennis without a net. EVA placed the net
in its own place.”
Proposals: EVA inclusion in balance sheets as a distinct note, measurement as quarterly values, for the
significant activities or for the most important products. Bonuses (primes, the 13th wage) payment according to
the turnover, profit and EVA planned level achievement.
Novelty elements: there is not, yet, an official obligation to calculate EVA and, also, bonuses are not
related to the added value’s level accomplishment. Application shows that it is possible to have an
increase both of turnover and profit, on the other hand, with EVA decreasing. The bonuses paid
amounted to the highest rate, but, because of EVA’s unfulfilment, they had to be decreased, at least, with
the percentage of value depreciation.
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1. What’s EVA ?
The beginnings of market economy brought the necessity to understand its running
mechanism and also the ways to act on it. The continuous improvement of some essential
concepts guides the society to progress. Today, the most important economic notions are
revived, rediscussed from the present understanding and improved by adding new
meanings. One of these fundamental concepts is the extra-value, named also added
value. The extra-value theory, the explanations of its forming mechanism, the analysis of
influence and connections with other economic notions have an important contribution to
human progress. Even if, today, some concepts have changed as result of economic
development and global integration, the basis of competitive economy is available and
actual.
So, the extra-value, renamed as added value, is one of the notions which start to
change the financial view of many managers. People were continuously anxious about
wealth creation, irrespective of partition rules. One of the essential laws, stated by Adam
Smith is that “an enterprise must have an economic efficiency equal, at least, with the
whole invested assets1’.
The economic added value (EVA) is defined as the measurement of a company’s
“wealth” produced by economic assets. The simplest formula for EVA depends on the net
benefit and capital price:
EVA = Pnet – c * C (1)
Added value depends directly on profit and is inversely proportional to capital price.
Its increasing will be induced by benefit growth and capital decrease, meaning that a better
usage of invested assets will bring the company’s “wealth” development. Significant for
the importance of added value is Peter Drucker’s opinion: “an enterprise is running with
damage when his profit is lower than assets price. It doesn’t matter he pays taxes, has
benefits, because it is not created “wealth”, but is destroyed2’.

2. EVA and the system of the 4 M
The reason of existence for an enterprise, in EVA conception, must be: the creation
of a real value in owners who will benefit for a long term. So, value adding is the target,
and EVA is the way. Only saying that it is necessary to have a profit to finance the
progress is not enough; it must be explained and understood that all the assets have a
certain price, which must be covered by the profit. Having an EVA system means the 4 M
implementation:
• Measure – consists of building a system for collecting and processing economic
data necessary to reckon EVA. There must be established, for the beginning, the
EVA measurement centers. The risk is to have too many centers, and this makes
EVA analysis more difficult. Another danger is to see that EVA points have a selfish
behaviour, because of their attempt to increase their part of EVA at the expense of
of the global result of the company.
• Management – EVA leads managers through the best decisions by reckoning the
unit price of all assets. Capital charges forced them to use more carefully the
assets. […] If only one kind of measure is used, then the communication channels
become stronger, decisions are more prompt and team work is encouraged3.

1

Ehrbar, Al. and Stewart Stern. 2000. Eva – wealth creation challenge. Paris: Global Village Publishing
House.
2
Drucker, P. What’s EVA ? In Harvard Business Review. URL: www.sternstewart.com
3
Ehrbar, Al. and Stewart Stern. 2000. Eva – wealth creation challenge. Paris: Global Village Publishing
House. Chapter 1 : EVA management system.
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Motivation – means a new kind of motivation and a new wage system which will
build up a different behaviour in the case of the employers. This consists of
“connecting” bonus levels to the established EVA target achievement. “The most
important payment strategy used nowadays is the competitive wage plan. In this
kind of payment system, the company establishes wages depending on the branch
level. Then they a formula for payment is agreed upon, and it contains the basis
wage, a bonus and an extra-offer of shares. Generally speaking, the bonus is not
paid until the profit reaches minimum 80 % of the planned level4’.
Mind conception – consists of changing behaviour, in the case of the managers
and employees too, for finding solutions to improve the company’s performance.
“EVA – a kind of life for the company” will become the creed of a new culture.

3. Company’ s results’ analysis through
the traditional method
For the beginning, the classic method analyses variation of basis indexes: turnover,
charges, or profit. The next step is efficiency ratios’ reckoning: the benefit ratio, the
economic efficiency and the financial one. The results of the traditional analysis are as per
Table 1.
Table 1: economic and financial results5
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Indexes
Total
Incomes:
Total
Charges:
Net Profit :
Total
Assets:
Own
Assets:
Social
Assets:
Number of
shares:
Nominal
value:
Share’s
dividend:

4

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

63.700.905,30

74.921.878,20

72.831.880,20

100.890.862,10

111.138.340,00

53.505.407,20
9.182.234,70

61.286.930,70
12.056.249,80

59.731.360,30
10.603.957,40

79.029.765,10
16.498.174,00

90.132.797,00
17.706.513,00

67.621.587,80

68.072.347,20

86.308.513,50

66.199.951,30

98.317.420,00

48.399.815,90

53.374.045,30

63.225.246,20

70.605.579,90

73.649.331,00

36.944.247,50

36.944.247,50

36.944.247,50

36.944.247,50

36.944.247,50

14.777.699

14.777.699

14.777.699

14.777.699

14.777.699

2,5

2,5

2,5

2,5

2,5

0,4792

0,6348

0,617

0,9922

0,9156

Ehrbar, Al. and Stewart Stern. 2000. Eva – wealth creation challenge. Paris: Global Village Publishing
House. Chapter 8 : Managers’ metamorphosis into owners.
5
Economic and financial results – www.kmarket.ro – Stock Exchange Shares – TBM ; Values are in RON.
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Indexes
Total incomes:
Variation rhythm:
Total Charges :
Variation rhythm :
Net Profit :
Variation rhythm :
Total Assets :
Variation rhythm :

2001
63.700.905,3
0
53.505.407,2
0

9.182.234,70
67.621.587,8
0

48.399.815,9
Own Assets :
0
Variation rhythm :
Income efficiency ratio: 14,41
Economic
efficiency
ratio:
13,58
Assets rotation speed:
94,20
Financial efficiency:
18,97
Indebt level:
39,71
Share’s dividend :
0,4792
Dividend variation in comparison with
2001:
Profit variation in comparison with
2001:

2002
74.921.878,2
0
117,62
61.286.930,7
0
114,54
12.056.249,8
0
131,30
68.072.347,2
0
100,67
53.374.045,3
0
110,28
16,09

2003
72.831.88
0,20
97,21
59.731.36
0,30
97,46
10.603.95
7,40
87,95
86.308.51
3,50
126,79
63.225.24
6,20
118,46
14,56

2004
100.890.86
2,10
138,53
79.029.765,
10
132,31
16.498.174,
00
155,59
66.199.951,
30
76,70
70.605.579,
90
111,67
16,35

2005
111.138.340,
00
110,16
90.132.797,0
0
114,05
17.706.513,0
0
107,32
98.317.420,0
0
148,52
73.649.331,0
0
104,31
15,93

17,71
110,06
22,59
27,54
0,6348

12,29
84,39
16,77
36,51
0,617

24,92
152,40
23,37
-6,24
0,9922

18,01
113,04
24,04
33,49
0,9156

1,32

1,29

2,07

1,91

1,31

1,15

1,80

1,93

As a general opinion, the analyzed activity presents the imperfections and
difficulties specific for this transition time. So, a kind of instability of the indexes variation
can be observed, partially due to changes required by the new global technology, but also
due to the aspirations for a personal manner of development.
The positive aspects are:
• Incomes’ variation rhythm is increasing, which means an activity in progress. Also,
incomes rhythm is quicker as charges increase, which shows an interest in reducing
expenses or, at least, in keeping them constant.
• Increase of assets’ rotation speed, as a result of stocks’ decrease or due to the
reducing of the customers’ credit time. The variation of assets’ rotation speed has a
direct effect on the economic efficiency ratio. For example, the doubling of the
rotation speed has as a positive effect the increase of the efficiency ratio, and, all
these, under the condition of keeping the incomes’ efficiency constant (see 2004
results).
• The indebt level is reduced, with roughly constant values, which means a
development strategy through personal efforts, but also the maintaining of a
“reserve” for increasing the indebt level in emergency situations.
• Increasing variation of profit, with a permanent rhythm, having as an effect its
doubling at the end of the period (5 years).
• A constant dividend policy, because the rhythm of dividend distribution strictly
follows profit variation, meaning that shareholders are rewarded according to
activity results.
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An investment strategy by personal efforts, because assets’ values are roughly the
same for the entire time, the resources for a new technology being obtained by
selling the assets in excess (assets’ variation is like “saw teeth”).
The negative aspects are:
Certain instability of the activity due to economic changes, and the necessity of
accommodation to market needs.
Charges increase at the end of 2005, which caused the exceeding of the incomes’
rhythm. This situation must quickly end because it could have negative implications
in the long term.
Alternating the variation of assets’ rotation speed. If it becomes stable, it will have
positive effects also for efficiency.
Assets’ variation like “saw teeth” if it is the result of unfinished production stock
increase.
It could be concluded that the activity is good, with improvement possibilities.
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4. Company’ s results analysis through the economic added value
(EVA) method
Activity analysis through the added value method is based on the economic profit.
“[…] we define the economic profit as a part of net benefit, which exceeds to the total asset
price6”. Adding this influence, we change, sometimes substantially, the understanding of
the results according to the traditional method. The analysis is based on the same data as
in the classic method, results being presented in Table 3.
Table 3 : results’ analysis through added value method- EVA7
Indexes

2001

2002

2003

2004

Net Profit :

9.182.234,70

12.056.249,80

10.603.957,40

16.498.174,00

Own Assets :
Inflation :
Up-to date ratio :
EVA
–
added
value :

48.399.815,90
30,3
37,88

53.374.045,30
17,8
22,25

63.225.246,20
14,1
17,63

70.605.579,90
9,3
11,63

-9.149.195,57

180.524,72

-539.492,24

8.290.275,34

2005
17.706.5
13,00
73.649.3
31,00
8,3
10,38
10.065.3
94,91

EVA reckoning was done according to formula (1), which takes into consideration
net profit, capital cost average and invested assets. In order to estimate capital cost
average we must know the risk level and the inflation ratio, too. The simplest formula is the
up-to-date ratio8:
c= i= in*(1+R) (2)
c- capital cost average, i- up-to-date ratio, in – inflation, R – risk level (R=25 %- low level because analysis is
done post-factum)

An increasing evolution of added value is observed, from the negative level to some
positive values, passing through a stagnation time. EVA variation is presented in Graphic
1. Making a comparison between the results obtained by the traditional method and these
provided by the added value we must bring a few changes in the analysis, namely:
• At the beginning of the period, according to the traditional method, all indexes had
positive values, which would mean a profitable activity. Is it really? According to
6

Ehrbar, Al. and Stewart Stern. 2000. Eva – wealth creation challenge. Paris: Global Village Publishing
House. The Introductory Chapter.
7
Values from Table 3 are in RON.
8
Ehrbar, Al. and Stewart Stern. 2000. Eva – wealth creation challenge. Paris: Global Village Publishing
House. Chapter 5.2: Up-to-date methods.
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added value, EVA’s level is negative, which means that the assets’ price is not
covered. It is a situation with positive accountable profit and a negative economic
level. The causes of these situations are: stocks existence, assets’ underusage,
unpaid debt.
At the end of the period, due to re-organization measures, EVA’s level became
positive. It is a situation which confirms the results of the traditional method, so the
activity is creative of added value, with positive accountable profit and economic
benefit.

EVA

Graphic 1 : EVA - Added value variation

EVA- added value

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

-9.149.195,57

180.524,72

-539.492,24

8.290.275,34

10.065.394,91

It is possible to conclude that the analysis through added value – EVA is able to
bring more details than the traditional method; it could get elements which sometimes
change the results of the classic method. So, we could say that “doing benefits’
accountancy without assets charges is like a tennis game without a net. EVA put the net
on its place9”.

Conclusions
The added value method – EVA is a very comprehensive one, it contains the
processing of the balance sheet data, and it but must be adapted to each situation. It is a
true analysis and a valuable valuation instrument. As we could observe in example above,
EVA is able to change, sometimes, the results of the traditional method, so, at least for the
basis level, it is recommended to perform the added value reckoning, too. If EVA analysis
confirms the results of the classic method, conclusions are certainly proper; but if the
added value analysis shows opposite results, it is better to take into consideration this
information and even change the conclusions if necessary.
How could EVA change a choice? Let’s do a little exercise: there is an investment
possibility as per A or B variant:
A : Ca = 100 mil. ; Pn = 20 mil. ; Cp = 25 mil.
B : Ca = 180 mil. ; Pn = 36 mil. ; Cp = 50 mil.
If the choice is made only according turnover and profit, then we have the situation
Ca(B) > Ca (A), Pn (B) > Pn (A) and profitability - rv = Pn , rv (B)= rv (A)→ variant (B) . Is it

Ca

really (B)? If the added value is taken into consideration, too, then : EVA (A) >0, EVA (B)
>0, profitability EVA - reva = EVA , reva (A)=17.5 % , reva (B)=17.2 %→ reva (B)< reva (A) , so

Ca

(B) activity has a more important turnover, but its profitability is equal with (A) and, as
added value, is less efficient than (A). Intuitively speaking, if (A) obtains 20 mil profit using
25 mil assets, keeping the proportion at 50 mil assets must be obtained at least 40 mil
9

Ehrbar, Al. and Stewart Stern. 2000. Eva – wealth creation challenge. Paris: Global Village Publishing
House. Chapter 1: EVA management system.
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profit. Taking into consideration all information it is not possible to certainly choose (B) and
it must be decided with an acceptable risk level.
Finally, the question is: why this pleading for added value? Why EVA? “The answer
is certainly found in the evolution financial economy and in M. Miller & F. Modigliani’s
theory, rewarded with the Nobel Prize in 1958-1961. These were the first who explained
why the economic model is more proper than the accountancy one. They have shown that
the decisive factor for value is the economic result, and it is reckoned depending on
planned efficiency, which is directly connected with risk level10’.
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Abstract: On the information market, the supply of the accounting information producers is presented as a
response to the demand of certain users. The high interest for accounting information aims at the enterprise
internal and external partners: managers, shareholders, employees, investors, suppliers, clients, public
organisms etc. Their concerns obviously refer to different fields, fact that materializes in different decisions
in business, respectively, in the necessity of using a proper approach for their elaboration.

On the information market, the supply of the accounting information producers is
presented as a response to the demand of certain users, fact that rightfully justifies the
place of accounting as an essential part of the economic information system.
The supply and demand low brings together both the producer and the users of the
accounting information, as shown in picture 1.
It has been more than half a century since the concept of true and fair view of the
accounting information was used for the first time. The origins of the concept of „true and
fair view” can be associated to the Anglo-Saxon accounting practice , the concept being
used since 1947 on The Law of the English Companies („Companies Act”), under the
name of „True and fair view”, where it is said that : “Every balance sheet of a company
shall give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the company at the end of its
financial year, and every profit and lost account of a company shall give a true and fair
view of the profit or loss of the company for the financial year” .
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Figure 1. The report between supply and demand on the accounting information market

The phrase “true and fair view” has been never defined by the normalization
organism’s criteria or by the legal texts. The literary meaning of this phrase is that of
reflecting a true and fair image of reality, of being loyal and exact.
The ensuring of true and fair view depends on the modality in which it is applied on
accountancy:
a. The truth’s criteria (true) stands for the ability and the obligation of the
financial statements of reflecting/ giving a true and fair information about the
patrimony and the results of an enterprise.
b. The moral-ethic criteria (fair) influences the ensuring of true and fair view both
for the registration of transactions and operations in explanatory documents
and, after, for the professional judgment.
For the continental accountancy, the true and fair view represents a fundamental
objective while for the Anglo-Saxon accountancy it means „a fundamental principle
towards all the other principles merge”.
The true and fair view has been introduced in all European Union countries by „The
Fourth Directive”. In fact, this „objective-principle” has been „ imported” by the majority of
the communitarian countries from England, his acceptance being the condition of the
Anglo-Saxons of starting the negotiations for “the Fourth Directive”.
The main source of accounting law from Romania, The Law of Accountancy
no.82/1991, sends to the concept of true and fair view,( preceded by the indefinite article „
a/an”). Thus, on paragraph 9, it is settled that „ the yearly financial statements must give a
true and fair view of the financial position, financial performance and of all the others
information referring to the developed activity.”
Each element of the financial statements reflects a certain image of the transactions
and economical events developed during the financial year, as follows:
 The balance sheet, as image of the financial position;
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 The income statement, as image of the enterprise’s performances;
 The cash flow statement as image of the financial health of the enterprise;
 The changes of equity statement, as image of the enterprise’s value.
The balance sheet, as image of the financial position, reflects the capacity of the
enterprises to adapt to the environment changes, by the help of the controlled economic
resources (assets), the structure of the financing, (equities and liabilities) and also by the
help of some economical-financial indicators about liquidity and solvency. Information
about the economic resources controlled by an enterprise and its capacity in the past to
modify these resources is useful in predicting the ability of the enterprise to generate cash
and cash equivalents in the future.
The income statement, as image of the enterprise’s performances, reflects the
capacity of the enterprise to generate profit. The information are useful in order to
anticipate the ability of the enterprise to generate cash flows by using the existing
resources (expenses) and also the efficiency in using new resources (profit or loss).
The cash flow statement, as image of the financial health of the enterprise, reflects
the ability of the enterprise to generate and use cash flows from operating, investing and
financing activities.
The changes of equity statement, as image of the enterprise’s value reflects the
ability of the enterprise to generate elements of the equity (share capital, share premium,
reserves, retained earnings, profit or loss)
Logically, we must know the users of the accounting information, the purpose and
the requirements of these social partners.
The high interest for accounting information aims at the enterprise internal and
external partners: managers, shareholders, employees, investors, suppliers, clients, public
organisms etc.
Their concerns obviously refer to different fields, fact that materializes in different
decisions in business, respectively, in the necessity of using a proper approach for their
elaboration.
This variety of users and activities, leads to a variety of objectives, presented in
table no.1
Table 1
The correlation between the users of information,
fields of interest and decision types
Interest’s fields
•
•
•

The strategic analysis
The analysis of the financial position
The analysis of the performance

•
•

The analysis of the financial rentability
The analysis of the rentability of the
invested capital
The analysis of the risk
The analysis of the cash flows
The analysis of solvency
The analysis of rentability
The analysis of the risk
Liquidity analysis
Solvency analysis
The analysis of the activity sector and
of the specific strategic fields
The analysis of the enterprise stability
and perenniality
The analysis of the enterprise stability
and perenniality

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of decision
Strategic decisions
Financing decisions
Investments decisions
Operating decisions
The investment decision

Credit decision

Operating decision
Marketing decision

The decision to remain or
not in the enterprise

The users of the
information
The managers

The
shareholders

Financial
creditors
Commercial
creditors
Clients

Employees
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Interest’s fields
•

The analysis of the human potential
and its motivation system

•

The analysis of global performances

•
•

The analysis of global performances
The analysis of the field risk etc.

Type of decision
The decision to negotiate
salaries and other
opportunities
Decisions of the economic
and fiscal policy at local or
national level
The economic, financial and
strategic decisions of clients

The users of the
information

State,
local
communities
Analysts,
advisers,
portfolio
managers

Seen in the context of the management of the enterprise, the main relationship is
established between the shareholders and the managers, but, it is also true that,
internationally speaking, today, the accountancy must give more and more „social”
information which should be useful to a wide range of users”:
- the shareholders;
- the managers;
- the employees;
- the lenders;
- the business partners;
- the public organisms.
The shareholders, as existing or possible owners, are interested in taking pertinent
decisions about the selling, the keeping or the buying of the shares they own. These
people are interested in getting their dividends through rentable and actions which are able
to counterbalance the economic risk (generated by the way of using assets) and the
financial risk(determined by the policy of obliging the enterprise)
The managers of the enterprise have a wide range of economical and financial
information, and their diagnosis is being focused on possible financial lack of balance, in
order to identify their causes and correct them. Their objectives are: the analysis of the
possibilities of achieving rentability, solvency, liquidity and financial risk of the enterprise,
the preparation and the establishment of the financial decisions and also the making of the
financial forecasts for the future activity.
The employees are being interested in knowing the level of profitability of the
enterprise for future employment processes or possible negotiation regarding payment.
The lenders (bankers or other financial organisms) are being interested in the
liquidity and rentability of the enterprise for a more accurate estimation of the repayment
capacity or guarantying the loans.
The commercial partners (clients, suppliers) wish to know the strength and
weakness of the enterprise in order to avoid or take advantage of the results generated by
the contractual relationships.
The public institutions are interested in the enterprise capacity in complying with the
legality of the developed activities and in establishing the payment of debts such as taxes
and other contributions.
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Abstract: The paper deals with the analysis of the building and financing of houses, taking into account the latest
accomplishments in the EU countries and in the USA. There will be studied some decisive factors, some building
procedures, the consequences that one’s own capital and the borrowed one have within the house building
companies and their influence on the overall building cost. I will focus on the financial relation between builders, the
house owners and the financial techniques within the present Romanian laws.

In the period of transition to the market economy, the provision of decent housing
conditions for all citizens of the country has been more a desiderate, as the limitations
generated by the lack of funds after 1989 has lead to a drastic diminution of the house
building.
Nowadays, the main problem of providing housing conditions in our country is
represented by the deficit evaluated at approx. 1,000,000 houses. This situation is
determined by the housing production fall even after 1989, as well as by the reduction of
the public stock of houses, as a result of their selling to the tenants after 1990, fact that
constitute important restrictions for the access to a house of important categories of
citizens: young married couples, low-income people, retired persons, unemployed etc.
According to the population and house census on 18th March 2002, the house fund
existent in Romania totalizes 4,846,572 buildings (8,110,407 residences), out of which in
the urban environment there are 23.51% of the buildings. As compared to the census in
1992, the number of buildings has increased with 355,000 nationally.
Out of the total number of houses built after 1990, over 85% are found in the rural
area and 95% were built by their own administration and only 5% are realized by building
specialized units.
As property form, out of the total of the living fund, the share of private buildings
represents 97%, increase being due mainly to the sale of public houses, to the
retrocession of some buildings, as well as to the construction of new ones.
Until 1990, approximately 96% of the built houses were provided with running water,
sewerage and bathrooms; at present, due to the great weight of houses built in the rural
area, only 30% of the new houses are supplied with running water, 20% have sewerage
and 15% have central heating and bathroom.
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This situation was determined by the fact that, after 1989, the building activity in the
building society with state capital as well as with those set up with private capital has
developed with great difficulties generated by the general situation of the Romanian
economy as by the lack of an appropriate legislation in the field.
Some of these difficulties are:
a) reduced rhythm of the industrial population growth with consequences on the
insufficiency of financial means allotted to investments;
b) the maintenance of difficulties of the access to credits, determined by the very
high interest rates and the non cashing of production;
c) the inexistence of a portfolio of lands for constructions in the private sector, the
investments in the construction of houses or apartments on the lands granted
by the state not presenting yet interest, as the full property (land +
construction)is not realized;
d) the aberrant growth of the construction materials prices, transport fees and
construction equipment;
e) the elaboration of an obscure and dull legislation for the construction activity;
f) the permanent diminution of budgetary allotments for the public sector;
g) the insufficient attraction of foreign capital and others.
All these deficiencies have led the construction branch in a stagnation period.
After the publication of results of the population and house census on March 2002,
there can be realized an actualized comparison of some indicators concerning the building
activity in Romania, with those in the European countries given by the Economic
Commission for Europe, in the Annual Statistic Bulletin of houses and buildings published
at Geneva. 1
Country
Romania
Bulgaria
Hungary
Poland
The Czech Republic
Austria
Denmark
France

The average number of rooms/house
2.6
2.7
4.2
4.3
3.9
4.2
5.6
3.8

The average habitable area/house
37.5
63.7
52.0
50.6
68.0
61.1
100.0
86.0

The adherence of our country to the European Union makes necessary the adoption
of requirements concerning the substantial improvement of living conditions in Romania to
a level comparable with that in the west-European countries that can be found in the
provision of healthy and comfortable life conditions for the entire population, inside the
dwelling inclusively; the integration of the living areas in the environment; the reduction of
sound pollution, of waste and the saving of water, energy, raw materials natural resources.
Together with the economic growth, the building market mechanisms allow the
increase of realized volumes at the same time as changes in the structure of financing
resources of house building.
In this perspective, the formation resources of funds for housing in Romania will have
a positive evolution determined by:
a. the creation of a new institutional framework that should function on the
principle of free market and the adherent institutions (The Housing National
Fund)
1

Annual Statistic Bulletin of Houses and Buildings published at Geneva by the Economic Commission for
Europe. 2003
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As a consequence, the living policies must support the balancing of the situation, the
state being interested in maintaining a normal activity in house building. Therefore, it is
necessary and useful to know all the aspects related to the house costs in order to
constantly adapt living policies and to correctly inform the future clients and builders.
In this sense, there are analyzed the costs formation method and house evolution,
especially for those financed from public funds, by a building data bank by means of which
there can be followed the prices on the building materials and finished articles market.
In order to evaluate the house prices an indicator is proposed, the buying power of a
house by the population (Pcl) that can be calculated as a ratio between the house price
(Pl) and the annual average income of family members (Vmaf).
Pl
Pc l =
Vmaf
Starting from the costs structure, both of the proper houses and of the utilities cost
(electric, thermal energy, water, telephone, sewerage, parking areas, alleys, green areas
etc.) we consider that the utilities funding must be realized by means of binding loans by
town halls, as they are the owners of the public domain.
Taking into account the above-mentioned advantages of the bonds emissions (easy
access to investors, short time for obtaining the funds, lower cost of purchasing as
compared with other forms of loans, keeping the shareholder structure etc.) we consider
that in house building, this funding resource must be more important in the future. Thus,
the house prices would be more accessible for beneficiaries, as they will have to pay only
a rent for the utilities supplied by the town halls.
In order to provide the financial means necessary for house building, a modern
financing solution that offers economic flexibility is the house leasing. Due to its
advantages such as, the protection of the equity capital, the keeping of liquidity, of credit
lines, the optimization of the balance and of the main economic indicators, house leasing
is an alternative to the bank credit type conventional financing.
The leasing is one of the solutions that allow the overcoming the difficulties
generated by expensive and limited financing, the bureaucracy of the banking system –
and allows natural persons to obtain the right of use, with minimum, initial financial efforts,
on some houses.
The procedures of obtaining a financing in the leasing system are simpler and more
accessible to clients, except the case of obtaining a bank credit.
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b. the growth of the profitability of the productive activity of the firms with private
capital that would allow the application of the self financing principles by the
allocation for house construction of an important part of the realized profit.
c. The generalization of the financing system based on the creation of long-term
mortgage loan, which, by its characteristics it is more accessible to the housepurchase applicants;
d. +the support for house investments meant for rental and of a moderate-rent
housing fund at the disposal of low-income citizens, retired persons, students
etc.;
e. the functioning of the capital market at a corresponding level that should offer
funds represented by loans and emissions of actions for capital growth to the
construction enterprises;
f. the increase of the population’s savings for the construction or modernization of
houses, as an effect of the economic activity’s growth;
g. the attracting of capital from external resources depending on the trust in the
Romanian economic environment of foreign investors.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF LEASING for the beneficiary
- the payment mechanism by the leasing tax is an advantage by saving in the
initial stage the equity capital and the payment on account is not compulsory;
- it does not need supplementary guarantees;
- the flexibility resulting from the possibility of choosing from more leasing offers;
- the constant cost of the rent facilitates a more rigorous planning of expenses;
- the possibility of negotiating the way of spreading out the rates (lower rates at
the beginning);
- the payment schedule of a leasing operation is much more flexible than that of a
bank loan.
Advantages for the builder
- it is an efficient marketing technique, contributing to the promotion and
development of the activity, the supplier having the possibility to realize –
besides the traditional methods – the one in leasing.
- There are attracted new beneficiaries that cannot pay the whole price.
Limits and risks for the leasing society
- The rented dwellings can be damaged by their inappropriate use by the
beneficiary;
- The leasing operations suppose a great number of financial advisers and
analysts, thus increasing the cost of transactions.
Therefore, the decision concerning the use of leasing is the result of the optimization
of numerous factors, some with contradictory action.
As a whole, the leasing proves to be a modern form of house financing, with
important extension perspectives in the future.
Although it resembles other agreement types, the essential difference in the case of
the leasing agreement is the user’s option that at the end of the agreement can choose
one of the following variants:
• To purchase the good (property), thus becoming the legal owner of the good,
so being able to sell it;
• To extend the leasing agreement for a new period o time;
• To stop the contractual relations, the good being returned to the locator (the
financer).
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Abstract: Little research has focused on the effects of partner attributes and family type in economic family
decision making processes, except the division of labor. Rather than focusing on the question how household
partners in general sort on particular attributes, we focus on the effects of relevant personal characteristics of
household partners on household economic decision making. In particular, we deal with the determinants and
effects of demographic attributes, risk attitude, time preference, attitude towards money, and whether or not the
partners are generous with their money, on the division of labor and financial management of the household. In
addition, we study combinations of partners who are both economical, both generous, or one partner economical
and the other generous.
In the second part of this paper we analyse the relationship between family type – traditional,
modern/egalitarian and individualised – and household financial management.
The data are the fruit of close research co-operation of the authors with NIBUD, The Netherlands’ institute for
budgeting by households. The NIBUD has collected the data by means of an internet survey from May to
November 2003. The results indicate that, in accordane with the literature, females tended to be more risk averse
than males. It appeared that married people were more risk averse than cohabiting people, implying marriage as
a rather safe choice. In comparing the respondents’ opinions regarding generosity in their own spending of
money and their partners’ spending, we constructed four types of households, ranging from both partners very
economical to both partners very generous. Households with both partners economical show more prudence in
their financial behaviour than households in which partners are generous. This result is confirmed by the analysis
of family type and financial behaviour. A household of the individualized family type is less inclined to behave in
a financially prudent way. In the final section the authors discuss the implications for policy and research.

Introduction
The formation of a household generally results in higher welfare of the partners than
the sum of welfare when each of the partners stays single. Higher welfare can be attained
from increased efficiency due to the combination of activities, economies of scale and
psychological advantages. Here, we focus on the particular combination of household
partners’ activities as a result of household decision making.
Economic research has mainly focused on the division of paid and unpaid labor in
households, in which the wage rate of the partners plays an important part. Partners with
different wage earning capacity generally would decide for specialization in the division of
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labor, i.e., one partner working on the paid labor market and the other partner doing
unpaid household labor (Becker, 1981). In this respect it is relevant how partners sort on
certain characteristics, in particular wage earning capacity. Other factors may also
influence labor division, such as care for young children, norms and values.
In marketing and economic psychology, attention has been paid to different roles of
household partners in different stages of the decision making process concerning the
purchase of goods and services (Rosen and Granbois, 1983; Crispell, 1995) and to
financial management of the household (Pahl, 1995; Burgoyne, 1995). Decision making
and financial management have been related to a number of partner attributes associated
with the power exerted in negotiations within the household (Scanzoni and Polonko, 1980;
Woolley, 2003). Power may depend on institutional factors, e.g., family law, marriage
market factors, and personal attributes, such as education, profession, etc.
Little research has focused on the effects of partner attributes in economic family
decision making processes, except the division of labor. Rather than focusing on the
question how household partners in general sort on particular attributes, we focus on the
effects of relevant personal characteristics of household partners on household economic
decision making. In particular we deal with the determinants and effects of demographic
attributes, risk attitude, time preference, attitude toward money, and whether or not the
partners are spending their money freely, on the division of labor and financial
management of the household. In addition, we study combinations of partners who are
both spending economically, both spending freely or one partner economically and the
other spending freely.
In family sociology attention is paid to the relationship between control of money
and control of household finance, see e.g. Pahl (1995). She has presented a typology of
money management by households (families) ranging from the whole wage system to the
one of independent management. In this paper we will proceed the other way round. We
will investigate whether it is possible to relate a typology of families to the way money is
handled in the household. Furthermore family sociology has analysed the task division
between the spouses in different family types. In De Hoog and Hooghiemstra (2002) and
De Hoog and Vinkers (1998) four distinct family types were discerned: the traditional, the
modern, the egalitarian and the individualised family type.
Next, we provide a brief overview of the relevant theory. We continue describing the
data set. We then present the results of empirical analysis and finally discuss the results.

1. Theory
Economic decision making is influenced by a number of basic psychological
motivations and capacities including, for example, extraversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness, neuroticism, openness to experience (usually indicated as the Big
Five, see Costa and McCrae, 1985), IQ, affectivity, and adult attachment (Luo and
Klohnen, 2005). Here we focus on risk preference, time preference and money attitude.
We assume that, like most basic psychological motivations, these factors may be both
inherited and shaped during upbringing and education (Mischel, 1968).
An important motivation in economic decision making, for example in job choice,
investment and credit decision making, is risk preference. It is well-documented that
females are generally more risk averse than males (Byrnes et al., 1999; Grable, 2000).
Hence, females are expected to invest relatively often in safe assets (Barber and Odean,
2001) and to be reluctant to take credit.
Another relevant motivation in intertemporal decision making is time preference,
with positive (negative) time preference defined as the propensity to prefer immediate
(delayed) consumption outcomes. Bishai (2004), using an indirect measure of time
preference, found that females have more negative time preference than males. In
general, the higher educated have lower time preference than the lower educated (Fuchs,
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1982). Hence, females and higher educated people are expected to save more and borrow
less than males and lower educated people, given their financial assets.
Attitudes toward money may be relevant to household financial decision making
although its effects are not always clear (Furnham, 1984; Stone and Maury, 2006). Stone
and Maury (2006) found that obsession (including the view that money is important in
solving problems), retention (using money cautiously) and inadequacy (feeling that one
does not have enough money) were negatively related to unsecured personal debts.
Hence, we expect such attitudes toward money to be associated with relatively careful
household financial management.
Most research on partner attribute combinations deals with assortative mating, i.e.,
households sorting on similar or dissimilar attributes (Watson et al., 2004; Rose, 2001;
Jepsen and Jepsen, 2002). In general sorting on similar attributes has been found, except
for earnings capacity. According to Becker (1981), dissimilar wage earning capacity of
spouses should result in specialization with respect to paid labor and household tasks,
such that high wage partners work on the labor market and low wage partners perform
household tasks. A different strand of research focuses on the effect of attribute
differences between spouses on the division of power exerted within the household
(Safilios-Rothschild, 1970; McDonald, 1980; Mizan, 1994). In particular, different
education, wages, or bargaining skills might lead to uneven power distributions between
household partners. Dobbelsteen and Kooreman (1997) found that females gain a higher
share in the management of household finances the lower the male’s wage rate and
education. In our research we study household financial management as a result of
attribute similarity or dissimilarity of household partners. In particular, we expect more
(less) efficient financial management if the partners are both economically (freely) in
spending money. Couples of the traditional family type have traditional ideas about the
division of work, household tasks and marriage, education of their children and about the
positions of men and women. In this family type, children have to obey their parents and
there is little negotiation between parents and children. In the traditional nuclear family
motherhood is a dominant perspective. The socialization of children is governed by the
principles of order, regularity and diligence. Spouses are seen as equal, although the wife
focuses her efforts on household and children. The climate in the traditional family is more
authoritarian than in the other family types. Traditional families are to be found among
lower economic strata, non-western immigrants (from Turkey or Morocco), and orthodox
Christian religious households and among households in which both spouses are lower
educated. The ideas about financial management are traditional as well, see De Hoog and
Van Ophem (2006). Debt is to be avoided. Austerity is a virtue to be practiced
Since the borderline between the two types is fluent (see Te Kloeze et al., 1996),
the modern and egalitarian family types are treated as one type in this paper. In the
modern/egalitarian family type the ideas about marriage, socialisation and education of the
children are traditional. But the family climate, especially the relationship between men and
women is relatively democratic. Husbands take part in domestic work. Children should
obey their parents, but their voices and preferences are taken into account. This family
type tries to achieve egalitarianism between the spouses, but the husband is still the main
breadwinner. Wives have part-time jobs. This type of family is to be found in the middle
and upper-middle economic strata. Attitudes to debts are quite liberal, in the sense that in
circumstances where debts can be repaid easily, indebtness is permitted. Neither austerity
nor restrain in spending money is seen as a virtue.
In the individualistic family type husbands and wives have an equal task division.
Both spouses are higher educated and career oriented. Both are working full time. Both
are important decision makers. They spend a lot of money on different forms of child care.
The nanny or au pair is frequently to be found. Motherhood as the most important social
identity is rejected. They are convinced that they are forerunners by their values, opinions
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and activities. This family type is aimed at individual freedom and self actualisation.
Austerity is not a virtue, and restrain in spending and having debts are not a problem
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2. Data and method
The data are the fruit of close research co-operation of the authors with the NIBUD,
The Netherlands’ Institute for Budgeting by households. The NIBUD has collected the data
by means of an Internet survey from May to November 2003. Readers from two daily
newspapers that differed in their readership and content, were called upon to visit the
NIBUD website and to fill in a questionnaire about money and money management. This
resulted in a dataset with 5,200 respondents who have filled in all question fully and
correctly. The analyses reported in this paper relate to a subset of couples with and
without children. It should be noted that the research is not aimed at getting insight into the
situation or the behaviour of vulnerable groups. Furthermore, it should be noted that two
out of three persons in the Netherlands did have an Internet account at home in 2003
(CBS, 2007). Several issues were addressed in the questionnaire next to socio-economic
and socio-demographic questions as age, education of respondent and partner, household
income and income of the members of the household, marital status, household size,
household type, net wealth of the household. The issues relate to the strategic (financial
targets, reserve, planning in and over the life cycle), administrative (ways of book keeping
and/or keeping notes, information search, budgeting, and operational level (making ends
meet, opinions and attitudes towards money and financial management) of household
decisions with respect to financial matters. Several personal motivations, relevant to
economic decisions were measured from the respondents, including risk preference, time
preference, and money attitude.
Risk aversion. Response on 7-point Likert scales ( “Agree,”…”Disagree”) to each
of the following statements: “Safe investments are more important than high yield,”
“Investing in stocks exclusively is risky,” “I rather prefer safe investments,” “I am ready to
run risk in exchange for high profit” (reverse score). Principal components analysis (PCA)
yielded one component explaining 59% of the item variance. The scale value of risk
aversion was computed as the factor score.
Time preference. Response on 4-point scales (“Definitely does not apply to me,”
“Does not apply to me,” “Applies to me,” “Definitely applies to me”) to each of the following
statements: “I am ready to give up current well-being for future issues,” “I focus on the
present, and wait and see what the future brings,” ”I try to influence the future with my
current behavior “. PCA yielded one component explaining 48% of the item variance.
Money attitude. “Agree” versus “Don’t agree” response with respect to the
following statements: “I often fantasize about money,” “Money is the only thing that can
always help you,” “Money can solve all your problems,” “I do anything for money,” “I often
worry about finances.” PCA yielded one component explaining 39% of the item variance.
In addition to the personal motivations, the respondents reported how freely they
were spending their money, and how freely their partners were spending money. Answers
were given on a 5-point scale (“Very economically,” “Economically,” “Neither economically
nor freely,” ”Freely,” “Very freely”).

3. Results
One of the aims of collecting the data was to have an overview of financial
management and financial behaviour of Dutch households. The distribution across
household types was as follows: 34 per cent singles (70 per cent female); 6 per cent single
parents (95 per cent female) and 60 per cent couples with or without children. On average,
higher incomes were found among couples, higher education among couples without
children and lower educational levels among the single parents.
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In agreement with the literature, in our survey females tended to be more risk
averse than males (see Table 1). However, males showed slightly more negative time
preference than females, in contrast with our expectations. Furthermore, people with
university or higher professional education were less risk averse, had lower time
preference, and more positive attitudes toward money than the lower educated. People
who have learned how to deal with money when they were young had more negative time
preference and more positive attitudes toward money than people who have not learned
this.

Gender
Male
Female
F-value
Education
Elementary school
Lower professional
Secondary school
Mediate professional
University or higher
professional
F-value
Learned how to deal with
money when young
Yes
No
F-value

Risk preference

Negative time
preference

Money attitude

0.302
−0.124
150.554 (p<.001)

0.053
−0.025
3.916 (p<.05)

0.024
−0.025
0.799 (n.s.)

−0.005
−0.124
−0.087
−0.030
0.119

−0.335
−0.284
−0.021
−0.068
0.186

−0.692
−0.367
0.110
−0.084
0.255

8.197 (p<.001)

60.629 (p<.001)

20.911 (p<.001)

0.011
−0.027
1.032 (n.s.)

0.065
−0.195
39.070 (p<.001)

0.116
−0.332
159.679 (p<.001)

Next, we studied how the economic motivations influenced economic decision
making (see Table 2). It appeared that married people were more risk averse than
cohabiting people, implying marriage as a rather safe choice for these people. Also, risk
aversion was associated with relatively difficult financial management of the family.
We found rather strong effects of time preference on economic behavior. Negative
time preference was associated with cohabiting and marriage settlements, more frequent
account keeping and expense monitoring, easy financial management and positive
opinions about dealing with money.
Positive money attitudes were associated with marriage rather than cohabiting,
easy financial management and positive opinions about dealing with money.
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Table 1. Reported motivations (factor scores) by respondent attributes.
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Table 2. Reported motivations (factor scores) by economic behavior.
Risk preference

Negative time
preference

Money attitude

−0.058
0.047
0.155
0.121
6.741 (p<.001)

−0.039
0.136
0.157
0.042
4.616 (p<.001)

0.071
0.142
0.045
−0.164
7.513 (p<.001)

0.028
−0.026
0.030
−0.056
0.079
1.439 (n.s.)

0.115
0.005
−0.004
−0.075
−0.183
6.766 (p<.001)

−0.005
0.044
0.041
−0.049
−0.280
4.307 (p<.01)

0.016
0.004
−0.028
0.024
0.688 (n.s.)

0.016
0.045
0.065
−0.106
5.492 (p<.001)

−0.140
0.084
0.086
−0.052
11.311 (p<.001)

−0.038
−0.100
0.162
22.294 (p<.001)

−0.162
−0.060
0.186
20.701 (p<.001)

−0.740
0.009
0.470
277.680
(p<.001)

How do you think the family deals
with money?
Good
Neither good nor bad
Bad
F-value

0.002
−0.011
−0.057
0.939 (n.s.)

0.152
−0.068
−0.161
17.883 (p<.001)

0.370
−0.073
−0.513
159.560
(p<.001)

How do you deal with money
yourself?
(Very) economicallyl
Neither economically nor freely
(Very) freely
F-value

−0.049
−0.012
0.060
2.574 (n.s.)

0.169
0.007
−0.171
19.159 (p<.001)

0.094
0.127
−0.118
16.851 (p<.001)

Household arrangement
Married, community of property
Marriage settlement
Cohabiting, partnership contract
Cohabiting, no partnership contract
F-value
Frequency of keeping the accounts
More than once a week
Once a week
Several times a month
Monthly
Less than once a month
F-value
Monitoring expenses
Yes, regularly
Yes, only for large expenses
Yes, very irregularly
No
F-value
How does the family manage?
Difficult/very difficult
Neither difficult nor easy
Easy/very easy
F-value

In comparing the respondents’ opinions regarding their own spending of money and
their partners’ spending, we constructed four types of households: (1) both partners being
economically or very economically (10.6%), (2) one partner economically or very
economically and the other partner spending money (very) freely (14.2%), (3) both
partners spending freely or very freely (11.8%), and (4) other combinations of spending
behavior (63.4%). We compared a number of different household behaviors across these
four types, including household situational variables (Table 3) and financial management
variables (Table 4).
Married couples belonged more often to type 1 than cohabiting couples indicating
more control of expenses. Cohabiting couples belonged more often to types 3 and 4 than
married couples, which was consistent with a need for freedom in spending. The
household types did not differ significantly with respect to amount of wealth, but type 4 in
Table 3 did have a relatively large amount of debts. Types 3 and 4 more often reported
that they don’t save regularly.
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Percentage of sample
Household arrangement
Married, community of property
Marriage settlement
Cohabiting, partnership contract
Cohabiting, no partnership
contract
Chi-squared
Net wealth <€ 0
€0 – €100,000
>€100,000
Chi-squared
Approximate debts
€ 0 – €10,000
€ 10,000 – €100,000
>€100,000
Chi-squared
Save regularly
Yes, fixed amount per month
Yes, if money is left over
No
Chi-squared

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Both partners
(very)
economically

One partner
(very)
economically,
other partner
(very) freely

Both
partners
very
freely

10.6%

One partner
(very)
economically
or (very)freely,
other partner
neither
economically
nor freely
63.4%

14.2%

11.8%

11.2%
12.9%
7.8%
7.7%

65.8%
60.6%
60.9%
54.9%

12.5%
14.2%
16.8%
21.4%

10.5%
12.3%
14.6%
16.0%

50.754
13.3%
11.1%
10.2%
11.615

(df=9)
54.9%
62.1%
65.0%
(df=6)

p<.001
15.5%
14.8%
13.2%
n.s.

16.3%
12.1%
11.6%

14.0%
11.5%
7.5%
35.084

60.9%
63.3%
64.3%
(df=6)

15.0%
13.9%
13.0%
p<.001

10.1%
11.3%
15.2%

9.4%
13.5%
10.1%
55.861

66.3%
61.8%
51.9%
(df=6)

13.2%
14.4%
17.3%
p<.001

11.1%
10.2%
20.7%

Also, type 1 households, as opposed to type 3 and type 4 households, were
characterized by keeping accounts and monitoring expenses frequently, knowing the
budget for expenses, and having less debate over money. Type 3 households, combining
the most extreme ways of dealing with money, most frequently reported having debates
over money. Furthermore, type 1 households had a more favorable opinion about the way
the family dealt with money than types 3 and 4.
Type 1 households appeared more able to pay large expenses immediately,
whereas types 3 and 4 in Table 4 more often borrowed or paid on installment.
Furthermore, type 1 households, as opposed to types 3 and 4, more often planned
expenses for the next year, had an overview of their wealth, and made financial targets.
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Table 4. Partner combinations of dealing with money by financial management of
the household.
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Both partners
(very)
economically

Percentage of sample
Frequency of keeping the accounts
More than once a week
Once a week
Several times a month
Monthly
Less than once a month
Chi-squared
Monitoring expenses
Yes, regularly
Yes, only for large expenses
Yes, very irregularly
No
Chi-squared
Budget for expenses known
Yes, for all expenses
Yes, only for certain expenses
No
Chi-squared
Frequency of debate over money
Often
Sometimes
Never
Chi-squared
How do you think the family deals
with money?
Good
Neither good nor bad
Bad
Chi-squared
Financing a large expense
Can be payed immediately
Money should be borrowed
Payed on installment
Chi-squared
Planning expenses for next year
Yes
No
Chi-squared
Overview of wealth
Yes
No
Chi-squared
Financial targets made
Yes
No
Chi-squared

One partner
(very)
economically,
other partner
(very) freely

Both
partners
very freely

10.6%

One partner
(very)
economically
or (very)
freely, other
partner
neither
economically
nor freely
63.4%

14.2%

11.8%

13.0%
10.2%
9.8%
10.6%
8.1%
59.974

65.6%
66.6%
60.3%
61.4%
50.3%
(df=12)

12.1%
13.1%
17.1%
14.6%
15.5%
p<.001

9.3%
10.1%
12.9%
13.4%
26.1%

17.0%
9.2%
5.6%
6.3%
199.357

63.8%
72.1%
59.7%
62.1%
(df=9)

13.2%
11.9%
17.5%
14.0%
p<.001

6.0%
6.7%
17.2%
17.6%

16.3%
5.9%
5.2%
165.875

62.9%
66.1%
57.3%
(df=6)

13.7%
13.9%
17.0%
p<.001

7.2%
14.1%
20.5%

7.0%
8.1%
15.5%
248.696

43.7%
63.0%
68.5%
(df=6)

36.7%
16.8%
4.8%
p<.001

12.6%
12.0%
11.2%

18.6%
5.8%
3.0%
480.070

67.4%
65.3%
42.2%
(df=6)

10.0%
16.2%
20.3%
P<.001

4.0%
12.6%
34.6%

11.1%
8.5%
12.6%
70.191

66.5%
56.2%
54.5%
(df=6)

13.1%
16.5%
16.2%
p<.001

9.3%
18.9%
16.6%

15.2%
9.1%
44.145

63.2%
63.2%
(df=3)

14.2%
14.0%
p<.001

7.5%
13.7%

14.7%
8.9%
56.926

64.5%
62.7%
(df=3)

13.8%
14.1%
p<.001

7.0%
14.3%

12.6%
8.3%
26.538

63.1%
63.8%
(df=3)

14.2%
13.8%
p<.001

10.1%
14.2%
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We constructed family types as follows. A traditional family was defined as a family
where the husband was the only breadwinner. A modern/egalitarian family was defined as
a family with a part-time gainfully working wife and a full-time gainfully working husband.
An invidualised family was defined as a dual earner family, with both spouses gainfully
working more or less the same number of hours, each more than 32 hours a week.
From Table 5, we can conclude that households belonging to the individualised
family type were, in comparison to household belonging to the traditional family type,
characterized by a higher income, higher level of education, younger age of both male and
female. The division of labour within the household in individualised was such that both
females and males were equally responsible for the household. The duration of living
together was about twice as short, but the global level of assets and debts too was higher
than in the traditional family type. Households of the modern/egalitarian type had a
position in-between the other two family types with respect to the indicators discussed
above. These results were in accordance with the expectations stated in section 2.
Table 5. Selected socio-economic indicators of three family types
Traditional family
€2165
48.2
44.8
3.17

Modern/ egalitarian
family
€2719**
42.6**
39.4**
3.59**

Monthly household income
Age man (years)
Age woman (years)
Highest educational level in
1
household
Duration of living together
(years)
Division of labour within
2
household
Net wealth position in euros
3
-global level of debts
4
-global level of assets

Individualised family
€3041**
38.8**
35.9**
4.01**

20.1

16.8**

11.5**

2.6

3.1 **

3.6**

3.3
3.5

3.9**
3.9**

4.0 **
3.8**

Legend: * p < 0.05 , ** p< 0.01, traditional family is the reference group.
1
1 = primary education, 2 to 4 secondary education types, 5 = tertiary education(completed).
2
1 = female manages household alone, 2 = female manages household, male helps occasionally, 3 =
female manages household/male helps regularly, 4 = female and male are both equally responsible for
household, 7 = male manages household alone.
3
1 = 0, 2 = 1 – 9,999, 3 = 10,000 – 19,999, 4 = 20,000 – 49,999, 5 = 50,000 – 99,999, 6 = 100,000 –
199,999, 7 = 200,000 – 499,999, 10 = > 1,000,000.
4
1 = < 0, 2 = 0 – 19,999, 3 = 20,000 – 49,999, 4 = 50,000 – 99,999, 5 = 100,000 – 199,999, 6 = 200,000 –
499,999, 8 = > 1,000,000.

Table 6 gives information about financial management of the family types
discerned. A small majority of all three types had set financial targets, while almost all
households agreed about the necessity of a financial reserve. There was no difference in
the frequency of debate over money in the household or the way the household dealt with
money. In all three family types about 25% planned next year’s expenses. Furthermore,
there was not much difference in the frequency of bank accounts being overdrawn. Severe
financial stress also did not occur frequently and was not related to the family type.
Differences across household types were found concerning other aspects of
financial management and situation (not reported in Table 5). Individualized family types,
in comparison to traditional family types, more frequently held the opinion that their
financial situation had improved. They had less difficulty in making ends meet and their
increase in household economic rationality as measured by means of the index explained
in Table 5 was less and they were more able to pay for a large expenditure out of their
own funds rather than borrowing the money. Individualized families kept track of their
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financial administration less frequently than the other family types. The financial reserve
seen as necessary was present relatively frequently. Individualised family types relatively
often stated that both males and females dealt with money in an inhidited way. Finally, the
levels of income seen as necessary, bad, sufficient or good were higher than the
corresponding ones of traditional families, indicating that individualized families needed
more money to feel equally well off as traditional families.
Just as in Table 5, households of the modern/egalitarian type had an intermediate
position with respect to the matters discussed. The results supported the expectations with
respect to austerity in financial management depending on family type.
Table 6. Selected indicators of financial management and financial situation
according to family type
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Variable

Traditional
family type

Modern/ egalitarian
family type

Individualised
family type

2.97
2.90

3.05
2.99*

3.19 **
3.06 **

3.26

3.61**

3.93**

1593
1263
1768
2159

1850**
1442**
2059**
2606**

1918 **
1526 **
2192 **
2856 **

51

55

57

98
6390
46

97
6001
51

98
5996
55**

0

0

2

20

29**

26

2

4

5

2.22

2.25

2.25

1.75

1.78

1.81

Keeping track of financial
5
administration
Payment of a large expenditure

2.25

2.46 **

2.59**

1,56

1.40**

1.42**

Planning next year ‘s expenses
(yes in %)
7
Bank account overdrawn
No debts
Increase in household economic
8
rationality
Assessment of financial
9
situation

28

25

26

2.19
19
3.79

2.27
12 **
3.49**

2.12
13**
3.44**

3.09

2.66**

2.25**

How do you deal with money
- mean score male
- mean score female
Making ends meet
2
Mean score
Income judgements , mean
values of monthly amounts in
Euro’s
- necessary
- bad
- sufficient
- good
Household has set financial
targets (yes in %)
Financial reserve
- necessary (yes in %)
- amount in Euro’s
- amount available (yes in %)

1

Severe financial stress
- having sold assets to pay for
daily expenses (yes in %)
-to draw more than 500 Euro
from savings accounts to pay for
daily expenses (yes in %)
- to borrow more than 500 Euro
to pay for daily expenses (yes in
%)
Debate over money in
3
household
Opinion family deals with money
4

6
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* p < 0.05 , ** p< 0,01, traditional family is the reference group
1
1 = very economically, 2 = economically, 3 = neither economically nor freely, 4 = freely , 5 = very freely.
2
1 = very difficult, 2= difficult, neither difficult nor easy, 4 = easy, 5 = very easy.
3
1 = never, 2 = seldom, 3 = regularly.
4
1 = good, 2 = not bad/ not good, 3 = good.
5
1= several times a week, 2 = once a week, 3 = each month several times, 4 = monthly, 5 = less than once a
month.
6
1 = will be paid out of own funds, 2 = will be paid out of a personal loan, 3 = will be paid from an installment
credit.
7
1 = never, 2= sometimes, 3 = regularly, 4 = always.
8
index ranging from 1 to 5. Consists of the number of affirmative answers to the following items: to pay
more weight to the price in buying things; to spend more time on looking for bargains; to pay more attention
to price-quality ratio , to gather more information before buying; to ponder purchases.
9
1= considerably improved, 2 = slightly improved, 3 = no change, 4 = slightly worsened, 5 = considerably
worsened.
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4. Discussion
Although household partners generally sort on similar attributes, frequently they
differ with respect to important economic motivations, including risk preference and time
preference. In agreement with the literature, we found females to be more risk averse than
males. However, contrary to Bishai (2004), we found more negative time preference with
males than with females. This is consistent with Read and Van Leeuwen’s finding (1998)
that females preferred more unhealthy snacks than males in immediate choice (although
no difference was found in advance choice). We did not find significant gender differences
with respect to money attitudes. Time preference and money attitudes were significantly
related to learning how to deal with money in childhood and with education. This finding
suggests that these attributes can be shaped to some extent by parents and teachers,
which seems to be relevant for financial guidance in long-term consumer policy.
Our research shows that the economic motivations are significantly related to a
number of economic behaviors. Rather than viewing such behaviors as independent or
isolated, they seem to be generated by common factors to a significant extent. The proper
measurement of such motivations may be applied in budget advice or self-help tests for
consumers.
A relatively new aspect in our research is the family typology based on (reported)
spending money in an inhibited way of both partners. We have found significant and
plausible relationships with a number of family behaviors. These results imply that attribute
similarity of household partners may amplify the effects of this economic motivation,
whereas attribute dissimilarity may indicate averaging of the effects. These processes
might be taken into account in family budget advice.
In future research, it appears promising to include more partner attribute
combinations, preferably including risk preference, time preference and money attitudes.
Also, more behaviors might be included, e.g., insurance behavior, investment behavior,
family planning, and career planning.
Next to the characteristics of individuals, it is fruitful to pay attention to the
household or family as a social group. In this paper we have established the relevancy of
relating a family typology — based on characteristics of the family in terms of a social
group, as has been done by Kees de Hoog and his associates — to the way money is
handled. These results are in line with the ones obtained from analysis by means of a
family typology based on (reported) behaviour in spending money freely or economically of
both partners.
There will be relatively many higher educated people, especially women, in the
future. Because of homogeny in the partner market and marriage market (as has been
demonstrated by De Hoog, 1982), a larger share of individualized family types will be
expected. This will have consequences for the way money is handled in households.
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Spending freely (inhibidly) prevails in individualized families. In comparison to traditional
families, they are less inclined to restrict spending. Although this type of families is
equipped with higher income and wealth, this family type is also much more prone to the
risks of divorce and separation than the traditional family. In view of the high costs of such
an event, more people will be faced with budgeting problems.
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The LeaderLeader-Follower Relationship
in Global Equity Markets: the Case
of Germany, U.K. and U.S. Markets
Abe ABURACHIS
Gannon University, Erie, PA, U.S.A.
Keywords: global equity, markets, leader-follower relationship
Abstract: The interdependence of stock markets has been the subject of major concern among financial
analysts for several years. This issue is of particular significance to investors since they have implications for
international capital flows, returns from diversification of assets across national boundaries, and the
existence of stock market leaders and followers. Therefore, the need to analyze and understand the
propagation mechanism becomes all the more relevant.

I. From the vanguard of gauging the transmission mechanism of stock in general, work
has mainly centered around testing for whether or not a system of a system of stock prices
share common stochastic trends. This approach was popularized by Kasa (1992) who
used error-correction models to compute common stochastic trends for equities of five
markets. Complementing this approach, Cung and Liu (1994) examined common
stochastic trends among national stock prices of the U.S. and five East-Asian economies
and Corhay et al (1993) tested for the number of common stochastic trends in European
stock markets. Masih and Masih (2001) examined long-term linkages among international
stock markets and found evidence of the U.S. and Japanese markets being relatively
dominant. Arshanapalli and Doukas (1993) find support of the U.S. market having
significant influence on European stock markets. Blackman et al (1994) suggest that
increased international capital market integration led to a decrease in the benefits of
diversification.
It is clear from the above cited studies about linkages among international capital
markets have had mixed results. This study differs from earlier studies in two respects: (a)
the period under study includes information until July 2005, and (b) the use of stochastic
parameter models (SPM).
In a fixed parameter model, the relationship between the dependent and independent
variables are assumed to remain fixed. Over long periods of time, however, these
relationships may change due to outside shocks or the expectations of economic agents
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within markets. Hence, in the stochastic parameter models, due to changes in the
economic environment the parameters are allowed to change. This model is estimated by
means of a maximum likelihood procedure using the Kalman filter algorithm. Section II
describes the econometric methodology; Section III discusses the rational for the use of
the model; Section IV presents the empirical results, while Section V concludes.

Masih and Masih, 2004) and co-integration (Bhattacharyya and Banerjee, 2004) to
estimate relationships between world stock markets. A main supposition of those using
VAR is that structural shocks affect only one of the variables contemporaneously – that is,
the shocks are uncorrelated. Such models can not be estimated directly. The researcher,
instead must estimate a reduced-form vector autoregression. In the reduced-form VARS,
each of the measured variables is driven by past observations of the whole set of the
measured variables and innovations that can be correlated. The next step is to map these
estimated innovations into uncorrelated shocks. This is the main weakness of the
reduced-form autoregression because the researcher must make “identification
assumptions”, which are normally based on “out-of-the-model” economics.
Many
researchers find the identification assumptions approach unsatisfactory, because different
assumptions may generate different structural shock estimates (see Bauer at al, 2003 and
2005).
To avoid these problems, in this paper we use the Kalman filter to estimate the
parameters of the model. Two types of models that are amenable to representation via
the Kalman filter are unobservable components and time-varying parameter models. In
the time-varing parameter models we have:
Y = βX + ε
where (Y,X) are observables. The problem is then to estimate the β’s as they vary through
time. In using the Kalman filter, the above model is “rewritten” in terms of two distinct
types of equations called the measurement and transition equations, which together are
called the state-space form. The Kalman filter is then applied to the state-space form
equation to yield a set of recursive equations; the latter are then used to generate a series
of errors (εs) and their variances which will contain the unknown parameters to be
estimated. Now standard maximum likelihood procedures are used to estimate the
unknown parameters, see Harvey, and Cuthberton et al.
Recent contributions using the Kalman filter include the following: Jung and Boyd
use the Kalman filter to forecast U.K. stock prices. Morley uses the Kalman filter to
investigate the relationship between output and stock prices as well as consumption and
stock prices. Serletis and King use the Kalman filter to look for common stochastic trends
and convergence of Euro-area stock markets. Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard use the
Kalman filter to measure realized volatility and its use in estimating stochastic volatility
models. Wolff uses the Kalman filter to measure the relationship between forward foreign
exchange rates and expected future spot rates. Chen uses the Kalman filter to model ex
ante interest rates. Normandin uses the Kalman filter to investigate the Canadian and
U.S. financial markets integration. Lautier and Galli use the Kalman filter to estimate a
term structures of commodity prices.
In all these studies the main principle of the Kalman filter is to use temporal series of
observable variables in order to reconstitute the value of non-observable variables. In
economics and finance the problem of non-observable variables arises, for example, with
term structures of interest rates, term structures of models of commodity prices, and with
market portfolios in the capital asset pricing model. When associated with an optimization
procedure, the Kalman filter provides a way to estimate the model parameters.
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II. Researchers have used vector autoregression (Favero and Bonfiglioli, 2005, and
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III. A common view among economists is that the United States is an engine of the
world’s economy, in the sense that the U.S. and world output are closely correlated and
movement in U.S. economic growth appears to influence growth in other countries
significantly. The significant role of the United States in the world economy would suggest
that U.S. growth could have a substantial impact on other countries. The impact could be
transmitted through several channels, most obviously trade linkages, with higher U.S.
growth contributing to a rise in U.S. import demand, which is reflected directly in an
increase in the net exports of other countries.
This paper attempts to quantify U.S. influence by focusing on the role of U.S. stock
market influence on the German and U.K. stock markets. Bonfiglioli and Favero for
example study the co-movement between the U.S. and German stock markets and find
that fluctuations in U.S. share prices spill over to German share prices. Goldberg and
Leonard study the co-movement between the U.S. and German bond markets. They find
that most German news did not have a large influence on U.S. bond yields. Most notably,
they find that German two and ten year bond yields were more responsive to U.S.
economic news than they were to Euro-area or German news.
Also, large values for the U.S. unemployment report, the employment cost index, and
initial unemployment claims were associated with significant German rate decline. They
explain the U.S influence by reference to U.S. economic fundamentals has taken on a high
degree of importance for business investment activity around the world and for
multinational balance sheets. Moreover, they suggest that the influence of U.S. economic
news may be even stronger in a globalized world economy in which business cycles
across major industrialized countries have become increasingly synchronized, leading to
greater integration and news spillovers across financial markets.
Ehrmann and Fratzscher identify three channels of spillover effects. First, foreign
news may be relevant for domestic monetary policy if these authorities target “external”
variables, such as the exchange rate. Second, the integration of global financial markets
might lead to spillover effects. A change in monetary policy in the U.S., for example, will
affect money markets in other countries via capital flows and the elimination of arbitrage
possibilities. A third channel works through real integration, and implies that foreign
announcements may reveal relevant information about domestic macroeconomic
conditions.
The findings of the Ehrmann and Fratzscher study can be summarized as follows:
they find strong evidence that U.S. macroeconomic news has become a good leading
indicator for economic development in the Euro-area in recent years as Euro and German
macroeconomic announcements and expectations are highly correlated with
corresponding U.S. announcements. The hypothesis that the Euro-area reaction to some
U.S. announcements is due to these leading indicator properties cannot be rejected.

IV. To investigate the nature of the possible leader follower relationship between the U.S.
and German and U.K. stock markets we consider the following models:
∆ log DAX = β0 + β1 ∆ log NYSE composite + β2 ∆ log ER + β3 ∆ IR + ε
∆ log FTSE = α0 + α1 ∆ log NYSE composite + α2 ∆ log ER + α3 ∆ IR + ε
where DAX is an index of the total return of the 30 largest German companies
quoted in the Frankfurt stock exchange. FTSE is an index of share prices of the 100
largest UK companies by market capitalization. NYSE composite is the weighted index of
the New York stock exchange listed companies using free-float market capitalization
(adjusted to eliminate the effects of capitalization changes, new listings, and delisting) and
calculated on the price basis. ER is the exchange rate and IR is industrial production. The
conversion of the stock indexes into logs and taking the first differences stabilizes the
variances and means of the indexes (see Tukey). The data for the exchange rates and
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interest rates is from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED), while the stock
indexes are from the Yahoo finance website (www.finance.yahoo.com).
The two equations were estimated using monthly data for two periods: 1990.12 to
1998.12 and 1999.2 to 2005.7. Both the Akaike information criterion and the Schwarz
criterion indicated that a six month lag was the preferred model. The results are presented
in tables one through four. Tables one and two present the results prior to the introduction
of the Euro while tables three and four present the results after the introduction of the
Euro. Table one presents the results for the U.S. German stock markets. Based on the
results for the period 1990.12 to 1998.12, a rise in the NYSE composite of one percent,
other things being equal, will cause the DAX to increase by about .94 of one percent. An
appreciation of the dollar of one percent other things being equal, will result in a rise of the
DAX of .75 of one percent. A decrease of U.S. industrial production of one percent has a
substantial effect on the DAX in that it suffers a decrease of 2.3 percent.
These results strongly indicate that movements of the U.S. stock market as
measured by the NYSE composite as well as other economic variables explain a large
movement of the German stock market. A little over eighty percent of the variation in the
DAX is explained by three independent variables, namely the NYSE composite, the
exchange rate, and industrial production.
Table two presents the results for the period 1999.8 to 2005.7. Again the lag
structure as suggested by the Akaike information criterion and Schwarz criterion was six
lags. The results are somewhat weaker as measured by the explained variance. For
example, a rise in the NYSE composite of one percent results in a rise of the DAX of only
.13 percent. However, a decrease in U.S. industrial production of one percent results in a
rise in the DAX of 6.13 percent.
Table three presents the results for the FTSE for the period 1991.6 to 1998.12. Once
again, the results show a strong association between the NYSE composite and the FTSE.
A rise of the NYSE composite of one percent results in a rise of the FTSE of about .93
percent by the end of the second month. Moreover, a decrease of the exchange rate of
one percent results in a rise of the FTSE of .75 percent, somewhat contrary to what is
expected. A rise in U.S. industrial production of one percent results in a rise of the FTSE
of 2.37 percent.
Table four presents the results for the FTSE for the period 1999.8 to 2005.7. Again,
the results are somewhat weaker than the first period but nonetheless, approximately 73
percent of the variance is explained by the three independent variables.

Concluding remarks
Interdependence of the world stock markets has been of major concern among
financial analysts for many years. This issue is of particular significance to investors since
they have implications for international capital flows, returns from diversification of assets
across national boundaries, and the existence of stock market leaders and followers.
Therefore, the motivation behind this paper may be summarized under two headings. (1)
Given the pace with which world financial markets are moving, knowledge of how
integrated the world stock markets are, and the insights into the propagation mechanism
or the dynamics driving these relationships, such processes should be of critical
importance to the understanding of international financial integration. (2) Insights and the
understanding of this become even more relevant after the formation of the EMU and the
introduction of the Euro.
Unlike other studies which arrived at conclusions based on questionable results
derived from VAR models we use state-space formulation and implement Kalman filter
techniques and maximum likelihood estimation to determine the model parameters. We
found strong evidence that movement of economic factors in the U.S., in particular
changes in the NYSE composite, the exchange rate, and industrial production among
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others, as documented by Goldberg and Leonard, have become good leading indicators
for economic development in the Euro-area. These changes impact the DAX in Germany
and the FTSE in the U.K. The hypothesis that there is a Euro-area reaction to U.S.
economic factors as leading indicators can not be rejected.
What accounts for the observed relationship between U.S., German, and U.K. stock
markets? One might argue that the perception that the United States is the engine of
global economic growth has increased in recent years. The result is that U.S. economic
fundamentals have taken a high degree of importance for business and investment activity
around the world and for multinational balance sheets. Moreover, the influence of U.S.
economic fundaments may be even stronger in a globalized world economy in which
business cycles across major industrialized countries have become increasingly
synchronized, leading to greater economic integration and spillovers across financial
markets.
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APPENDIX
Table 1.
Method of estimation is Maximum likelihood
The present sample is: 1990 (12) to 1998 (12)
MaxLik initialising...
it 1 f=
2.12475 e0=
it 2 f=
2.21775 e0=
it 3 f=
2.24265 e0=
it 4 f=
2.26006 e0=
it 5 f=
2.26279 e0=

0.37617
0.19395
0.17667
0.06406
0.03908

MaxLik iterating...
it 4 f=
2.26431 df=
it 7 f=
2.26435 df=

0.00001 e1=
0.00000 e1=

Equation

step=
step=
step=
step=
step=

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

0.00001 e2=
0.00000 e2=

0.20927 step=
0.00000 step=

1.00000
0.00000

3.

DAXNLD = Trend + 1 Cycle(s) + Expl vars + Irregular

Eq

97).

3 : Diagnostic summary report.

Estimation sample is 1990.12 - 1998.12. (T =
97, n =
Log-Likelihood is 219.642 (-2 LogL = -439.283).
Prediction error variance is 0.00114091
Summary statistics
Std.Error
Normality
H( 31)
r( 1)
r(11)
DW
Q(11, 6)
Rd^2

DAXNLD
0.033777
1.7286
1.1913
-0.15713
-0.12045
2.3031
16.715
0.79720

Eq 3: Estimated variances of disturbances.
Component
Irr
Lvl
Slp
Cy1

DAXNLD
0.0016379
0.00000
0.00000
2.6958e-007

(q-ratio)
( 1.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0002)

Eq 3: Estimated standard deviations of disturbances.
Component
Irr
Lvl
Slp
Cy1

DAXNLD
0.040471
0.00000
0.00000
0.00051921

(q-ratio)
( 1.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0128)

95).
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Estimation report
Model with 6 parameters ( 3 restrictions).
Parameter estimation sample is 1990.12 - 1998.12. (T =
Log-likelihood kernel is 2.264347.
Very strong convergence in
7 iterations.
( likelihood cvg 1.857279e-013
gradient cvg
2.499704e-006
parameter cvg 2.821457e-007 )
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Eq

3 : Estimated parameters of Cy1.

The
The
The
The

cycle variance is 2.8828e-007.
rho coefficient is 0.254698.
cycle period is 4.57648 ( 0.381374 'years').
frequency is 1.37293.

Eq

3 : Estimated coefficients of final state vector.

Variable
Lvl
Slp
Cy1_ 1
Cy1_ 2
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Eq

Coefficient
-0.012036
8.0022e-007
-6.0427e-006
-4.1311e-007

R.m.s.e.
0.057903
0.00049779
0.00053689
0.00053692

t-value
-0.20786
0.0016075

[ 0.8358]
[ 0.9987]

3 : Estimated coefficients of explanatory variables.

Variable
NYSENLD
NYSENLD_1
NYSENLD_2
NYSENLD_3
NYSENLD_4
NYSENLD_5
NYSENLD_6
EXGEUSNLD
EXGEUSNLD_1
EXGEUSNLD_2
EXGEUSNLD_3
EXGEUSNLD_4
EXGEUSNLD_5
EXGEUSNLD_6
GS10D
GS10D_1
GS10D_2
GS10D_3
GS10D_4
GS10D_5
GS10D_6
UER
UER_1
UER_2
UER_3
UER_4
UER_5
UER_6

Coefficient
0.99633
0.11318
0.18899
0.21702
0.16003
-0.18053
0.038116
0.34258
-0.0027869
-0.088686
-0.18687
-0.13071
0.68664
-0.44839
0.020772
-0.0020518
-0.029411
0.066067
-0.026464
-0.040394
-0.017163
-0.016261
-0.014696
-0.0069550
0.00016413
0.034696
0.0099963
-0.0063164

R.m.s.e.
0.14809
0.14912
0.15219
0.14519
0.14735
0.17724
0.17825
0.22005
0.23062
0.23975
0.23324
0.23656
0.22352
0.19680
0.024320
0.026749
0.028319
0.028124
0.028411
0.028918
0.026130
0.038101
0.047192
0.048730
0.048416
0.049353
0.047207
0.035325

Eq 3 : Cycle analysis for Cy1.
The amplitude of the cycle is 6.0568e-006.

t-value
6.7279
0.75896
1.2418
1.4948
1.0861
-1.0186
0.21383
1.5568
-0.012084
-0.36992
-0.8012
-0.55256
3.0719
-2.2784
0.85412
-0.076707
-1.0386
2.3492
-0.93145
-1.3968
-0.65684
-0.42678
-0.31141
-0.14272
0.0033899
0.70303
0.21175
-0.17881

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

0.0000]
0.4498]
0.2174]
0.1383]
0.2802]
0.3110]
0.8311]
0.1228]
0.9904]
0.7123]
0.4250]
0.5819]
0.0028]
0.0249]
0.3952]
0.9390]
0.3016]
0.0209]
0.3540]
0.1657]
0.5129]
0.6705]
0.7562]
0.8868]
0.9973]
0.4838]
0.8328]
0.8585]
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Table 2.
Method of estimation is Maximum likelihood
The present sample is: 1990 (12) to 1998 (12)
MaxLik initialising...
it 1 f=
2.29729 e0=
it 2 f=
2.40379 e0=
it 3 f=
2.43861 e0=
it 4 f=
2.45247 e0=
it 5 f=
2.45670 e0=

0.41313
0.21962
0.14344
0.08166
0.05120

step=
step=
step=
step=
step=

MaxLik iterating...
it 4 f=
2.49685 df=
it 9 f=
2.49701 df=
it 14 f=
2.49708 df=
it 19 f=
2.49709 df=
it 24 f=
2.49709 df=
it 29 f=
2.49710 df=
it 34 f=
2.49710 df=
it 37 f=
2.49710 df=

0.00026
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

e1=
e1=
e1=
e1=
e1=
e1=
e1=
e1=

Equation

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

0.00081
0.00122
0.00042
0.00002
0.00017
0.00000
0.00001
0.00000

e2=
e2=
e2=
e2=
e2=
e2=
e2=
e2=

0.05456
0.01993
0.04764
0.00079
0.02234
0.02861
0.04121
0.00001

step=
step=
step=
step=
step=
step=
step=
step=

1.00000
0.70000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

4.

Estimation report
Model with 6 parameters ( 4 restrictions).
Parameter estimation sample is 1990.12 - 1998.12. (T =
Log-likelihood kernel is 2.497097.
Very strong convergence in 37 iterations.
( likelihood cvg 2.154736e-009
gradient cvg
3.394263e-006
parameter cvg 5.966503e-006 )
Eq

4 : Diagnostic summary report.

Estimation sample is 1990.12 - 1998.12. (T =
97, n =
Log-Likelihood is 242.218 (-2 LogL = -484.437).
Prediction error variance is 0.000565965
Summary statistics
FTSENLD
Std.Error
0.023790
Normality
0.93270
H( 31)
0.89608
r( 1)
-0.062088
r(11)
-0.062564
DW
2.1231
Q(11, 6)
10.083
Rd^2
0.80693
Eq

97).

4 : Estimated variances of disturbances.

Component
Irr
Lvl
Slp
Cy1

FTSENLD
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00060384

(q-ratio)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 1.0000)

95).
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4 : Estimated standard deviations of disturbances.

Component
Irr
Lvl
Slp
Cy1

(q-ratio)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 1.0000)

Eq
The
The
The
The

4 : Estimated parameters of Cy1.
cycle variance is 0.000923434.
rho coefficient is 0.588295.
cycle period is 3.91158 ( 0.325965 'years').
frequency is 1.6063.

Eq

4 : Estimated coefficients of final state vector.

Variable
Lvl
Slp
Cy1_ 1
Cy1_ 2
Eq
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FTSENLD
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.024573

Coefficient
-0.0069624
3.1775e-005
-0.014629
-0.0036598

R.m.s.e.
0.032908
0.00028764
0.022671
0.027680

t-value
-0.21157
0.11047

[ 0.8329]
[ 0.9123]

4 : Estimated coefficients of explanatory variables.

Variable
NYSENLD
NYSENLD_1
NYSENLD_2
NYSENLD_3
NYSENLD_4
NYSENLD_5
NYSENLD_6
EXUSUKNLD
EXUSUKNLD_1
EXUSUKNLD_2
EXUSUKNLD_3
EXUSUKNLD_4
EXUSUKNLD_5
EXUSUKNLD_6
GS10D
GS10D_1
GS10D_2
GS10D_3
GS10D_4
GS10D_5
GS10D_6
UER
UER_1
UER_2
UER_3
UER_4
UER_5
UER_6

Coefficient
0.74610
0.047012
0.029525
0.044771
0.085392
-0.11368
-0.066901
-0.33864
-0.011567
0.070821
-0.053508
0.12670
-0.060526
0.032673
-0.022683
0.019289
-0.026916
0.0096936
-0.0022416
-0.029962
0.023316
-0.0094199
-0.041576
0.014010
0.032285
0.022079
0.0089915
-0.025292

R.m.s.e.
0.10198
0.10325
0.10241
0.10126
0.099644
0.12256
0.11509
0.16727
0.18081
0.18192
0.17708
0.17458
0.17730
0.15946
0.017195
0.019583
0.020057
0.019246
0.019380
0.020174
0.018004
0.027280
0.033237
0.035348
0.035229
0.036019
0.033558
0.026266

Eq 4 : Cycle analysis for Cy1.
The amplitude of the cycle is 0.0150803.

t-value
7.316
0.45532
0.28829
0.44213
0.85697
-0.9275
-0.58131
-2.0245
-0.063975
0.3893
-0.30217
0.72575
-0.34138
0.2049
-1.3192
0.98501
-1.342
0.50366
-0.11567
-1.4852
1.2951
-0.34531
-1.2509
0.39635
0.91644
0.61299
0.26794
-0.96291

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

0.0000]
0.6499]
0.7738]
0.6594]
0.3936]
0.3560]
0.5624]
0.0457]
0.9491]
0.6979]
0.7632]
0.4698]
0.7336]
0.8381]
0.1903]
0.3271]
0.1828]
0.6157]
0.9082]
0.1408]
0.1984]
0.7306]
0.2140]
0.6927]
0.3618]
0.5413]
0.7893]
0.3380]
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Table 3.
Method of estimation is Maximum likelihood
The present sample is: 1999 (8) to 2005 (7)
MaxLik initialising...
it 1 f=
1.31942 e0=
it 2 f=
1.40807 e0=
it 3 f=
1.42950 e0=
it 4 f=
1.43336 e0=
it 5 f=
1.43461 e0=

0.36804
0.18595
0.07910
0.05355
0.02360

MaxLik iterating...
it 4 f=
1.43500 df=
it 9 f=
1.43501 df=

0.00001 e1=
0.00000 e1=

Equation

step=
step=
step=
step=
step=

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

0.00001 e2=
0.00000 e2=

0.03687 step=
0.00000 step=

1.00000
1.00000

7.

DAXNLD = Trend + 1 Cycle(s) + Expl vars + Irregular

Eq

7 : Diagnostic summary report.

Estimation sample is 1999. 8 - 2005. 7. (T =
72, n =
Log-Likelihood is 103.321 (-2 LogL = -206.642).
Prediction error variance is 0.00381821
Summary statistics
Std.Error
Normality
H( 23)
r( 1)
r(11)
DW
Q(11, 6)
Rd^2

Eq

DAXNLD
0.061792
19.261
0.59050
-0.23126
-0.10036
2.4357
7.3081
0.67864

7 : Estimated variances of disturbances.

Component
Irr
Lvl
Slp
Cy1
Eq

72).

DAXNLD
0.0055822
0.00000
8.9447e-007
0.00000

(q-ratio)
( 1.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0002)
( 0.0000)

7 : Estimated standard deviations of disturbances.

Component
Irr
Lvl
Slp
Cy1

DAXNLD
0.074714
0.00000
0.00094576
0.00000

(q-ratio)
( 1.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0127)
( 0.0000)

70).
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Estimation report
Model with 6 parameters ( 3 restrictions).
Parameter estimation sample is 1999. 8 - 2005. 7. (T =
Log-likelihood kernel is 1.435013.
Very strong convergence in
9 iterations.
( likelihood cvg 5.694193e-013
gradient cvg
8.474702e-009
parameter cvg 2.770087e-006 )
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Eq

7 : Estimated parameters of Cy1.

The
The
The
The

cycle variance is 0.
rho coefficient is 0.860818.
cycle period is 5.3058 ( 0.44215 'years').
frequency is 1.18421.

Eq

7 : Estimated coefficients of final state vector.

Variable
Lvl
Slp
Cy1_ 1
Cy1_ 2

Buletin ºtiinþific

Eq

Coefficient
0.099351
0.0020760
0.00000
0.00000

R.m.s.e.
0.21456
0.0036343
0.00000
0.00000

t-value
0.46304
0.57123

[ 0.6448]
[ 0.5697]

7 : Estimated coefficients of explanatory variables.

Variable
NYSENLD
NYSENLD_1
NYSENLD_2
NYSENLD_3
NYSENLD_4
NYSENLD_5
NYSENLD_6
EXUSEUNLD
EXUSEUNLD_1
EXUSEUNLD_2
EXUSEUNLD_3
EXUSEUNLD_4
EXUSEUNLD_5
EXUSEUNLD_6
GS10D
GS10D_1
GS10D_2
GS10D_3
GS10D_4
GS10D_5
GS10D_6
UER
UER_1
UER_2
UER_3
UER_4
UER_5
UER_6

Coefficient
0.018957
0.0071238
-0.028085
0.068415
0.059885
0.048891
-0.022363
-0.28479
0.090681
0.53660
-0.18697
-0.028603
-0.25756
0.72830
0.16864
-0.046117
0.016294
0.011567
-0.063326
0.051730
0.026210
0.081991
-0.12529
-0.075195
0.084481
0.15287
-0.021606
-0.10974

R.m.s.e.
0.039270
0.038179
0.036528
0.036918
0.040180
0.040543
0.042487
0.50740
0.49575
0.55432
0.53130
0.56603
0.54085
0.55598
0.054526
0.049485
0.050006
0.050130
0.053260
0.051287
0.050242
0.093612
0.11750
0.12334
0.12217
0.12807
0.12237
0.098788

Eq 7 : Cycle analysis for Cy1.
The amplitude of the cycle is 0.

t-value
0.48274
0.18659
-0.76886
1.8532
1.4904
1.2059
-0.52634
-0.56126
0.18292
0.96803
-0.35191
-0.050533
-0.47621
1.3099
3.0928
-0.93193
0.32584
0.23073
-1.189
1.0086
0.52167
0.87586
-1.0663
-0.60964
0.69153
1.1936
-0.17656
-1.1108

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

0.6308]
0.8525]
0.4446]
0.0681]
0.1406]
0.2319]
0.6003]
0.5764]
0.8554]
0.3364]
0.7260]
0.9598]
0.6354]
0.1945]
0.0028]
0.3546]
0.7455]
0.8182]
0.2385]
0.3166]
0.6035]
0.3841]
0.2900]
0.5441]
0.4915]
0.2367]
0.8604]
0.2704]
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Table 4.
Method of estimation is Maximum likelihood
The present sample is: 1999 (8) to 2005 (7)
MaxLik initialising...
it 1 f=
1.68528 e0=
it 2 f=
1.76617 e0=
it 3 f=
1.77801 e0=
it 4 f=
1.78020 e0=
it 5 f=
1.78092 e0=

0.35791
0.13892
0.06068
0.03775
0.01266

step=
step=
step=
step=
step=

MaxLik iterating...
it 4 f=
1.80886 df=
it 9 f=
1.82536 df=
it 14 f=
1.82810 df=
it 19 f=
1.82894 df=
it 24 f=
1.82928 df=
it 29 f=
1.82978 df=
it 34 f=
1.82978 df=

0.00925
0.00064
0.00017
0.00006
0.00003
0.00000
0.00000

e1=
e1=
e1=
e1=
e1=
e1=
e1=

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

0.01548
0.00545
0.00023
0.00020
0.00056
0.00064
0.00005

e2=
e2=
e2=
e2=
e2=
e2=
e2=

0.22075
0.03600
0.02529
0.01606
0.01201
0.00119
0.00000

step=
step=
step=
step=
step=
step=
step=

0.38181
0.44129
0.27732
0.20406
0.15317
1.00000
0.01050

Equation 8.
FTSENLD = Trend + 1 Cycle(s) + Expl vars + Irregular

Eq

8 : Diagnostic summary report.

Estimation sample is 1999. 8 - 2005. 7. (T =
72, n =
Log-Likelihood is 131.744 (-2 LogL = -263.489).
Prediction error variance is 0.000924405
Summary statistics
FTSENLD
Std.Error
0.030404
Normality
23.225
H( 23)
0.68558
r( 1)
-0.26232
r(11)
-0.21201
DW
2.4821
Q(11, 6)
12.579
Rd^2
0.74925
Eq

8 : Estimated variances of disturbances.

Component
Irr
Lvl
Slp
Cy1
Eq

72).

FTSENLD
0.0012545
0.00000
8.4705e-007
0.00000

(q-ratio)
( 1.0000)
( 0.0000)
( 0.0007)
( 0.0000)

8 : Estimated standard deviations of disturbances.

Component
Irr
Lvl

FTSENLD (q-ratio)
0.035418 ( 1.0000)
0.00000 ( 0.0000)
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Estimation report
Model with 6 parameters ( 3 restrictions).
Parameter estimation sample is 1999. 8 - 2005. 7. (T =
Log-likelihood kernel is 1.829782.
Strong convergence in 38 iterations.
( likelihood cvg 3.931749e-014
gradient cvg
4.943442e-005
parameter cvg 2.821893e-011 )
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Slp
Cy1

0.00092035 ( 0.0260)
0.00000 ( 0.0000)

Eq

8 : Estimated parameters of Cy1.

The
The
The
The

cycle variance is 0.000410021.
rho coefficient is 1.
cycle period is 4.38576 ( 0.36548 'years').
frequency is 1.43263.

Eq

8 : Estimated coefficients of final state vector.

Variable
Lvl
Slp
Cy1_ 1
Cy1_ 2
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Eq

Coefficient
-0.054913
0.00080128
-0.026567
0.00095052

R.m.s.e.
0.13348
0.0029636
0.0075089
0.0075461

t-value
-0.41139
0.27037

[ 0.6820]
[ 0.7877]

8 : Estimated coefficients of explanatory variables.

Variable
NYSENLD
NYSENLD_1
NYSENLD_2
NYSENLD_3
NYSENLD_4
NYSENLD_5
NYSENLD_6
EXUSEUNLD
EXUSEUNLD_1
EXUSEUNLD_2
EXUSEUNLD_3
EXUSEUNLD_4
EXUSEUNLD_5
EXUSEUNLD_6
GS10D
GS10D_1
GS10D_2
GS10D_3
GS10D_4
GS10D_5
GS10D_6
UER
UER_1
UER_2
UER_3
UER_4
UER_5
UER_6

Coefficient
-0.0049886
0.018751
-0.033120
0.029279
0.056566
0.0086528
-0.024571
-0.35142
-0.30667
0.28679
-0.41185
-0.14587
-0.49928
-0.15738
0.066652
-0.033227
-0.0094920
-0.015814
-0.072074
0.014671
-0.017532
0.10351
-0.089776
-0.13683
0.094198
0.16065
0.0043600
-0.11984

R.m.s.e.
0.019754
0.018778
0.018162
0.018403
0.019769
0.020090
0.020775
0.24471
0.23834
0.26552
0.25575
0.27850
0.27746
0.28287
0.027662
0.025686
0.025368
0.024926
0.025994
0.024913
0.024371
0.047000
0.058240
0.063145
0.060646
0.064586
0.061600
0.051280

Eq 8 : Cycle analysis for Cy1.
Cycle Chi^2(2) test is 21.6663 [0.0000].
The
amplitude
of
the

t-value
-0.25254
0.99857
-1.8236
1.591
2.8614
0.43071
-1.1827
-1.436
-1.2867
1.0801
-1.6104
-0.52379
-1.7995
-0.55637
2.4095
-1.2936
-0.37417
-0.63442
-2.7728
0.5889
-0.71939
2.2024
-1.5415
-2.1669
1.5532
2.4874
0.070779
-2.337

cycle

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

0.8014]
0.3214]
0.0725]
0.1161]
0.0056]
0.6680]
0.2409]
0.1554]
0.2024]
0.2838]
0.1118]
0.6021]
0.0763]
0.5797]
0.0186]
0.2001]
0.7094]
0.5279]
0.0071]
0.5578]
0.4743]
0.0309]
0.1277]
0.0336]
0.1249]
0.0153]
0.9438]
0.0223]

is

0.0265845.
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The Future of Mobile Banking
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Keywords: Internet and mobile banking, grid computing, parallel processing, mobile terminals, electronic funds
transfer

Abstract: The mobile banking involves the use of some mobile telecommunication devices (such phones or
PDAs – Personal Digital Assistants) in order to complete, in a secure manner, banking transactions (like
payments, transfers, account information and so on). It does not matter where the user is physically located.
Also, the hour when the services are requested is not important anymore, because, thanks to the internet
banking, the offices are virtually opened 24 hours per day.
The future of mobile banking could be represented by applications that support mobile, Internet
banking and EFT (Electronic Funds Transfer) transactions in a single user interface. In such a way, the
mobile banking will be able to cover all the types of applications demanded at the market level.

Introduction
The most popular payment methods available for the customers from our days are
described below:
a) traditional methods – like cash in advance, cash on delivery, bank transfers and
payments – can be used to pay for goods purchased from classical stores or
from e-commerce websites by orders placed over the Internet. In this last case,
the payment and delivery are made in the conventional way, only the order is
placed using the Internet;
b) electronic methods – involve e-payment, e-banking, mobile banking, electronic
funds transfer, e-check, e-cash, smartcards and so on. The transactions are
completed in a secure manner by using the encryption.
Basically, an electronic payment system involves the use of a digital financial
instrument that allows the money exchange between the buyer and the seller. Security of
banking payments methods becomes a huge potential problem.
The most important barriers in developing the electronic payment systems are the
following:
incomplete legal infrastructures regarding the card transactions and
the lack of a framework involving the fraud by using stolen or lost credit cards;
underdevelopment of the credit card industry in some countries;
the existence of the explicit consent – a transaction cannot be
considered as being valid until the owner of the credit card is physically signing
on a specific receipt;
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the cash payments are preserving the anonymity, while the electronic
payment systems not.
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The major players of a successful e-commerce business are the following:
seller – it should have a website with specific capabilities and an
Intranet network to be used to quickly process the orders;
customers – consumers having Internet access and owning credit
cards to be used for payments. These customers should accept the idea of
buying an item by seeing its pictures and reading about its features but without
actually inspecting it;
transaction partners – financial institutions that are able to process
electronic funds transfers and the credit card payments;
international express, overland transport and air freight companies –
are moving physical items form the seller to the buyer;
authentication authorities – they guarantee the security and the
integrity of the transactions;
government – it provides the legal framework for the e-commerce
activities and also it protects the customers from fraud;
Internet connection – reliable infrastructure and access packages not
based on the time spent or on the traffic performed.
Internet Banking (known also as online banking) allows performing transactions and
payments over the Internet through a bank's secure website. This can be very useful,
especially for banking outside bank hours (which tend to be very short) and banking from
anywhere where internet access is available. In most cases a web browser is used (such
as Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera) and any regular internet connection is
suitable. No special software or hardware is usually needed.
The e-banking is very similar with Internet banking but the customers are using a dialup connection and a modem in order to setup a connection with the bank.

Grid Computing
Grid computing represents a new evolutionary level of distributed computing. It tries to
create the illusion of a virtual single powerful computer instead of a large collection of
individual systems connected together. These systems are sharing various resources like
computing cycles, data storage capacity using unifying file systems over multiple
machines, communications, software and licenses, special equipments and capacities.
The use of the grid is often born from a need for increased resources of some type.
Grids can be built in all sizes, ranging from just a few machines in a department to groups
of machines organized in hierarchy spanning the world. The simplest grid consists of just
few machines, all of the same hardware architecture and same operating system,
connected on a local network. Some people would call this a cluster implementation rather
than a grid. The next step is to include heterogeneous machines but within the same
organization. Such a grid is also referred to as an intragrid. Security becomes more
important as more organizations are involved. Sensitive data in one department may need
to be protected from access by jobs running for other departments. Dedicated grid
machines may be added to increase the service quality. Over time, a grid may grow to
cross organization boundaries and may be used for common interest projects. This is
known as an intergrid.
The easiest way to use a grid is to remotely run an application on a different computer
than the one on it is usually executed. If the computer that usually runs the job is busy, it
can execute the application on another idle machine from the grid network. The remote
machine must meet hardware, software and resource requirements of the application.
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Desktop machines from most organizations are underutilized because they are busy less
then 5% of time. Grid computing is able to increase the resource usage efficiency because
it could be obtained a better balance of resource utilization. If an application is grid
enabled it could be moved to an idle computer from the grid whenever the host computer
is busy.
The next picture (figure 1) shows how the application parts are concurrently executed
over a grid network.
Application jobs
and subjobs

Execution queue

Scheduler

Computer

Computer

Computer

Collecting
results
Figure 1 – Running an application in a grid network
If an application is written to use algorithms that can be divided into independent
pieces, each part could be executed on a different machine in the grid. This is why the grid
computing offers a high potential for massive parallel CPU capacity. This huge computing
power obtained by the use of the grid is driving a new evolution in various industries like
financial modeling, oil exploration, bio-medical field and so on. Scalability is the measure
of how efficiently the grid processors are used. A perfect scalable application will finish n
times faster when it uses n times the number of processors. It is very hard to achieve the
perfect scalability. The limits of scalability are called barriers. An example of such a barrier
is the situation when an application can be split only into a limited number of independent
parts. Not completely independent parts and communications between jobs are barrier
examples because they limit the scalability.

Mobile Banking Fundamentals
The very quick development of the mobile devices allows the banking transactions to
be performed through mobile phones and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant). This is called
mobile banking and implies the existence of some dedicated services. An example of a
PDA device having an incorporated card reader is presented in the picture below (figure
2).
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It does not matter where the user is physically located. Also, the hour when the
services are requested is not important anymore, because, thanks to the internet banking,
the offices are virtually opened 24 hours per day.
The service can be requested anytime by a user located anywhere. Customers do not
need to go to the bank office and also there is no need to access a computer having an
Internet connection in order to perform the banking transactions.
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Figure 2 – Wireless PDA having a magnetic card reader incorporated
Other applications of mobile banking are connected with different financial services
like online brokers, online banks, wealth managers, stock trading and so on.
Today, the mobile banking is based on dedicated services offered by the
telecommunication operators. Some systems are using SMS messages exchange but
others involve smartcards that store the details of the accounts that are used. The security
of these transactions is one of the most complicated challenges that need to be
addressed.
Of course, the mobile banking has some limitations. Customers cannot access
accounts that are not assigned with their smartcards and they cannot pay at the
supermarket by using the phone, for example.
The number of user accessing the mobile banking is growing faster from one year to
another. The use of the 3G mobile networks will generate the development of more
sophisticated services involving multimedia.
In the last years, the banks invested o lot of money to develop Internet banking
systems. Now, they need to adapt to the market and to offer to the users mobile banking
solutions in the shortest possible time.
Security of banking transactions performed over the Internet becomes a huge potential
problem. A very good method that can be used to protect a private network is the
implementation of a firewall between Internet and Intranet. This firewall will filter the
packets that transit the network according with the security policy defined at the system
level. The SSL protocol allows verifying the identity of a WEB server based on a digital
certificate issued by a certification authority. Secure data transport over the Internet is
done by using encryption methods.

The Future of Mobile Banking
The future of mobile banking could be represented by applications that support mobile,
Internet banking and EFT (Electronic Funds Transfer) transactions in a single user
interface. In such a way, the mobile banking will be able to cover all the types of
applications demanded at the market level.
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The EFT transactions are basically performed by using a dedicated device that is able
to read a bank card. The user enters the PIN code by using a secured PINPAD. The EFT
terminals are permanently connected to the bank by using dedicated wired phone lines.
By creating applications that are able to join online banking with EFT ones, the mobile
banking will become very attractive for big retailers (like hypermarkets and supermarkets)
because they will not need to invest so much money in the infrastructure (wires, cables,
dedicated lines and so on). The customers will be able to pay by the credit cards using
mobile devices (PDAs) located at the payment points and connected with a dedicated
bank server by using the Internet.
All the requests by this type will be processed by specialized bank servers. If the
expansion of the mobile banking will grow faster, the banks will have huge problems in
processing the incoming requests generated by the mobile systems. The dedicated
servers will need to complete very fast a huge number of the transactions but in a secure
manner. In order to achieve very good response times, the servers could dispatch the
transactions in the bank Intranet by implementing a grid network of workstations.
The use of a grid network is an economical and convenient solution because it is
based on existing resources (computers located in the Intranet of the bank) that are not
100% used during the day. Their idle times could be used to process bank transactions
generated by the mobile devices. Once a transaction is processed by a workstation, an
answer is sent back to the server and the mobile device will receive a message containing
the result of the transaction processing. Also, the parallel processing of the transactions
will guarantee very quick and accurate responses even if the number of concurrent
requests has a very large value. This is why grid processing can definitively contribute to
the expansion of the mobile banking.
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Abstract: The paper is meant to be an extension of the theories of choice, empirical analysis and theories
concerning communication between macro-economic sub-systems and even between (sub) systems. A new
perception will be given to all these theories and a different meaning of the factors influencing finance
decisions will be shown. Another factor is introduced taking into account one’s choice, which restructures
somehow the perception of the function of individuals’ choice. I named it factor α (alpha) which is a
spirituality factor provoking exchanges of information between economic sub-systems. This leads to a
rearrangement of the economic and social patterns of behavior and of choice directly influencing the finance
decisions and re-equilibrating the inter-conditioning sub-systems of the world.
The analysis is a development of a well-known theory concerning how economic sub-systems interact,
doubled by empirical analysis made on different levels. Statistical research offers evidence on the
dependence between decisions taken at different levels, hereby reflecting dependent relationships between
macroeconomic ratios. Furthermore, evidence is shown by observing the flows of information between subsystems.
The analysis expands the macroeconomic notorious equations expressing the gross domestic product
(GBP) as function of investments, private and public consumption, imports, exports and savings (around
which the Keynesian approach was developed) to equations characterizing the individual levels. The GBP
analysis is extended up to containing an aggregate of individual income functions, where the evolution of
the individual income functions are treated separately, depending on the characteristics of several variables.
The whole analysis emphasizes the communication between macroeconomic subsystems. The individual
choice is reflected in implications upon public finance decisions and GBP. The average behavior of
individuals theory is developed by identifying new factors of influence, out of which the new α factor is
identified and commented upon.

The individual consumer represents the key factor in the movement, development
or stagnation of any individual or public finance operation. Back to any decision of legal
persons stays the decision of individuals based on their ultimate balance between their
subjective opinion and the rationing they made.
The average behavior of individuals in selecting individual and public goods, and
thus influencing the decisional process in public finance sector, is changed as a result of a
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direct influence of the newly introduced α factor. Thus, it is an extension of the utility
concept and the theories regarding the optimum point in a decisional curve, or in any other
curve reflecting a certain function. Optimum behavior may also be observed when
analyzing the inter-communication and dependence between economic sub-systems.
Harold Hotelling introduced a theorem focusing on the individuals’ reaction for
consumption and the feedback in action of private and public bodies. According to
Hotelling, “competitors differentiate their goods and services as little as possible in order to
maximize demand from the public”. The marginal cost pricing is important, as the cost of
any additional extra unit of manufactured good or service rendered is to be seen through
the eyes of the individual’s preferences.
Anthony Downs enlarged the vision and made a picture of the macroeconomic
reality having as constraint the individuals’ subjective preference. Public bodies, public
institutions, not only private companies, have to carry the activity under the circumstances
of scared resources and individual preference for certain goods and services, which
cannot be always explained. According to Anthony Downs, the authorities put in place
“specific regulatory policies aimed at influencing how growth occurs, mainly within a
locality” and private companies look for “smart growth”, which include “limiting outward
(apparent) expansion, encouraging higher density development, revitalizing older areas,
preserving open space”.
Authorities and public institutions want sustainable growth and regional
development; companies want to obtain smart growths materialized in higher profits and
expansion of the business capacities. Taking out a macroeconomic system from inertia
can be made by large public subsidies, that “invisible hand” of the state can speed the
engine of the region.
Public subsidies mean public investments, goods and services supplied to the
people and financed by the government, via the State Budget system.
Let’s assume that qj represent private goods and qk represent public goods, while pj
is the price of am unit of private good and ck is the cost of an unity of collective good. Ri
represents the revenue of the individual expressing or which is able to express the
consumption decision.
The demand for both private and public goods can be summarized in a function, as
below:
(1) qj = qj(pj, ck, Ri), having j = 1, 2, … J - the individuals demand for private goods
(2) qk = qk(pj, ck, Ri), having k = 1, 2, … K – the individuals demand for public goods.
Financing public goods and services is guaranteed under the budget allocation system,
as decided by the government. Public subsidies are allocated to public goods and
services. Communities are benefiting from these engines of development. On the other
hand, communities are contributing to the budgets to be allocated, by paying all kind of
taxes.
William S. Comanor introduces the Median Voter Rule and the Theory of Political
Choice. Decisions of public institutions and politicians is taken in a way so that to
maximize the satisfaction of the people and thus the number of votes. However, in
practice, the median preference is not always observed. According to the Median Voter
Model (Roger D. Congleton), the old economic models based on the majority decision
making are replaced with monitoring the preference of the median individual behavior.
Observing the behavior of the median decision making is one of the simplest ways to
monitor the “possible model of majoritarian decision making”.
The economic function of the overall individual’s preference is utility. The individual’s
response depends on its personal utility of benefiting from the rights to use of certain
goods and services.
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max U

i

(q j , q k )

q j , qk

J

K

∑p q +∑p q
j =1

j

j

k =1

k

k

= Ri

where
1
the financing tax born by the individual i and i = 1, 2, ..., N.
N
q j = q j ( p j , c k , Ri , N )

p k = τc k , with τ =
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q k = q k ( p j , c k , Ri , N )

Each individual has a personal decision system. Preferences are characteristics of
each individual. Each community, at its turn, shows different preferences. Each individual
will decide for that good or service which minimize its losses determined by the quantities
of goods and volumes of services he needs and the quantities and volumes he actually
gets. The individual has a “strategic behavior”1 which will allow that the individual obtain
the best solution under the circumstances of the constraints given.
Overall utility from the individual’s perspective is the best measure of its satisfaction
which will push the person to take a certain action: to want and take steps to obtain certain
private and public goods and services. The maximized utility leads to an acquisition
decision and/or to a decision to use free of charge certain goods.
Individual utilities lead to a collective utility of the community. If we monitor all the utility
functions, characteristic for each individual, the median individual called M will has its
maximized utility of the preference accomplished as follows:

max U

M

(q j , q k )

q j , qk

J

K

j =1

k =1

∑ p j q j + ∑ pkM (ck , RM )qk = RM
The demand functions show as follows:
q Mj = q Mj ( p j , pk (ck , RM ), RM )

qkM = qkM ( p j , pk (ck , RM ), RM )
The elasticity of the individuals demand becomes:
 qM
 qM 
 qM 
E  k  = E  k  + E  kM
 RM 
 RM 
 pk

 qM   pM
Assuming that E  kM  ⋅ E  k
 pk   RM

  pkM
 ⋅ E 
  RM






 < 0


 qkM 
 qkM 
 qkM   pkM 




Therefore, if E 
 > 0 and E  R  > E  p M  ⋅ E  R  then the elasticity of the total
R
 M
 M
 k   M
income which can be allocated to consumption will be positive and K public good is
qualifies as a superior good.

1

Mosteanu, Tatiana (coord.). 2004. Budgetary policies and techniques. Bucharest: University Publishing
House. p.36.
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 qM 
 qM   pM 
If E  k  < E  kM  ⋅ E  k  then the K good will qualify as an inferior good.
 RM 
 pk   RM 
The function of the collective demand for public goods is driven by the demand function of
the median individual M.

qkM = qkM ( p j , p Mk (ck , RM ))
where qkM is the quantity of public good needed and asked for by the median individual,

N

And

∑ p ( p , R , N )q
i =1

i
k

k

i

k

= Gk , where Gk represents the total expenses from state budget

for financing the public goods and services for the community.
The above mentioned theories and functions seem very simple and for this reason
they have been subject to criticism. Simple things are however the best in many cases, as
people need solution and clear arguments to base their decisions on.
What I want to draw the attention to, is that economic models must be reoriented
and a new vision stays at the gate of the new centuries. Any use of goods and services
has as base the individual choice. As outlined above, collectivities consist of individuals
and individuals decisions represent the base for any political and economical action.
Individuals must be seen in their complexity. The utility a good or services has from
the perspective of an individual also depends on an α subjective factor. The education,
spirituality and intuition lead the individual to a decision. To maximize the utility of an
individual means to maximize the individual’s sense of accomplishment of its wishes,
destiny so that he can live in complete happiness and harmony. Peaceful minds and joyful
harts, as well as a healthy body are desiderates of an individual. The means by which
such desiderates are achieved are not the same for each individual, not even when we are
talking about basic needs as food. Some individuals go to fast-foods, others are
vegetarians. Some individuals need to feel security in their lives, but many have an
equilibrium in their mind and feel no insecurity, so there is no need for so many additional
government expenditures in this area.
Humans’ sense is towards a perfect equilibrium and harmony, with a touch of joy
and satisfaction of their lives. The decisions of the individuals are guided by a subjective
factor α which without many explanations makes the person feel that he is on the right
path. Communities’ decisions should be guided by the sense of enlargement of the
personal satisfaction.
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pkM is the price, or the cost of the public good, and RM is the income of the median
individual (if he pays for the good) or the income available to be spent by the authorities for
offering the public good to the median individual.
q k*
M
qk = λ
N
where qkM is the quantity of goods the median individual wishes to buy, qk* is the total
quantity of goods available to people, N is the total number of individual forming the
collectivity. λ is a parameter which describes the consumption of public goods and public
services K.
The quantities of public goods and services available to be put at disposal to a
community are described by the following function:
q k* = q k* ( p j , p Mj (c k , R M , N , λ ), R M , N , λ )
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M

(q j , q k ) crucially depends on the personal invisible sense α which comes from

q j , qk

the inner of the individuals and makes them be in harmony with their invisible purpose of
life.
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Abstract: The work aims to point out some major directions that must take into consideration when reorienting the Romanian banking system under the circumstances of the adhering process. There are some
major changes that must be operated at the level of all banking and other financial institutions. There are
major adjustments that must be made in order to obtain a good functioning of the Romanian banking and
other financial institutions.

After the Romanian adhering to the economic and political structures of the European
Community, there was necessary a re-orientation of the organizing and monitoring
principles of the banking activity.
Even if we speak about a national economy, and certain statistics present economic
growths, inflation, national product, it is necessary to adopt a new approach of these terms
as the free circulation of capitals has determined important mutations in counting the transborder transactions and we must not forget that there is also necessary a correct reflection
of the dynamics of the national equity.
Starting from these realities, we consider useful and necessary to analyze the impact
of our country adhering to the European Union upon the Romanian banking system. This
analysis is absolutely necessary taking into consideration the mutations appeared on the
banking-financial market, mutations determined in the first place by the free circulation of
capitals and due to the organizing and legal framework.
The integration within the economic European structures has generated a series of
major problems for the banking system, and which are still unsolved by the actual
management, referring mainly to the growth of the banking system performances.
In this direction, we notice first of all the problem of the “harmonization” of the
Romanian legislation with the European legal system.
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This is one of the main problems because there were great differences within the legal
systems of the countries that adhered to the European community and there does not
exist a common legislation concerning the accounting system and common modalities to
supervise the banking system. There is a different vision upon the Anglo-Saxon
accounting system versus the Francophone accounting system when reflecting the assets
of a bank. Thus, the assets reflected in a different way must present the same structure
indicators when applying the principles of matching Basel II capital.
As it is known, the fundamental principle of the Basel II capital agreement stipulates
that a bank should adapt the size of the capital at the level of the operational risk and
credit established through economic computations. This is a major problem thinking of the
establishing indicators on an accounting basis and when there is necessary the
assessment of the assets elements.
Operational risk and credit indicators are computed taking into consideration the data
offered by accounts department, and these data are adjusted according to the Accounting
International Standards and to the International Standards of Financial Reporting. These
standards, although compulsory to be reported, involve first of all “the principle of
signification”, a principle which in our vision remains at the latitude of every bank
management and can be interpreted in a different way, each interpretation having a high
level of credibility. Under these circumstances one may arrive to the situation in which two
banking societies, very close one another from the point of view of the volume of activity,
size and structure of the assets, issue financial situation which may differ very much and
consequently, it may also result twisted accounting information for the clients and
investors.
Although the Accounting Financial Reports illustrate a summary of the accounting
policies and treatments, used in their drawing up, they are very technical ones and
presented in correlation with synthetic data. Thus, even specialists, find it very difficult to
build up a real image about the financial creditworthiness of the bank.
The general, regulating framework in the financial-banking field is affected by the
requirements of applying the new Basel II capital agreement, as this one stipulates that in
very short period of time banks must develop evaluation mechanisms for each individual
client and of re-evaluation of each balance post according to the modality in which the
indicators aiming the operational and credit risk are computed. In this direction the
Romanian National Bank, together with the National Commission of Mobile Values has
issued a number of 11 regulations regarding the way in which clients are evaluated, settled
the operational and credit risk indicators and also the way of adjusting the capital.
In order to apply these requirements banks were obliged to adapt their vision
concerning the treatments of its clients and at the same time to implement complex
mechanisms to classify the clients in a certain category and the degree of risk associated
to every active or passive element.
The complex problems appeared when transposing into practice certain provisions of
those normative acts, insufficiently detailed or which lat place to some interpretations.
Here there may be an example: within the BNR_CNVM Regulation, no. 16/21/2006
regarding great exposures of credit institutions and investments company, Section 1,
Monitoring and large expositions, article 9 settles that “credit institutions analyzes
exposures in the case of the real securities providers, in order to identify potential
concentrations, according to the internal norms, and reports to the Romanian National
Bank any significant results”. Under these conditions each bank can considered or not an
exposure as being significant in relation to its proper rules without being a unitary
interpretation which may offer comparability clues or concrete information to the organisms
supervising the banking activity, to the investors and to the clients of the bank.
Another problem analyzed in this work refers to the way of reflecting at the accounts
department “the accounting regulations adjusted to European directions, applied to the
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credit institutions”, containing contradictory provisions about the accounts applicability
when analyzing the result of an activity, for example the case of the credit granting
allowances, as they are realized at the very date of their granting, but the resulting
incomes may be spread during the whole credit period, consequently through several
financial exercises, underestimating the principle of the independence of the financial
exercise. In our opinion, this is the direct result of the different perspective of the two
accounting systems (Francophone and Anglo-Saxon) upon the recognition of the incomes
from a financial point of view or from the point of view of the output.
We consider that the actual way of organizing the accounting system can not offer
information within a complete structure, which may respond to the supervision criteria
established by Basel II principles, because:
The structure of the social capital is not connected in a direct link to the shareholders
but with the country from which it is issued and registered. Thus the country rating is taken
into analysis and not the shareholder one, being it a physical or a juridical person;
The profitability of a bank is appreciated with a certain subjectivity because one takes
into account a series of potential incomes (computed or non-cashed interests), and the
volume of expenses is affected by the computed provisions when analyzing some financial
economic indicators of counter-parties having as a base of reflection old financial
situations (at least 6 months old);
Another component of the bank capital is its “staff” especially when its quality is not
taken into consideration in accounting terms or any other computed ways, and thus there
do not exist any other performance measuring indicators.
Another problem dealt in this work aims the major differences between the
development rhythms and the profitability of the banking societies compared to the other
branches of the national economy. As a consequence of these lacks of balance the
banking system risk to be submitted to a re-evaluation process. The process of reevaluation is let to the latitude of each bank whenever it is considered “necessary” or
whenever exist some major changes. More over, in the case of multinational or intercommunitarian banking groups, the re-evaluation provisions of the balance sheets and
extra-balance sheets are made in a unitary way without associating the legal provisions of
the country in which these are applied, the corresponding currency and the specific factors
of each economy.
The computation of the demand of capital in order to cover the operational risk is made
by applying an amount of 15% on the computation base determined as an arithmetic
average of the relevant indicators registered by the credit institution during the last, three
financial exercises, indicators based upon the significant incomes and expenditures of the
banking society.
This approach may be considered insufficient having in mind the following
considerations:
It does not take into account the banking activity from the point of view of quantity,
number of clients and offered banking services, number of territorial institutions and the
legal framework which is continuously changing;
The incomes and expenditures may be reflected in accounting terms in a different way
from a financial exercise to another in respect of the accounting policies applied by the
banking society;
It is not taken into account he quality of banking staff from a period to another, quality
that has a great impact upon the operational risk level and upon the capacity to manage it;
There are not established adjustment indicators for the volume of incomes and
expenditures in conformity with their proportion with the changes of the market conditions
We consider thus that the Romanian banking system, under the adhering
circumstances, is confronting with certain major problems and in order to solve them there
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is necessary a tight collaboration between the state institutions and the responsible in the
banking field.
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Abstract: The article deals with the crucial issue of the convergence, at economic level, among the new
member states that follow enter the euro zone (as it is well known, this entering signifies an obligation,
although there is no a precise dead line to achieve it). To preparing a qualitative and quantitative analysis of
the nominal convergence criteria from Maastricht, some semantic and pragmatic distinctions among
convergence, similitude, complementarity and harmonization are brought into debates, in order to put in
evidence the set of meanings of the general idea of structural and functional homogenization of the
economic life inside the European Union.
The second part of the study invites to a debate regarding some aspects of completion and consistency of the
five nominal convergence criteria that a candidate member state for euro zone need to match. These issues
are discussed both from a logical and methodological perspective, putting into evidence some undeveloped
aspects that, after the author’s opinion, could be easily fixed both by completing of the nominal convergence
criteria and by drastically limiting of the empirical feature of them (best, eliminating of this feature).
As a connection between the two above mentioned “modules” of the study, a triadic model of the European
building (enlargement, broading and deepening) is presented, showing this model is rather an implicit and
non-theoretized one, although it supports the great projects of the European Union development as well as
the process analyses regarding the European building as a whole.

Preambul
ConstrucŃia europeană nu se reduce la construcŃia pieŃei unice (deşi, probabil, acesta
este coagulantul principal al ambiŃiosului proiect), ci cuprinde, desigur, ansamblul
ingredientelor instituŃionale necesare funcŃionării unitare sau, cel puŃin, armonizate, a
întregului edificiu.
Deşi, la nivel oficial, nu se vorbeşte niciodată în mod tranşant despre obiectivul unei
posibile entităŃi „Statele Unite ale Europei – SUE”, se poate prezuma că, din motive de
eficacitate, cel puŃin, un asemenea obiectiv nu este neapărat indezirabil.
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În acest context, am dori să punem în discuŃie problematica spinoasă a convergenŃei în
chestiunea construcŃiei europene contemporane, având următoarele „Ńinte”:
- conceptul de convergenŃă şi relaŃiile acestuia cu alte concepte „vecine”, îndeosebi
conceptele de similitudine, complementaritate, armonizare;
- „familia” tipologică a conceptului de convergenŃă;
- analiza logică şi metodologică a criteriilor de convergenŃă nominală (criteriile de la
Maastricht).
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1. ConsideraŃii generale
Atributele denotative ale conceptului de convergenŃă pot fi, probabil, listate după cum
urmează:
a) convergenŃa este o stare: într-adevăr, cel puŃin aşa cum reiese dintr-o analiză
logică a conceptului de convergenŃă propus de Tratatul de la Maastricht, prin
convergenŃă trebuie înŃeleasă o anumită asemănare structurală1 la care statele
care sunt luate în considerare în evaluarea respectivă trebuie să ajungă într-un
anumit orizont de timp; prin urmare, starea de convergenŃă este acea stare la care
un sistem, de regulă complex2, ajunge, la un moment prestabilit (sau anticipat),
stare caracterizată printr-o comunicare intra-sistem care evită şocurile asimetrice3.
b) atingerea stării de convergenŃă este, desigur, un proces: deşi cel mai uzitat termen
al acestui proces este cel de ajungere din urmă (catching-up), considerăm că
lucrurile nu stau deloc aşa de simplu. În primul rând, se eludează, aici, aspectul
calitativ al procesului de convergere: acest proces nu este un invariant sub aspectul
metodologic („calea de urmat”), adică nu trebuie să se parcurgă verigile procesuale
urmate de benchmark, ci este un invariant sub aspectul teleologic (scopul final)4. În
al doilea rând, se ignoră un aspect cu mult mai important: benchmark-ul însuşi nu
este un invariant, el are caracter dinamic, iar acest caracter dinamic este imprimat
chiar de procesul de convergere5. Aşadar, principial, este imposibil să se
1

Aşa cum este acceptat în teoria sistemelor, structura generează funcŃia, prin urmare dacă se asigură
convergenŃa structurală a două sisteme oarecare, este de aşteptat să se obŃină şi funcŃii asemănătoare sau
chiar similare ale celor două sisteme.
2
Aşa cum se cunoaşte din cibernetică, complexitatea unui sistem se măsoară prin numărul de componente,
respectiv prin matricea de conexiuni interne, intra-sistem sau, ceea ce este acelaşi lucru, inter-elemente.
Atragem atenŃia asupra faptului că complexitatea internă a unui sistem este invers proporŃională cu
complexitatea sa externă (prin complexitate externă înŃelegem, în cheia paradigmei sistemelor vii, matricea
conexiunilor sistemului cu mediul exterior lui), cu alte cuvinte suma dintre cele două complexităŃi este un
invariant.
3
Prin şocuri simetrice se înŃelege acele şocuri (reale sau monetare) care, produse într-un subsistem al
sistemului, afectează toate elementele componente ale sistemului. Un şoc simetric produce, de regulă,
efecte simetrice dar poate produce, totuşi, şi efecte asimetrice, adică el afectează toate elementele
componente ale sistemului, dar cu impact diferit (diferenŃa de impact poate fi produsă, în principal, de
diferenŃele structurale care apar între elementele componente ale sistemului, diferenŃe care induc, la rândul
lor, diferenŃe în mecanismele de transmitere a şocului simetric). Evident, şocul asimetric este şocul care nu
este simetric (se înŃelege că, prin definiŃie, şocul asimetric produce efecte asimetrice).
4
Din acest motiv, consider că specialiştii români trebuie să apeleze mult mai mult la imaginaŃie şi nonortodoxism, pentru a evita un catching-up nesustenabil (creşteri reale ale PIB cu rate enorme pe o perioadă
lungă) în proiectarea Strategiei post-aderare a României. Este nevoie de a identifica drumuri calitative („găuri
de vierme”, sub aspect instituŃional) care să ajungă la Ńinta propusă prin „ocoliri” inteligente, prin „scurtături”
ingenioase (cele mai multe asemenea scurtături trebuie să rezulte din participarea şi contribuŃia specialiştilor
români la procesul normativ şi instituŃional al UE).
5
Cititorul atent a sesizat deja că avem aici o problemă asemănătoare cu problema celor trei corpuri din
mecanica clasică (ce uşor i-a fost lui Newton şi contemporanilor săi să rezolve problema tandemului
gravitaŃional a două corpuri şi ce greu le-a fost să formalizeze problema tandemului gravitaŃional a trei
corpuri!). ComparaŃia nu este deloc superficială, aşa cum ar putea părea: cum vom arăta imediat, chestiunea
convergenŃei este o chestiune de tip „gravitaŃional”, aşadar s-ar putea, mutatis mutandis, pune problema
celor 27 de corpuri (cele 27 de state membre ale UE) sau, dacă se pot identifica grupuri de state cu un
anumit grad de omogenitate (de convergenŃă) deja instalat, problema celor…r corpuri (r<27).
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stabilească un invariant pentru starea de convergenŃă6, deoarece aceasta are, în
orice moment relevant, altă configuraŃie necesar a fi atinsă. În al treilea rând, de ce
ar fi preferabil ca tocmai noile state membre să urmeze un proces de convergere şi
nu restul sistemului avut în vedere? Din punct de vedere logic, nu există nici un
criteriu valid care să privilegieze una dintre „părŃi” în „deŃinerea adevărului”7. De
aceea, considerăm că starea de convergenŃă ar trebui redefinită la fiecare extindere
a Uniunii Europene, ceea ce nu s-a întâmplat nici la valul 4 de extindere (1996) şi
nici la cele două faze ale valului 5 de extindere (2004, respectiv 2007).
Conceptul de convergenŃă este, după părerea mea, contradictoriu logic cu însăşi ideea
construcŃiei europene pe termen lung (deci până la un eventual triumf al curentului
federalist al acestei construcŃii). Să mă explic. Este acceptat rezultatul că optimizarea
absorbŃiei şocurilor economice este asigurată, printre altele, de diversificarea
(eterogenizarea) structurală a sistemului „atacat” de şoc. Prin urmare, dacă privim
Uniunea Europeană ca pe un bloc omogen, din perspectiva restului lumii”, atunci această
structură ar trebui să se asigure că are o structură economică (şi, desigur, de instituŃii
aferente) cât mai diversificată (cât mai eterogenă). Or, o asemenea structură, care să aibă
o capacitate cât mai bună de absorbŃie a şocurilor economice din restul lumii, nu implică,
în mod necesar (în sensul logic al termenului) convergenŃa structurală8 , deci nici
convergenŃa nominală şi, desigur, nici convergenŃa reală. Prin urmare, din această
perspectivă, a considerării Uniunii Europene ca fiind un bloc, convergenŃa nu are un
caracter necesar. Dar atunci, de ce proiectanŃii „procesului european” cer această
convergenŃă9? Ei bine, raŃiunea pentru aceasta este tot de natura eficacităŃii dar, de data
aceasta, este vorba despre eficacitatea mecanismelor de transmitere a şocurilor (inclusiv
a celor care sunt generate de impulsurile politicilor de ajustare la nivel comunitar) în
interiorul Uniunii Europene. Cu alte cuvinte, coroborând cele două rezultate obŃinute
(nenecesitatea convergenŃei, din perspectiva poziŃionării omogene a Uniunii Europene în
raport cu restul lumii, dar necesitatea acesteia în raport cu structura internă a Uniunii
Europene), obŃinem un rezultat cât se poate de interesant şi care este posibil să fie
identificat şi prin analize empirice pe termen mediu sau lung (inclusiv la nivelul prognozelor
europene sau al planurilor financiare ale Uniunii Europene): diversificarea structurală a
Uniunii Europene10 se va produce nu la nivelul fiecărui stat membru ci la nivelul Uniunii
Europene ca atare. Aşadar, Uniunea Europeană, ca entitate mono-bloc, va avea o
structură de o diversitate care să optimizeze absorbŃia şocurilor din restul lumii11 nu la
nivelul fiecărui stat membru ci, cel mai probabil, la nivelul unor macro-regiuni care vor
realiza specializări în afara criteriului de delimitare politică între state. Structura de
specializare pe macro-regiuni pare a fi singura soluŃie logică la contradicŃia care apare
între necesitatea convergenŃei statelor membre (deocamdată a celor care doresc să adere
6

Aşa cum încearcă, de exemplu, criteriile nominale de convergenŃă de la Maastricht.
Să nu uităm, de exemplu (şi vom reveni la acest lucru mai târziu), că criteriile nominale de convergenŃă au
fost stabilite pe baza situaŃiei existente în cele 12 state membre care formau Uniunea Europeană la data
intrării în vigoare a Tratatului de la Maastricht.
8
Este bine să nu uităm că convergenŃa nominală are drept scop final convergenŃa structurală, care să
asigure omogenitatea funcŃională şi de eficacitate.
9
Să nu uităm, totuşi, că respectarea criteriilor de convergenŃă nominală (şi, pe termen lung, şi cei de
convergenŃă reală) reprezintă condiŃii sine qua non doar pentru aderarea la zona euro (cea de-a doua
aderare europeană) şi nu pentru aderarea la Uniunea Europeană ca atare. Pe de altă parte, cu excepŃia
Marii Britanii (clauza de opt-out), se prezumă că toate statele membre, mai devreme sau mai târziu, vor
adera la zona euro.
10
Şi, de aici înainte, vom vorbi doar despre problematica economică.
11
Desigur, în mod necesar, până la extinderea zonei euro la nivelul tuturor statelor membre ale UE, vor
exista „două viteze” ale acestui proces sau, cel mai probabil, procesul nu va fi destul de intens pentru a
deveni evident, sub aspect empiric şi public.
7
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la zona euro), pe de o parte, şi necesitatea diversificării structurale a Uniunii Europene în
raport cu restul lumii.
Din punct de vedere teoretic, este posibil ca însuşi conceptul de convergenŃă să fie
abandonat şi în locul său să fie introdus un alt concept care să descrie evoluŃia dezirabilă,
din punct de vedere structural, a Uniunii Europene. Pentru a încerca o identificare a
conceptului-rival, vom propune o scurtă analiză comparativă a câtorva concepte care
„stau” în jurul conceptului de convergenŃă.
În primul rând, este vorba despre conceptul de similitudine. Din punct de vedere logic,
similitudinea implică un rezultat nul (sub aspectul gap-ului) al comparării oricăror elemente
structurale echivalente între două sisteme (echivalenŃa se stabileşte, desigur, în funcŃie de
criteriul sub raportul căruia se face compararea respectivă). Aşadar, având în vedere
faptul că, prin atingerea stării de convergenŃă, se urmăreşte crearea condiŃiilor structurale
de absorbŃie netedă (cu costuri minime sau nule) a şocurilor externe, atunci similitudinea
nu este altceva decât acea stare a două sisteme care realizează absorbŃia aceluiaşi şoc
cu aceleaşi costuri. Evident că, în acest caz, conceptul de similitudine nu poate avea vreo
relevanŃă pentru procesul real al construcŃiei europene deşi, cel puŃin în unele domenii12,
se produc fenomene şi procese similare (de exemplu, intrarea oricărei sentinŃe
judecătoreşti date într-un stat membru care nu este supus clauzei de salvgardare pe
justiŃie, în „biblioteca” de jurisprudenŃă a Uniunii Europene). ReŃinem, aşadar faptul că în
unele domenii, totuşi, convergenŃa este înlocuită de similitudine13, dar şi faptul că
similitudinea nu este acceptabilă în toate domeniile (nici măcar în toate domeniile în care
gradul de lărgire este maximal). Sub raport logic, desigur, similitudinea constituie o
convergenŃă absolută, sau, cu alte cuvinte, convergenŃa reprezintă un grad (sub-unitar) al
similitudinii.
În al doilea rând, este vorba despre conceptul de complementaritate.
Complementaritatea reprezintă acea structură a unui sistem (acel vector de stare a
structurii) care asigură minimum de redundanŃă a sistemului. Cum se ştie, redundanŃa se
manifestă, la nivel structural, prin dublarea14 unei componente, aşa încât cele două
componente pereche realizează exact aceleaşi funcŃii în sistem. Ignor, cu bună ştiinŃă,
semnificaŃiile legate de fiabilitate sau de cost ale redundanŃei, deoarece consider că, în
contextul discuŃiei de faŃă, contează doar faptul că prin complementaritate trebuie înŃeles,
grosso modo, lipsa redundanŃei. łinând seama de concluziile parŃiale obŃinute la discuŃia
despre conceptul de convergenŃă, de mai sus, am putea trage următoarele concluzii mai
generale: a) procesul de convergere de la nivelul Uniunii Europene va conduce la slăbirea
complementarităŃii la acelaşi nivel sistemic; b) slăbirea complementarităŃii va slăbi, la
rândul său, procesul de specializare la nivel naŃional15, dar nu putem deriva logic, de aici,
concluzia că va fi slăbit şi potenŃialul de specializare la nivelul macro-regiunilor europene,
aşa cum au fost ele calificate mai sus. Prin urmare, procesul de convergere, prin efectul
reciproc dintre convergenŃă şi complementaritate, pare a fi consistent doar cu
specializarea Uniunii Europene la nivelul macro-regiunilor.
În al treilea rând, este vorba despre conceptul de armonizare. Să observăm, încă de la
început, faptul că armonizarea nu „cere” nici convergenŃă structurală, nici
complementaritate, nici similitudine. Armonizarea reclamă doar o consistenŃă funcŃională.
Cu alte cuvinte, armonizarea trebuie să atingă un scop – acela de a acomoda reciproc
12

Este vorba despre acele domenii în care gradul de lărgire a Uniunii Europene (despre conceptul de lărgire
a Uniunii Europene, vezi mai departe) este maxim sau suficient de ridicat (aici apare o problemă de prag pe
care, pentru moment, o ignorăm).
13
Să mai dăm un exemplu de similitudine la nivelul Uniunii Europene: tariful extern comun.
14
Mai general, „n”-area, dacă două elemente componente ale unui sistem se găsesc repetate de „n-1” ori în
cadrul acelui sistem.
15
Aici discuŃia ar putea fi dezvoltată pe palierul impactului acestui fapt asupra exploatării avantajelor
comparative/competitive ale statelor membre, dar ne rezervăm această dezvoltare pentru un alt prilej.
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două funcŃii de acelaşi fel sau de tipuri diferite16 – indiferent de context. Aşadar, dacă atât
convergenŃa, cât şi similitudinea şi complementaritatea erau concepte contextuale (mai
exact, se refereau la structură, ca fundament „hard” al funcŃionării lor), armonizarea este
un concept a-contextual: el nu cere îndeplinirea unei condiŃii prealabile, de orice natură ar
fi, ci cere doar realizarea acomodării menŃionate. Desigur, noŃiunea de acomodare trebuie
clarificată, la rândul ei: prin acomodare se înŃelege procesul de ajustare reciprocă, de
regulă cantitativă, şi de cele mai multe ori într-o modalitate iterativă bazată pe feed-back, a
unor impulsuri reale sau/şi monetare, aşa încât un scop care este efectul comun al
impulsurilor respective să fie asigurat (făcut tangibil) într-un grad acceptabil17. Să
observăm, aşadar, faptul că armonizarea nu este un concept structural ci unul pur
funcŃional. Armonizarea între două politici, sau între două state cu privire la un anumit
proces, se poate realiza fie într-o structură integrată (cum este Uniunea Europeană), fie în
afara unei structuri integrate (de exemplu, între Uniunea europeană, ca întreg, şi restul
lumii). Din punct de vedere logic, rezultă faptul că armonizarea este un fenomen care
poate însoŃi oricare dintre celelalte trei fenomene. Deci, cu adevărat important pentru
structura integrativă numită Uniunea Europeană, este elementul structural, asigurat de
conceptul de convergenŃă, cu toate precizările făcute mai sus cu privire la acest concept.

2. ConvergenŃa şi modelul triadic al construcŃiei europene
ConstrucŃia europeană se desfăşoară, concomitent, pe trei planuri (model triadic): a)
pe un plan orizontal – procesul de extindere; b) pe un plan structural – procesul de lărgire;
c) pe un plan calitativ – procesul de adâncire.
Procesul de extindere este un proces de natură cantitativă şi cumulativă. El presupune,
evident, aderarea de noi state la Uniunea Europeană, conform procedurilor stabilite prin
Tratate18. Procesul de extindere este principala cauză pentru proiectarea şi implementarea
celorlalte două procese, deşi nu singura.
Procesul de lărgire este un proces de natură structurală şi cumulativă. El presupune
creşterea gradului de comunizare a politicilor la nivelul Uniunii Europene. Într-adevăr,
unele politici la nivelul UE sunt complet „lărgite”, adică se aplică tuturor statelor membre
(de exemplu, politica agricolă), altele sunt lărgite într-un grad subunitar (de exemplu,
politica monetară, care cuprinde mai puŃin de jumătate din numărul statelor membre), iar
altele sunt lăsate complet la latitudinea statelor membre (de exemplu, politica socială). Aşa
cum spuneam, mai sus, este evident faptul că procesul de extindere „subminează”
procesul de lărgire19.
Procesul de adâncire este un proces calitativ şi cvasi-cumulativ. El presupune
dezvoltarea instituŃională a Uniunii Europene (cum este cazul Tratatului ConstituŃional).
16

Exemplu de acomodare a două funcŃii de acelaşi fel: acomodarea deficitului bugetului general consolidat
al unui stat membru cu plafonul stabilit în Tratatul de la Maastricht şi în Pactul de Creştere şi Stabilitate.
Exemplu de acomodare a două funcŃii diferite: acomodarea deciziei de politică fiscală cu decizia de politică
monetară, la nivelul unui stat, în vederea atingerii unui scop comun: stabilitatea preŃurilor.
17
Fenomenul este similar cu cel care se produce în cazul concurenŃei de tip duopolist (de exemplu, duopolul
simetric, de tip Stackelberg). Într-adevăr, din modul în care s-a definit acomodarea mai sus, rezultă implicit
caracterul simetric al celor doi „actori” care se acomodează reciproc. Totuşi, foarte rar se întâmplă să se
realizeze o asemenea simetrie, de regulă există o dominanŃă a unui actor sau a altuia, şi atunci actorul
dominat îşi ajustează, în mod asimetric, singular, funcŃia la funcŃia actorului dominant (de exemplu, dacă
avem o dominanŃă monetară, politica fiscală va fi aceea care se va acomoda la cea monetară şi invers, dacă
avem o dominanŃă fiscală, atunci politica monetară se va acomoda la cea fiscală, în scopul comun, de
exemplu, al controlului masei monetare din economie).
18
Nu este relevantă, aici, discutarea celor două „trepte” ale aderării la Uniunea Europeană: a) prima aderare
– intrarea statului nemembru în Uniunea Europeană; b) a doua aderare – intrarea statului membru în zona
euro.
19
Poate de aici şi unele reticenŃe ale oficialilor europeni de a garanta continuarea aderărilor şi chiar unele
declaraŃii ale acestora, care sugerează suspendarea, pentru o anumită perioadă, a deschiderii negocierilor
pentru noi aderări.
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Desigur, procesul de extindere şi chiar, într-o anumită măsură, procesul de lărgire
afectează în mod negativ procesul de adâncire (noi dezvoltări instituŃionale sau chiar
inovaŃii în materie sunt necesare pentru a putea gestiona un sistem din ce în ce mai mare
şi din ce în ce mai integrat).
Din punct de vedere logic, procesele care asigură, propriu-zis, integrarea Uniunii
Europene sunt procesul de lărgire, respectiv procesul de adâncire.
Din perspectiva procesului de convergere, extinderea reprezintă o provocare, în timp ce
lărgirea şi adâncirea reprezintă un răspuns. Trebuie menŃionat, în acest context, că
asigurarea procesului de convergere este asigurat în două etape: a) etapa de pregătire a
primei aderări (prin negocierea acelor capitole din Acordul de asociere care presupun
ajustări ale statului candidat funcŃie de benchmark-ul Uniunii Europene20); b) etapa de
pregătire a celei de-a doua aderări (prin „ecluza” ERM2): aderarea la zona euro. Concluzia
logică este aceea că procesul de convergere poate fi descris ca un proces oscilant
(sinusoidal): o nouă extindere măreşte presiunea de asigurare a convergenŃei, în timp ce
perioadele în care nu se petrec noi extinderi reduc această presiune. Din modelul triadic al
construcŃiei europene, primul plan reduce convergenŃa, iar planurile 2 şi 3 o sporesc.
Obiectivul pe termen lung ar fi ca trendul acestei „sinusoide” să fie unul care să mărească,
cu caracter de permanenŃă şi sustenabilitate, gradul de convergenŃă la nivelul structurii
integrative europene.
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3. ConsideraŃii privind criteriile nominale de convergenŃă
După cum se ştie, criteriile de convergenŃă de la Maastricht sunt în număr de 6. Cinci
dintre ele constituie grupul a ceea ce se numeşte criterii nominale de convergenŃă, în timp
ce al şaselea se referă la adaptarea legislaŃiei de organizare şi funcŃionare a băncii
centrale naŃionale la legislaŃia Băncii Centrale Europene. Întrucât numai primele cinci
criterii sunt cuantificate în Tratatul menŃionat, se consideră că, de fapt, avem de-a face cu
cinci criterii nominale de convergenŃă21. Să remarcăm câteva atribute ale acestor criterii: a)
trei dintre criterii sunt monetare (inflaŃia, rata nominală a dobânzii pe termen lung şi cursul
de schimb), iar două sunt fiscal-bugetare (ponderea deficitului bugetului general consolidat
în PIB, respectiv ponderea datoriei publice totale în PIB); b) trei dintre criterii sunt
variabile22 (criteriile monetare23), iar două sunt fixe (criteriile fiscal-bugetare); c) un singur
criteriu are stabilite limite minime şi maxime (cursul de schimb, în raport cu paritatea
centrală), pe când celelalte patru criterii au stabilite doar limite maxime24.
În legătură cu criteriile nominale de convergenŃă, dorim să ridicăm unele obiecŃiuni de
natură logică şi metodologică.
Mai întâi, obiecŃiunile de natură logică:
20

După cum se ştie, statele candidate nu negociază acelaşi număr de capitole de pregătire a aderării şi,
desigur, nici aceleaşi capitole, în funcŃie de stadiul de dezvoltare economică şi instituŃională la momentul
începerii negocierilor de aderare.
21
Suntem de părere că nu este vorba despre criterii de convergenŃă nominală, ci de criterii nominale de
convergenŃă, întrucât convergenŃa care se doreşte a fi obŃinută nu este nici de tip nominal, nici de tip real, ci
pur şi simplu, de tip structural. În baza aceluiaşi raŃionament vom vorbi despre criterii reale de convergenŃă şi
nu despre criterii de convergenŃă reală.
22
Aceste criterii ilustrează ideea, prezentată mai devreme, privind faptul că benchmark-ul european este
variabil el însuşi şi, mai mult decât atât, fiecare nou stat membru modifică acest benchmark.
23
Este totuşi, discutabilă încadrarea cursului de schimb în categoria criteriilor variabile. De exemplu, dacă
piaŃa valutară a fost lăsată un timp destul de lung să-şi „stabilească” cursul de schimb de echilibru fără
intervenŃia băncii centrale (care va reprezenta, de fapt, cursul pilot sau paritatea centrală la momentul intrării
statului respectiv în ERM2), atunci variaŃia de ± 15% a cursului de schimb efectiv faŃă de acest curs pilot
generează un criteriu monetar fix.
24
Cum vom încerca să arătăm mai jos, sustenabilitatea (care este scopul final al convergenŃei) implică
“tuneluri” de variaŃie nu doar plafoane maxime sau minime de variaŃie (adică implică simultan plafoane
maxime şi minime).
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(a) În primul rând, vom spune că acest „sistem” de cinci criterii nominale de
convergenŃă nu este complet (adică, sub raport logic, nu îndeplineşte condiŃia de
completitudine). Când spunem aceasta, înŃelegem faptul că, întrucât vorbim despre
criterii nominale ne gândim să asigurăm convergenŃa tuturor indicatorilor de natură
simbolică (care se referă la economia simbolică). În acest caz, de exemplu, deficitul
extern (deficitul de cont curent, mai exact) ca şi deficitul intern privat (gap-ul dintre
investiŃiile şi economisirea interne private) sunt legate în mod cauzal (prin
cunoscuta ecuaŃie a deficitelor). Or, luând în considerare numai unul (şi anume
deficitul intern public) dintre cele trei deficite corelate cauzal, lăsăm un număr mare
de combinaŃii „libere” ale celorlalte două deficite, pentru o aceeaşi valoare a celui
luat în considerare (de exemplu plafonul relativ maxim al deficitului intern public).
Problema care se ridică aici este aceea că putem avea o „pereche” formată din
deficitul intern privat şi deficitul extern public care să fie consistentă cu deficitul
intern public (conform ecuaŃiei deficitelor) dar care să pericliteze grav
sustenabilitatea echilibrului macroeconomic intern sau/extern al statului respectiv,
prin mărimea, structura sau tendinŃele pe care le manifestă. Sub acest aspect,
considerăm că ar trebui luat în calcul un al şaselea criteriu nominal (fie deficitul
intern privat, fie deficitul extern public25). În felul acesta, cel de-al treilea deficit,
rămas în afară, este univoc determinat şi, astfel, se asigură sustenabilitatea
nominală a economiei în cauză.
(b) În al doilea rând, vom spune că acest „sistem” de cinci criterii nu este consistent26.
Într-adevăr, să admitem că ne aflăm în faŃa unui proces de consolidare fiscală,
adică de scădere a ponderii deficitului bugetului general consolidat în PIB27.
Consolidarea fiscală va conduce la reducerea evicŃiunii sectorului privat de pe piaŃa
monetară (piaŃa financiară pe termen scurt), ceea ce va conduce la creşterea cererii
de credite bancare, ceea ce, prin efectul multiplicatorului monetar, va conduce la
creşterea ofertei de monedă, prin crearea de monedă bancară. Aceasta înseamnă
că apare o presiune inflaŃionistă care va conduce la creşterea nivelului general al
preŃurilor. Ceea ce am obŃinut poate fi rezumat astfel: îmbunătăŃirea unui criteriu (în
cazul nostru, îmbunătăŃirea ponderii deficitului bugetului general consolidat în PIB)
a avut ca efect necesar înrăutăŃirea altui criteriu din sistem (în cazul nostru,
înrăutăŃirea inflaŃiei28). După opinia noastră, selectarea criteriilor de convergenŃă
nominală trebuie făcută pe baza principiului Pareto29.
Acum, obiecŃiunile de natură metodologică.
(a) În primul rând, să spunem faptul că scopul îndeplinirii criteriilor de convergenŃă
nominală este de a asigura o apropiere structurală, dar condiŃia logică pusă pentru
corelarea acestora din punct de vedere cantitativ este una care vizează un alt scop:
25

În opinia noastră, acest din urmă criteriu ar fi indicat, datorită metodologiei de cuantificare mult mai
transparente şi, deci, controlabile.
26
Evident, aici avem în vedere sensul logic al termenului „consistent”, adică sensul de necontradictoriu în
integralitatea sa.
27
Deşi, aşa cum se ştie, poziŃia fiscală (sau chiar impulsul fiscal) sunt mult mai relevante pentru a evalua
calitatea dinamicii fiscale, pentru simplificare propunem să luăm în considerare, pentru moment, doar
conceptul de consolidare fiscală.
28
Să remarcăm faptul că, pe baza relaŃiei Fisher, vom avea şi o înrăutăŃire a criteriului ratei nominale a
dobânzii pe termen lung (ca urmare a aşteptărilor inflaŃioniste şi în încercarea de a menŃine rate real pozitive
la rata dobânzii).
29
De fapt, ceea ce propunem aici este o formă modificată a principiului Pareto şi anume: selectarea criteriilor
de convergenŃă nominală ar trebui făcută în aşa fel încât să existe un tunel (de fapt, un spaŃiu cu k+1
dimensiuni – cele k criterii plus timpul; în cazul actual avem un spaŃiu cu 6 dimensiuni – cele cinci criterii plus
timpul) în care îmbunătăŃirea unui criteriu să se facă fără înrăutăŃirea oricărui alt criteriu (acesta este un
principiu de limită, deoarece îmbunătăŃirea unui criteriu ar trebui să poată conduce, sub un anumit prag, şi la
îmbunătăŃirea concomitentă a altui sau a altor criterii din sistem).
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sustenabilitatea deficitului bugetar. Prin urmare, condiŃia de consistenŃă a criteriilor
nominale de convergenŃă este derivată prin punerea unei condiŃii de sustenabilitate,
or, condiŃia de sustenabilitate este o condiŃie exterioară consistenŃei criteriilor (este
o variabilă exogenă). Să facem notaŃiile:
- B i : datoria publică în anul “i”;
- D i : deficitul anual al BGC în anul “i”;
- Yi : PIB nominal în anul “i”;
- b i : ponderea datoriei publice în PIB în anul “i”;
- d i : ponderea deficitului BGC în PIB în anul “i”;
- g i : rata nominală de creştere anuală a PIB în anul “i” faŃă de anul „i-1”
Pe baza notaŃiilor de mai sus, se pot da următoarele relaŃii de definiŃie:
D i = B i − B i −1 ; g i =

Yi − Yi −1
B
D
; bi = i ; di = i ;
Yi −1
Yi
Yi

RelaŃia de consistenŃă dintre variabilele menŃionate mai sus poate fi derivată astfel:
Bi − Bi −1 D i
B B
D
B
=
⇒ i − i −1 = i , adică b i − i −1 = d i
Yi
Yi
Yi
Yi
Yi
Yi

dar cum

Bi −1 Bi −1 Yi −1
b i −1
b i −1
b
=
⋅
=
=
= i −1
Yi
Yi −1 Yi 1 + Yi − 1 1 + Yi − Yi −1 1 + g i
Yi −1
Yi −1
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rezultă:
bi −

b i −1
= d i ⇒ b i + b i ⋅ g i − b i −1 = d i + d i ⋅ g i ⇒ b i − b i −1 = d i ⋅ (1 + g i ) − b i ⋅ g i
1 + gi

punând condiŃia ca deficitul bugetar să nu varieze (condiŃie de sustenabilitate):
b i = b i −1

obŃinem:

di =

bi
⋅ gi
1 + gi

Într-adevăr, dacă vom simula această ultimă relaŃie, obŃinem următoarele:
g
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05
0,06
0,06
0,06

b
0,55
0,6
0,65
0,55
0,6
0,65
0,55
0,6
0,65

d
0,0237
0,0258
0,0280
0,0262
0,0286
0,0310
0,0287
0,0313
0,0339

Prin urmare, pentru o rată nominală de creştere a PIB de 5%, pentru o pondere a
datoriei publice totale în PIB de 60%, rezultă o pondere a deficitului bugetar în PIB de 3%
(mai exact, de 2,86%).
(b) În al doilea rând, „consistenŃa” criteriilor nominale de convergenŃă este de tip
empiric. Într-adevăr, din relaŃia algebrică finală de mai sus, rezultă că două dintre
valori trebuie alese exogen pentru ca a treia să rezulte endogen (sau, putem alege
doar una exogen şi să determinăm în mod endogen perechile consistente ale
celorlalte două variabile). Reprezentarea grafică a perechilor de variabile care se
referă la rata nominală de creştere a PIB şi la ponderea datoriei publice totale în
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PIB, pentru a determina o anumită valoare a deficitului bugetului general consolidat
în PIB este următoarea30:

0.15
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-0.05
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0.8
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0.6
0.4

0
-0.05
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0
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MulŃimea soluŃiilor pentru rata nominală de creştere economică, la diferite valori ale
ponderii datoriei publice totale în PIB (care să conducă la valoarea fixă de 3% a ponderii
deficitului bugetului general consolidat în PIB) este dată de curba de mai jos, ceea ce
înseamnă, în principiu, o mulŃime infinită.
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(c) În al treilea rând, modul în care este definit benchmark-ul pentru criteriile nominale
monetare – inflaŃie şi rata nominală a dobânzii pe termen lung: să nu depăşească
anumite valori numerice în raport cu media celor mai bine plasate trei state membre
ale UE din punctul de vedere al inflaŃiei, este de natură să introducă elemente de
30

Putem preciza câteva cazuri de perechi (Ai(gi,bi)) ale variabilelor g şi b care asigură, de asemenea,
valoarea de aprox. 3% pentru variabila d: A1(5,5%, 55%) care asigură 2,87%; A2(4,5%, 65%) care asigură
2,8%; A3(4,5%, 70%) care asigură 3%.
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vulnerabilitate în evaluarea gradului real al convergenŃei. Să mă explic: să
observăm că definirea benchmark-ului se face nu cu privire la cele mai bine plasate
trei state din zona euro ci a celor mai bine plasate trei state membre, deci inclusiv
din afara zonei euro. Actualmente, mai mult de jumătate din numărul statelor
membre se află în afara zonei euro. Aşadar, este posibil ca benchmark-ul privitor la
inflaŃie să fie asigurat de trei state care se află în afara zonei euro. Aceasta
înseamnă că noul stat care va adera la zona euro poate veni cu valori nominale ale
inflaŃiei şi ratei nominale a dobânzii pe termen lung mai bune (mai mici) decât ale
oricărui stat existent în zona euro. Aşa cum se ştie, la valori mici ale variabilelor
monetare, aceste variabile au o rigiditate mult mai mare decât la valori mari, ceea
ce înseamnă că noul stat care a aderat la zona euro poate introduce rigidităŃi
nominale în zona euro. Probabil că o viitoare reanalizare a criteriilor nominale de
convergenŃă ar trebui să evalueze şi această chestiune. Mai mult decât atât,
considerăm că, la fel cum s-a făcut pentru cursul de schimb, o viitoare revedere a
criteriilor nominale de convergenŃă ar trebui să introducă „tunele” de variaŃie şi
pentru celelalte patru (sau cinci, după propunerea noastră din acest material) criterii
nominale de convergenŃă. În felul acesta, s-ar „selecta” metodologic, numai anumite
„6”-upluri de valori consistente şi care să asigure o convergenŃă sustenabilă31.
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Problema rolului criteriilor reale de convergenŃă în asigurarea sustenabilităŃii criteriilor nominale de
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Abstract: The balance sheet is the synthesis accounting document which presents the assets, liabilities,
equity of the unit at the end of the financial year as well as in other situations stipulated by the law.
Therefore, the balance sheet is drawn up during the existence of an entity in different moments, contributing
thus to a better reflection of reality.
Due to this diversity of balance sheets it proved necessary to clarify them in order to determine the place
of the balance sheet in the accounting theory and practice.
The classification criteria of balance sheets in the accounting literature are mainly based on its functions
in the patrimony management.

BilanŃul a pătruns în lumea teoriei şi practicii contabile ca un model de sintetizare în
expresie bănească la un moment dat, a relaŃiilor de echilibru între activul şi pasivul
patrimoniului.
Conceperea bilanŃului ca un model de calcul şi descriere a patrimoniului reprezintă
accepŃiunea cea mai des întâlnită în literatura contabilă. În calitatea sa de model al
patrimoniului bilanŃul este întocmit într-o varietate de feluri ceea ce a condus la o
clasificare a acestuia după mai multe criterii.
Dacă se au în vedere momentele cele mai importante din viaŃa unei entităŃi economicosociale, distingem următoarele tipuri de bilanŃ1:
BilanŃul iniŃial întocmit la momentul înfiinŃării unei unităŃi, care ne prezintă situaŃia
patrimoniului la data constituirii, rezultat al resurselor subscrise şi vărsate de către
acŃionari. Un asemenea bilanŃ reprezintă în mod practic un rezumat al inventarului
societăŃii întocmit la data înfiinŃării, exceptând rezultatele financiare.
BilanŃurile curente sunt acelea care se întocmesc în perioada de funcŃionare a unităŃii,
la termenele stabilite de lege. Ele prezintă situaŃia mijloacelor, a resurselor şi a
rezultatelor. LegislaŃia contabilă actuală obligă societăŃile să întocmească bilanŃuri curente,
anual.
1

Petriş R., Contabilitate generală, Ed. UniversităŃii „Al.I. Cuza” Iaşi , 1988, vol. II, p. 368.
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BilanŃul final se întocmeşte în momentul în care unitatea patrimonială îşi încetează
activitatea. În esenŃă, un asemenea bilanŃ redă situaŃia patrimoniului şi a rezultatelor la
data desfiinŃării entităŃii. Pot fi încadrate în categoria bilanŃurilor finale următoarele: bilanŃul
de fuziune, bilanŃul de lichidare şi bilanŃul de faliment.
BilanŃul de fuziune2 exprimă situaŃia patrimonială şi a rezultatelor unităŃilor care
urmează să fuzioneze prin absorbŃie şi reuniune. Pe baza bilanŃurilor de fuziune se
calculează valoarea noilor acŃiuni ce vor remunera capitalurile societăŃilor care fuzionează.
BilanŃul de lichidare se întocmeşte de lichidatori, numiŃi de adunarea asociaŃiilor sau
de instanŃa de judecată la cererea oricărui asociat sau administrator. După dizolvarea
societăŃii şi numirea lichidatorilor se întocmeşte un bilanŃ iniŃial de lichidare care să
constate situaŃia exactă a activului şi pasivului societăŃii. În situaŃia în care lichidarea se
prelungeşte peste data de închidere a exerciŃiului financiar se întocmeşte un bilanŃ
intermediar de lichidare. La terminarea operaŃiilor de lichidare se întocmeşte un bilanŃ final
prin intermediul căruia se efectuează partajarea eventualului activ net sau plata datoriilor
rămase neachitate între asociaŃi.
BilanŃul de faliment3, se întocmeşte de falit în termen de trei zile de la încetarea plăŃilor
şi trebuie să precizeze şi conŃinutul actelor normative în materie de faliment.
Din punct de vedere al periodicităŃii întocmirii bilanŃului avem:4
a) bilanŃ ordinar, care este considerat bilanŃul întocmit potrivit
dispoziŃiunilor legale sau normelor uzuale;
b) bilanŃul extraordinar, care este acela întocmit, provocat sau
determinat de anumite împrejurări excepŃionale, ca:fondarea,
unirea unei întreprinderi cu alta, divizarea unei întreprinderi totală
sau parŃială, lichidarea voită sau forŃată a întreprinderii, etc.
În funcŃie de perioada legală, bilanŃurile pot fi:
a)
anuale,
b)
intermediare.
Acestea se deosebesc atât sub raportul perioadei la care se referă datele şi informaŃiile
conŃinute, cât şi sub raportul metodologiei de întocmire. Deşi, atât bilanŃul anual cât şi cel
intermediar se întocmeşte pe baza datelor din conturi, cel anual presupune în mod
obligatoriu verificarea prealabilă a realităŃii acestora prin inventariere.
Din punct de vedere al sferei de cuprindere şi reprezentare a circuitului patrimoniului,
bilanŃul poate fi de stare şi de stare-mişcare5.
BilanŃul de stare cuprinde indicatorii economico-financiari privind situaŃia patrimoniului
la un moment dat, inclusiv rezultatul financiar obŃinut în procesul de reproducŃie.
BilanŃul de stare-mişcare descrie în indicatori economico-financiari situaŃia
patrimoniului la un moment dat, intrările şi ieşirile, precum şi procesele interne care
transformă intrările în ieşiri, modificând între timp situaŃia iniŃială a resurselor avansate în
circuit.
În literatura de specialitate mai apar şi alte clasificări ale bilanŃului. Astfel, din punct de
vedere al sferei de cuprindere, a nivelului organizatoric la care se referă informaŃiile pe
care le conŃin, se deosebesc: bilanŃuri primare şi bilanŃuri centralizatoare6.
BilanŃurile primare reprezintă bilanŃurile unităŃilor patrimoniale şi sunt întocmite
exclusiv pe baza datelor din conturi.
BilanŃurile centralizatoare pot fi considerate bilanŃurile întocmite la nivelul organelor
centrale, pe ramuri şi pe economia naŃională, prin prelucrarea succesivă şi centralizarea
datelor şi informaŃiilor din bilanŃurile primare. Această centralizare a datelor bilanŃurilor
2

Toma M., Conturile anuale şi imaginea fidelă în contabilitatea românească, Ed. Junimea, Iaşi, 2001, p. 186.
Dumitrean E., BilanŃ contabil, Ed. A92, Iaşi, 1996, p. 30.
4
Dumitrescu Şt., Toma Şt., Principii ale contabilităŃii, Ed. Didactică şi Pedagogică, Bucureşti, 1973, p. 81.
5
Ristea M., BilanŃul în gestiunea patrimoniului, Ed. Academiei RSR, Bucureşti, 1989, p. 67.
6
Bojian O., Bazele contabilităŃii, Ed. Eficient, Bucureşti, 1997, p. 71.
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unităŃilor gestionare coordonate se face în scopul obŃinerii unor indicatori de sinteză cu o
capacitate informativă din ce în ce mai cuprinzătoare care să permită luarea unor decizii la
toate treptele economiei naŃionale.
Dacă avem în vedere evaluarea elementelor patrimoniale în bilanŃ, acesta poate fi:
bilanŃ de reevaluare, bilanŃ în monedă constantă, bilanŃ aur şi bilanŃ stabilizare7.
BilanŃul de reevaluare cuprinde elemente patrimoniale de activ, în special imobilizările
reevaluate în funcŃie de valoarea monedei curente. Reevaluarea are loc în perioadele de
inflaŃie monetară. Scopul unui asemenea bilanŃ este de a da posibilitatea întreprinderilor
de a-şi calcula amortizările la o valoare cât mai apropiată de cea reală şi de a-şi constitui
rezerve.
BilanŃul în monedă constantă se încheie în perioadele în care etalonul monetar are o
valoare stabilă.
BilanŃul aur este un bilanŃ de reevaluare în care se face reevaluarea activului şi
pasivului, iar aurul este folosit drept echivalent general.
BilanŃul de stabilizare exprimă valoarea patrimoniului în monedă de hârtie la cursul de
stabilizare.
După rolul acordat bilanŃului în sistemul de prelucrare, stocare şi transmitere a datelor
privind circuitul patrimonial, el se poate diferenŃia în bilanŃul cont şi bilanŃul sinteză8.
BilanŃul cont este utilizat la închiderea şi redeschiderea conturilor de activ şi pasiv. În
Ńara noastră un asemenea bilanŃ are un rol pur formal deoarece atât închiderea cât şi
redeschiderea conturilor se face fără intervenŃia acestui tip de bilanŃ.
BilanŃul sinteză este folosit pentru calculul şi generalizarea informaŃiilor în scopul
obŃinerii indicatorilor economico-financiari sintetici privind circuitul patrimonial. Acest tip de
bilanŃ se întocmeşte la sfârşitul exerciŃiului financiar, având funcŃia de sintetizare, de
informare, de analiză, de raportare şi de control.
După scopurile care stau la baza întocmirii lor, informaŃiile financiar contabile se
regăsesc în:9
BilanŃurile de analiză cuprind exclusiv informaŃii privind perioada trecută, dând
posibilitatea efectuării unor analize cu privire la cauzele şi factorii care au determinat
mărimea şi structura activului, pasivului şi contului de rezultate.
BilanŃurile de prognoză sau previzionale includ date estimative cu privire la evoluŃia în
viitor, pentru o anumită perioadă de gestiune, a mişcării patrimoniului.
Din punct de vedere al reglementărilor legale care stau la baza întocmirii lor, bilanŃurile
pot fi: bilanŃuri comerciale şi fiscale.
BilanŃul comercial este întocmit în vederea relevării situaŃiei patrimoniale a întreprinderii
după normele activităŃii gestionare, Ńinându-se seama de averea consumată, de cea
înlocuită şi estimarea ei la inventar, pentru a nu obŃine rezultate fictive care ar conduce la
pierderea substanŃei întreprinderii.
BilanŃul fiscal este elaborat pe baza prevederilor fiscale în vigoare şi serveşte ca bază
de calcul a veniturilor impozabile în scopul determinării impozitului pe profit şi a altor
obligaŃii legale. NoŃiunea de bilanŃ fiscal a avut efecte dăunătoare deoarece a condus la
falsificarea unor norme raŃionale de calculaŃie şi formare a rezervelor. Prin apariŃia acestui
tip de bilanŃ, legiuitorul a urmărit să majoreze veniturile impozabile, forŃând stabilirea unor
profituri exagerate, care nerealizate pot influenŃa negativ situaŃia economică a unităŃii
patrimoniale.
Din punct de vedere al solicitărilor impuse de analiza economică şi financiară a
întreprinderii se deosebesc următoarele tipuri de bilanŃuri:10
7

Dumitrean E., Op. cit., p. 30.
Ristea M., Op. cit., p. 67.
9
Demetrescu, C. G., Possler, L., PuchiŃă, V., Voica, V., Contabilitatea ştinŃă fundamentală şi aplicată, Ed. Scrisul
românesc, Craiova, 1979, citat după Toma C., Op. cit., p. 188.
10
Richard J., Analyse financiere et audit des performances, 2 eedition, La Villeguerrin Editions, Paris, 1993, p. 159-164.
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- bilanŃ lichidativ (sau patrimonial „radical”);
- bilanŃ patrimonial (sau patrimonial „atenuat”);
- bilanŃ funcŃional „radical”;
- bilanŃ funcŃional „”îmbunătăŃit”;
- bilanŃ financiar sau bilanŃ clasic;
- bilanŃ pool de fonds.
BilanŃ lichidativ (sau patrimonial „ radical”) prezintă toate activele (corporale sau
necorporale) precum şi pasivele la valoarea lor de lichidare, în situaŃia în care
întreprinderea ar fi lichidată bucată cu bucată. Acest tip de bilanŃ are la bază o optică
patrimonială dusă la „extrem” ceea ce ne-ar permite să-l denumim şi bilanŃ patrimonial
„radical”.
BilanŃ lichidativ (sau patrimonial „radical”)
Active la valoarea de lichidare
(inclusiv activele corporale şi creanŃele)

Pasive la valoarea de lichidare

Buletin ºtiinþific

BilanŃul patrimonial (sau patrimonial „ atenuat”) este tipul de bilanŃ în care doar activele
necorporale (cheltuieli de constituire, cercetare, dezvoltare sau cheltuieli de repartizat pe
mai multe exerciŃii) sunt evaluate la valoarea de lichidare, celelalte active şi pasive fiind
menŃinute la valoarea contabilă aşa cum figurează ele în conturi şi în contabilitatea
generală, în ipoteza continuităŃii activităŃii. Datorită acestui fapt, un asemenea bilanŃ poartă
denumirea de bilanŃ patrimonial „atenuat”. Gruparea activelor corporale şi a creanŃelor în
bilanŃ se face în ordinea crescătoare a lichidităŃii, iar pasivele sunt structurate în ordinea
crescătoare a exigibilităŃii.
BilanŃ patrimonial (sau patrimonial „ atenuat”)
Active la valoarea de lichidare
Active corporale şi creanŃe la valoarea
contabilă, structurate în ordinea lichidităŃii

Pasive la valoarea contabilă
(grupate în ordinea exigibilităŃii)

BilanŃ funcŃional „radical”Conceptul fiind de dată recentă, abordarea funcŃională din
punct de vedere teoretic nu este suficient de clară. Deoarece modalităŃile de elaborare şi
prezentare sunt neclare, autorul ne propune mai multe tipuri de bilanŃ funcŃional. În
concepŃia sa cea mai „radicală”, bilanŃul funcŃional prezintă următoarele caracteristici de
bază:

este un bilanŃ economic (în opoziŃie cu bilanŃul juridic sau cel patrimonial),
deoarece conŃine toate bunurile de care întreprinderea dispune în mod durabil, indiferent
dacă acestea sunt sau nu proprietatea sa, pe când în bilanŃul juridic sau patrimonial
activele închiriate nu sunt reflectate; gruparea activelor şi pasivelor în bilanŃ se face după
funcŃia lor în activitatea economică : de investire, de exploatare şi de trezorerie;

este un bilanŃ care favorizează analiza investiŃiilor brute şi a resurselor brute
în detrimentul măsurării capitalului angajat; această preferinŃă este justificată de intenŃia
de a pune în evidenŃă rolul diferitelor resurse în finanŃarea masei globale a investiŃiilor.
BilanŃ funcŃional „radical”
Active economice brute
(aflate în proprietate sau închiriate) grupate
după funcŃii
(de investire, de exploatare, de trezorerie)

Totalul resurselor (inclusiv amortizările) grupate
după funcŃii
(de investire, de exploatare, de trezorerie)

BilanŃul funcŃional „atenuat”- Utilitatea şi înscrierea imobilizărilor brute în bilanŃul
funcŃional „radical” este contestată de unii analişti cu toate că ei sunt de acord cu luarea în
considerare a altor elemente care decurg din caracterul economic al bilanŃului funcŃional.
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Aceşti analişti propun un bilanŃ funcŃional
schematic astfel:

„atenuat” a cărui structură este redată

BilanŃ funcŃional „atenuat”
Active economice nete
(aflate în proprietate sau închiriate)
grupate după funcŃii
(de investire, exploatare, trezorerie)

Resurse
(exclusiv amortizările)
grupate după funcŃii
(de investire, exploatare, trezorerie)

BilanŃul financiar „clasic” îmbină optica patrimonială cu cea funcŃională, astfel încât în
acest tip de bilanŃ activele sunt prezentate şi evaluate la valoare netă şi grupate pe
funcŃiuni (optică funcŃională), iar pasivele sunt grupate atât după natura lor cât şi după
gradul de exigibilitate (optică patrimonială).
BilanŃ financiar
Active economice nete
grupate după funcŃii
(optică funcŃională)

Resurse grupate după natură şi
gradul de exigibilitate
(optică patrimonială)

BilanŃul „pool de fonds”- acest tip de bilanŃ se aseamănă cu bilanŃul funcŃional „radical”
deoarece în pasiv apar amortizările şi provizioanele şi cu bilanŃul financiar „clasic” pentru
faptul că posturile din pasiv sunt grupate după natura lor. Originalitatea acestui tip de
bilanŃ constă în faptul că posturile din activ sunt grupate în două mari rubrici destinate a
face dovada strategiilor întreprinderii: pe de o parte strategiile industriale şi comerciale
(cărora le corespund imobilizările brute nefinanciare, activele circulante de exploatare şi
lichidităŃile necesare activităŃii de exploatare), iar pe de altă parte strategia financiară
(căreia îi corespund imobilizările financiare şi o parte din lichidităŃi care sunt utilizate în
scopuri financiare).
BilanŃ „pool de fonds “
Mijloace industriale
şi comerciale

Imobilizări brute.
Active circulante de
exploatare (stocuri,creanŃe,
lichidităŃi)

______________

Mijloace financiare

Imobilizări financiare
DisponibilităŃi

Fonduri proprii
(din care amortizări şi
provizioane)

_______________

Toate datoriile, inclusiv
creditele de trezorerie şi
creditele-furnizor.

În funcŃie de realitatea informaŃiilor furnizate11, bilanŃurile pot fi reale şi false. Putem
spune că un bilanŃ este real, atunci când el redă imaginea fidelă a situaŃiei patrimoniale,
financiare şi a rezultatelor întreprinderii.
Producătorii de conturi anuale trebuie să fie sinceri şi de bună credinŃă pentru
atingerea acestui „principiu-obiectiv” care este imaginea fidelă în contabilitate.
Unele prevederi legale sau subiectivismul producătorului de conturi pot conduce la o
îndepărtare a datelor furnizate de conturile anuale, de starea de fapt din întreprindere. În
11

Toma C., Op. cit., p. 191.
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acest fel, în loc de o imagine fidelă vom avea una infidelă cu privire la unitatea în cauză,
iar deciziile luate de către utilizatori sunt date de un bilanŃ fals (denaturat). Falsificarea
informaŃiilor din bilanŃ în scopul obŃinerii de rezultate predeterminate este cunoscută în
literatura de specialitate sub denumirea de „delicte de bilanŃ” sau “disimulări”12 . Evitarea
unor asemenea situaŃii cade în sarcina profesioniştilor contabili independenŃi care au
pregătirea morală şi profesională necesară de a confirma sau infirma dacă datele rezultate
din bilanŃ exprimă sau nu realitatea.
În concluzie, literatura de specialitate consemnează şi alte tipuri de bilanŃuri care nu fac
altceva decât să reflecte la diferite momente şi ocazii din viaŃa unei entităŃi, existenŃa
elementelor patrimoniale aşa cum sunt ele în realitate. Prin urmare,în decursul timpului
putem constata existenŃa unor diverse scheme de clasificare a bilanŃurilor ceea ce a
condus la apariŃia diferitelor modele de bilanŃ.
Indiferent de criteriul în funcŃie de care se face clasificarea bilanŃului acesta rămâne
principalul instrument de prezentare, cunoaştere şi respectare a normelor privitoare la
conservarea, administrarea şi dreptul de dispoziŃie asupra unui patrimoniu.
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Abstract: Tax systems of 15 member countries of the European Union had significantly differed from one
another before 1 May 2004, i.e. Before the enlargement of the European Union and the accession of 10 new
member countries. Differences referred not only to the level of fiscality of economy (which was measured by
the share of tax burdens in GDP), but also to the structure of tax revenues and the structure of tax systems
operating in particular countries.
Tax systems of newly accepted member countries also differ significantly from one another, especially
taking into consideration the level of fiscality and the structure of tax systems. Tax systems of the Visegrád
Group countries, Slovenia, Cyprus and Malta are the most similar to those operating in ‘old’ European
Union countries. On the other hand, Baltic states and Slovakia introduced linear tax systems and, thus,
considerably lowered tax burdens in relation to GDP.
For numerous years, countries of EU-15 have taken steps to facilitate the process of indirect tax
harmonization. Soon after the enlargement of the European Union differences between CIT rates and tax
competition became the source of serious conflicts.
The paper contains brief characteristics of tax systems operating in the enlarged European Union
countries and, additionally, presents the evolution of changes and prospects for tax harmonization in the
European community.

Introduction

Just after the May 1st 2004, enlargement of the European Union, important
controversies arose around significant differences in the CIT rates in the „old” and „new”
EU countries. Leaders of the countries with the highest share of public spending in GDP,
and the same with the highest tax burdens (Germany, France and Sweden) became to
accuse the new EU members of unfair competition due to reduction of the CIT rates. They
demanded increasing the CIT rates to adjust them to the average level of the rates in the
Western Europe.
Indignation of a part of western society represented in the most heated form by
German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder and President of France Jacques Chirac grounds
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on two arguments. The first one reveals misgivings that the low CIT rates in the new EU
countries may accelerate outflow of investment from the West to the East, which may
result in weakening the rate of economic growth and in increase in the unemployment rate.
The next argument sounds like a kind of blackmail. The leaders of mentioned countries
proposed harmonization of the CIT rates on the EU level. Moreover, they suggest that
refusal of acceptation of this idea would result in change of the rules of conferring the
structural funds for the new EU member countries.
In the first part of the paper theoretical aspects of tax competition are focused upon
and various meanings of the very term are explained. Subsequently, the evolution of CIT
system in ‘old’ and ‘new’ EU countries is displayed. Finally, arguments, which indicate that
CIT harmonization is neither possible, nor advisable at the moment, are presented. The
main current problem is to harmonize the rules of legal persons’ taxation in an enlarged
European Union.

Buletin ºtiinþific

1. Tax Competition. Theoretical aspects,
the essence and objectives of tax competition
In literature a conviction prevails that in the conditions of proceeding globalization
a government is not able to introduce high tax burdens as producers can easily transfer
their economic activity to the countries or regions with lower level of taxation. Does it mean
a continuous reduction of tax burdens?
H. W. Sinn’s concept (1993) is a typical example of neoclassical view on tax
competition. It rests on two basic assumptions of the neoclassical model, namely:
1) perfect mobility of production factors;
2) profit maximization as the main objective for the producers and wages
maximization as the main objective for the workers.
The most mobile production factors, i.e. capital and skilled workers are able to avoid
taxation via migration. As a consequence, according to Sinn, a „race to the bottom” would
emerge, ruining competition amongst the countries, which – in an extreme case – would
lead to zero tax rate with reference to these production factors. Simultaneously, decrease
in government revenues would mean necessity of dramatic cuts in public spending and
disturbances with realization of the social fairness rules. For this reason Sinn proposes to
increase a role of institutional factors, and to implement centralization and harmonisation
of taxes levied on mobile production factors.
Acceptation of more realistic assumptions, as well as observation of taxation trends
(rates, effective income burdens, share in GDP) does not confirm the existence of race to
the bottom-to zero tax rates.
Sinn’s model (1993) should be enlarged by at least three additional assumptions:
1) Flow of production factors (migrations to less-taxed regions) is connected with some
costs that should be taken into account and compared with potential advantages
resulting from lower tax rate on a given production factor.
2) In a short run both capital owners and skilled workers care not only for current profit
(income), but for many other factors as well.
3) Alternative costs of tax reduction should be regarded. For example: if a country
diminishes the CIT rate to improve competitiveness of its tax system and to attract
foreign capital, it will simultaneously have to limit supply of public goods, such as
infrastructure or public administration. This means that, like in a case of production
decisions, an optimal level of taxation may be designed as a point of equality of
marginal profits of tax reduction with alternative costs of this reduction. Assuming that
despite reduction of the CIT rates budget revenues will not decrease, the other taxes,
like PIT or VAT should be increased. This, in turn, will reduce disposable income and
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global demand. Again, alternative cost emerges that should be included into the
account. As a consequence, tax rates’ competition will never lead to maximal (to zero)
reduction of taxes (see Sepp and Wróbel, 2003).
Experience of various countries and statistical data on CIT budget revenues, which were
gathered at the end of the nineties in 20th century and in the first years of 21st century,
prove that, apart from theoretical considerations, there is no real danger of ‘race to bottom’
(see Siebert 1990). The World Bank’s analyses show that, although a corporate tax rate
reaches 28-38% and displays an insignificant decreasing tendency, still CIT revenues
increased slightly or remained on the same level of 2-3% GDP, reaching a maximum of
3.5% GDP (see World Development Indicators, 2004). Transforming countries of Central
and Middle Europe are an exception, since decrease in their budget revenues was caused
mainly by privatisation and adopted fiscal policy rather than by other factors (see Mitra,
Stern, 2003).

Observation by Sepp and Wróbel of hitherto process of tax competition allows to
distinguish two forms of this phenomenon:
1)
crawling tax competition,
2)
unfair tax competition.
The first form means a long run, relatively slow process consisting in gradual
reduction of tax rates in particular countries (reduction may be initiated by some countries
and imitated by the others). This in turn conduces to drop in the enterprises’ tax burdens,
which means higher incomes, more financial sources for investment and for introduction of
technical progress.
Unfair competition consists in isolated activities of single countries motivated by
the only objective-reduction of the CIT rates in order to attract foreign investors. Rapid
reduction of the CIT rates in Ireland and in Hungary was treated as an unfair competition
(see Hofheinz 2001, Carney 2001, OECD Economic Surveys 2000). Sometimes such
activities are called „tax dumping”. It is worth mentioning, however, that economic literature
explains this concept in different ways. An opinion may be found that reduction of tax rates
for all economic agents (both domestic and foreign) is treated as tax competition.
However, tax privileges only for foreign investors should be treated as tax dumping (see
Krause-Junk).
As a rule, all transition economies, especially at the beginning of transformation
process, created strong tax incentives for inflow of foreign capital. There exists an
argument to treat this strategy as fair competition rather than as tax dumping. In a case of
less developed countries, lower tax burdens with regard to foreign capital may be treated
as a risk premium, e.g. remuneration for investment in a country where financial risk is
higher.
The objective of tax competition is to increase attractiveness of a country as a place
for capital location and/or to stimulate economic activity of the country.
The first aim is strongly exposed in transition economies due to significant impact of
direct foreign investment on economic activity in those countries (as observed by
Sedmihradsky and Klazar, 2002). Thanks to foreign capital, inflow of new
technologies and management methods, improvement of financial discipline as well
as increase of exports are possible. For this reason, all the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe, especially at early stage of transformation, implemented wide range
of tax instruments, including tax exemptions or meaningful reduction of tax burdens
for the Western investors (for a long period, up to ten years).
The next goal of reduction of tax rates, e.g. stimulation of economic activity of
the country, is especially stressed in the Polish literature. L. Balcerowicz in „The
White Book of Taxes” initiated a discussion on fundamental reform of a tax system
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aiming at reduction of taxes. The objectives of the reform pointed in “The White Book”
(Biała Księga, 1998) were to be as follows:
1) stimulation of economic growth mainly through investment incentives, creation of
new jobs, increase in individual work productivity, improvement of skills, higher
profitability of legal incomes etc.,
2) higher social confidence in law, elimination of tax abuses, simplification of tax
system,
3) adjustment of tax system to the European Union demands,
4) implementation of tax competitiveness, e.g. elimination of outflow of workers,
firms, and capital to the countries with more friendly taxation,
5) regard to changes resulting from transformations in other domains of economic
life, for example: wider activities of self-governments or health care system reform.
Fundamental tax reform proposed in the White Book (finally: 22% of PIT, 22% of
CIT and 22% of VAT rates) has failed. However, pressure of media has brought some
results. Since 2004 the CIT rate has amounted to 19%, and the PIT tax payers may
optionally choose the way of taxation: 19% rate with no reliefs or general rules.
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3. Corporate income tax
in the ‘old’ European Union member countries
Tax systems both in Western Europe and in other developed economies base on
an assumption of high payment ability of legal persons running their businesses. Therefore,
a nominal CIT rate has been very high for many years, in some countries exceeding or approaching
50%. Foe example, in 1980 the CIT rate amounted to 62.2% in West Germany, 52% in Great
Britain, 50% in France and the USA, and 53% in Japan (Jorgenson and Landau). Only in the
nineties a tendency towards lowering the CIT rates became clearly visible. However, decrease in the
CIT rates is a very slow process (see table 1). Despite a downward tendency, in 2005 the CIT rates
in the old EU countries still reached a level of 25-38% (except for Ireland where the CIT rate
amounts to 12.5%).
Table 1
The CIT rates in the „old” EU countries (%)1

1

Countries

1992

1998

2000

2003

2004

2005

2006

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden

39.5
39
34
41.5
34
58.5
33
35
40
41.8
39
40
36
35
30

34
39
34
28
36.7
48.37
31
35
32
37
30
35
34
35
28

34
39
32
29
36.7
42.2
30
35
24
37
30
35
32
35
28

34
34
30
29
34.33
39.58
30
35
12.5
38.25
30.48
34.5
33
35
28

34
34
30
26
34.33
38.29
30
35
12.5
37.25
30.48
34.5
27.5
35
28

25
34
28
26
34.33
38.29
30
32
12.5
37.25
30.48
31.5
25
35
28

25
34
28
26
34.33
38.29
30
29
12.5
37.25
29.6
.
27.5
35
26

Source: 1992 and 1998 – OECD (2001) Economic Reviews 1999-2000; 2000 – European Tax Handbook
(2000), International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam; 2003 and 2004 – OECD Tax Data Base,
2005 – K. Wach (2005), Systemy podatkowe krajów Unii Europejskiej, Oficyna Ekonomiczna, Kraków, p. 50.
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Table 2

2

Nominal and effective CIT rates in the EU countries in 2001 (%)
CIT rates
a)

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finnland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden

nominal
34.0
39.0
32.0
29.0
36.7
42.2
30.0
35.0
20.0
37.0
30.0
35.0
32.0
35.0
28.0

b)

effective
27.9
34.5
27.3
26.6
34.7
34.9
28.3
28.0
10.5
27.6
32.2
31.0
30.7
31.0
22.9

Data in table 2 indicate differences between nominal and effective tax rates in 2001.
In many countries effective tax rate was lower than the nominal one merely by a few
percentage points (Great Britain, Luxembourg and Finnland). Reduction of differences was
a result of recent significant limitation of tax reliefs. However, in Ireland and Italy
differences reached almost 10 percentage points.
Some experiences referring to fiscal policy of Greece, Ireland, Spain or Portugalthe countries that were joining the Union during succeeding enlargements-may be
interesting for Poland. Data from table 3 points at similar fiscal policy of the mentioned
countries after accession to the EU despite a fact that they joined the EU in different
periods of time. Within a few years after accession a share of public spending as relation
to GDP was increasing in each country. This was a result of the following factors:
1) Mentioned countries centred upon activities to improve economic infrastructure, to
increase R&D and education expenditures to make their economies more competitive;
2) Social pressure towards unification of social standards to fulfil demands of the
European Social Card;
3) Collection of public financial sources necessary to co-finance structural funds obtained
from the EU.
All of this brought about a growth of fiscal burdens. However, at the same time it
proved high mobilization of the new EU members in order to improve future economic
position of a country.

2

Source: a) European Tax Handbook (2001), International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam; b)
L. Oręziak (2004): Finanse Unii Europejskiej, PWN, Warszawa, p. 236.
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Table 3
Share of public spending in Ireland, Greece, Spain and Portugal before and after
accession (% of GDP in current market prices)3
A year before accession to
the EU

In a year of accession

Ireland
Greece

37,0
30,6

36,8
39,9

42,5
39,7

46,3
41,5

45,5
44,3

43,1
48,1

44,0
47,9

Spain

42,1

41,7

40,6

40,9

41,8

42,7

43,5

Portugal

43,5

44,6

43,0

43,0

42,9

44,0

45,3

Countries

Within five years after accession
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4. Corporate income tax
in the ‘new’ European Union member countries
At the beginning of the nineties the CIT rates both in the EU countries and in those
that joined the EU in 2004 were quite similar (see table 1 and table 4).
However, Central and Eastern Europe countries implemented a different model of
public finance and taxation than Western Europe countries did. They revealed a tendency
to rapid reduction of public sector size and to lowering taxes. At an early stage of
transformation process all transition economies had to implement incentives stimulating
economic activity and increasing their competitiveness in order to attract foreign capital.
Tax competition became an important instrument of that strategy. The CIT rate was
diminishing. All the countries implemented a wide system of tax reliefs and tax holidays, as
well as other incentives for inflow of foreign capital. In some countries tax holidays for
foreign investors lasted till 2003, or even longer. Hungary was the first country to introduce
cuts in the CIT rates: from 40% to 36%, and to 18% in 1995. Since 2004 the CIT rate there
has amounted to 16%.
Table 4
The CIT rates in the “new” EU countries (%)4
Countries
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Lithuania
Latvia
Malta
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia
a)

1992

1998

2000

2003

2004

2005

2006

25
55
35
40
29
35
35
40
45
30

25
35
26
18
25
25
35
36
40
25

25
31
a)
31.56
18
24
25
35
30
29
25

25
31
a)
31.56
18
24
19
35
27
25
25

15
28
a)
31.56
16
15
15
35
19
19
25

10
26
a)
31.56
16
15
15
35
19
19
25

10
26
a)
31.56
16
15
15
35
19
19
25

concerns redistributed profit, for remaining profit the rate amounts to 0.

Reformers in the Baltic States paid much attention to entrepreneurship stimulation
and attracting foreign capital. Purju (2002) points at that frequent changes in the rules of
corporate income taxation evidence this. This is expressed by a gradual reduction of tax
rates. Additionally (in Lithuania since 1997, in Estonia since 2000), taxation has referred
only to distributed profit or to other transactions that might be treated as a hidden form of
profit distribution: fringe benefits, gifts and donations, profit transfers. At the beginning of
transition, all the Baltic States implemented significant investment reliefs for foreign
3

Own calculations based on European Economy. Annual Economic Report 1991-1992, ECSC-EEC-EAEC.
1991. Brussels. no. 50. p. 265.
4

Tax Bulletins.
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investors. At the end of nineties, however, they resigned some of the mentioned reliefs
and replaced them with reliefs inducing the investors to locate capital in relatively lessdeveloped regions of a country, being in danger of high unemployment.
Very spectacular reduction of the CIT rates took place in 2004. In Poland the CIT rate
diminished from 27% to 19%. Slovakia, Lithuania, Latvia and Cyprus lowered the rates to
15% and to 10% in 2005. Such high reduction of the CIT rates in the countries just
accessing the EU may be explained as follows:
1. The new EU members were afraid that enlargement of the Union and openness of
borders would result in outflow of capital to more stable economies;
2. Reduction of the CIT rates was to attract foreign investors;
3. The new countries accessing the EU probably assumed that expected inflow of
structural funds from the Union would enable improvement of economic and social
infrastructure without a need of severe renouncements, of increase in public
spending and the same in tax burdens.
Comparison of previously presented behaviours of Ireland, Greece, Spain and
Portugal with attitudes of the new EU members indicates that integration with the EU,
instead of mobilizing the new countries to increase their efforts to improve their
competitiveness, resulted in rather claim attitudes.

At the moment it seems that in an enlarged EU finding a consensus in two questions
is becoming more and more important:
1) Is tax competition positive or negative phenomenon?
2) Is it necessary to harmonize the CIT rates or rather co-ordination of the CIT system
(unification of both the system construction and the rules of taxation) would be a better
solution?
So far, neither theory of economics nor the economic practice gives univocal answer
to the first question.
Advocates of tax competitiveness advance the following arguments:
3) Decrease of tax rates increases earnings of enterprises, which favours development of
entrepreneurship and stimulates economic growth;
4) Tax competitiveness leads to tax decrease and extorts rationalization of public
expenditures and reduction of accreditation given by national budget;
5) Tax competitiveness decreases the influence of politicians and decision-makers on
economic life – in the situation in which there would be no pressure on decreasing
taxes, they would be willing to rise taxes without any limits and without fears of
consequences of their actions;
6) Lower taxes compensate for low attractiveness of a given country for foreign
investment, for example weak infrastructure, inconvenient location (peripheral location
of a country), unskilled labour force, etc.;
7) Tax competitiveness favours inflow of foreign investment, which increases chances for
development of economy and decreases the gap between more and less developed
countries (This is revealed in Baldwin and Krugman’s research which indicates that
predominance of leading countries over peripheral ones, such as Greece, Portugal and
Spain, is diminishing (see Baldwin R. E., Krugman P. 2001).
On the contrary, opponents of tax competitiveness highlight the following dangers
connected with the decrease in taxes and ‘race to bottom’:
a. lower budget revenues lead to lowering public goods supply and limiting
redistribution of state functions;
b. it diminishes competitiveness of economy (because of lower expenditures on
infrastructure, Research and Development and education), which can lead to public
discontent and as a result have a negative impact on economy;
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c. government can try to compensate decreased budget revenues coming from taxes
by increasing tax burdens of less mobile factors of production (for example of work,
which leads to the rise of labour costs and can increase unemployment) or by
increasing indirect CIT rates (which leads to the decrease of consumer demand);
d. it leads to the outflow of capital abroad and the loss of potential budget revenues
(Such capital transfer to a country characterised by a lower tax base means that tax
payers behave as ‘free-riders’ who take advantage of public goods in their own country
and, at the same time, evade to finance them);
e. according to the capital export neutrality theory, maximum public welfare is reached
when economic subjects benefit from lower taxes in other countries.
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6. Perspectives of the CIT rates harmonization
in an enlarged European Union
According to the EU Constitution Act, harmonization of tax rates, definition of tax
brackets or a minimum tax rate needs an approval of each EU member. In practice, it
would be very difficult to obtain such unanimity. It is almost certain that new members
would be against; Ireland and Great Britain would for sure veto this idea.
It is worth to point at a fact that an idea of CIT harmonization does not date to the
latest enlargement of the EU. Early in the nineties the Commission of independent experts
was appointed, headed by Onno Ruding, an ex-Finance Minister of the Netherlands.
The Commission was to deal with harmonization of direct taxes. At the early 1992 the
Ruding report was presented. The European Parliament recognized conclusions included
in the report as worthy to recommend. The Ruding Commission indicated minimum and
maximum levels of the CIT rates at 30% and 40% respectively. Minimum 30% rate was
advised both for accumulated profit and for economic agents with a status of physical
persons. Need of harmonization of both a tax base and a system of tax collection was
mentioned as well by Kupier (1996). Since 1992 attempts to harmonize CIT have nearly
failed. Need of unanimity in voting on tax proposals was stressed as a main cause of
mentioned failure. Experts were of opinion that even at majority of voices the Ruding's
proposals were not real, as a process of tax harmonization was very arduous and timeconsuming. Moreover, it needed lots of legislative changes in tax and accounting
regulations in the EU countries. Changes of tax rates within the last decade have pointed
at existence of a crawling tax competition.
The next attempts of tax harmonization have failed as well. Code of Conduct for
Business Taxation accepted by the EU Council on December 1, 1997, is not a formal
document. It is just a set of rules that should be abided to limit a phenomenon of tax
competition that is treated as harmful competition. In March 1998 the EU Council
appointed another team of experts, headed by Dawn Primarolo, a Treasury Minister of
Great Britain. Again, the effects of their efforts were not implemented. It occurred that from
amongst 271 investigated tax solutions 66 were essential for localization of economic
activity within the EU and were acknowledged as harmful. Member countries were obliged
to repeal them; however, due to lack of sanctions, merely nothing has changed within the
last years in order to remove harmful regulations (see Patterson, 2002:17-18).
The new EU members found themselves under a pressure of increasing the CIT
rates to bring them closer to the rates existing in the old EU countries. A question arises
whether the new countries should yield that pressure. We personally think they should not.
The following arguments speak in advocacy of our opinion:
1) The CIT rates are just one of the factors influencing competitive advantage of a country.
Development of infrastructure, stability of economy, respect to law, efficiency of
collecting receivables - are of much importance, too.
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2) Level of tax burdens should be correlated with an access to credit and with
development of capital market and possibilities of issuing stocks.
3) Poland and other transition economies have different structure of budget revenues in
comparison with the old EU countries. High share of indirect taxes, e.g. a structure
typical for the countries with “south tax mentality”, is a result of historical and social
conditions, high share of underground economy, and low effectiveness of tax
administration. Referring to Laffer curve, a hypothesis may be formulated that increase
in the CIT rates does not necessarily have to end up with a growth of budget revenues.
4) Countries that joined the EU in 2004 are small as a rule (except for Poland), of
secondary importance, out of a center of integration area. As a consequence of this,
even preferential tax rates will not significantly grow an inflow of investment from
Western Europe.
5) Even if we assumed that thanks to lower CIT rates the new EU members would attract a
lot of capital from the EU, we should evaluate it positively, also from a viewpoint of
Western countries. It would mean an acceleration of the process of unification of
economic development, which would result in lower transfers from rich to poor EU
countries (see Kudła, 2005).
6) Level of nominal CIT rates is an essential, but not the most important factor determining
real tax burdens. Real (effective) tax rate is affected seriously by construction of tax
system, especially by tax base, rules of depreciation' calculation, kinds and range of tax
reliefs, taxation of dividends on profits transferred amongst different partnerships with
capital ties, possibilities of joint accounting of losses in a case of partnerships with
capital ties. In reality, combination of decreasing tax rates with wider tax base and
reduction of tax reliefs often brings about maintenance of effective tax burdens at the
same level. Moreover, they often even grow. Let's take an example of Sweden. Till the
eighties tax system in Sweden (like in most of other countries) was grounded on a
narrow tax base and high tax rates. A nominal CIT rate amounted to 56%. However,
due to a very narrow tax base with lots of exceptions and reliefs, an effective CIT rate
reached a level of 20% merely. In the nineties the nominal CIT rate amounted to 28%.
Simultaneously, tax base was significantly widened. As a result, the effective CIT rate
rose to about 25% (Lodin, 2001).
7) Actually observed reduction of the CIT rates and pressure on lowering public spending
seem to be a temporary phenomenon (Kudła, 2005). It is commonly known that
reduction of taxes leads to diminishing supply of public goods. Lowering R&D and
education spending would not be a good solution in a long run, because the future of
national economy is based on science. It could cause a civilization and economic
stagnation. However, a different scenario may be taken into account as well. Some
Western Europe countries may, pressed by the new EU members, lower the CIT rates
and diminish public spending. Germany is an example of such a country. It is going to
lower the CIT rates to increase investment attractiveness of its economy in order to fight
high unemployment. Such direction of changes may be unfavorable for the whole EU. It
would mean a distinct change of priorities in economic and social policy of the Union.

Concluding remarks
Attractiveness of a country and competitiveness of an economy may be improved not
only through reduction of taxes. Development of technical infrastructure, growth of R&D
spending, higher level of education of society, efficiency of law and public administration
are important factors, too. Experiences from Greece, Ireland, Spain and Portugal indicate
that a process of accession was usually connected with increase in public spending.
Although the mentioned countries joined the EU in different time, in each country public
spending grew after accession. The countries made efforts to increase competitiveness of
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their economies and to collect budget financial sources necessary for supporting structural
programs financed from the EU structural funds.
The new EU countries have chosen different direction of evolution of their tax
systems. However, the old members of the Union did not approve it. Despite a pressure to
harmonize the tax rates, there are some arguments for not accelerating this process.
There is no doubt that rules of corporate taxation should be harmonized. However,
reformers should start with unification of basic issues that affect a tax base, namely
revenues and costs of obtaining revenues, as the rules of calculation differ across the
member countries. This in turn affects the enterprises’ effective tax burdens. Unification of
the rules of taxation for legal persons is then more urgent than harmonization of tax rates.
Implementation of a uniform tax base will influence the productivity of enterprises,
which will cause finance transparency of an enterprise. This will also reduce international
accounting costs in corporations which have their branch offices in numerous countries.
Therefore, it is logical to uniform tax base. However, opponents of this idea claim that such
changes would be the first step taken towards unification of tax systems in all EU
countries. Taking into account the fact that tax policy is treated as a key element of
national competence of EU members, unification of the tax base will be probably a longlasting process.
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Abstract: This study aims to answer two questions: first, whether the performance of Turkish firms is
improved by Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) with equity participation, second, whether there are any
spillovers from firms with FDI to other firms in the same sector. It is found that for firms with minority
foreign equity participation, there are positive spillovers from FDI in the sector. On the contrary,
productivity of firms with minority foreign equity participation is negatively affected from FDI investment
in the firm itself. This may imply that positive spillover effects are probably due to increase in competition in
the market rather than the transfer of technology.

Introduction
Foreign direct investments (FDIs) are increasing in Turkey since early 1980s with
the abolishment of restrictions and the increase of incentives for incoming foreign
investment. However, there is no consensus in the literature that would clearly justify these
policy changes against FDI.
There is substantial number of studies that have examined the impact of FDI for
different host economies. Aitken & Harrison (1999) for Venezuela, Javorcik & Spatareanu
(2003) for Romania, Chung, Mitchell & Yeung (2003) for USA, and Blalock & Gertler
(2004) for Indonesia are some of the examples that examined the impact of FDI at firm
level. There are also relevant studies that analyzed the impact of FDI at industry level such
as the study of Xiaohui Liu & Wang (2003) for China. Although the results of most of
industry level studies conclude that host country benefits from FDI, the results of firm level
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studies (either in the same industry, as with horizontal spillovers, or in upstream or
downstream industries, as with vertical) are rather mixed.
The first aim of the paper is to analyze whether the performance of Turkish firms is
improved by FDI with equity participation, second is to check whether there are any
spillovers from firms with FDI to other firms in the same sector. If there is any positive
spillover, the next question to be answered is whether this spillover differs according to
foreign ownership structure of Turkish firms.
There are basically three studies, in authors’ knowledge, that analyze foreign
investment effect on performance of Turkish firms. Two of these studies used perceptual
measures of managers’ satisfaction with IJVs performance to measure the effect of foreign
investment. Erden (1997), relying solely on the foreign partner’s perspective, concluded
that foreign partners are highly satisfied with the IJVs in terms of mutual trust, expectations
met and having long term relationships. On the other hand, Tatoglu & Glaister (1998b)
measured the performance from perspectives of both partners and found out that Turkish
partner firms are more satisfied than foreign partner firms regarding comparison with home
country operations and host country competitors. The third study, which is closer to the
present study in terms of using objective financial criteria, is a cross sectional study by
Aslanoglu (2000). Aslanoglu has analyzed the largest 500 industrial firms of Turkey in
1993. He found out that there is no significant contribution of FDI on the productivity of
domestic industries and no significant relation between technology gap and market growth
of domestic firms. On the other hand, he argued that the presence of foreign firms
increases the competition in domestic industries and technology gap affects the change in
the technology gap in the course of the time.
This study would use objective financial criteria to analyze the FDI spillover effects
in Turkey thus would be totally different than the studies by Erden (1997) and Tatoglu &
Glaister (1998b). On the other hand, it differs from the study by Aslanoglu for two
important reasons. First, data in this study is an unbalanced panel data. Thus, it would be
possible to analyze not only the cross sectional characteristics but also time series
characteristics of FDI with equity participation in Turkey. Second, while Aslanoglu
analyzed FDI issue in terms of technology gap between Turkish firms and foreign firms,
this paper looks at the very same question in terms of foreign ownership structure of FDI
(minority / majority).
In this paper, it is found that at absolute levels FDI has no impact on the productivity
of domestic firms. With the expectation that positive effect of FDI may take time to realize,
lagged values of FDI are also added as independent variables, however again no
significant relation is detected. On the other hand, when the variables are expressed as
changes rather than the absolute values, some interesting significant relations are
observed. The change in productivity is significantly positively related to the change in FDI
in sector. To analyze where this positive relation stems from, the sample is divided
according to the foreign ownership type (majority/minority).
Subsequently, section 2 outlines the methodology and data used in this study.
Section 3 presents the estimation results. The conclusions and future work are given in
section 4.

2. Model and data
2.1. Model
Following previous studies (Fare, Grosskopf, Norris & Zhang, 1994; Zhou et al.,
2002), a Cobb-Douglas production function is adopted to create an empirically testable
model between productivity and input variables. According to Cobb-Douglas function, the
relationship between output and capital and labor is given as Y= AK αL(1-α) where Y is the
output, K is capital and L is labor. Dividing both sides by L and linearizing the function, the
following relationship is obtained: log(Y/L) = log (A) + α log (K/L).
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The left hand side of the equation is treated as a dependent variable, which
represents the productivity of firm. In this paper, the firm’s output per employee, defined as
the sum of gross sales and change in inventory divided by number of employee, is used as
a proxy to productivity. Right hand side of the equation consists of input variables of capital
intensity (K/L) and other variables embedded in log (A). Since firms with higher capital
intensity use more advanced technology, capital intensity is expected to have a positive
impact on the productivity of the firm (Blomstrom & Persson, 1983; Fare, Grosskopf, Norris
& Zhang, 1994). Following Aitken & Harrison (1999), two variables that measure the
existence of foreign investment in host country are employed. One is the percentage of
subscribed capital owned by foreign investors (FOREIGN), the other is the ratio of total of
employment of firms with foreign investment weighted by the percentage of foreign
ownership to the total employment in the sector (FORSEC). Specifically, the second
variable that measure the foreign investment in host country would be
∑I FOREIGNij* Employmentij
FORSECj =
-----------------------------------∑I Employmentij
where I stands for firm and j for sector. Besides these three independent variables above,
the additional control variables that may affect the productivity of the firm are included in
the model. One of them is the log of assets, which is used as a proxy for the size of the
firm. Size may have either negative or positive impact on productivity. Another firm related
variable, the log of material costs per employee is defined as the sales cost minus change
in inventory divided by number of employees. This variable is expected to be positively
correlated to the productivity since it is directly related to the amount of production. Also
firm’s age and asset structure is assumed to have an impact on its productivity. Thus, the
firm’s age and the percentages of subscribed capital owned by government and by private
sector are also added to the analysis as independent variables. The firm’s age could have
negative or positive effect on productivity depending on life cycles of firms. Finally, sector
dummies are included to account for the productivity differences of firms that may arise
due to the fact that firms are from different sectors. This selection of variables is consistent
with previous literature.
2.2. Data
Only the firms that have stocks traded in Đstanbul Stock Exchange are included in the
sample. Thus this study analyzes the effect of only one type of FDI; equity participation in
an existing firm.
Following the definition of UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development) about FDI, only the firms with a foreign capital stake of 10 percent or more
are considered to be the firms to be analyzed in this study.
The years covered include 1998 through 2002. Since the data set is an unbalanced
panel, the number of firms varies over the sample period. The number of firms is 199 for
1998, 187 for 1999, 209 for 2000,204 for 2001, and 207 for 2002. The firms are from 17
different sectors. Data set includes 1006 observations.

3. Results and discussions
To control for firm productivity differences, such as the heterogeneity among the
firms, this paper adopts two techniques in panel data literature: fixed effects and random
effects as shown in Table 1. The dependent variable, the log of productivity, is regressed
on foreign investment measures and control variables. Control variables include
government ownership level in the firm, private ownership level in the firm, log of materials
intensity, log of capital intensity, log of assets, firm’s age, and sector dummies. In addition,
all regressions include annual time dummies to account for time-varying components in
firm’s productivity. The fixed effects model assumes that differences across firms can be
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captured in differences in the constant term. Random effects model has this constant term
as random. This random term models the heterogeneity across the firms but is constant
over time. The first column presents the results for fixed effects model and second column
presents the results for random effects model. For both models, none of the foreign
investment measures are significant. However, an insignificant Chi-square value from
Hausman test fails to detect a correlation between unobserved firm-specific random
effects and the regressors, thus random effects model may be more powerful. So for the
rest of the paper random effects model is chosen to continue to analyze the impact of FDI.
The next four columns of Table 1 show the results for Prais-Winsten regressions
which produce panel corrected standard error estimates for panel data. “Prais-Winsten,
hetonly” specifies that the disturbances are assumed to be panel-level heteroskedastic
only and that there is no assumed contemporaneous correlation across panels. On the
other hand, “Prais-Winsten, independent” specifies that the disturbances are assumed to
be independent across panels; that is, there is a single disturbance variance common to all
observations. “Prais-Winsten, correlation (AR1)” specifies that within firms, there is firstorder autocorrelation AR(1) and that the coefficient of the AR(1) process is common to all
the firms. Overall, these results show us that there is no significant impact of FDI on the
productivity of domestic firms when the variables measured at absolute levels.
Another possible source of FDI impact would be on the change in productivity rather
than on absolute values of productivity. Table 2 presents the results for regressions where
changes in productivity are regressed on changes in independent variables except age.
Table 2 starts with a first-difference transformation of the data and then move to a
maximum of three-year differences. In the first and second difference specifications the
results show that there is a positive relation between change in FDI in the sector and the
change in domestic firms’ productivity.
Table 3 repeats the regressions in Table 2 for minority/majority groups separately.
The results show that there is an important difference between minority and majority
owned foreign affiliates. The productivity of minority owned foreign affiliates are positively
affected by the change in foreign investment in the sector (in first-difference specification),
and negatively affected by FDI in the firm itself (in the second-difference specification)
while there is no significant impact of FDI, whether in sector or firm itself, on majority
owned affiliates’ productivity.
This may suggest that the positive impact of FDI in sector is due to the increase in
competition rather than the technology transfer. The reason why majority-owned foreign
affiliates can not benefit from the increased competition may be just because majorityowned foreign affiliates would need longer period to learn about domestic market, transfer
technology and be able gain a market share in host country.
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Conclusions and future work
The horizontal impact of foreign direct investment on domestic firms is studied by
analyzing a sample of Turkish firms that have stocks traded in the Istanbul Stock
Exchange. Our results show that foreign ownership level in the firm has no effect on its
productivity and there is no spillover to domestically owned firms from firms with FDI in the
same sector when variables are measured at absolute levels. When the impact of change
in FDI on change in productivity is analyzed, the existence of positive spillovers is
detected. Further analysis of data by dividing sample into minority/ majority groups shows
that the productivity of minority owned foreign affiliates are positively affected by the
change in foreign investment in the sector (in first-difference specification), and negatively
affected by FDI in the firm itself (in the second-difference specification) while there is no
significant impact of FDI, whether in sector or firm itself, on majority owned affiliates’
productivity. Overall, the results may suggest that the positive relation is due to the
increased competition rather than the technology transfer. To make this suggestion more
compelling, additional evidence is obviously needed.
This study could be improved and extended by using a larger sample that includes
not only firms trading in stock market but also other firms, which would be more
illuminating and representative of Turkish economy, to find out the impact of other types of
entry for FDIs such as establishment of a wholly owned subsidiary, establishment of new
joint venture and acquisition of an existing firm. Moreover, it may be also possible to
analyze the impact of FDI on upstream or downstream industries (vertical spillovers) rather
than just looking for the impact of FDI in the same industry (horizontal) with a larger
sample. It is quite possible that FDI does not have any effect horizontally, however,
positive (or negative) effect vertically for Turkish firms. The results of studies that explored
the vertical productivity spillovers are also mixed. Thus it would be beneficial to see
whether vertical productivity spillovers exist for Turkish firms or not.
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Abstract: Acknowledging the disparity on the causality direction and on the nature of the relationship
between the aggregate measures of money supply and the returns on the equity exchanges, this paper
considers the relative positions of M1 and M2 in the light of their relationships with four U. S. equity
exchanges: S&P500, Dow Jones Industrial, Nasdaq, and Wilshire 5000 composite. It is demonstrated that a
long-term equilibrium relationship does indeed exist.
Short-run dynamics are also considered and are found to be temporary departures from the longrun
equilibrium. Based on a model, which yields robust estimated results and is thus considered well behaved,
the direction of causality is established. The model is then put further to test to check the predictive power of
the M1 and M2 money aggregates. Based on a set of in- and outof-sample forecast experiments, the results
overwhelmingly indicate that M2 is a better predictive measure and hence a superior indicator than M1.

1. Introduction
Money supply and stock returns have widely been studied. Initial research in this
area was mostly preoccupied with simply establishing a relationship between these
variables (see, for instance, Homa and Jaffee, 1971; Hamburger and Kochin, 1972;
Rozeff, 1974; Gupta, 1974; Wright, 1976; and Kraft and Kraft, 1977). In the 1980’s and
early 1990’s, refinements in modeling and, in particular, the causality issue were
predominant (Lynge, 1981; Sorensen, 1982; Pearce and Roley, 1983; Canto, et al., 1985;
Darrat, 1987; Jones and Uri, 1987; Hashemzadeh and Taylor, 1988; Bailey, 1989; Foote,
1989; and Dhakal, Kandil and Sharma, 1993). Since the mid 1990’s and until recently,
stability, relevance, and the predictive power of variants of money measures and/or stock
returns have been in focus (see, for example, Mehra, 1993; Fletcher and Chen, 1993;
Campbell and Kyle, 1993; Choudhry, 1996; Siklos and Anusiewicz, 1998; Thornton, 1998;
Fleming, Kirby and Ostdiek, 1998; Duca, 2000; Bennett and Sias, 2001; Huang, and Shen,
2002; and Bahmani-Oskooee and Chomsisengphet, 2002).
The early 1990’s also witnessed substantial ebbs in the use of monetary policy. Most
analysts had already drawn a conclusion that monetary policy had been tried and had
been rendered ineffective, mostly due to the presence of other influences. Laurent (1999)
provided evidence that such views were widely distorted and that it was a serious mistake
not to employ M2. He established that real M2 had a superior performance in predicting
real GNP than a number of other competing monetary indicators.

Variations across major monetary instruments are not uncommon. Though these
measures generally fluctuate together, yet the slight variations among them have raised
the debate, as well as the quest for, as to which measure of money is the better policy
indicator. Figure 1 depicts four real money measures: the narrower measure of money
(M1), the monetary base (MB), and the two broader measures (M2 and M3). M1 and M2
are the focus of this paper. As can be seen, some variations do exist among these
measures, and it remains to be seen whether M1 or M2 is the better indicator for the
investors and/or the brokerage firms that are in quest of better predictive measures.
Recent research on equity markets assigns an important role to money aggregates
and seeks, among other goals, methods to enhance the predictive powers of such
aggregates in forecasting stock prices (returns). Already, some measures of money
aggregates are considered as indispensable technical indicators in some brokerage
houses (see, for example, Baum, 2002). Considering that the Fed still sets targets for M2
and M3, and on the basis of some theoretical considerations, most researchers today tend
to conclude, though unscientifically, that the broader money measures are likely to offer
better predictive signals than the narrow money measures, and even the interest-ratebased measures.
The purpose of this paper is to examine M2, the broader aggregate measure of
money supply, and compare its predictive power in forecasting stock returns against M1,
the relatively narrower but more established measure of money supply. Section II briefly
reviews prior work on money and stock returns. The methodology and empirical
applications then follow, respectively, in sections III and IV. The last section includes
summary and conclusions.

2. Prior Research
Limiting our review to the post-1970 years, research by a number of monetary
economists establishes the existence of a significant relationship between changes in the
supply of money and measures of stock returns. Furthermore, stock prices appear to
respond to monetary disturbances with some lags. This phenomenon, which is referred to
as monetary portfolio hypothesis, suggests that a linkage does exist between changes in
the supply of money and changes in the prices of other assets held in an investor’s
portfolio. For example, if there is an increase in money supply, investors respond to this
wealth effect by exchanging money for a variety of assets such as bonds, stocks, etc.,
thereby affecting the prices (returns) of such assets.
An early non-econometric test of the monetary portfolio hypothesis belongs to Palmer
(1970) who, using graphs, concluded that changes in money supply result in changes in
stock prices. Subsequently, econometric studies by Homa and Jaffe (1971), Hamburger
and Kochin (1972), Dhakal, Kandil and Sharma (1993) confirmed a strong linkage between
money supply and stock prices, and also inferred that monetary changes led stock prices.
The implication of the above findings is that investors, using forecast of changes in
money supply, can predict future stock prices and returns. This conclusion that contradicts
the market efficiency hypothesis (EMH) did not, however, remain unchallenged. Cooper
(1974) and Rozeff (1974) argue that the lead/lag and cross spectra of stock returns and
changes in money supply are consistent with EMH, and that stock returns actually
anticipate changes in the growth of money supply. In their attempts to resolve the
contradiction, Cooper and Rozeff reversed the direction of causality that was already fairly
established by other researchers. This reversal in causality direction, which was the
unintended consequence of providing support for EMH, was later further extended. For
example, Kraft and Kraft (1977) reported that changes in the S&P price index did affect the
narrowly defined money supply, i.e., M1. Rogalski and Vinso (1977) and Jones and Uri
(1987) concluded that causality did not appear to go from money supply but rather from
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stock prices to money supply. Hence, investors were not able to develop profitable trading
rules with information on changes in the money supply.
Recent research also suggests that M2 is not immune to changes in the equity
markets. For example, Duca (2000), considering the flow of money between M2 and bond
and equity mutual funds, reports that large capital gains or losses in the funds introduce
volatility in M2. Even capital gains taxes, he argues, that induce the investors to hold onto
gains in the bond/stock market could cause shifts in the M2 velocity. Duca reports the
existence of significant causality relationships running from mutual fund loads to M2
velocity. His data, in particular, reveals that long-run movements in taxable stock and bond
loads lead into velocity changes, whereas only short-run, not long-run, changes in the M2
velocity lead movements in the funds loads.
In contrast with Duca’s work, one could infer a reverse position from the work of
Bennett and Sias (2001). They document that money flows, e.g., the difference between
uptick and downtick dollar trading volumes, are highly correlated with contemporaneous
returns. Also, since money flows exhibit persistence, they are thus good predictors of
variations in future stock returns. Money flows -- whether money is flowing into or out of a
particular security – has been used as a technical indicator since the early 1970s. Similar
to M2, the popularity of this measure has increased recently. Simply noted, if investors are
willing to put money into stock, then the effect on the stock price is fairly clear. Hence
causality goes from money to stocks.
Starting in the early 1990’s, the substitutability between M2 and stock and bond funds
became increasingly noticeable and, inevitably, confounded the causality analysis further
(see, for example, Carlson and Schwarz, 1999). The substitutability between these
variables was demonstrated through the use of straightforward household data. For
example, Kennickel, Starr, McCluer, and Suden (1997) document a shift away from bank
deposits, i.e. M2, towards mutual funds in the 1990’s (see also Laderman, 1997, for a
counter argument). It is also plausible that financial innovation and technology could have
influenced this shift, or could have facilitated other linkages among these variables.
Though no consensus at the empirical level has yet been established, recent tests
including cointegration and error correction models have enlightened the above
controversies substantially. Given the continuing disparity in views, we would be remiss
not to conjecture that, in our opinion, a substantial part of the controversies on this topic
has arisen due mainly to lack of a unified basis in data coverage, data frequency, model
specification, and the estimation techniques used. It should also be noted that most of the
above studies typically employed M1 as a measure of money supply.
In sum, there is a lack of consensus among researchers in explaining the direction of
causality between money supply and stock returns, and establishing the predictive
superiority of the alternative measures of money.

3. Methodology
The methodology employed in this study is based on Granger’s causality, Johansen
and Juselius (1990) cointegration analysis, and Engle and Granger (1987) error-correction
representation. These techniques are complemented by tests and procedures advanced
by Sims (1972), Pierce and Haugh (1977), and Akaike’s final prediction error (FPE). The
final prediction error (FPE) test is considered preferable and is thus mostly used in this
paper. It is shown that FPE, particularly under predictive scenarios, performs better, and is
well suited for finite samples (see Geweke, Meese and Dent, 1983).
Within the framework of this paper, the Granger causality tests involve the estimation
of the following equations:
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k =1

k =1

R j ,t = ∑ a k R j ,t∑
-k +
N3

N4

k =1

k =1

M t = ∑ c k M t -∑k +

bk M t - k + ut

(1)

d k R j ,t - k + v t

(2)

The equations (1) and (2) are intended to establish the causal relationship between
the money aggregates (M1 or M2) and the returns on the stock exchanges. Our purpose in
revisiting (1) and (2) is to resolve the disparity that exists in the prior literature on the
causal relationship between various measures of money and stock returns. Under the null
hypothesis of no causal relationship running from Mt to Rj, t , the coefficients on the lagged
values of t M in the first equation should not be significantly different from zero as a group.
Similarly, under the null hypothesis of no causal relationship running from Rj, t to Mt , the
coefficient on the lagged values of stock returns in the second equation should not be
significantly different from zero.
Prerequisite to the application of system (1) and (2) is, of course, an examination of
the stationary properties of Rj, t, and changes in Mt. We will apply augmented Dick-Fuller
(ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests in this regard. Most economic variables are I(1) at
their levels, and I(0) in their first differences. We anticipate the same to prevail for the
series of M1, M2, and prices on the equity exchanges.
In addition to establishing the direction of causality, the second area of our interest is
to probe into the nature of the dynamics, both short- and long-term, among changes in the
money aggregates and the stock returns. In brief, we would like to establish, first, the longrun comovements or equilibrium relationship between these variables, and, then, examine
the short-run dynamics among them, if any. We take each in turn.
To check on the existence of cointegration among variables, this paper uses the
VARbased tests of Johansen and Juselius (1990). The procedure is based on the
maximum likelihood estimation of VAR model. From the estimation, two statistics, the trace
and the maximum Eigenvalue, are computed to test for the existence of r cointegrating
vectors. In particular, the trace statistics tests the null hypothesis of less than or equal r
cointegrating vectors against the alternative of more r cointegrating vectors. The maximum
Eigenvalue statistics tests the null hypothesis of r cointegrating vectors against the
alternative of r + 1 cointegrating vectors.
In general, evidence for co-integration suggests the presence of a long-run
relationship between the variables. This means that any deviations from this long-run
equilibrium will be corrected. Statistically, the presence of co-integration will also rule out
non-causality between the variables. As has become evident, long-run equilibrium does
not preclude the existence of short-run dynamics. For example, Miller (1991) notes that if
two variables are co-integrated, there must exist temporal causality in the Granger sense
between them in at least one direction. This indicates two important channels that might
cause the changes in the variables. One channel is the response of one variable due to
the changes in the other variable, which is viewed as the short-run interactions between
the variables. The other channel identifies the adjustment taken by the variables to correct
any deviations from an equilibrium path. Therefore, the temporal causality may come from
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where:
R j, t , is the return on the jth stock measure in period t, and Mt is the change in M2 (or M1)
in period t,
ak, b k, c k and d k are coefficients to be estimated,
ut and vt are identically and independently distributed random error terms, and
N1, N2, N3, and N4 are the length of the lags, appropriately determined in the estimation
process.
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two sources – the sum of the coefficients of the lagged change variables (standard
Granger causality test) and/or the coefficient of the lagged error correction term. This
implies that the Granger causality tests may be misleading if this second channel is not
taken into consideration.
We thus need to address the above concern that requires accounting,
simultaneously, for both the short- and the long-term interactions among the money
aggregates and the stock returns.
We resort, in our third and final investigation in this regard, to the Engle and Granger
(1987) error-correction representation /model (ECM). This methodology that is widely
recognized addresses this phenomenon effectively. Within our context, specification of the
ECM for the two equations in system (1) implies:
R j ,t =

?M t =

N1

N2

i =1

t =1

+ ∑ i R j ,t - i +
∑
N3

+∑
i =1

i

F i ?M t- i +

? M t - i ∑+

N4
t =1

i

ECt - 1

R j ,t - i +

ECt - 1

(3)

t

t

(4)

where the EC term is the residuals from the co-integrating regression, Rj, t, and ∆Mt are
I(0), and the lag values of N1 through N4 are appropriately determined at the estimation
level within the context of the specifications in relationships (3) and (4).
Relationship (3) or (4) provides two channels of causation: short-run, indicated by the
joint significance of the coefficients of the lagged causal variables; and long-run, provided
by the adjustment coefficients of the lagged deviations from the long-run equilibrium path,
i.e., the coefficients of the EC terms. Statistically significant, and less than 1, coefficients of
the EC terms indicate that the dependent variables adjust toward their long-run equilibrium
values.

4. Data and Empirical Application
The empirical analysis is based on four U. S. equity indices - S&P500, Dow Jones
Industrial, Nasdaq, and Wilshire 5000 composite; and two measures of money supply
aggregates -- M1 and M2. The bivariate relationship between each of the equity indices
and the money aggregates are estimated using weekly data covering the period of Jan 2,
1984 to July 10, 2006.
The sequence of our empirical application follows the steps that are outlined in the
prior section on methodology. As a prerequisite for Granger analysis, all the variables
included in the equations (1) and (2) should be stationary. Table 1 reports the results of
augmented Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron tests for all stock exchange indices (Dow
Jones, Nasdaq, S&P 500, Wilshire 5000) and two measures of money supply (M1 and
M2). The number of lags included in the test is based on minimum Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC), t-stat is augmented Dickey-Fuller t-statistics. As seen from the table, all
series are not stationary at the level. However, when taking first difference, all series
become stationary at one percent level or below. Therefore, the first difference of these
variables will come to Granger equation for causality analysis.
As noted in the methodology section, the results of standard Granger causality may
be misleading if cointegration between variables is not considered. Table 2 presents the
results of Johansen and Juselius (1990) cointegration test. The orders of lag are set equal
to 4. Both the trace and the maximum Eigenvalue statistics firmly reject the null hypothesis
of no cointegrating vector at one percent level of confidence or below. However, the trace
statistics cannot reject the null hypothesis of less than or equal one cointegrating vector
nor can the maximum Eigenvalue statistics reject the null hypothesis of one cointegrating
vector. Therefore, the result suggests the presence of a unique cointegrating vector
between money supply and stock indices return. The error correction model appears more
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appropriate to analyze causal relationship between variables than the standard Granger
presentation. However, for the comparison purpose, we present the results of both
models.
To determine the optimal number of lag used in system (1) and (2) or system (3) and
(4), we use minimum FPE. The table reports the FPEs of the one-dimensional
autoregressive process of the stock indices. The maximum order of lags was set to ten.
Higher lag orders up to twenty were also tried, however, the outcome was not different.
The minimum FPEs for DJ, NQ, SP, and WI series in the one-dimensional autoregressive
process indicate optimum lag order of two, five, two, and one in these series, respectively.
Holding the order of lag structure of the dependent variables in system (1), (2) or system
(3), (4) to the one specified above, new FPEs for these relationships are then calculated
by varying the order of lags of causal variables from one to their assumed optimal lag
orders. For example, in the test of whether M1 Granger-cause NQ, the optimum lag order
for NQ is held constant at five, as specified in Table 3. Then the order of lag of M1 is
varied from 1 to n where maximum n is set equal to ten. Corresponding FPEs are
computed. The optimal lag order of M1, which corresponds to the minimum of the FPEs
now computed, is then selected. The optimal lag order of causal variables is presented in
the fourth column in Table 4. In the case of M1-NQ, the optimal lag of M1 is two. However,
in the cases M1-DJ and M1-SP, we do not document the FPEs are lower when lag values
of M1 are added to the models, hence suggesting that there is no causality from M1 to DJ
and from M1 to SP. Therefore, the models with DJ and SP include only the error correction
term.
Table 4 reports results of causality tests from two measures of money supply (M1
and M2) to each stock index (DJ, NQ, SP, WI). Only minimum values of FPEs and thereby
the optimal order of lags of causal variables are included in the table. As can be seen from
the table, there is no causality from M1 to stock indices except in the case of WI, where
the F-value = 2.45 (significant at 10 percent level). However, the error correction term is
significant in all cases. The results imply that there is a long term relationship, not short
term causality, between M1 and stock indices.
In M2 cases, the error correction terms are not significant in all cases. However, the
Fvalues are all significant. These suggest that there is short term interaction, not long term
relationship between M2 and stock indices.
For diagnostic checking of residuals, we compute the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic to
determine whether there exists first order autocorrelation and the Ljung-Box (Q24) statistic
to test the existence of serial correlation up to 24 lags in the residual series. We find that
all DW stats are in the neighborhood of 2, indicating that there is no first order
autocorrelation in the residual series in all models. Also, all Q stats are not able to reject
the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation at the 5% level of significance for the 24 lags.
Therefore, the results support the validity of our estimated models between M1, M2 and
stock indices.
Given that our modeling effort thus far is robust and well behaved, they are put into
further tests to predict the returns on the equity exchanges. Two different scenarios are
experimented with: in-sample (Table 5), and out-of-sample (Table 6).
Table 5 compares the results of forecasting each stock indices using M1 and M2.
The models used are the ones specified in Table 4. The models are estimated using the
entire sample. We use mean of square errors (MSE) as the criterion for comparison
between M1 and M2. The results show that MSE for M2 is smaller than that for M1 for all
cases.
Finally, to test the robustness of the results, we do experiment with out-of-sample
forecasting. The model is estimated using N-K observations, where N is the total number
of observations, K is the length of forecasting windows. We try three different windows
four-week, eight-week, and twelve-week. After estimating the coefficients, we dynamically
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forecast stock indices in the next periods. For instance, for the four-week forecast ahead,
we use N-4 observations to estimate the coefficients and forecast stock indices in the next
period after N-4. The difference between predicted values and actual values is the error.
Mean square error (MSE) is then computed and used as a criterion for comparison. The
results are reported in table 6. Again, we find evidence of M2 is a better candidate for
forecasting stock indices. In most of the cases, MSE for M2 is lower than MSE for M1.

Summary and Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated that a causal relationship between stock returns and
money does exist. Using cointegration and error correction representation of four U. S.
equity exchange series (S&P500, Dow Jones Industrial, Nasdaq Industrial, and Wilshire
5000 composite) and two aggregate measures of money supply (M1 and M2), we
established that this relationship enjoys long-term equilibrium. We considered short-run
dynamics as well, and found that they could be characterized as departures from long-run
equilibrium.
Within the above framework, we estimated a robust and well-behaved model. We
then put it to test to check the predictive power of the two money aggregates. Based on a
set of inand out-of-sample forecast experiments, MSEs for both M1 and M2 were
calculated. The results overwhelmingly indicate that M2 is a better predictive measure and
hence a superior indicator than M1.
Our results also support a number of other related findings that together may have
some bearing on the choice and use of money aggregates as indicators. For example,
Bahmani-Oskooee and Chomsisengphet (2002) demonstrate that M2 rather than M1 has a
long-run relationship with income and interest rate in many countries. Thus, it could be
argued that M2 possesses, or draws in, the parallel effects of income and interest rate in
predicting equity returns. Though no formal tests on this point is performed, it adds to the
depth of M2 in terms of its economic and financial significance. There are other rationales
for considering M2 (see Mehra, 1998). Its potentials as a predictive indicator in other areas
are not yet fully examined. Future research in this area is warranted.
Figure 1: Growth in M1, M2, M3, and MB
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Table 1: Stationary Tests of Stock Exch ange Indices and Money Supply M1 and M2

The table summarizes the statistics of the stationary tests for the level as well as the first difference of four stock
exchange indices (Dow Jones, Nasdaq, S&P 500, Wilshire 5000) and two measures of money supply (M1 and M2).
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and
unit root in the series. The autoregressive (AR) lags are determined by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
with p-values reported in parentheses. All series are initially transformed to natural logarithms. Data are weekly
covering the period Jan 1, 1984 to July 10, 2006.

Dow Jones
Nasdaq
S&P 500
Wilshire 5000
M1
M2

Lag

Level
ADF

7
(0.491)
6
(0.640)
7
(0.497)
7
(0.586)
10
(0.510)
10
(0.965)

-1.58
(0.632)
-1.28
(0.725)
-1.57
(0.598)
-1.40
(0.686)
-2.15
(0.372)
-0.79
(0.901)

PP

Lag

-1.30

8
(0.000)

-1.08

5
(0.000)

-1.37

8
(0.000)

-1.18

8
(0.000)

-2.41

10
(0.000)

-1.24

10
(0.000)

First Difference
ADF
-12.76
(0.000)
-12.81
(0.000)
-12.28
(0.000)
-11.82
(0.000)
-16.05
(0.000)
-15.47
(0.000)

PP
-36.45
-35.29
-37.34
-37.27
-46.88
-38.31
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Table 2: Cointegration Rank Tests

The table reports the results of cointegration tests based on Johansen and Juselius (1990). Critical values for the test
statistics are from Osterwald-Lenum (1992). All tests include intercept but no trend in CE; and no intercept/trend in
VAR. Log transformation of the series , and four lags, are employed throughout. For the trace test, the null
hypothesis is that the number of cointegrating vectors is less than or equal to r, against the alternative of higher than
r. For the maximum eigen value test, the null hypothesis is that the number of cointegrating vector is r, against the
alternative of r+1 cointegrating vectors. Hence the sign in the second column of this table need to be interpreted
with caution (see Johansen and Juselius, 1990). The *** indicates rejection of null hypothesis at one percent level
or below. Thus, in Panel 1 as an example, the trace test indicates one cointegrating equation at one percent level or
below; and the maximum eigen value test also indicates one cointegrating equation at this level one percent or
below. Data are weekly covering the period Jan 1, 1984 to July 10, 2006.

Indices

Trace

5% CV

1% CV

Max-Eigen

5%CV

1% CV

Panel 1: Cointegration of Stock Indices with M1
Dow Jones

Nasdaq

S&P 500

Wilshire 5000

0

41.00***

19.99

24.60

37.32***

15.67

20.20

1

3.67

9.13

12.97

3.67

9.24

12.97

0

38.28***

19.99

24.60

33.79***

15.67

20.20

1

4.49

9.13

12.97

4.49

9.24

12.97

0

41.23***

19.99

24.60

38.14***

15.67

20.20

1

3.09

9.13

12.97

3.09

9.24

12.97

0

41.17***

19.99

24.60

37.36***

15.67

20.20

1

3.81

9.13

12.97

3.81

9.24

12.97

Panel 2: Cointegration of Stock Indices with M2
Dow Jones

Nasdaq

S&P 500

Wilshire 5000

0

195.99***

19.99

24.60

193.67***

15.67

20.20

1

2.32

9.13

12.97

2.32

9.24

12.97

0

196.96***

19.99

24.60

194.71***

15.67

20.20

1

2.25

9.13

12.97

2.25

9.24

12.97

0

197.64***

19.99

24.60

195.32***

15.67

20.20

1

2.32

9.13

12.97

2.32

9.24

12.97

0

198.98***

19.99

24.60

196.58***

15.67

20.20

1

2.40

9.13

12.97

2.40

9.24

12.97
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Table 3: One-Dimensional Autoregressive FPE for Stock Indices

The table reports the Final Predicting Errors (FPEs) of the one-dimensional autoregressive process of four stock
indices. The maximum order of lags was set to ten. Higher lag orders up to twenty were also tried. The outcome was
not different. The minimum FPEs for S&P 500 (SP), Nasdaq (NQ), Dow Jones (DJ), and Wilshire 5000 (WI) series
in the one-dimensional autoregressive process, indicate optimum lag order of two, five, two, and one in these series,
respectively. (*) indicates minimum FPE , hence the optimal order of lag in each series. All series are in the first
difference form, not in the level since the original levels are not stationary. The data are weekly covering the period
Jan 1, 1984 to July 10, 2006.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

S&P 500

Nasdaq

0.5738
0.5730*

1.0631
1.0634 0.6038*
0.5740
1.0628
0.5738
1.0631
0.5746
1.0548*
0.6050
0.5748
1.0566
0.5758
1.0581
0.5751
1.0570
0.5760
1.0586
0.5769
1.0603

Dow Jones
0.6055
0.5238*
0.5241
0.6047
0.6049
0.5244
0.6053
0.6063
0.6057
0.6063
0.6071

Wilshire 5000

0.5250
0.5241
0.5251
0.5258
0.5249
0.5256
0.5265

Table 4: Analysis of Causality from Money Supply M1, M2 to Stock Indices
The table reports results of causality tests from two measures of money supply (causal variables) to stock indices (dependent variables). The optimum lag
orders of the dependent variables are taken from Table 3. Given the lag orders of the dependent variables, the optimum lag orders of causal variables are
determined using the same procedure. Only minimum values of FPEs and thereby the optimal order of lags of causal variables are included in the table.
DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic to examine whether there exists first order autocorrelation in the residual series of the models. Q24 is the Ljung-Box
statistics to examine serial correlation in the residual series for up to 24 lags. Panel A reports the results for stock indic es and M1. Since there is a long-term
relationship between M1 and stock indices as shown in Table 2, Error Correction Model (ECM) is used for the analysis. Panel A r eports the results for stock
indices and M2. Since there is mixed evidence whether M2 is cointegrated with stock indices, both standard Granger causality and ECM are used for the
analysis. The t-values of the coefficients of the lagged error correction term are also included. The last column reports the F-values of the null hypothesis of no
causality across variable pairs
*, **, *** indicate significant level at 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent, respectively. The data are weekly covering the period January 1, 1984 to July 10,
2006.
Dependent
variable

Optimum lag
of dep.
Variable

Causal variable

Optimum lag
of causal
variable

Minimum
FPE

DW

Q24

t-value of
ECM term

F-value

N/A
2
N/A
3

0.6031
1.0543
0.5727
0.5227

2.002
2.003
2.001
1.996

25.14
18.07
21.00
23.10

-1.80*
-2.16**
-1.65*
-1.97**

N/A
1.18
N/A
2.45*

4
4
2
2
4
4
4
4

0.6032
0.6038
1.0520
1.0525
0.5708
0.5715
0.5191
0.5196

2.000
2.000
2.004
2.004
1.998
1.998
1.993
1.993

27.31
26.71
18.72
3.53**
18.18
24.02
3.10**
23.80
24.86
24.41

2.29*
-0.90

2.32*

-1.23

3.53**

-0.81

3.13**
4.61***
4.64***

Panel A: Stock indices and M1
DJ
NQ
SP
WI

2
5
2
1

M1,
M1,
M1,
M1,

ECM1DJ(1)
ECM1NQ(1)
ECM1SP(1)
ECM1WI(1)

Panel A: Stock indices and M2
DJ
DJ
NQ
NQ
SP
SP
WI
WI

2
2
5
5
2
2
1
1

M2
M2, ECM2DJ(1)
M2
M2, ECM2NQ(1)
M2
M2, ECM2SP(1)
M2
M2, ECM2NQ(1)

-0.99
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Table 5: Forecasting Stock Indices Us ing M1, M2 (in-sample forecasting)

The table compares the results of forecasting stock indices using M1 and M2. Based on the results in table 4, Error
Correction Model is used to forecast stock indices with M1, while standard Granger causality is used to forecast stock
indices with M2. The models are estimated using the entire sample. Mean square errors (MSE) is the criterion for
comparison. The data are weekly covering the period January 1, 1984 to July 10, 2006.
Stock Indices

Mean Squared Error (MSE)

Dow Jones
Nasdaq
SP500
Wilshire 5000

M1

M2

0.6005
1.0432
0.5691
0.5201

0.5999
1.0418
0.5669
0.5168

Table 6: Out-of-Sample Forecast ing Stock Indices Using M1, M2
The table compares the results of out-of-sample forecasting stock indices using M1 and M2. Error Correction
Model is used for M1 and standard Granger causality presentation is use for M2. The equations are specified in
Table 4. The model is estimated using N-K observations, where N is the total number of observations, K is the
length of forecasting windows. Three different windows, four-week, eight-week, and twelve-week are tried. After
getting the coefficients, we dynamically forecast stock indices in the next periods. For instance, for the four-week
forecast ahead, we use N-4 observations to estimate the coefficients and forecast stock indices in the next period
after N-4. The difference between predicted values and actual values is the error. Mean square error (MSE) is then
computed and used as a criterion for comparison. The data are weekly covering the period from January 1, 1984 to
July 10, 2006.

4-week forecast ahead

8-week forecast ahead

12-week forecast ahead

MSE

MSE

MSE

Indices
M1

M2

M1

M2

M1

M2

Dow Jones

0.1290

0.1163

0.3287

0.3185

0.3063

0.3158

Nasdaq

0.5019

0.5394

0.6671

0.6536

0.6863

0.6790

S&P500

0.1543

0.1145

0.2910

0.2562

0.2746

0.2724

Wilshire5000

0.2000

0.1732

0.3613

0.3324

0.3639

0.3604
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Finantarea dezvoltarii durabile a
Romaniei in context european si
mondial
Napoleon POP, Emil DINGĂ, Mihail DIMITRIU,
Camelia MILEA & Iulia LUPU
Centre of Financial and Monetary Research – Victor Slăvescu,
Bucharest, ROMANIA

Keywords: economic resource, financial resource, financial source, sustainability, entropy, environment, process,
rationality, ethics, sustainable development, financing, logical predicate, dissipative structures, mechanism
Abstract: The paper is aimed at reviewing and analyzing the main concepts and phenomena that could be
counted as generative factors for the sustainable financial source. In this context, the economic process, the
economic resources and the economic environment are analyzed under the aspect of their predicates
concerning the sustainability. Some appeals are made to the entropic model of the economic process, to get
the main predicates of the sustainability of the financial source. The authors establish the “Decalogue” of the
sustainable financial source as the sum of the six first order necessary predicates (the same with the six
sufficient predicates) and the four second order necessary predicates (that are generated by the six
predicates). All results are obtained in a qualitative way as well as in a logical form. The final results propose
a list of the sufficient and necessary conditions for any abstract sustainable financial resource. These
conditions are also discussed from the point of view of the feeds-back and feeds-before that could affect the
sustainability of the financial source. Some conceptual proposals and methodological hypotheses are made
concerning the sustainability trail to be followed in order to get the sustainable financial source.

Introducere
Procesul de globalizare conduce, în mod inevitabil, la reconsiderarea (reconstrucŃia
conceptuală) a paradigmelor referitoare la creştere şi dezvoltare economică.
Provocarea legată de epuizare şi/sau deteriorarea calitativă a resurselor (în special
resursele naturale) şi a modelului nostru de optimizare - maximizarea funcŃiilor obiectiv pentru actorii economici reclamă o modificare radicală a formării opŃiunilor şi a modului în
care se abordează această formă de activitate importantă pentru individ şi societate:
activitatea de natură economică.
Este evident, în acelaşi timp, faptul că activitatea economică nu mai poate fi privită
în sine, ca un modul guvernat de o raŃionalitate discret distinctă de altele, raŃionalitate
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bazată pe o logică consistentă şi suficientă sieşi. Logica şi raŃionalitatea economică
trebuie să accepte, sub presiunea problemelor globale, o comunicare permanentă şi
fundamentală cu celelalte logici ale comportamentului (praxisului) individual şi social. În
plus, acestea trebuie să accepte posibilitatea şi dezirabilitatea unor reevaluări,
repoziŃionări sau chiar refundamentări, în lumina noilor paradigme privind procesul
economic (inclusiv paradigme, deocamdată, academice, cum ar fi modelul entropic).
Toate cele menŃionate mai sus au condus, de altfel, la apariŃia unui concept
specializat şi anume cel de dezvoltare (sau creştere) durabilă. Prin dezvoltare durabilă se
înŃelege, în sensul cel mai general, o dezvoltare optimizată intergeneraŃional (modelul sau
raŃionalitatea de dezvoltare economică a generaŃiei actuale să nu pericliteze condiŃiile de
dezvoltare economică ale generaŃiilor următoare). Deşi, în cele de mai jos, vom încerca să
precizăm mai mult acest concept, este deja evidentă semnificaŃia sa trimiŃând la
prezervare, la asigurarea continuităŃii sau permanenŃei, la etică (sau morală)
transgeneraŃională, la optimizare intertemporală etc.
Dezvoltarea (sau creşterea) durabilă este o funcŃie directă de resurse de aceeaşi
categorie, adică de resurse durabile1. Obiectul studiului de faŃă este cercetarea unei
resurse speciale pentru asigurarea creşterii (dezvoltării) economice şi anume resursa
financiară. Studierea acestei resurse din perspectiva dezvoltării (creşterii) durabile ne va
conduce la propunerea şi dezvoltarea conceptuală, metodologică şi tehnologică a ceea ce
vom denumi resursă financiară sustenabilă. La rândul său, conceptul de resursă financiară
sustenabilă va genera unele consideraŃii cu privire la sursele sustenabile de resurse
financiare. Întrucât resursa financiară (şi, pe cale de consecinŃă, sursa resursei financiare)
constituie unul dintre fundamentele oricărui proces economic, este natural ca atenŃia
noastră să se îndrepte spre asigurarea acestui fundament sub aspectul sustenabilităŃii,
pentru a putea vorbi cu oarecare îndreptăŃire şi încredere despre procese (sisteme)
economice sustenabile.

1. Dezvoltare durabilă – dezvoltare sustenabilă
Având în vedere faptul că, atât în literatura de specialitate cât şi în practică, se
vehiculează, concomitent şi aproape într-un mod interşarjabil, două concepte diferite – cel
de dezvoltare durabilă şi cel de dezvoltare sustenabilă – ne propunem ca, pentru început,
să încercăm o delimitare semantică a acestora, în scopul de a face cât mai clar cu putinŃă
demersul nostru din materialul de faŃă.
1.1. Conceptul de dezvoltare (creştere) economică durabilă
Conceptul de dezvoltare (creştere2) economică durabilă a apărut ca urmare a
constatării reducerii ireversibile a potenŃialului de resurse economice, de orice fel, ca
rezultat al activităŃii umane. Atât studii academice3 [1] 4 cât şi analize mai aplicate5 au
demonstrat faptul că criteriile noastre de optimizare economică sunt inconsistente cu
dinamica naturală a resurselor de bază. Această observaŃie fundamentală a fost
coroborată de apariŃia problemelor globale (mai exact spus, de globalizarea activităŃilor
economice), ceea ce a condus la necesitatea unei abordări pe termen lung sau pe termen
1

Deşi, în mod curent, există o trecere terminologică destul de lejeră între „durabil” şi „sustenabil”, într-un
paragraf dedicat vom analiza distincŃiile semantice, sintactice şi pragmatice dintre aceste două concepte
2
Pentru nevoile studiului de faŃă nu este necesară o distincŃie prea netă între conceptul de dezvoltare
(economică) şi creştere (economică), deşi este evident faptul că, într-un demers mai analitic, această
distincŃie trebuie pusă în evidenŃă. Preferăm, pentru moment, să subsumăm cele două concepte conceptului
mai general de evoluŃie, deci am putea vorbi despre... evoluŃie durabilă.
3
Vezi, de exemplu, seria rapoartelor către Clubul de la Roma, începând cu Meadows, D.L, The Limit to
Growth, London, 1974.
4
Cu această notaŃie trimitem la Note, comentarii şi referinŃe bibliografice, de la sfârşitul studiului.
5
Vezi, de exemplu, Agenda 21.
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foarte lung (perpetuu) a modului, gradului, ritmului şi structurii în care sunt create,
consumate şi recirculate resursele economice de orice fel. Toate aceste caracteristici
cantitative şi calitative au fost subsumate conceptului de creştere (dezvoltare) durabilă.
Acest concept conŃine următoarele „ingrediente” semantice (atât de natura denotaŃiilor cât
şi de natura conotaŃiilor):
- este un concept global (nelocal): dezvoltarea durabilă nu are sens decât pentru
ansamblul sistemului economic (nici măcar sistemul economic naŃional nu mai
poate fi graniŃa acestui concept, deoarece, în condiŃiile creşterii deschiderii
economiilor naŃionale şi, mai ales, în condiŃiile integrărilor economice regionale,
sistemul naŃional devine un simplu element în reŃeaua mondială de activităŃi) [2];
- deşi nu referă staŃionaritatea procesului (sau sistemului) economic în cauză,
subordonează, totuşi, orice criteriu de optimizare economică criteriului de asigurare
a continuităŃii şi permanenŃei [3] procesului (activităŃii sistemului) economic analizat;
- continuitatea şi permanenŃa procesului economic au, în general, conotaŃii
intergeneraŃionale şi transgeneraŃionale; în orice caz, dezvoltarea (creşterea)
durabilă are (au) în vedere un termen lung şi, cel mai adesea, unul foarte lung. De
fapt, dacă ducem până la ultimele consecinŃe logice acest concept, ar trebui să
acceptăm un orizont perpetuu (indefinit) pentru „optimizarea” dezvoltării durabile;
- conceptele de dezvoltare (creştere) durabilă trimit, în mod inevitabil, la conotaŃii
etice privind procesul economic. Prezervarea intergeneraŃională a potenŃialului
economic al planetei este, concomitent, rezultatul unei reflecŃii de natură economică
şi a uneia de natură etică. În context, acest concept permite ca finalitatea activităŃii
economice să intre într-o raŃionalitate etico-economică;
- conceptul de dezvoltare (creştere) durabilă nu introduce un nou criteriu de
optimizare funcŃională, ci o nouă filozofie de evaluare a semnificaŃiei activităŃii
economice a omului;
Pe baza celor de mai sus (deşi vom nuanŃa, mai jos, unele aspecte terminologice),
putem încerca formularea unei definiŃii operaŃionale a conceptului de dezvoltare (creştere)
durabilă. Vom spune, aşadar, că, prin dezvoltare (creştere) durabilă înŃelegem acea
raŃionalitate etico-economică care asigură prezervarea condiŃiilor existenŃiale ale societăŃii
omeneşti, pe un orizont de timp nedefinit, la nivelul întregului spaŃiu natural şi social
accesibil sau posibil de accesat în viitor. Aşadar, bazele raŃionalităŃii dezvoltării (creşterii)
durabile nu constau numai în aspectul economic ci se extind şi la aspectul moral (etic).
Aceasta înseamnă că dezvoltarea (creşterea) durabilă reprezintă un concept care
transcede pozitivismul îngust, reclamând considerente metafizice. În acest sens,
dezvoltarea (creşterea) durabilă este (va fi) un rezultat cultural, mai degrabă, decât unul
pur tehnic sau de optimizare operaŃională.
1.2. DistincŃia durabil – sustenabil
Deşi, în general, se acceptă substituibilitatea conceptuală dintre „durabil” şi
„sustenabil”, considerăm că, din perspectiva studiului de faŃă, trebuie, totuşi, acceptate
câteva distincŃii care se pot dovedi importante, inclusiv din punct de vedere metodologic.
În primul rând, se poate face o distincŃie din perspectiva prezenŃei sau nu a sistemelor
disipative în procesul (sistemul) analizat. În acest sens, considerăm că avem durabilitate,
ca o caracteristică dinamică a proceselor (sistemelor) exclusiv în mediul natural în care nu
există sisteme disipative. În orice parte a mediului natural în care există sisteme disipative
(fie de tip uman – şi atunci avem de-a face cu mediul social – fie de tip non-uman) nu se
mai poate vorbi despre durabilitate ci despre sustenabilitate.
În al doilea rând, conceptul de durabil trimite la semnificaŃia persistenŃei în timp, prin
sine însăşi, a unei structuri sau entităŃi care a fost întemeiată, într-un fel sau altul, în
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mediul natural sau economico-social, în timp ce conceptul de sustenabil trimite, mai
degrabă, la semnificaŃia posibilităŃii de a menŃine, în mod activ,6 acea entitate sau
structură, în timp. De exemplu, o piatră este durabilă (în ipoteza în care nu face obiectul
unei intervenŃii din partea agentului acŃional) în timp ce o instituŃie publică este
sustenabilă. Apare, aşadar, posibilitatea efectuării unei distincŃii semantice între cele două
concepte, sub aspectul legăturii lor cu agentul acŃional. Opinăm, în context, că expresiile
„dezvoltare durabilă” sau „creştere durabilă” sunt expresii cvasi-corecte, deoarece atât
dezvoltarea cât şi creşterea sunt procese asociate în mod necesar instituŃiilor sociale (în
sensul lor cel mai general), deci suportă impactul generat de agentul acŃional non-natural.
[4] În acest context, dezvoltarea sau creşterea nu pot fi, riguros vorbind, decât
sustenabile şi nu durabile.
În al treilea rând, s-ar putea chiar afirma faptul că sustenabilitatea unui proces
(sistem) non-natural nu reprezintă altceva decât o „durabilitate asistată”, întrucât principiile
(şi chiar energia, în sensul generic al termenului) unui sistem disipativ (sau a unui sistem
aflat în „zona” de impact al sistemului disipativ) necesare menŃinerii stării staŃionare în timp
a acestuia, trebuie „procurate” pe seama creşterii vitezei de creştere a entropiei
universale.
În al patrulea rând, în timp ce durabilitatea denotă doar despre staŃionaritate,
sustenabilitatea poate denota şi despre creştere sau descreştere7. Cu alte cuvinte, putem
avea o „dezvoltare sustenabilă” ori o „dezvoltare nesustenabilă”, sau o „creştere
sustenabilă” ori o „creştere nesustenabilă”, după cum putem avea şi o „descreştere
sustenabilă” ori o „descreştere nesustenabilă”8 etc. Concluzia imediată este aceea că
expresiile „dezvoltare durabilă” sau „creştere durabilă” reprezintă, din punctul de vedere al
analizei logice,…pur şi simplu contradicŃii în termeni.
Pe baza celor de mai sus, în opinia noastră, nu putem vorbi despre „dezvoltare
durabilă” sau despre „creştere durabilă” decât metaforic sau prin abuz de limbaj. Riguros
este să se vorbească despre „dezvoltare sustenabilă” sau despre „creştere sustenabilă”.
1.3. Asupra conceptului de sustenabilitate
Teoria economică, dar şi managementul guvernamental (şi chiar şi managementul
microeconomic) s-au confruntat din totdeauna cu o dilemă (trade-off) fundamentală: aceea
cu privire la alegerea între creştere şi echilibru. Era evident că alegerea creşterii implica
dezechilibrarea sistemului şi invers, păstrarea echilibrului compromitea creşterea.
Rezolvarea teoretică a dilemei a venit odată cu introducerea conceptului de echilibru
dinamic, care salva creşterea economică fără a renunŃa la echilibru, acesta din urmă fiind
văzut ca o tendinŃă asimptotică spre un echilibru static niciodată atins, mereu distrus (în
sensul conceptului de distrugere creatoare al lui Schumpeter), pentru ca ciclul să se reia la
nesfârşit. Vrem să spunem că asigurarea creşterii economice dinamitează orice speranŃă
de echilibru dinamic care, până la urmă, să amortizeze şocurile şi să oscileze în mod stabil
în jurul unui echilibru static prezumtiv şi referenŃial. Şi invers, intenŃia de asigurare a
echilibrului macroeconomic dinamic care să oscileze stabil în jurul unui echilibru static
6

Aici, în sensul de mod intervenŃionist, din partea agentului acŃional, fie acesta individ, grup, societate ca
întreg sau divinitate, la rigoare.
7
Există din ce în ce mai numeroşi analişti care reclamă descreşterea economică, în scopul realizării unui
benchmark care să asigure o dezvoltare sustenabilă pentru viitor. În acest sens, „cursa” creşterii economice
poate fi o capcană la nivel planetar şi pe termen lung (deşi, chiar şi la nivele locale, se pare că rate prea mari
ale creşterii creează efecte adverse insurmontabile în afara acceptării descreşterii economice – vezi recentul
exemplu al Chinei).
8
Economiştii vorbesc, de exemplu, despre dezinflaŃie, care reprezintă o descreştere a inflaŃiei (sau
o…deflaŃie a inflaŃiei) şi care poate fi, în funcŃie de rata de descreştere (dar şi de alŃi factori), sustenabilă sau
nu. În mod similar, s-ar putea vorbi despre sustenabilitatea sau nesustenabilitatea creşterii şomajului (sau a
ratei şomajului), a deficitului bugetar sau a deficitului de cont curent.
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prezumtiv dinamitează orice creştere economică sănătoasă. Este nevoie, aşa cum ni se
pare, ca, din nou, să se facă apel la un concept care să salveze situaŃia de trade-off în
care s-a intrat. Credem că, aici, conceptul de sustenabilitate a creşterii ar putea fi acest
concept salvator. Am dori să facem unele consideraŃii în acest context.
Înainte să procedăm la unele analize punctuale, vom spune că aderăm la opinia,
aproape unanimă, cu privire la conceptul de sustenabilitate care este considerat un
concept global cu impact local. În genere, atât optimalitatea cât şi sustenabilitatea
reprezintă varietăŃi ale raŃionalităŃii economice (şi, în sens larg, nu numai economice). Prin
urmare, şi unul şi altul dintre aceste modele explicative sau justificative reprezintă
ingrediente ale comportamentului economic (comportamentul economic nu este propriu
doar activităŃilor economice ci se întâlneşte în orice tip de comportament). Sub acest
aspect, s-ar putea conchide că sustenabilitatea ar putea fi văzută ca o manifestare
paradigmatică a progresului în cunoaştere şi acŃiune a omului şi societăŃii. Cu toate
acestea, am dori să încercăm să arătăm, în continuare, că optimalitatea a reprezentat, în
acest lung drum al omului spre propria limpezire acŃională, doar o etapă fără viitor, o
direcŃie înfundată (cu care ne-a obişnuit atât de bine natura dar care, iată, este proprie,
deşi nu specifică, şi omului şi societăŃii). Vom face aceasta analizând principalele raporturi
conceptuale sau metodologice pe care le generează conceptul de sustenabilitate.
Prin sustenabilitate a creşterii economice trebuie înŃeleasă creşterea economică
caracterizată cel puŃin prin următoarele raporturi conceptuale:
1. raportul sustenabilităŃii cu procesul:
a. sustenabilitatea implică repetabilitatea, repetabilitatea implică ciclicitatea,
ciclicitatea implică procesul, dar un proces auto-reproductibil
b. această auto-reproductibilitate a procesului implică conservarea anumitor
potenŃialităŃi ale acelui proces
c. conservarea acestor potenŃialităŃi implică invarianŃii acelui proces
d. deci, în ultimă instanŃă, a construi un proces sustenabil înseamnă a descrie acel
proces în termeni de invarianŃi care asigură auto-reproducerea procesului în
cauză
2. raportul sustenabilităŃii cu stabilitatea/consolidarea etc.
a. sustenabilitatea îşi intersectează unele conotaŃii cu conceptul de stabilitate:
i. deosebire: sustenabilitatea acceptă, totuşi, gropi de potenŃial pe termen
scurt pentru a asigura un proces neted pe termen lung, în timp ce
stabilitatea nu acceptă acest lucru
ii. asemănare: sustenabilitatea, ca şi stabilitatea, nu se judecă în termeni de
randament: nu importă costul asigurării sustenabilităŃii/stabilităŃii
b. consolidarea unui proces constituie germenii sustenabilităŃii numai dacă
această consolidare s-a făcut în termeni de asigurare a reproducerii
invarianŃilor despre care s-a făcut menŃiune mai sus9
3. raportul sustenabilităŃii cu optimalitatea
a. sustenabilitatea nu implică maximizarea/minimizarea vreunei variabile
descriptive a procesului în cauză
b. sustenabilitatea nu implică optimalitatea în sensul clasic al ei ci implică doar
elementul de eficacitate (lipsindu-i elementul de economicitate care, împreună
cu cel de eficacitate să poată da eficienŃa care, prin extremizare, să conducă la
optim)
c. s-ar putea pune şi întrebarea dacă asigurarea invarianŃilor care asigură, la
rândul lor, sustenabilitatea, nu reprezintă, în fapt, o optimizare sui-generis sau
una ad-hoc: răspunsul nu este uşor de dat, deoarece ar trebui să acceptăm,
9

Să observăm faptul că, aici, se evocă, mai degrabă, procesele (sistemele) staŃionare şi nu doar cele
statice.
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implicit, ideea că setul de invarianŃi ai procesului respectiv nu este unic; deşi se
poate accepta ideea că, din punctul de vedere al ipotezelor-axiomă, se pot
construi paradigme diferite (de exemplu, modele politice diferite, sau modele
teoretice diferite etc.) care să aspire să asigure sustenabilitatea în cadrul acelor
ipoteze-axiome; opinăm că, din punct de vedere tehnic, identificarea
invarianŃilor nu constituie o problemă de optimizare ci una, ca să spunem aşa,
de completitudine
4. raportul sustenabilităŃii cu sistemul în cauză şi cu mediul său
a. trebuie elucidată importanta problemă a energiei cu care se alimentează
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sustenabilitatea10;
b. dacă, aşa cum am arătat, sustenabilitatea presupune invarianŃa unui set
minimal de parametri care asigură auto-reproducerea procesului în cauză,
atunci nu importă dacă principiile de obŃinere a setului minimal de invarianŃi sunt
interiori sau sunt exteriori procesului analizat;
c. ca rezultat, sustenabilitatea se „alimentează” atât din interiorul procesului (la
limită, din interiorul sistemului) cât şi din exteriorul său;
d. reŃeta conform căreia se realizează îmbinarea principiilor interioare cu cele
exterioare în asigurarea setului minimal de invarianŃi constituie, desigur, o
sarcină expresă a decidentului;
5. raportul sustenabilităŃii cu mecanismul de transmitere a şocului
a. sustenabilitatea unui proces trebuie să asigure auto-reproducerea acestuia
în baza mecanismului „şoc-transmitere”;
b. setul minimal de invarianŃi trebuie, deci, să asigure reproducerea periodică
(eventual ciclică, dar nu conform unei periodicităŃi calendaristice ci conform
uneia intrinseci, bazată pe timpul economic specific procesului în cauză11)
atât a şocului iniŃial cât şi a transmiterii acestuia pe canalele şi în
dimensiunile care să asigure reproducerea procesului însuşi;
c. mecanismul de transmitere a şocului iniŃial trebuie considerat ca fiind
gramatica procesului în cauză;
d. opinăm, în context, că gramatica procesului este principala responsabilă de
sustenabilitatea acelui proces;
e. aşadar, setul minimal de invarianŃi trebuie căutat (construit) la nivelul
gramaticii procesului analizat;
6. raportul sustenabilităŃii cu vulnerabilităŃile
a. sustenabilitatea trebuie văzută ca o trăsătură a proceselor capabilă de a
rezolva (depăşi, dezamorsa, ocoli, transforma etc.) vulnerabilităŃile;
b. opinăm că se poate considera că prin sustenabilitate trebuie înŃeleasă acea
trăsătură a procesului care are ca efect dizolvarea vulnerabilităŃilor
structurale ale procesului în cauză;
c. de fapt, sustenabilitatea şi vulnerabilitatea sunt două categorii polare
(diametral opuse).
Din cele câteva caracterizări prin comparaŃii conceptuale, prezentate mai sus,
credem că se poate conchide asupra faptului că operaŃionalizarea politicilor
macroeconomice sustenabile reprezintă singura opŃiune raŃională, viabilă a momentului în
care ne aflăm. Probabil că, în această viziune, majoritatea conceptelor care stau la baza
10

Din punct de vedere operaŃional, această problemă va fi echivalată cu asigurarea finanŃării (surselor de
resurse financiare).
11
ConsideraŃii mai largi despre timpul economic, ca timp asignat procesului economic şi dependent de
acesta, vezi şi în Dinga, Emil, Fenomenul inerŃial în procesul economic, Editura Economică, Bucureşti,
2001, îndeosebi capitolul 2.
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raŃionamentului economic (şi, ca urmare, a alegerii economice) va trebui să primească
accepŃiuni noi, în acord cu conŃinutul semantic al conceptului de sustenabilitate. Oare
profitul este, cu adevărat, criteriul raŃional al comportamentului economic ? Se pare că
lumea naturală nu a ales acest criteriu, el fiind un elaborat al lumii umane. Dacă vom
observa că principalul factor de perturbare a echilibrului general (natural şi artefactual)
este omul şi activităŃile lui, atunci îndoielile cu privire la corectitudinea (legitimitatea, la
scară istorică) a alegerii criteriului general de raŃionament economic cresc în mod
substanŃial. Conceptul de sustenabilitate, care implică în denotatul său ideea de
recirculare, de conservare ciclică, pare a indica un comportament de un grad superior de
raŃionalitate, şi anume de raŃionalitate a duratei, a permanenŃei, a repetabilităŃii. Poate nu
ar fi rău ca politicile guvernamentale de ajustare să înglobeze în resorturile lor de
inhibare/încurajare materializarea sustenabilităŃii în orice acŃiune sau act economic, fie el
la nivel micro sau macroeconomic.
Aşadar, prin sustenabilitate vom înŃelege acea caracteristică a unui proces
(fenomen, sistem) de a se menŃine pe traiectoria dezirabilă, într-o „bandă” prestabilită sau
acceptabilă, un interval nedefinit de timp şi pe un spaŃiu global de accesibilitate12.
Această definiŃie necesită o serie de precizări care vor fi utile în continuare:
a. menŃinerea pe traiectoria dezirabilă nu trebuie să se producă de la sine, neapărat
(aşa cum se întâmplă, de exemplu în sistemele naturale), deci sustenabilitatea
implică şi listarea acelor acŃiuni sau decizii care asigură sau creează condiŃiile
suficiente pentru menŃinerea pe traiectoria dezirabilă. [7] Cu alte cuvinte,
sustenabilitatea nu este neapărat o particularitate „ascunsă”13 a proceselor
(sistemelor) ci este, mai degrabă, o posibilitate a acestor procese (sisteme) de a fi
guvernabile din perspectiva menŃinerii pe traiectoria menŃionată;
b. sustenabilitatea nu trebuie văzută ca simplă menŃinere a staŃionarităŃii; procesul
(sistemul) pot fi şi nestaŃionare dacă gap-urile respective se înscriu într-o marjă
acceptabilă prestabilită. Cu alte cuvinte, un proces sustenabil poate avea şi Ńinte
care să inducă creşteri (de exemplu, PIB/loc) sau scăderi (de ex., inflaŃia sau rata
şomajului), condiŃia esenŃială fiind menŃinerea în tunel;
c. deşi, aşa cum am spus mai sus, chestiunea randamentului cu care se asigură
sustenabilitatea procesului (sistemului) nu se pune în aceiaşi termeni ca în cazurile
banale, o anumită analiză de bilanŃ „energetic” se poate face şi în cazul
sustenabilităŃii;
d. în condiŃiile prezenŃei proceselor (sistemelor) disipative, sustenabilitatea nu mai
poate subzista (şi, adesea, nici întemeia) prin sine însăşi; este necesar ca ea să fie
asigurată prin schimb energetic14 cu mediul procesului (sistemului) în cauză; acest
schimb energetic va face, de fapt, obiectul principal al studiului de faŃă, cu
precizarea că analiza se va limita la schimbul energetic generat de resursa
financiară a procesului (sistemului) economic;
e. din punct de vedere filozofic, sustenabilitatea proceselor nu poate fi separată de
sustenabilitatea mediului în care se produc procesele. De fapt, pentru a ne exprima
mai simplu, ar fi suficient să se asigure sustenabilitatea mediului unui proces
economic pentru ca sustenabilitatea procesului să nu mai fie ameninŃată din punct
de vedere obiectiv (desigur, procesul economic rămâne sensibil la aspectul
12

Să observăm că sustenabil poate fi nu doar un proces staŃionar ci şi unul care creşte sau unul care scade
(toate aceste variaŃii sunt cuantificate de indicatorul de nivel al acelui proces).
13
Aici, în sensul de inobservabilă sau inaccesibilă instrumental, deci incontrolabilă din partea observatorului
sau a subiectului cunoscător or acŃional.
14
Aici termenul energetic are sensul larg care include: informaŃii, monedă, aspecte formale etc. Termenul
general care exprimă toate aceste aspecte energetice este cel de entropie, dar, din păcate, acesta este
aproape imposibil de utilizat din punct de vedere operaŃional (nu poate fi cuantificat şi, cu atât mai puŃin,
măsurat).
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subiectiv – de exemplu, societatea umană decide renunŃarea la acel proces din
raŃiuni independente de raŃiunea sustenabilităŃii)

Resursa
materială
(RMt)
Capitalul
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1.4. Proces, resurse, mediu şi sustenabilitate
Problema sustenabilităŃii se pune, în ultimă instanŃă, cu privire la procese (sisteme)
economice dar, în instanŃe mai apropiate din punct de vedere metodologic, ea se pune şi
cu privire la mediul procesului (sistemului) precum şi cu privire la resursele utilizate de
proces. Pentru demersul nostru ulterior, este util să încercăm o precizare a acestor
chestiuni.
Orice proces economic se bazează pe trei componente:
a) intrări de resurse – imput;
b) ieşiri de efecte – output-uri;
c) un proces de transformare a imput-urilor în output-uri (cunoscutul black-box din
teoria sistemelor).
Sustenabilitatea procesului este, deci, o funcŃie de sustenabilitatea acestor trei
componente15. Pentru moment, vom presupune că cea de-a treia componentă a
procesului – black-box-ul – este sustenabilă în sine, [8] şi vom analiza doar dependenŃa
sustenabilităŃii procesului de sustenabilitatea intrărilor şi ieşirilor, respectiv de
sustenabilitatea mediului.
Vom realiza analiza noastră pe baza următoarei organizări a celor trei componente
ale procesului economic (Figura 1):
Resursa
umană
(RU)

Resursa economică
Resursa
Resursa
managerială
financiară
(RF)
(RM)

Resursa
informaŃională
(RI)

Resursa
formală
(RN)

natural
de
echipament
uman
cognitiv
instituŃional

Figura 1 CorespondenŃa dintre tipul de capital şi categoria de resursă economică
Analizând situaŃia descrisă în Figura 1, putem extrage următoarele concluzii:
1) există o corespondenŃă între tipurile de capital identificabile şi categoriile de resurse
economice care pot fi stabilite. Atât tipurile de capital cât şi categoriile de resurse
economice au fost stabilite pe baza următoarelor criterii logice16:
a. criteriul completitudinii: tipurile de capital, respectiv categoriile de resurse
economice trebuie să acopere întreg câmpul de interes privind procesul economic;
b. criteriul consistenŃei: tipurile de capital, respectiv categoriile de resurse
economice trebuie să fie non-contradictorii între ele;
c. criteriul independenŃei: nici unul dintre tipurile de capital, respectiv nici una dintre
categoriile de resurse economice nu poate fi dedusă din vreo combinaŃie oarecare
de alte tipuri de capital, respectiv din vreo combinaŃie oarecare de alte categorii de
resurse economice

15

Desigur, sustenabilitatea procesului nu derivă, în mod aritmetic, din sustenabilitatea, luată în sine, a celor
trei componente, este vorba, aici, despre dominaŃia întregului asupra părŃilor, deci trebuie luat în considerare
efectul de sinergie al combinării celor trei componente în procesul în cauză.
16
De menŃionat că cele trei criterii logice de realizare a unei taxonomii, sunt criterii logice generale, care se
aplică la orice taxonomie şi nu numai la cele care privesc obiecte economice, cum este cazul discutat aici.

2) corespondenŃa dintre tipurile de capital şi categoriile de resurse economice conduce
la un proces generativ – generarea resurselor economice de către capital, conform
următoarei scheme:
a. capitalul natural, împreună cu capitalul de echipament17 generează resursa
materială (RMt) şi resursa financiară (RF);
b. capitalul uman generează resursa umană (RU) şi resursa financiară (RF);
c. capitalul cognitiv generează trei resurse economice: resursa managerială (RM),
resursa financiară (RF) şi resursa informaŃională (RI);
d. capitalul instituŃional generează tot trei resurse economice: resursa managerială
(RM), resursa financiară (RF) şi resursa formală (RN);
3) aşa cum rezultă din cele de mai sus, resursa financiară corespunde fiecărui tip de
capital identificabil după criteriile logice menŃionate. ConsecinŃa acestui fapt este
concluzia că resursa financiară este „opozabilă”, din punct de vedere metodologic,
oricărui tip de capital. Cu alte cuvinte, resursa financiară este generată de fiecare
dintre tipurile de capital în parte, într-un mod specific, desigur. [9] Această
concluzie va fi de folos atunci când vom discuta caracteristicile resursei financiare
în cadrul resurselor economice în genere;
Să observăm, acum, faptul că, din punctul de vedere al tipurilor de capital, mediul
procesului economic este reprezentat, ca şi resursa financiară, de toate tipurile de capital.
Într-adevăr, capitalul natural stă pentru mediul natural al procesului economic, în timp ce
celelalte tipuri de capital stau, împreună şi în interdependenŃele dintre ele, pentru mediul
economic al procesului economic. [10] Ignorăm, pentru moment şi doar din motive de
prezentare, faptul evident că mediul economic este parte a mediului natural, fiind generat
şi întreŃinut de acesta (vom constata, chiar, mai departe, faptul că sustenabilitatea
procesului economic nu reprezintă altceva, în esenŃă, decât integrarea structuralfuncŃională a mediului economic în mediul natural).
Sinoptic putem reprezenta această constatare ca în Figura 2:
Resursa economică

Capitalul

Resursa
materială
(RMt)
natural

Mediul
natural

de
echipament
uman
cognitiv
instituŃional

Mediul
economic

Resursa
umană
(RU)

Resursa
managerială
(RM)

Resursa
financiară
(RF)

Resursa
informaŃională
(RI)

Resursa
formală
(RN)

Figura 2 CorespondenŃa dintre tipul de capital, mediul procesului economic şi
categoria de resursă economică
Revenind la rolul black-box-ului, am dori să reŃinem un singur element care priveşte
aspectele de sustenabilitate a procesului şi anume inovaŃia. InovaŃia se referă, în sensul ei
cel mai general, fie la descoperire (introducerea în proces de elemente structurale sau
funcŃionale inexistente, până în momentul respectiv) fie la dezvoltare (asignarea de
proprietăŃi funcŃionale îmbunătăŃite, din perspectiva obiectivelor procesului, elementelor
existente în proces). Din Figura 2 este evident că inovaŃia este proprie doar mediului
economic, deşi efectele inovaŃiei se pot repercuta (deseori în sens benefic, uneori în sens
17

Nu ni s-a părut suficient de clar să numim capitalul de echipament cu sintagma „capital fizic”, deoarece
poate exista o oarecare suprapunere semantică cu capitalul natural care este, şi el, tot capital fizic.
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malefic) şi asupra mediului natural18. În orice caz, inovaŃia, ca proces social în sine, este
de o importanŃă cardinală pentru aspectele de sustenabilitate a procesului economic. Se
poate concluziona asupra faptului că sustenabilitatea procesului economic depinde, pe de
o parte, de „zestrea” naturală a planetei, în genere, iar, pe de altă parte, de modul în care
aceasta este gestionată. Modul de gestionare a mediului natural se referă, la rândul său,
atât la administrarea „zestrei” menŃionate cât şi la inovaŃia generată de această
administrare. În acest sens, se poate vorbi, printr-un oarecare abuz de limbaj, de „creare”
de mediu natural, prin această expresie înŃelegând atât prezervarea sa intergeneraŃională
(cu orizont de timp nedefinit) cât şi generarea, prin inovaŃie, de mediu „natural”
artefactual19.
Aşadar, din punctul de vedere al sustenabilităŃii procesului economic, suntem
interesaŃi, la nivel minimal, doar de mediul economic, iar, la nivel maximal, de mediul
economic şi de zona de impact nemijlocit, pe orizont previzibil, al acŃiunii agentului acŃional
uman20. Zona mediului natural, dincolo de zona de impact nemijlocit, va fi considerată ca
fiind autosustenabilă, [11] deci nu va „participa” la discuŃia noastră din acest studiu. Cu alte
cuvinte, atât mediului economic cât şi mediului natural aflat în zona de impact nemijlocit a
agentului acŃional uman, trebuie să i se asigure, în mod artificial, principii de
sustenabilitate (sau de sustenabilizare, sau de resustenabilizare, după caz). Aici apare o
chestiune extrem de importantă din punct de vedere metodologic şi chiar din punct de
vedere teoretic: oare care entitate ar trebui să aibă „prioritate” în proiectarea şi
implementarea, de către sistemul disipativ [12] uman (societatea umană generică): mediul
economic, mediul aflat în zona de impact nemijlocit al agentului acŃional uman, resursele
economice? Răspunsul la o asemenea întrebare legitimă ne va conduce la o relaŃie
structural-funcŃională între mediu, proces, resurse şi sustenabilitate. Vom construi
răspunsul pe baza următoarelor argumente:
a) entitatea asupra căreia trebuie focalizată condiŃia de sustenabilitate este procesul
(sistemul) economic;
b) sustenabilitatea procesului economic este o funcŃie de sustenabilitatea resurselor
economice;
c) sustenabilitatea resurselor economice este o funcŃie de sustenabilitatea mediului
economic;
d) sustenabilitatea mediului economic este o funcŃie de sustenabilitatea zonei de
impact nemijlocit al agentului acŃional uman şi de mediul natural aflat în afara zonei
de impact nemijlocit al agentului acŃional uman;
Să facem următoarele notaŃii, pentru formalizările ulterioare: PE k : procesul
economic „k”,: RE ik : resursa economică „i” asignată procesului economic „k”, RN ik :
resursa naturală asignată resursei economice RE ik , ME k : mediul economic în care se
desfăşoară procesul economic „k”, MNIN k : zona din mediul natural în care procesul
economic „k” are impact nemijlocit, pe un orizont de timp previzibil, MN : mediul natural
aflat dincolo de MNIN k , R k : rezultate ale procesului economic „k”. Să mai notăm cu S(⋅)
funcŃia de sustenabilitate a variabilei "." . Pe baza acestor notaŃii, putem scrie succesiv:
18

Nu trebuie uitat faptul că, în sens genuin, mediul economic este un mediu natural. Dar, odată ce resursele
naturale sunt antrenate (indiferent în ce mod sau grad) în procesul economic, acestea devin elemente ale
mediului economic şi chiar, în funcŃie de gradul de dezvoltare a procesului economic (dependent, la rândul
său, în primul rând, de tehnologie dar nu numai), ele capătă o anumită autonomie în raport cu mediul
natural-mamă.
19
Desigur, aici avem un al doilea abuz de limbaj, deoarece un artefact nu poate fi, riguros vorbind, natural.
Dar abuzul de limbaj este menit să creeze o înŃelegere metaforică utilă a demonstraŃiei noastre.
20
Revezi, pentru dezvoltarea ideii, nota nr. 4 din Note, comentarii şi referinŃe bibliografice.
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1.5. Conceptul şi criteriile resursei financiare sustenabile
Este evident faptul că toate consideraŃiile şi concluziile puse pentru resursa
economică sustenabilă sunt valabile şi se aplică şi categoriei de resursă financiară
sustenabilă. Acest rezultat se fundamentează pe faptul că resursa financiară este o
subcategorie (subspecie) a resursei economice generice. [14] Aplicarea concretă a
acestora se poate face, însă, numai pe baza definirii analitice a resursei financiare, ca o
subspecie a categoriei de resursă economică. Iar pentru definirea analitică a resursei
financiare sustenabile, este necesară analiza delimitărilor conceptuale pe care le putem
face între această resursă şi resursa economică în general.22
Prima diferenŃă specifică a resursei financiare în raport cu resursa economică
generică este aceea că resursa financiară se prezintă sub formă de monedă. Prin monedă
înŃelegem activul financiar cu cea mai mare lichiditate (sau, ceea ce este echivalent din
punct de vedere logic, cu cel mai mic cost de tranzacŃie). Desigur, nu este câtuşi de puŃin
relevant aici faptul care priveşte starea actuală în care se prezintă moneda: cash sau
scriptic, curent sau viitor etc. De menŃionat şi faptul că nu are importanŃă, aici, nici dacă
moneda respectivă se constituie în activ economic efectiv sau este doar o creanŃă a
procesului (sistemului) economic asupra mediului său economic. Deşi, în ultimă instanŃă,
într-o economie de schimb monetară, orice activ economic (deci orice resursă economică)
este exprimat(ă) sau exprimabil(ă) în monedă, să reŃinem că, în cazul resursei financiare,
exprimarea în monedă este singura posibilă, deci este necesară, pe când, în cazul
celorlalte resurse economice, exprimarea acestora în monedă este subsidiară exprimării în
unităŃi naturale, fiind, deci, contingentă.
A doua diferenŃă specifică a resursei financiare în raport cu resursa economică
generică este aceea că resursa financiară este supusă unei uzuri exclusiv exterioare,
generată de mediul economic şi nu, ca în cazul celorlalte resurse economice, unei uzuri
care are atât o cauzalitate internă (utilizarea resursei în procesul economic23) cât şi una
externă (generată de mediul economic în care se desfăşoară procesul în cauză24. „Uzura”,
din cauze externe procesului economic, a resursei financiare se referă, desigur, la
fenomenul de scontare. Ca urmare a acestui fenomen, puterea de cumpărare a unei sume
monetare variază în timp, introducând atât riscuri cât şi incertitudini. Cazul cel mai frecvent
este cel al reducerii valorii reale a unei sume monetare (de exemplu, din cauza inflaŃiei
monetare), ceea ce face să se producă o uzură sui-generis a resursei financiare. Faptul că
uzura resursei financiare este generată exclusiv de mediul economic al procesului este un
21

Aşa cum s-a mai arătat, mediul natural „dotat” cu sisteme disipative non-umane asigură procese
staŃionare, în timp ce mediul natural „dotat” cu sisteme disipative umane generează procese evolutive (adică
procese care presupun schimbări calitative).
22
Cu alte cuvinte, vom căuta diferenŃele specifice care stau faŃă de genul proxim (resursa economică), adică
vom construi o definiŃie de tip aristotelic.
23
24

Cazul resursei umane sau a resursei materiale reprezentată de capitalul fizic.
Cazul resursei de management, al resursei informaŃionale şi, mai ales, cazul resursei formale.
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S(PE k ) = S(S(RE ik )) = S(S(S(ME k ))) = S(S(S(S(MNIN k , MN))))
Rezultă aşadar, că, în primă instanŃă metodologică, esenŃială este sustenabilitatea
procesului economic dar, în ultimă instanŃă metodologică, trebuie asigurată
sustenabilitatea mediului natural afectat nemijlocit de procesul în cauză şi, în corelaŃie cu
asta, sustenabilitatea mediului natural global (sau, cel puŃin, a mediului natural accesibil
sistemului disipativ în cauză, într-un orizont de timp previzibil). Această concluzie este
extrem de importantă, din punctul de vedere al politicilor de asigurare a dezvoltării
(creşterii) sustenabile şi trebuie să spunem că este în perfect acord teoretic cu modelul
entropic al procesului economic, probabil cel mai adecvat model care s-a imaginat pentru
procese disipative evolutive21. [13]
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aspect important, deoarece acest fenomen poate fi tratat din perspectiva teoretică şi
metodologică a riscului sistemic (ca şi riscul generat de variaŃia cadrului normativ, care
produce uzura resursei formale).
A treia diferenŃă specifică este aceea că resursa financiară este convertibilă,
aproape imediat25, în oricare dintre celelalte resurse financiare, cu o singură excepŃie:
resursa formală.
Această caracteristică este, deseori, responsabilă de o anumită
confuzie care se face între resursa financiară şi celelalte resurse economice (cu excepŃia
completă a resursei formale şi cu excepŃia parŃială a resursei informaŃionale) şi anume
aceea că, de fapt, celelalte resurse economice, însumate valoric, dau tocmai resursa
financiară. Pe lângă faptul că această apreciere este inexactă şi confundă o serie de
planuri de analiză la care ne vom referi mai departe, ea ne obligă să facem câteva
consideraŃii mai generale care vor conduce la o clasificare a resurselor economice şi din
punctul de vedere al semnificaŃiei lor cauzale (să ne amintim că unul dintre criteriile de
identificare a resurselor economice sustenabile era cel al funcŃiei sau rolului – criteriul
izomorfismului funcŃional). ConsideraŃiile noastre în context sunt următoarele:
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a. resursele economice pot fi evaluate dintr-o perspectivă cauzală, pe baza matricei
cauzale aristotelice. În acest sens, se poate realiza următoarea corespondenŃă
(Figura 3):

Resursa materială
Resursa umană
Resursa managerială
Resursa financiară
Resursa informaŃională
Resursa formală

Materială
(causa materialis)
x

Categoria cauzală
Eficientă
Formală
(causa eficiens)
(causa formalis)

Finală
(causa finalis)

x
x
x
x
x

Figura 3 Caracteristica de cauzalitate a resurselor economice
Aşadar, resursa financiară reprezintă, alături de resursa umană, causa eficiens a
procesului economic. Ei bine, tocmai în acest sens, se poate vorbi despre posibilitatea ca
resursa financiară să fie convertibilă în orice altă resursă economică (cu excepŃia,
menŃionată deja, a resursei formale). Cu alte cuvinte, orice resursă economică este
dependentă de posibilitatea procurării ei, adică este dependentă de finanŃarea ei, adică de
convertirea resursei financiare în resursa economică în cauză. Această posibilitate trebuie
luată cu precauŃiile necesare din următoarele motive: 1) resursa financiară poate fi
convertită în resursa non-financiară „i” doar dacă această resursă non-financiară este
disponibilă pe piaŃă; 2) această disponibilitate trebuie să verifice condiŃiile impuse de
causa finalis a procesului (sistemului) economic analizat26 (nivel, structură, calitate,
dinamică etc.); 3) de multe ori, resursa financiară are doar o existenŃă potenŃială (virtuală),

25

Desigur, aici intră şi alte condiŃionări, cum ar fi structura ofertei de celelalte resurse economice sau
elasticitatea acestei oferte la variaŃia cererii de resurse economice (sau de factori de producŃie), ceea ce face
ca această convertire să nu fie tocmai imediată. Totuşi, pe fond, putem face abstracŃie, deocamdată, de
aceste constrângeri care introduc anumite întârzieri în convertire, importantă fiind posibilitatea principială a

acestei convertiri.
Aşa cum se observă din Figura 3, causa finalis nu are corespondent în nici una dintre resursele
economice ale procesului. Acest lucru este natural, deoarece resursele economice reprezintă, din punct de
vedere praxiologic, mijloace şi nu scopuri (în afară de cazul în care se consideră omul ca scop ultim al
oricărei acŃiuni umane individuale sau sociale, dar această accepŃiune este prea largă pentru obiectivele
26

studiului de faŃă).
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considerată resursă de sustenabilitate pentru procesul economic.
Prin urmare,
apare aici o disociere a problemei sustenabilităŃii cu privire la resursa financiară: a)
pe de o parte se pune problema sustenabilităŃii resursei financiare în sine (şi pe
acest aspect se va concentra studiul nostru); b) pe de altă parte, se pune
problema sustenabilităŃii celorlalte resurse economice, sustenabilitate care este
condiŃionată, parŃial, tocmai de sustenabilitatea resursei financiare. Aşadar,
observăm că sustenabilitatea resursei financiare este, cum am spus deja mai sus,
o condiŃie existenŃială necesară (evident, nu suficientă) pentru sustenabilitatea
celorlalte resurse economice şi, deci, pentru sustenabilitatea procesului
(sistemului) economic analizat.
A patra diferenŃă specifică este aceea că resursa financiară are nu numai o
componentă obiectivă (masa monetară disponibilă sau potenŃială) ci şi o componentă
subiectivă. Această componentă subiectivă se referă la credibilitatea de care se bucură
posesorul resursei financiare pe piaŃa economică. De această credibilitate depinde, în mod
hotărâtor, sustenabilitatea procesului economic, deoarece ea condiŃionează
sustenabilitatea (procurării) celorlalte resurse economice. Literatura dedicată analizei
financiare a introdus aici un termen specific, cel de good-will, care semnifică tocmai acest
aspect imponderabil al firmei, strâns legat de credibilitatea acesteia.27 Prin urmare,
potenŃialul de sustenabilitate asigurat de resursa financiară depinde şi de acest element
imponderabil, care, din punct de vedere logic, se constituie fie într-o constrângere, fie întro rigiditate, după caz.
A cincia diferenŃă specifică este aceea că resursa financiară nu urmează niciodată
un mono-ciclu al procesului economic. Cu alte cuvinte, resursa financiară nu se regăseşte
ca atare (ca natură) în output-ul imediat al procesului economic, adică, încă, din punctul de
vedere al formalizărilor propuse cu privire la mediul economic imediat al procesului
economic, resursa financiară nu se va afla niciodată în o1 j , unde cu „j” s-a notat tocmai
resursa financiară. În cele mai multe cazuri, resursa financiară se va afla în o 2 j dar pot fi
şi cicluri mai lungi de „recuperare” a acestei resurse. Această caracteristică face, probabil,
cea mai substanŃială diferenŃă între resursa financiară şi restul resurselor economice.
Caracteristica discutată aici este „responsabilă” de faptul că sustenabilitatea resursei
financiare (şi, pe cale de consecinŃă, sustenabilitatea procesului economic, din perspectiva
resursei financiare) trebuie evaluată pe termen cel puŃin mediu (recomandabilă este, însă,
abordarea pe termen lung şi foarte lung), pe de o parte, precum şi la nivel global (sau cu o
extindere spaŃială cât mai mare
) pe de altă parte.
Sintetizând cele de mai sus, vom spune, aşadar, că, prin resursă financiară
sustenabilă înŃelegem acea resursă financiară capabilă să fie regăsită, în conformitate cu
direcŃia urmată de procesul în cauză, ( d ∈ {s, cs, sc, st , c, cc}) în output-ul unui multi-ciclu
consistent şi închis, pe termen previzibil maxim, aşa încât resursele economice ale
procesului (cu excepŃia completă a resursei formale şi cu excepŃia parŃială a resursei

27

Cititorul mai analitic poate găsi, aici, sugestii interesante legate de aspectele de histerezis sau chiar de
ergodicitate ale firmei non-financiare.
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de exemplu, credibilitatea, ceea ce face ca mediul economic al procurării resurselor nonfinanciare să devină „vâscos”.
b. între cele şase resurse economice, resursa financiară constituie condiŃie de
realizare şi de punere în operă a celorlalte resurse economice (cu excepŃia totală a
resursei formale şi cu excepŃia parŃială a resursei informaŃionale). Prin urmare,
resursa financiară ar putea garanta, în ultimă instanŃă, existenŃa tuturor celorlalte
resurse economice. Acesta este sensul exact în care resursa financiară este
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informaŃionale) să poată fi procurate în ritmul, cantitatea şi structura reclamate de
proces28.
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2. Surse sustenibile pentru resursa financiară
În secŃiunile anterioare ale studiului s-au discutat toate aspectele structurale ale
conceptului de sustenabilitate a procesului economic, din perspectiva resursei financiare.
Cu alte cuvinte, s-a pus în evidenŃă conceptul de resursă financiară sustenabilă, în raport
cu celelalte resurse economice, cu procesul economic în cauză, cu mediul economic în
care se desfăşoară procesul respectiv, cu mediul natural imediat (mediul natural afectat, în
mod nemijlocit şi pe un orizont de timp previzibil, de impactul agentului acŃional uman) şi,
în cele din urmă, cu mediul natural în accepŃiunea sa globală (desigur, sublunară).
Toate aceste elemente constituie, însă, doar baza teoretică şi metodologică pentru
a încerca decuparea variabilei esenŃiale pentru asigurarea sustenabilităŃii procesului
economic: sursa sustenabilă de resurse financiare. Într-adevăr, din perspectiva asigurării
sustenabilităŃii procesului economic, resursa financiară este „output-ul” specific al sursei
financiare (sau, mai exact, al sursei de resursă financiară), prin urmare, important, cu
adevărat, este să se identifice existenŃa (condiŃiile de existenŃă, criteriile de identificare,
criteriile de suficienŃă şi de necesitate, mecanismele de funcŃionare etc.) şi sustenabilitatea
acestei surse. SecŃiunea de faŃă este dedicată acestei problematici.
Vom încerca, aşadar, să cădem de acord asupra conceptului de sursă de
finanŃare29. ÎnŃelesul intuitiv al acestui concept este acela care trimite la un dispozitiv (de
natură instituŃională, desigur) care „produce” resursa financiară. Aşadar, resursa financiară
care, aşa cum am arătat mai sus, este unul dintre output-urile procesului economic, nu se
prezintă cercetătorului (şi, desigur, nici observatorului direct sau agentului acŃional direct)
ca atare, ci doar ca potenŃialitate a unei surse financiare. Cu alte cuvinte, resursa
financiară nu reprezintă, în general vorbind, decât o actualizare locală (atât în timp cât şi în
spaŃiu) a potenŃialităŃilor unei surse financiare. În acest context, se poate spune că sursa
financiară denotă mecanismul instituŃional (schema instituŃională) prin care se generează
resursa financiară, pe baza convertirii output-ului procesului economic în cauză, în
monedă.
Principalele semnificaŃii ale definiŃiei propuse pentru conceptul de sursă financiară30
par a fi următoarele:
a) sursa financiară este un mecanism, adică un sistem de interacŃiuni orientate
convergent spre un scop: acela de a genera resursa financiară;
b) mecanismul implicat de conceptul de sursă financiară este un mecanism de tip
instituŃional, cu alte cuvinte el este proiectat, implementat şi, eventual, controlat31
prin intermediul normelor (vorbim tot timpul despre norme codificate şi nu despre
norme informale). Evident, aceste norme pot fi induse atât de mediul economic cât
şi de procesul (sistemul) în cauză însuşi (de obicei, există un mix coerent al celor
două surse de norme);
c) mecanismul implicat de sursa financiară este unul necesar procesului economic.
Aceasta înseamnă că procesul economic este „dotat” în mod necesar (obligatoriu)
28

Desigur, un anumit gap (fie la nivelul cantităŃii, fie al calităŃii, al structurii sau al ritmului), poate fi acceptat
doar dacă el se află în interiorul unei marje acceptabile prestabilite care nu afectează sustenabilitatea
procesului economic. Aici rolul analizorilor de gap fundamental.
29
Uneori vom folosi, în mod perfect substituibil, şi conceptul de sursă financiară sau, mai riguros, sursă de
resurse financiare.
30
Sperăm că pare destul de evident faptul că sursa financiară nu este o componentă nici a procesului
economic în sine şi nici a mediului economic în sine, ci reprezintă un „output” al interacŃiunii dintre procesul
economic şi mediul economic. Cu alte cuvinte, sursa financiară constituie un element de interfaŃă dintre
proces şi mediul său.
31
Aici, termenul de controlat trebuie înŃeles în sensul de „controlling” şi nu în sensul de „inspection”.
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cu un asemenea dispozitiv instituŃional care să genereze resursa financiară ca
urmare şi în marja desfăşurării procesului economic însuşi. Concluzia este aceea
că apare imposibil ca un proces economic să nu dispună de un asemenea
dispozitiv de generare a resursei financiare;
d) mecanismul implicat de sursa financiară reprezintă o interfaŃă specifică (de natură
informaŃională şi formală) cu mediul economic în care se desfăşoară procesul
economic în cauză. Aceasta înseamnă că, aşa cum am precizat şi mai sus,
generarea resursei financiare este rezultatul cooperării dintre procesul (sistemul)
economic în cauză şi mediul economic (în sens larg) în care funcŃionează acel
proces. De altfel, s-ar putea, chiar, afirma că sursa financiară este un mecanism
prin care output-ul procesului economic este convertit, pe baza unei „gramatici”
economice specifice, în resursă financiară.
În concluzie, având în vedere faptul că, într-o economie de schimb monetar, cum
sunt toate economiile moderne, contrapartida financiară a output-ului unui proces
economic este contrapartida care se bucură de cea mai mare preferinŃă (ca urmare, cum
se ştie, a lichidităŃii maxime pe care o deŃine în raport cu alte categorii de active, deci, ca
urmare a costului minim de tranzacŃie32 implicat de această contrapartidă), se poate
spune, aşa cum am propus deja, că sursa financiară reprezintă mecanismul prin care
output-ul unui proces economic este convertit în contrapartida sa cea mai lichidă: moneda.
Aici apare, totuşi, o chestiune importantă, pe care dorim s-o discutăm, în scopul
completării definiŃiei sursei financiare. Oare sursa financiară transformă în monedă doar
output-ul procesului economic în cauză? Răspunsul este, evident, pozitiv. Într-adevăr, deşi
sursa financiară poate genera resurse financiare şi pe baza economisirii (fie din trecut, fie
din viitor – de exemplu, prin credit bancar) sau pe baza emisiunii de acŃiuni sau obligaŃiuni,
în general, şi aceste posibilităŃi de generare a resursei financiare sunt, din punct de vedere
logic, tot convertiri ale output-ului (în sens larg, al) procesului economic. De exemplu,
contractarea unui credit bancar este rezultatul „vânzării” credibilităŃii (solvabilităŃii,
rentabilităŃii, lichidităŃii etc.) procesului (sistemului) în cauză; procurarea de resurse
financiare prin emiterea de acŃiuni reprezintă convertirea în monedă, prin „vânzare”, a
dreptului de proprietate al procesului (sistemului), după cum procurarea de resurse
financiare prin vânzarea de obligaŃiuni reprezintă convertirea în monedă („vânzare”) a
rentabilităŃii economice a procesului (sistemului) analizat. CondiŃia pentru asigurarea
acestei omogenităŃi conceptuale a definiŃiei sursei financiare (care asigură şi simplitatea ei,
în acelaşi timp, lucru de dorit într-o cercetare ştiinŃifică fundamentală) este, desigur,
acceptarea unui concept extins al output-ului unui proces (sistem) economic către mediul
său economic. În baza unui asemenea concept extins privind output-ul33, se poate accepta
ideea că sursa financiară nu face altceva decât să convertească în monedă acest output.

3.

Remarci finale

Dezvoltarea (creşterea) sustenabilă reprezintă o provocare inedită şi radicală la
adresa societăŃii umane la începutul mileniului III. Problema de fond a dezvoltării durabile
este, fără îndoială, problema resurselor naturale (mediul natural), prezervarea lor (sau,
mai exact, regenerarea lor în ritmul consumării în activitatea economică) în aşa fel încât să
nu fie afectate generaŃiile viitoare sub aspectul potenŃialului economic. Alături de problema
32

Reamintim că, prin cost de tranzacŃie al unui activ, se înŃelege costul implicat de utilizarea acelui activ.
It is sufficient, for instance, to considered the law output of an economic process (system), anything impact
which the process (system) in question, has it about average economic or about the zone of impact directly
from the natural surroundings, all the same formally of demonstrated impact: Goods, jobs, information,
positive or negative externalities, unemployment (or absorption of the force of labor), inflation (or deflation or
disinflation), concentrate of the property (or, on the contrary, homogenize), pressures for settlement (or, on
the contrary, for desettlement) etc.
33
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de fond apare, însă, şi o problemă operaŃională: cea a finanŃării activităŃii economice
durabile34, mai exact a surselor de resurse financiare. Aici autorii studiului puteau alege
între a trata sursa financiară din perspectiva activităŃii economice durabile (adică
identificarea surselor care asigură activitatea economică durabilă) şi a trata sursele
financiare sustenabile ca atare. Ni s-a părut că a doua opŃiune este mai adecvată, mai
ales că ea includea, într-o mare măsură, şi aspecte ale primei opŃiuni posibile.
Actorii care „joacă” în perspectiva activităŃii economice sustenabile sunt: procesul
economic în sine (ca black-box, într-o oarecare măsură), resursele economice (respectiv
factorii de producŃie generaŃi de resursele economice), mediul economic, mediul natural de
impact nemijlocit al agentului acŃional uman şi mediul natural în întregul său. Studiul a
identificat, mai întâi caracteristicile de sustenabilitate ale acestor „actori” pentru ca, apoi,
pe baza lor să stabilească caracteristicile de sustenabilitate ale sursei financiare. În al
doilea, rând, s-a arătat că sursa financiară este, de fapt, un dispozitiv instituŃional de
convertire a output-ului unui proces economic în monedă. În plus, s-a propus ca „sediul”
sursei financiare să fie interfaŃa dintre procesul economic şi mediul economic. Toate
aceste rezultate au condus şi la sistematizări metodologice cu privire la resursele
economice, la locul resursei financiare în cadrul resurselor economice, la anumite principii
de sustenabilitate a resurselor economice. În ceea ce priveşte sustenabilitatea procesului
economic, autorii au simŃit nevoia să facă recurs la cunoscutul model entropic al
procesului economic, care explică extrem de clar condiŃiile de sustenabilitate (chiar dacă
este vorba despre o sustenabilitate care tinde asimptotic spre echilibrul termodinamic) la
nivelul mediului natural global (sau, în cazul societăŃii omeneşti actuale, la nivelul
sublunar).
Toate cele de mai sus au condus, în cele din urmă, la stabilirea condiŃiilor suficiente
ale unei surse financiare sustenabile (acele condiŃii care, în completitudinea lor, asigură
devenirea unei surse financiare spre o sursă financiară sustenabilă). Aceste condiŃii,
numite de către autori, într-un limbaj de logică formală, predicate suficiente pentru sursa
financiară sustenabilă, devin, după ce sunt verificate de o sursă financiară oarecare,
predicate necesare ale sursei financiare sustenabile. În acest moment, se produce un
fenomen interesant şi foarte important: predicatele necesare generate în mod bijectiv de
către predicatele suficiente (şi pe care le-am numit predicate necesare de ordinul întâi)
generează predicate necesare de ordinul doi. Atât cele 6 predicate suficiente
(analiticitatea, comunicarea intra-sistem, autonomia relativă, continuitatea, transparenŃa şi
redundanŃa) cât şi cele patru predicate necesare de ordinul 2 (stabilitatea, alternativitatea,
eficienŃa şi expectativitatea) sunt derivate pe cale logică (inclusiv în limbajul logicii
formale), ceea ce asigură o rigoare necesară unui studiu care se doreşte unul
fundamental, de baze ale sustenabilităŃii în domeniul surselor financiare.
Studiul stabileşte, aşadar, „decalogul” condiŃiilor necesare pe care trebuie să le
îndeplinească o sursă financiară sustenabilă, într-un mod abstract, extrem de general.
Aceasta va permite, desigur, orice analiză particulară, prin simpla concretizare a
predicatelor logice la cazul concret avut în vedere (fie că este vorba despre o sursă
financiară microeconomică, fie că este vorba de bugetul de stat sau de balanŃa de cont
curent).
34

Ajunşi la capătul studiului nostru, ni se pare că nici chiar conceptele de dezvoltare sau creştere durabilă nu
sunt adecvate, deoarece este posibil ca logica sustenabilităŃii să ne conducă nu spre o creştere ci spre o
descreştere economică. Considerăm că corelatul termenului de sustenabil trebuie să fie procesul economic
sau, cu un termen mai general, activitatea economică. Opinăm, aşadar, pentru sintagma „activitate
economică durabilă” (AED) ca sintagmă adecvată pentru problematica abordată în studiul de faŃă. Evident,
„activitate economică sustenabilă” (AES) ar fi şi mai potrivită. Această ultimă expresie depăşeşte chiar şi
sintagma propusă în cadrul studiului, de „evoluŃie durabilă” (vezi nota de subsol 2, deoarece denotă nu
numai procese economice ci orice acŃiuni umane care au semnificaŃie economică, adică aleg între opŃiuni pe
baza costului de oportunitate.
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Studiul conŃine numeroase propuneri inedite cu privire la tipologii, mecanisme,
explicaŃii teoretice precum şi unele ipoteze de lucru în ceea ce priveşte fenomenologia
activităŃi economice sustenabile (inclusiv o analiză semantică a conceptelor de durabil,
respectiv sustenabil). Sperăm ca el să întreŃină o dezbatere de fond pe problematica
sustenabilităŃii activităŃii economice şi, îndeosebi, pe cea a sustenabilităŃii surselor
financiare.
NOTE, COMENTARII ŞI REFERINłE BIBLIOGRAFICE
Pe plan mondial există preocupări perseverente în scopul inducerii, din perspectivă
culturală (a valorilor) şi din perspectivă instituŃională (a normelor) a conceptului şi filozofiei
de viaŃă pe principiile dezvoltării durabile (sustenabile). Astfel, în anul 2000, prin Carta
drepturilor planetei, adoptată la Hanovra, s-au pus în evidenŃă faptul că schimbările
actuale de valori implică patru probleme fundamentale (interdependenŃa globală,
gestionarea mediului, responsabilitatea socială, viabilitatea economică). Tot prin acest
document, s-a propus un număr de 9 principii care să guverneze activitatea umană:
1) umanitatea şi natura trebuie să coexiste cu aceleaşi drepturi;
2) recunoaşterea interdependenŃei dintre om şi natură, pe termen lung;
3) respectarea relaŃiilor dintre materie şi spirit;
4) acceptarea responsabilităŃii umane pentru deciziile lui;
5) prezervarea, pentru generaŃiile viitoare a aceluiaşi potenŃial natural şi social;
6) eliminarea conceptului de risipă, după modelul naturii;
7) adecvarea consumului de resurse la ciclurile naturale de refacere energetică,
îndeosebi a celei solare;
8) tratarea naturii ca pe un mentor şi nu ca pe o entitate care trebuie controlată;
9) diseminarea cunoştinŃelor despre colaborarea optimă dintre om şi natură;

[2]:

Să observăm, aici, o legătură conceptuală interesantă care se poate face între
conceptul de dezvoltare durabilă şi conceptul de entropie. Pentru a avea o dezvoltare
durabilă, este necesară asigurarea unui consum permanent de entropie joasă din mediul
procesului (sau sistemului) economic în cauză, aşa încât acceleraŃia indusă pentru
creşterea entropiei din mediu să nu pericliteze „extragerea” viitoare de asemenea entropie
joasă. Din punct de vedere al teoriei sistemelor (sau al analizelor econometrice) este
vorba despre asigurarea staŃionarităŃii procesului (sau sistemului) economic respectiv.
Vezi şi studiul lui Dinga, Emil, „Sugestii epistemologice din Legea Entropiei şi Procesul
Economic, de Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, apărut în Economie Teoretică şi Aplicată, nr.
3/2006;
[3] : Prin continuitatea unui proces economic înŃelegem caracteristica acestuia de a se
desfăşura fără întreruperi (întreruperi în sens economic, având în vedere faptul că, în
general, procesul economic este un proces discret), iar prin permanenŃa unui proces
economic înŃelegem caracteristica acestuia de a se desfăşura în absenŃa riscului opririi lui
(întreruperea nu reprezintă o oprire, ci o suspendare temporară a activităŃii, în timp ce
oprirea reprezintă desfiinŃarea procesului în cauză);
[4]: Se pot pune, fără îndoială, aici, cel puŃin două întrebări: 1) dacă mediul natural este, prin
el însuşi, durabil sau sustenabil; 2) dacă mediul natural „devine” mediu economic (şi anume
în ce măsură sau cu ce grad de definitivitate) prin atragerea lui în procese economice. La
prima întrebare, considerăm că se poate răspunde asertând faptul că, atâta timp cât mediul
natural nu face obiectul (direct sau indirect35) al „interesului” economic (adică nu este atras în
35

Aici, cuvântul indirect poate însemna şi peste un interval nedefinit de timp sau, în alŃi termeni, la capătul
unui număr nedefinit de cicluri ale procesului economic avut în vedere.
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procesul sau circuitul economic) el trebuie considerat ca fiind durabil. La cea de-a doua
întrebare, considerăm că răspunsul a fost dat chiar prin răspunsul la prima întrebare. Evident
că, în cazul în care mediul natural devine mediu economic, după părerea noastră, nu se mai
poate vorbi despre el în termeni de durabilitate ci în termeni de sustenabilitate.36
Este necesar să arătăm faptul că „alimentarea” unui proces (sistem) disipativ se face
prin extragerea de entropie joasă din mediul procesului (sistemului), accelerând, prin asta,
viteza de creştere a entropiei globale (la limită, a entropiei mediului procesului sau
sistemului). Din punct de vedere operaŃional, această extragere de entropie joasă va fi
considerată a consta în asigurarea finanŃării (surselor de resurse financiare);
[6] : Faptul că vorbim despre vulnerabilităŃi structurale (şi nu conjuncturale, fie ele singulare
ori ciclice) este esenŃial aici, deoarece numai vulnerabilităŃile structurale pot ameninŃa
sustenabilitatea. Rezultă, aşadar, că chestiunea sustenabilităŃii este, la rândul ei, tot o
problemă structurală;
[7]: Sistemele staŃionare nu sunt specifice „lumilor” în care există procese (sisteme)
disipative37, ele pot exista şi în mediul pur natural. De altfel, staŃionaritatea şi
sustenabilitatea pe care mediul natural le asigură (atât cel pur, adică fără sisteme
disipative, cât şi cel „impur”, în care există sisteme disipative non-umane38) pot fi excelente
lecŃii de metodă, pentru societatea umană, în materia sustenabilităŃii pe care dorim s-o
asigurăm domeniului social în ansamblu;
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[8] :

Această „punere între paranteze” este necesară din raŃiuni care Ńin de obiectivul
studiului nostru, dar, în nici un caz, sustenabilitatea procesului de transformare a intrărilor
în ieşirile unui sistem nu este lipsită de importanŃă pentru studierea sustenabilităŃii
procesului în cauză. Să ne gândim, de exemplu, numai la inovaŃia tehnologică, de natură
să conducă la „salvarea” sustenabilităŃii unor resurse fie prin diminuarea ratei de consum
al acestora fie, pur şi simplu, asigurând regenerarea lor artificială. Dar, din punctul de
vedere al problemei sustenabilităŃii, inovaŃia tehnologică este doar una dintre categoriile de
inovaŃie relevante: cel puŃin la fel de importante sunt inovaŃiile instituŃionale, culturale,
manageriale etc. Aşadar, black-box-ul folosit pentru descrierea unui proces este, în
realitate, el însuşi, de o complexitate dificil de cuantificat. În cuprinsul studiului, vom lua în
considerare şi această perspectivă, desigur;
[9] : Să observăm, imediat, consecinŃa logică a acestei concluzii: toate celelalte resurse
economice din marja unui proces (sistem) economic se pot exprima în termenii resursei
financiare. De altfel, se ştie faptul că, atât la nivel microeconomic cât şi la nivel
macroeconomic, valoarea financiară (să ne limităm, aici, la valoarea patrimonială şi nu la
36

Aşa cum cititorul atent va observa, desigur, nu intenŃionăm să sugerăm vreo ierarhie de importanŃă (sau
de…durabilitate) între conceptul de „durabil” şi cel de „sustenabil”, unica noastră intenŃie fiind să sugerăm o
distincŃie de „destin”: odată ce mediul natural a devenit mediu economic, durabilitatea lui depinde de
acŃiunile agentului economic (în sensul cel mai general al acestuia), deci durabilitatea lui devine
sustenabilitate. 5
37
Prin procese (sisteme) disipative înŃelegem acele procese (sisteme) care „reuşesc” să aibă o viteză de
creştere a entropiei locale sub viteza „naturală” de creştere a entropiei globale. Desigur, aici intră şi cazul
egalităŃii celor două viteze (cu semn schimbat, însă, adică avem o viteză de scădere a entropiei locale egală
cu viteza de creştere a entropiei globale, pe scurt, cazul proceselor sau sistemelor staŃionare) sau cazul în
care viteza de scădere a entropiei locale este mai mare în valoare absolută decât viteza de creştere a
entropiei globale. Aici apare o chestiune ceva mai complicată, generată de faptul că reducerea vitezei de
creştere a entropiei locale accelerează viteza de creştere a entropiei globale, dar, pentru moment, aceasta
nu ne va preocupa aici.
38
Putem încerca o „clasificare” a proceselor (sistemelor) chiar după acest criteriu al prezenŃei sistemelor
disipative:
a. procese (sisteme) naturale pure – nu există sisteme disipative; b. procese (sisteme) naturale impure –
există sisteme disipative non-umane; c. procese (sisteme) sociale – există sisteme disipative umane.
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cea de piaŃă) a unei entităŃi economice (de exemplu, o firmă) este dată de exprimarea în
monedă a întregului activ economic deŃinut (mai exact, a capitalului propriu). Să
remarcăm, aici, numeroasele încercări de tratare economică a fenomenelor noneconomice (vezi lucrările lui Becker, Gary, îndeosebi Comportamentul uman. O abordare
economică, Editura ALL, Bucureşti, 1994) sau încercările de cuantificare monetară a
oricărei acŃiuni umane sau sociale. Fără a nega o anumită importanŃă pragmatică a
acestor demersuri, considerăm, totuşi, că pretenŃiile metodologice (ca să nu mai vorbim
despre cele teoretice) ale acestora sunt, în mod evident, mult exagerate, dacă nu cumva
orientează cercetarea metodologică pe un drum fals, în orice caz, fără o finalitate utilă;
[10] : Faptul că resursa financiară este generată de toate tipurile de capital nu înseamnă,
simplificând oarecum lucrurile, decât faptul că orice tip de capital este, pe de o parte,
exprimabil monetar iar, pe de altă parte, este posibil de dobândit în contrapartidă cu
resursa financiară. Aşa cum cititorul va observa, desigur, aici capitalul generic joacă rolul
de resursă economică potenŃială, adică el va deveni resursă economică actuală doar prin
intermediul contrapartidei financiare. Aşadar, resursa financiară pare să joace rolul unui
factor de actualizare (nu în sensul actuarial al termenului, evident) a capitalului de orice
fel, sub forma resursei economice;
[11] : Ideea autosustenabilităŃii zonei din mediul natural care se află dincolo de impactul
nemijlocit, pe orizont previzibil, al agentului acŃional uman nu este chiar de nesusŃinut39. Vom
prezenta câteva argumente în acest sens:
1) mediul natural are, prin definiŃie, principii de dizolvare (neutralizare) a perturbărilor care
afectează echilibrul său pe termen lung40;
2) în absenŃa sistemelor disipative non-umane, mediul natural verifică, încă, asemenea
principii de autosustenabilitate;
3) apariŃia sistemelor disipative umane generează, atât în mediul economic cât şi în zona
de impact nemijlocit asupra mediului natural, perturbări care nu mai pot fi dizolvate de
mediul natural prin el însuşi41, de aceea, atât în mediul economic (parte a mediului
natural, cum am arătat) cât şi în zona de impact nemijlocit asupra mediului natural este
nevoie de funcŃionarea unor principii de sustenabilizare generate de înseşi sistemele
disipative de tip uman;
4) cu toate acestea, dincolo de zona de impact nemijlocit a agentului acŃional uman
asupra mediului natural, acesta din urmă reuşeşte să-şi menŃină, prin propriile principii,
sustenabilitatea, ca urmare a diluării impactului menŃionat, diluare datorată imensei
întinderi a mediului natural în ansamblu, comparativ cu zona ocupată de mediul
economic şi de zona de impact nemijlocit asupra mediului natural;
39

Ignorăm, desigur, cu bună ştiinŃă, aici, faptul că, prin existenŃa mediului economic şi a zonei de impact
nemijlocit a acŃiunii agentului acŃional uman asupra mediului natural, se accelerează creşterea entropiei în
întreg mediul natural. Totuşi, se poate accepta, credem, ideea că, chiar la o viteză mai mare de creştere a
entropiei globale (la nivelul întregului Univers), acesta, ca întreg, se va afla în echilibru termodinamic (sau
foarte aproape de el) ca urmare a ponderii extrem de mici a mediului în care acŃionează sisteme disipative
umane.
40
Această trăsătură are caracter necesar, în sensul logic, dacă luăm în considerare faptul că, în absenŃa
proceselor (sistemelor disipative), mediul natural urmează legea producerii minime de entropie, adică se află
în echilibru termodinamic. Prin opoziŃie cu procesele (sistemele) departe de echilibru – adică procesele
(sistemele) disipative – mediul natural ar putea fi considerat ca proces (sistem) aproape de echilibru. Dacă
nu ar exista sistemele disipative non-umane, mediul natural s-ar afla, probabil, chiar în echilibru
termodinamic (de remarcat, însă, faptul că sistemele disipative non-umane sunt perfect integrate în
procesualitatea mediului natural – avem, aici, o reflectare a principiului antropic, cu o anumită extensie de
aplicare).
41
Această imposibilitate se datorează faptului că, deşi ponderea mediului economic şi a zonei de impact
nemijlocit asupra mediului natural în ansamblul mediului natural, este aproape infinitezimală, tocmai datorită
acestei ponderi mici, ca urmare a vitezei extrem de mari de acumulare a perturbărilor locale, este depăşită
rata de absorbŃie (dizolvare, neutralizare) a acestor perturbări de către mediul natural.
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[12] : Pentru o discuŃie analitică privind sistemele (structurile) disipative, vezi Prigogine, Ilya şi
Stengers, Isabelle, Noua AlianŃă – Metamorfoza ştiinŃei, Editura Politică, Bucureşti, 1984,
îndeosebi capitolul V;
[13] : Vezi, în acest sens, lucrarea crucială a lui Georgescu-Roegen, Nicholas, Legea
Entropiei şi Procesul Economic, Editura Expert, Bucureşti, 1996 (ColecŃia Biblioteca Băncii
NaŃionale), îndeosebi capitolele: VI, VIII, X şi XI;
[14] : Aşa cum s-a arătat deja, resursele economice sunt, din punct de vedere tipologic,
următoarele: a) resurse materiale - RMt; b) resurse umane - RU; c) resurse manageriale RM; d) resurse informaŃionale - RI; e) resurse financiare – RF; f) resurse formale
(normative) - RN42. Aceste resurse nu au, totuşi, graniŃe discret distincte între ele.
Suprapunerile de semnificaŃie şi de rol pot fi sintetizate astfel (Figura 4):
RMt
RMt
RU
RM
RI
RF
RN

RU

RM

RI

RF

RN

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
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Figura 4 Suprapuneri de semnificaŃie şi rol între resursele economice
În cazul resursei umane, lucrurile sunt relativ mai nuanŃate, având în vedere faptul că
resursa umană este singura resursă economică capabilă de perfecŃionare prin utilizare
(prin intermediul capacităŃii de învăŃare a individului uman şi a grupului social în care
acesta acŃionează). Această particularitate este notorie în ceea ce se poate numi costul
implicit al şomajului: scăderea calificării şi a performanŃei profesionale potenŃiale a
şomerului, scădere generată de subutilizarea sau neutilizarea, o perioadă mai lungă de
timp, a resursei umane în cauză. Această particularitate, importantă, fără îndoială, în alte
contexte, va fi ignorată, însă, aici;
RenunŃăm şi la diferenŃa (care este foarte importantă, în felul ei) între resurse
economice şi factori de producŃie: factorii de producŃie sunt acele resurse economice care
au trecut barierele de intrare în circuitul economic (cunoscutele bariere: tehnologică,
economică, ecologică, juridică, morală). Aşadar, vom considera că resursele economice şi
factorii de producŃie se suprapun, din punct de vedere conceptual (au acelaşi denotat);
Evident, facem abstracŃie de cazul corupŃiei (sau de cazul, mai...benign, al lobby-ului),
în care resursa financiară poate fi convertită şi în...resurse formale;
Din punct de vedere praxiologic, orice acŃiune umană (fie ea individuală sau socială)
poate fi descrisă în următorii termeni:
a) acŃiunea are patru componente de bază:
1) componenta fizică (sau ontologică);
2) componenta cognitivo-informaŃională (deci se pare că acŃiunea este anterioară
cunoaşterii);
3) componenta normativ-axiologică şi instituŃională;
4) componenta psiho-motivaŃională;
b) acŃiunea poate fi definită, în mod alternativ:
1) exercitarea de către un sistem a unei influenŃe asupra altui sistem;

42

Resursele formale se referă la aspectele normative care privesc procesul (sistemul) economic. Evident,
aceste aspecte normative pot fi atât de sorginte externă (legislaŃia generală) cât şi de sorginte internă
(regulamente, proceduri etc. generate de propriul management).
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2) transformarea indusă în mediu de către o fiinŃă biologică prin care se satisface o
trebuinŃă;
3) conduită teleologică, mediată şi producătoare de valori;
În modul cel mai general, deşi puŃin cam forŃat, resursa financiară ar putea fi
considerată, sub aspect praxiologic, drept mijloc pentru toate celelalte resurse economice.
Mijlocul – ca şi categorie – defineşte într-un mod foarte general, entitatea (materială sau
instituŃional-organizatorică) prin intermediul căreia subiectul acŃiunii (agentul) transmite
intenŃia sa (sub forma impulsului, energiei, orientării etc.) asupra obiectului acŃiunii. Mijlocul
poate fi de trei categorii: a) unealtă (în sensul cel mai general, de exemplu, orice formă de
capital fizic), b) instituŃie (de exemplu, normele)43 şi c) mod sau modalitate (de exemplu,
managementul), vezi şi lucrarea lui Dinga, Emil, Elemente de Metaeconomie – Compendiu
de praxiologie, apărută la Editura Oscar Print, Bucureşti, 2004;
Extinderea spaŃială a unui proces economic (atât din perspectiva i-proximităŃii cât şi din
cea a o-proximităŃii) trebuie făcută dintr-o perspectivă economică şi nu dintr-una fizică a
spaŃiului. Pentru o discuŃie detaliată şi argumentată a problematicii spaŃiului economic, vezi şi
Dinga, Emil, Fenomenul inerŃial în procesul economic, Editura Economică, Bucureşti, 2001),
îndeosebi capitolul 2, paragraful 2.1, precum şi Prigogine, Ilya şi Stengers, Isabelle, Noua
AlianŃă –Metamorfoza ştiinŃei, Editura Politică, Bucureşti, 1984, îndeosebi capitolul IX.
Sugestii interesante pot fi găsite, în context şi în Georgescu-Roegen, Nicholas, Legea
Entropiei şi Procesul Economic, Editura Expert, Bucureşti, 1996 (ColecŃia Biblioteca Băncii
NaŃionale), îndeosebi capitolul IX;
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Keywords: bonds, capital markets, financing, investors
Abstract: The long-term financial instruments of the capital market are not homogeneous. This
heterogeneity reflects the different role of the capital market in the financial system. While the money market
exists to provide liquidity adjustment vehicles, the capital market provides an efficient means for channeling
savings into investment. These capital markets instruments vary widely in terms of credit risks, market or
interest-rate risks, liquidity, and other characteristic. In addition, they are used by market participants for a
variety of purposes including bonds issued by corporations.
This paper focuses on Romanian market and on the enormous changes that have occurred on the
Romanian market over the last years. The emergence and development of the capital market in Romania
after 1995 placed a great strain on the functioning of the capital market in general and the debt portion of the
capital market in particular. However, the Romanian capital market has evolved and adapted and will
continue to serve as an integral and essential part of the financial marketplace.

A corporate bond represents a contract whereby the issuer (the corporation) agrees to pay
interest at specified times and to repay principal at the maturity date of the bond. The bond itself
may have a number of different characteristics. Some bonds have claims on specific assets of
the issuer (usually land and buildings, in which case the bonds are referred to as mortgage
bonds). Debenture bonds have claims not on specific assets of the company but only on general
creditworthiness of the issuer. In Romania, bond issues are debenture rather than mortgage
bonds. The security for the bond, as well as other aspects of the issue, is specified in the
indenture. This agreement states the rights of the lenders and the obligations of the borrower.
Enforcement of the indenture is under the control of a trustee (generally the trust department of
a commercial bank).
Most corporate bond issues have call provisions under which the issuer may choose to
retire the entire bond issue prior to maturity. The issuer may or may not retire the issue prior to
maturity; the decision is usually determined by whether rates have fallen since the bond was
originally sold. But if and when the bonds are called, all of the issue must be retired at one time.
Purchasers of bonds view the call feature as undesirable. Not only do these long-term investors
generally not want to get their cash back before they had planned, but also the call usually
occurs in period of relatively low interest rates, when reinvestment opportunities are limited. As a
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result, corporate bond that are callable generally carry a higher yield than comparable bonds
that are not callable, especially in periods when interest rates are high and their expected to fall.
Some bonds are also sold with a conversion feature. These convertible bonds allow the
holder, at his option, to convert the bond into another financial instrument, generally common
stock. The conversion term - the number of shares of common stock into one bond may be
converted – is specified in the indenture, and they usually remain fixed during the life of bonds.
Industrial companies, often by relatively lower-quality industrial firms, frequently sell convertible
bonds. Chief Financial Officers of many corporations attach the conversion feature to their bond
issues to reduce the amount of cash payments. Because the conversion feature is attractive to
the investors, if all else is equal, convertible bonds can be sold at a lower coupon interest rate
than non-convertible bonds. Moreover, issuers hope that if the price of their stock rises, the
bonds will be converted into common stock at a price that is higher than the current common
stock price. By this logic the convertible bond allows the issuer to sell common stock indirectly at
a price higher than the current price. From the buyer’s perspective, the convertible bond is
attractive because it offers the opportunity to obtain the potentially large return associated with
stock but with the safety of a bond.
The corporate decision to issue bonds depends on the rate of expansion of assets,
particularly fixed assets, and the availability and costs of alternative sources of funds. The rate of
expansion of assets determines the need for funds. In periods when amounts of assets are
growing rapidly, either because of a rapid expansion of assets measured on a constant basis or
because of rapid price inflation, corporations need large amounts of funds. Although some of the
needed funds may be available internally through the retention of earnings, the growth of assets
usually requires the injection of external funds, either debt or equity. Corporate financial
managers must determine the proportion of funds to be provided by short-term debt, long-term
debt or equity.
Most of external funds rose by Romanian companies stem from debt rather than equity.
There are many reasons for this reliance on debt as an external financing source, but two in
particular stand out. First, interest payments on corporate debt are tax deductible, whereas
dividend payments on equity (either preferred stock or common stock) are not. This difference
sharply reduces the effective cost of debt as compared with the cost of equity. For example,
assume that both debt and equity have a pretax cost of 10% and that the company’s tax rate is
16%. The after tax costs of debts is then only 8,4% (10%-0, 16*[10%]), whereas the after-tax
cost of equity is 10%.
The second reason for the dominance of debt financing relates to inflation. With debt,
companies take on the commitments to repay a fixed amount of money. These fixed nominal
payments become a smaller quantity of real money with inflation. Dividend payments, on the
other hands, generally tend to be set at a roughly constant proportion of total earnings.
Although there has been a strong upward trend in the ratio of debt to total assets on
company balance sheets, the mix of short versus long-term financing debt has been less stable
and predictable. This mix is very much dependent on the business cycle and the availability and
cost of short-term versus long-term funds. Larger firms with access to the commercial paper
market and to other short-term sources are likely to have greater flexibility in their financing mix
than small firms that are totally dependent on commercial banks and trade credit.
Comparatively with other countries from Central and Easter Europe, Romania started to
issue bonds much later. The reason for this delay could be regulation – Act no.189/ 19981 which
allow the local administrations to use the capital market for borrowing funds and which was
adopted only in October 1998, after which the local authorities needed another 2-3 years until
the idea of bonds issued in national currencies will be understood. Comparatively with the
figures regarding the EU (the number of bonds listings and the value of bonds trades on EU
exchanges), Romania registered during the period 2001-2006, the following evolutions:
1

Legea nr. 189/1998 privind finanŃele publice locale, Monitorul Oficial al României nr. 404/22.10.1998.
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Table 1

Year

Nr. of trading
sessions

Nr. of trades

2001
17
2002
247
2003
241
2004
253
2005
247
2006
242
Source: www.bvb.ro/statistics.

5
10
39
1116
362
461

Nr. of bonds
Turnover (Euro)
traded
45
59050
187870
530466
199304
2963867

Nr. of bonds
issuers

Nr. of listings of
bonds issuers

2
4
10
22
19
19

2
2
8
16
6
5

172,83
238704,88
4556257,24
71266812,93
29776176,53
119461646,2

Corporate bonds often pay higher rates than government or municipal bonds, because
they tend to be riskier. In theory, bonds are traded on major exchange and offer the opportunity
to invest in a variety of economic sectors. Within the broad spectrum of corporate bonds there is
a wide divergence of risk and potential yield. Corporate bonds can improve the diversification to
an equity portfolio as well as diversify a fixed income portfolio of government bonds or other
fixed income securities, have the potential to provide a steady income and are often more liquid
than other securities.
The first corporate bonds were issued in May 2003 and general information concerning
them is presented in table nr. 2.
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Table 2 - General information concerning Romanian corporate bonds
Year

Nr. of issues

2003
2
2004
5
2005
2
2006
6
Total
15
Source: www.kmarket.ro.

Nr. of issues
2
traded at BVB million RON3
1
1
0
2
4

4,98
190,25
103,08
561,79
860,1

Value
million EURO

Nr. of outstanding bonds

ian.00
46,95
28,45
159,4
236,12

49800
20000
15000
892922
975735

The evolution shows that in 2006 were registered the highest value and the lowest
one was in 2003. Compared with the municipal bonds issued in Romania, the corporate
bonds have a higher value, especially in the last years. All these happen because
nowadays more companies tend to appeal to this type of long-term financing. One reason
this way of lending is preferred is because the corporate bond issues reflect, in part, the
capital markets’ demand for financial instruments for investment, resulting in lower
borrowing costs for corporations and municipalities then could have been achieved by
bank lending.
Until 2005, in Romania, only six banks have issued bonds:
Table 3
Bank
Due term
Number of bonds
BCR Leasing
01.04.2007
75.000
BRD
21.03.2007
20.000
Raiffeisen Bank
04.06.2007
240.000
BIRD
18.09.2009
525.000
Carpatica
29.05.2009
367.992
FinansBank
05.11.2007
35.000
Source: BVB, Revista Capital, 09.05.2007.
2
3

Nominal value (lei)
100
2.500
500
1000
100
1.000

BVB is the abbreviation for Bursa de Valori Bucuresti, or Bucharest Stock Exchange.
RON represent Romanian national currency, leu.

Interest (%/year)
6
9,13
8,91
11,11
10,15
9,22
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These bonds are listed at BSE (Bucharest Stock Exchange) and the total value is 221
millions Euros. Every time, the initial offers were over-subscribed. But the banks had a real
problem in insuring financial resources in RON on long term, because their clients (the main
suppliers of funds) had an obvious inclination to shorter the terms of deposits. So, the bonds
issues are the easiest way to ensure financial resources in local currency. Being listed at BSE
the investors could transform easily the bonds in liquid assets, as cash, while the banks had the
possibility of maintaining the attracted resources. Other banks as well are planning to issue
bonds in the near future. For example, “Carpatica” Bank is preparing to issue bonds in value of
20 millions Euros, on 10 years term, mainly for increasing its sources of financing and for
granting credits on local currency. “ProCredit” Bank is preparing to issue bonds in value of 10
millions Euros, on shorter period of time, 3 years for the same purposes.
Last year, only one bank issued bonds and the bonds were denominated in US dollar,
while the last year’s rate of the interest decline. It was “Transilvania” Bank. The most part of the
bonds were purchased by the International Financial Corporation ( IFC - the investment division
of the World Bank). In all the cases the bonds in local currency had the interest calculated as
BUBOR plus 1%. Also, “European Drinks”, a very large company in bottling drinkable liquids,
had asked the EBRD (European Bank for Reconstruction and Development) for a loan in value
of 195 millions Euro4 and sold bonds. This loan will increase the group’s operations by financing
long- term investments.
The decision to financing through bond issues is very important for every company. The
advantages over the bank loans are considerably large: the issuing costs are lower, and the
interest rate is fixed. In Romania, there are not many companies that use this financial
instrument. BCR (Romanian Commercial Bank) bought by Erste Bank of Austria will sell through
BNP Paribas and ABN AMRO Bank Holland euro-bonds in total value of 300 millions Euro5, with
three years maturity and 7,25% annual rate of interest .Two third of the bonds were acquire by
foreign investors. The bonds are quoted “A-“ by Fitch Ratings and by “BBB” by Standard&Poors.
Due to the fact that issue was not very interesting for the investors, the BCR official announced
that the next issue would be on a foreign market.The funds will be used for future development
and for financing the operations.
The BCR bond issue has a very good timing: at the beginning of May the spread on
German bonds was falling to 0–0,36 %. Herastrau Imobiliare Investitii SA (a construction
developer with Romanian-Luxemburguese ownership) has decided to finance using BSE. The
bond issue, in value of 25 millions RON will be offered on two ways: for the institutional investors
and for the retail investors using HVB Bank6. Also, “Carpatica” Bank is preparing to issue bonds
in RON in value of 20 millions Euro, maturity 10 years7.
Another interesting issuer is International Reconstruction and Development Bank (IRDB).
In 2006, it issued on local market bonds in lei in value of 525 millions of RON (equivalent of 149
million of Euros) for three years8, at a nominal value of 1000 RON and for an interest rate of
6,5%. Who bought these instruments? Banks have bought 35% of the entire volume,
corporations bought 55%, and investment funds bought 10%. In 2007, Raiffeisen Bank will issue
bonds with maturity in 3-5 years9. And some brokerage companies are issueing: SSIF Broker
from Cluj issued in December 2006 bonds in value of 5,6 millions of Euros needed for financial
investments10.
The foreign issuers continue to develop the market of RON bonds, while the Ministry of
Finance would still not say clearly when the issues of government securities should be resumed.
4

Ziarul Financiar. nr. 1637/ 26.05.2005.
Ziarul Financiar. nr. 1647/ 05.06.2005.
6
Revista Capital. nr. 43/ 27.10.2005.
7
Ziarul Financiar. nr. 1738/ 14.10.2005.
8
Ziarul Financiar. nr. 1951/21.08.2006.
9
Ziarul Financiar. nr. 1971/ 18.09.2006.
10
Ziarul Financiar. nr. 1976/ 25.09.2006.
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Citigroup Romania arranged and placed a bond issue in RON (the equivalent of 28 millions
Euros) for Dexia KommunalKredit Bank at the end of the year 200611. The issue, worth of 100
millions RON was placed in full, and the investors, mostly insurers, were domestic companies.
The bonds with a five-year maturity bear a fixed interest of 7% per annum. Dexia
KommunalKredit Bank is an Austrian bank that focuses on funding municipalities and is part of
the Belgian Dexia group.
ABN AMRO brokered a bond issue in RON for the World Bank in August 2006. The issue
was worth 525 million RON (148 million Euros). These issues are practically “tailor made”
solutions, arising from the demand of the customers that need investments in low-risks fixedincome securities to achieve a balanced portofolio. This is particularly true for insurance
companies. Dexia KommunalKredit is rated “AA2” by Standard&Poors rating agency, while the
World Bank was rated “AAA”. These bonds were issued at a fixed rate of 6,5% and with a three
years maturity.
At the end of February 2005, the Romanian bank system had to pay international loans in
total value of 4,7 millions Euro, double the amount of the previous year. 75% of this sum was
long term financing, more attractive on foreign markets then as local market. Same time, the
banks need long term financing in foreign currency, for the public loans inside Romania.
Raiffeisen Bank, who has launched last year a bond issue in lei, prefers now financing in USD or
EUR currency. There is a reason for that: the Romanian banks are over – liquid in lei because
the falling of interest rates on the internal banking market. So this bank, backed by its
international owners could afford an external financing at low costs.
Foreign issuers are this way providing benchmark prices for two maturities, and the official
of the World Bank hinted they could come back with more issues, for different maturities. All this
happened because Romanian Ministry of Finance is still analyzing the opportunity to modify the
law so as to be able to issue bonds even when the Treasury is witnessing excess liquidity,
based on the deficits expected for the future. Last bonds issued by Finance were in September
last year, and the promise of building a yield curve is yet to materialize. Besides insurers, the
securities released by foreign issuers, with high rating, are also attractive to non-resident
investors, who can benefit from the still high interests on the domestic market and from RON’s
appreciation trend. The Canadians at Toronto-Dominion Bank have opened this market, having
brokered two such issues for foreign issuers. These operations meet the need for cash of
various institutions and the demand for investments in currencies of the emerging markets from
some investors that have conservative risk exposure policies and could not enter the domestic
market directly.
The Austrian government sold bonds worth 100 millions Euros, with a two-year maturity
and a 5,75% fixed interest in April 2006. Shortly afterwards, the Canadian brokered another
bond issue for the German financial group KfW Group, which sold bonds in RON at a 6% yearly
interest in summer 2006.
Due to the fact that after Romania’ s adherence to the European Union, our country will not
need so much financial involvement, even BERD12 will try to issue bonds in RON, and these
titles will be listed in Romania and abroad. The value of the emission will be around 50 to 100
million dollars.
Some issues have not luck: Herastrau Imobiliare tried to sell in 2005 bonds in value of 7
millions euros, but it could not attire enough investors, and it sold only for one million Euros. So
the initial offer was retired from the market.
Financial market was created and is working for two types of entities: those who have the
financial resources, and those who need these resources. Until now were created mechanisms
and relations, instruments and possibilities that could transfer the financial resources from the
entities that have these resources to the ones who have not. Financial market offers to
11
12

Ziarul Financiar. nr. 2015/ 17.11.2006.
BERD is the abbreviation for Reconstruction and Development European Bank.

companies in need of long-term financing two possibilities: to apply for a bank loan or to issue
bonds/ shares and offer these values to potential investors. If the company will sell to the public,
it will become a public - owned company. Such company will have a large access to financial
resources, because it offers a good transparency and credibility to the investors. By obtaining
these funds through bonds issuing the costs of interest is lower than a bank loan’ interest. For
instance, while interest payment are compulsory in the case of bank loans, the company do not
have to pay dividends for the share, or could choose a lower dividend/ share. Or, the costs for
bonds issue could be more realistic and precise appreciated as a bank loan.
Bond issues are instruments of long-term credit issued by companies, public entities and
national and international organisms and institutions. While share owners, are entitled to a part
of the company in which they invest, bonds owners are creditors. Bonds are value titles that
enable the owners to expect an interest at maturity. Usually the bonds are paid at maturity.
Before maturity, the bonds could be changed with shares if the initial contract stipulates it.
Another benefit of the bonds is the fact that the value of the interest is certain and known. This
interest is not depending of the financial position of the company, or of the decision of the
management.
In Romania, companies could issue bonds in value of ¾ of their original capital. The bond
should have equal value and should give the all owners equal rights. Bonds could be issued in
material form, on paper, or in non-material form. When the bonds are issued in non-material
form the issuer should follow the law number 297/200413 regarding capital market. Any
company that issues bonds has to follow the law and therefore become a public company. And
all the financial and other information required for to be listed at BSE14 has to be provided. The
issuing of the bonds could be decided by General Assembly of the owners. And if the bonds will
be transformed in shares, the owners could not be included in this change. Bonds are offering to
the owners some special rights: to receive the interest, to receive the initial amount at the due
term. But they do not have the right to control the company. In case of bankruptcy, the bonds
owners have priority of receiving the amounts of money they put in; the shares’ owners are the
last to receive some money.
Since May 2003 a secondary market was established at Bucharest Stock Exchange for
the corporate bonds. The evolution is presented in the table below (table 4)
Table 4 Summary of corporate bonds traded at BSE
Year

Nr. of days when trades occurred Nr. of trades Volume

2003
2004
2005
2006
Source: www.bvb.ro.

14
82
125
122

25
189
274
245

560
66191
171475
426539

Value
Million RON

Million EURO

0,58
48,03
104,86
828,05

13433,36
11849331,3
28940953,2
234941140,2

And here is a short history regarding the issuer of corporate bonds:
2003 - the first corporate bonds issued by Impact SA Bucuresti (IMP05) with a total value
of 4,98 million RON (1.32 million EURO);
2004 – 5 new corporate bonds were issued (Raiffeisen Bank RZB07A, BRD-GSC
BRD07A, BCR Leasing BCL07, TBI leasing TBI06, Finansbank FBR07A) with a total value
of 190,2,5 million RON (46.95 million EURO);
2005 – this year did not bring major changes on the corporate bonds market, on which only
one issue was registered (Hexol Lubricants: HXL07);the total value was 103,08 million
RON (28.45 million EURO) with 87,17 million RON less than in 2004;
13
14

Legea 297/2004 privind piaŃa de capital. Monitorul Oficial al României nr. 571/29.06.2004.
Bucharest Stock Exchange.
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2006 – 6 new corporate bonds were issued (Romanian Commercial Bank, Carpatica
Commercial Bank BCC09, Avicola Bucharest, International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development IBRD09, Procredit Bank and International Leasing C2005); from these six
new bond only two are listed and were traded during the year 2006: Carpatica Commercial
Bank BCC09 and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development IBRD09with a
total value of 561,79 million RON (159.40 million EURO).
The Romanian corporate bonds value evolution will be presented in the figure below.
Figure 1 Romanian corporate bond evolution
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Most financial companies are issuing corporate bonds on Romanian market. And why not?
Given Romania’s adherence to the European Union, the circulation of capital will become more
efficient, and international capital will be cheaper and easier to obtain. This event will boost
Romanian companies to trust more the forms of the long-term financing instruments, such
corporate bonds
After the research made in this paper, it can be observed that the Romanian bond market
looks more alike to the United States market, than to the European one. This is because the
municipalities bonds (or munis) on the Romanian market are not so well traded compared to the
corporate sector. Still, Romanian bonds market is underdeveloped and has a low liquidity, even
if in 2006 IBRD has issued international bonds, with a total value of 526,57 million RON. The
principal factors that retain the bonds market to this level are:
• Lack of rating on the Romanian market;
• Lack of a yield curve, which on the Romanian market is relatively substituted by BUBID
and BUBOR; the only problem is that these two are not used by everyone.
• Starting with the year 2005 and after the bonds market development in 2004, the banks
began to target the municipalities as their own customers and began to offer better credit
conditions; as a result the number of bonds started to decline.
The experts estimate that the number and the worth of issues will climb in the few years
ahead and bonds will have a yield higher than that of bank deposits, and so institutional
investors will shown much interest in them. City halls, whose financial strength comes from local
taxes, guarantee that the money invested plus the interests will be paid back to the investors.
We could expect the yield of municipal bonds to stand at 8%, while banks generally pay now 56% worth of interests to deposits, on average. If the question “Which are the facts that could
favor the development of the primary and the secondary bond market in Romania?” would pop
up, the answer would be the following one: on every market one can find two main actors, the
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buyers and the sellers, and when the issuers will be able to develop their own financial and
economic system, the bonds’ value and bonds’ maturity will grow. But the most important fact for
the Romanian capital market is to grow the number of important investors with a long-term
thinking. Without these important investors, the Romanian market would soon reach its limits.
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Abstract: Our intention is to present the impact of cross-border transaction in the field of taxation in the
European Union, because after the adheration date, there are 3 legislation applicable for each Member State:
national legislation; community legislation; provision of Double Treaty Agreements.
Our inquiry is based on the legal background represented by the Treaty Establishing the European
Community and ECJ Tax Cases involving corporations. Inside the European Union, in some circumstances,
one can obtain group relief between companies in different countries of the Member States as if the
companies were branches rather than subsidiaries.Our documentation started with proceedings in Case 168/01 Bosal Holding BV referring to two questions concerning the interpretation of Article 43 EC in
conjunction with Article 48 EC and Council Directive 90/435/EEC of 23 July 1990 on the common system of
taxation applicable in the case of parent companies and subsidiaries of different Member Status (OJ 1990 L
225, p. 6.) (hereinafter: Parent-Subsidiary Directive) for a preliminary ruling. Under the Parent-Subsidiary
Directive, Member States retain the option of providing that any charges relating to the holding owned in a
subsidiary may not (in principle) be deduced from the profit of the parent company.
The answer to the first question referred to should therefore be that, on a proper construction, Article 43
EC, in conjunction with Article 48 EC, precludes national rules which provide that a Member State may
grant a parent company subject to tax in that Member State a deduction on costs relating to a holding owned
by it provided that the relevant subsidiary makes profits that are subject to tax in the Member State in which
the parent company is established.
The answer to the second question referred to should therefore be that it makes no difference to the answer
to Question 1 whether, where the subsidiary is subject to tax based on its profits in the Member State
concerned but the parent company is not, the relevant Member State takes account of the abovementioned
costs in levying tax on the subsidiary.
There is a dramatic increase in the number of tax cases going before the European Court of Justice. This
is a result of the opportunities offered by European Union to each Member State in using the community
law. More major decisions on direct tax issues came out of the ECJ in 2006 than in any previous year. Until
2004 ECJ found the differential treatment of domestic and cross border transactions to be unequal and
beyond objective justification. Since then up to the present the ecj has faced a new trend characterized by
complexity in interpretation, greater reliance on proportionality, finding discrimination and objective
justification but then concluding that the provisions go beyond the minimum necessary to achieve that
objective:
- Each Member State should take into consideration the implication of ECJ tax cases in the national tax law
(fiscal code or any other laws and regulations);
- Each multinational companies should take into consideration the role of tax planning when doing
business in European Union teritory;
- Cross border transaction in EU and tax implication;
- Applying the ECJ Cases in local legislation;
- The role of the Commission in the eventual harmonisation of corporation tax across the European Union,
probably by the agreement of a common consolidated tax base.
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Cross-border tax issues are now of great importance to multinational corporate
decision-making. Services, goods, and capital are in many cases highly fluid, allowing
location to be driven by considerations other than the location of the consumer. The
marketplace is global, rather than national, so it’s necessary to have the ruthless paring of
costs that global competition entails. Most private sector employees work for very large
companies which operate in multiple jurisdictions, as opposed to the national giants of the
past, so cross-border tax issues arise all the time.
The legal background to this is the Treaty Establishing the European Community.
This is the international treaty that, signed in 1957, establishes the international laws by
which its signatory countries, known as “Member States”, are bound. Any country which is
not a Member State is a “Third Country”.
The essential objective of Community law is the establishment of a single market
where nationals, including companies, within the Community can trade and move without
the impediment of national boundaries.
Thus, Article 1 of the Treaty establishes a “European Community”, Article 2 defines
this community as a common market for goods and service and monetary union, and
Article 3 explains that the characteristics of this common market include free movement of
goods, people, capital and services (all of which are defined more closely in later articles).
These free movement provisions are rather grandly known as “the four freedoms”.
Discrimination on grounds of nationality is prohibited by Article 12 and the free
movement of persons (Article 18) is important in the context of exit tax regimes. But the
crucial provisions for our purposes are Articles 43 (freedom of establishment), 49 (freedom
to provide services), and 56 (free movement of capital). The first two of these are not
necessarily directly available to companies based in third countries. The third is. Article 57,
however, contains some restrictions on the free movement of capital with respect to third
countries.
The classic mechanism of impediment is tax. It’s therefore an obvious area for
Member States to be in conflict with Community law. Indirect tax has been disposed of by
legislating to transform it into a European tax. However, with a few notable exceptions1 the
clash between domestic tax regimes and the single market has been left to the European
Court of Justice (ECJ) to arbitrate. In the new world order multinational companies rightly
view tax as a cost to be managed rather than a levy to be accepted. One of the ways to
manage tax cost is to find parts of existing rules that may not be legal and to challenge
them, either politically or in the courts. These are the areas where the clash is taking place
right now.

1. ECJ Tax Cases involving corporations
1.1 Group Relief
Developments in the past 12 months or so include the decision in the Marks &
Spencer case2 and the Opinion in the Oy AA case3. It is now clear that, in some
circumstances, you can obtain group relief between companies in different countries in
Member States as if the companies were branches rather than subsidiaries.

1

Such as a directive on taxation of savings and the parent-subsidiary directive
C-446/03 M&S Marks & Spencer plc v David Halsey (Her Majesty’s Inspector of Taxes)
3
C-231/05 Oy AA
2
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1.2 Withholding Taxes and Dividend Taxation
A busy December 2006 saw the important decisions in the Denkavit case4 and the FII
Group Litgation5. In essence, you cannot exempt dividends from withholding tax in your
country, but charge it on dividends going to foreign shareholders. Nor can you exempt
dividends from withholding tax in your country that are sourced there but charge it on
dividends that are sourced abroad.
1.3 Thin Cap
It is already settled law, from Lankhorst-Hohorst6, that you cannot require that in all
circumstances a certain debt:equity ratio is maintained where the investment is from
abroad where you do not do so internally. But in the past year we have also had the
hearing and Opinion in the Thin Cap GLO7. Whilst the Advocate General’s Opinion is not
binding, and we still await judgment, it would seem that in Member States where fixed
debt:equity ratios are not maintained, and an “arms-length” test is applied, transactions for
a genuine commercial purpose which do not meet the arm’s length test must nevertheless
be exempt from thin cap rules. In addition, interest recharacterisations must occur only
when there is a corresponding adjustment in the jurisdiction of the lender.
To engage European rights in this area, the critical factor seems to be whether the
common parent company is E.U. resident or not. If the parent is resident in the European
Union then community rights are engaged irrespective of whether the loan is made from
inside or outside the European Union.
Conversely community rights are not engaged (even if the loan is made from within
the European Union) if the common parent is not resident in the European Union unless
the lender is an E.U. resident who has invested sufficient capital in the U.K. domestic
borrower.
1.4 Controlled Foreign Companies Rules
The taxpayer’s stunning victory in the Cadbury reference8 makes it clear that unless
a treasury company is actually a sham with no staff and no premises, a Member State
cannot recharacterise the profits of a treasury company in another low tax Member State
as the profits of the highly taxed parent in the first Member State. Despite tax avoidance
motives setting up a treasury company is nevertheless an exercise of the freedom of
establishment. The Treasury’s attempt to address the Court’s guidance in its changes to
the CFC rules seems founded on an interpretation of the judgment which distinguishes
profits from capital and labour. Any sign of such a distinction in the judgment is extremely
difficult to find. We await with interest the moving forward of the Columbus Container9 and
CFC & Dividend GLO10 cases.
1.5 Exit Taxes
Exit taxes, because they only affect persons who attempt to move cross-border, by
their very nature tend to impede the free movement of persons and the freedom of
establishment. It is clear from the decision in the N11 case, when taken with the earlier
4

C-170/05 Denkavit Internationaal BV & Denkavit France SARL v Ministre de l’Économie, des Finances et
de l’Industrie
5
C-446/04 Test Claimants in the FII Group Litigation v Commissioners of Inland Revenue
6
Case C-324/00 Lankhorst-Hohorst GmbH and Finanzamt Steinfurt
7
C-524/04 Test Claimants in the Thin Cap Group Litigation v Commissioners of Inland Revenue.
8
C-196/04 Cadbury Schweppes plc & Cadbury Schweppes Overseas Ltd v Commissioners of Inland
Revenue
9
C-298/05 Columbus Container Services B.V.B.A. & Co. v Finanzamt Bielefeld-Innenstadt
10
C-201/05 The Test Claimants in the CFC and Dividend Group Litigation v Commissioners of Inland
Revenue
11
C-470/04 N v Inspecteur van de Belastingdienst Oost/kantoor Almelo
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1.6 Other Difficulties with Member States
Retrospective goal-post-moving by Revenue authorities, where a decision in national
or international courts is not to their liking, can be a problem. For example, in the United
Kingdom, draft clauses retrospectively limiting the period of time for which claims for
repayment of tax could be made were introduced at the Pre-Budget Report on December
6, 2006. Introduced without notice as they were, these are almost certainly contrary to
European law. All the taxpayer can do in these circumstances is to take a deep breath and
argue before national and ultimately European courts that the legislation should be
ignored.
The other difficulty is that the taxpayer can find that, although they may obtain a
decision in their favour in the ECJ, the national court which referred the question then
interprets the decision it receives in a very restrictive way. This has been the experience of
the taxpayer in the High Court in Marks & Spencer. Whilst a restrictive interpretation,
which can limit the value of claims, is one thing, sometimes a national court manifestly fails
to acknowledge the obligations of the Member State under European law, and the
taxpayer has a claim of last resort in this latter circumstance.
On June 13, 2006, the ECJ ruled on the liability of judges in the Member States14.
The case was about subsidies granted by Italy to a transport company, as a result of which
TDM, a competitor, was driven out of business. TDM sued for damages, lost, and
appealed all the way to the Italian Supreme Court which rejected the case. TDM then
brought an action against the Italian Republic in the court of Genoa, which sought
guidance from the ECJ under the preliminary ruling procedure. Although in theory judges
from the Italian Supreme Court can be held liable for misconduct and negligence, in
practice the test is so narrow that cases brought against the Italian State are invariably
dismissed. The ECJ held that the Italian law on liability was contrary to European law. It
deprived claimants of an effective remedy.
This might seem to open the floodgates for claimants to start taking cases against
judges for incorrect interpretation of (E.U.) law. But this is not the case. Judges will only be
responsible when they manifestly infringe applicable law15.

2. Case - 168/01 Bosal Holding BV
2.1 Introduction
In these proceedings the Hoge Raad der Nederlanden (Supreme Court of the
Netherlands) has referred two questions concerning the interpretation of Article 43 EC in
conjunction with Article 48 EC and Council Directive 90/435/EEC of 23 July 1990 on the
common system of taxation applicable in the case of parent companies and subsidiaries of
different Member States16 (hereinafter: Parent-Subsidiary Directive) for a preliminary
ruling. Under the Parent-Subsidiary Directive, Member States retain the option of providing
that any charges relating to the holding owned in a subsidiary may not (in principle) be
deducted from the profit of the parent company.

12

C-436/00 X & Y v Riksskatteverket
C-9/02 Hughes de Lasteyrie du Saillant and Ministère de lÉconomie, des Finances et de lIndustrie
14
C-173/03 Traghetti del Mediterraneo SpA in liquidation v Repubblica Italiana
15
Based on the decision in C-224/01 Gerhard Köbler v Republik Österreich
16
OJ 1990 L 225, p. 6.
13
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2.2 Relevant legislation
2.2.1 Community law
The Parent-Subsidiary Directive was adopted with a view to ensuring that the
grouping together of companies of different Member States is not hampered by
restrictions, disadvantages or distortions arising in particular from the tax provisions of the
Member States, in order to secure the establishment and effective functioning of the
common market. Those objectives are intended to be achieved by means of tax rules
which are neutral from the point of view of competition with respect to such grouping
together of companies of different Member States and, ultimately, by the introduction of a
common tax system17.
The third recital in the preamble to the directive reads:
Whereas the existing tax provisions which govern the relations between parent
companies and subsidiaries of different Member States vary appreciably from one Member
State to another and are generally less advantageous than those applicable to parent
companies and subsidiaries of the same Member State; whereas cooperation between
companies of different Member States is thereby disadvantaged in comparison with
cooperation between companies of the same Member State; whereas it is necessary to
eliminate this disadvantage by the introduction of a common system in order to facilitate
the grouping together of companies.
2.2.2 National law
In Article 13(1) of the Netherlands Wet op de Vennootschapsbelasting (Law on
Corporation Tax) 1969 (1993 version) the Netherlands rules governing the determination
of profit in the case of holding companies provide:
• In determining profit no account shall be taken of gains acquired from a holding or of
the costs relating to a holding, unless it is evident that such costs are indirectly
instrumental in making profit that is taxable in the Netherlands (exemption relating to
holdings). In any event, the interest on and costs of loans taken up in the six months
preceding the acquisition of the holding shall, except where it is likely that these loans
have been taken up for a purpose other than the acquisition of the holding, be regarded
as costs relating to a holding.
2.3 Facts and main proceedings
Bosal Holding BV, appellant in the main action (hereinafter: Bosal), is a limited
company established in the Netherlands and owner of holdings in various Netherlands and
foreign companies, the latter being established both inside and outside the European
Union. Those holdings range from 50 to 100 per cent of the capital share. Bosal's business
consists in holding, financing and licensing activities.
In 1993 Bosal incurred interest charges of NLG 3 969 339 in connection with the
financing of its holdings in companies established outside the Netherlands but inside the
European Union. By an application to the competent Netherlands tax authority, Bosal
sought a deduction of that amount from its taxable profit on the ground that, inasmuch as
only those costs relating to such holdings which are indirectly instrumental in making profit
that is taxable in the Netherlands were deductible, Article 13 of the Netherlands Law on
Corporation Tax was not applicable because it was contrary to Article 52 of the EC Treaty
(now, after amendment, Article 43 EC).
The Hoge Raad, before which the appeal in cassation has been brought, has referred
the following questions to the Court for a preliminary ruling:
1. Does Article 52 of the EC Treaty, read in conjunction with Article 58 thereof (now,
after amendment, Article 43 EC, read in conjunction with Article 48 thereof), or any other
17

Cf. both the first and the third recitals in the preamble to the directive.
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rule of EC law, preclude a Member State from granting a parent company subject to tax in
that Member State a deduction on costs relating to a holding owned by it only if the
relevant subsidiary makes profits which are subject to tax in the Member State in which the
parent company is established?
2. Does it make any difference to the answer to Question 1 whether, where the
subsidiary is subject to tax based on its profits in the Member State concerned but the
parent company is not, the relevant Member State takes account of the abovementioned
costs in levying tax on the subsidiary?
Bosal Holding BV (Case C-168/01) – 2
- A reminder from last year’s conference
Non-Resident
Subsidiary

MS 2
Costs in financing Sub A
not deductible

Netherlands
Resident
Subsidiary

Dutch Parent

Costs in financing Sub B
are deductible
20

Nexia Tax Conference, Geneva 2 June 2006

(c) 2006 CPS International Limited

2.4 Legal assessment
The first question referred
 Submissions of the parties
Bosal considers that the Netherlands Law unduly restricts freedom of establishment
exercised through the acquisition of subsidiaries. In its view, non-deductibility of costs
leads in law to double taxation. It observes that that situation does not arise on account of
the lack of harmonisation, since the resultant unfavourable tax treatment would continue to
exist even if all the States were to introduce a set of rules like that in force in the
Netherlands.
The Netherlands Government considers that the rules in question impose absolutely
no restriction on freedom of establishment. This was apparent from the very fact that they
were in conformity with Article 4(2) of the Parent-Subsidiary Directive as the Member
States were even granted the option in that provision of declaring that absolutely no
holding-related charges may be deducted.
The United Kingdom Government takes the view that the Netherlands rules are
justified by the principles of cohesion and territoriality. It maintains that the provision in
question establishes a clear link between the deductibility of costs and the levying of tax
on profits in the Netherlands.
The Commission adopts a different approach, proceeding from the premise that the
Netherlands rules on the taxation of parent companies are, in principle, compatible with
freedom of establishment.
 Assessment
With the exception of Bosal, all the parties concur that Article 13(1) of the
Netherlands Wet op de Vennootschapsbelasting 1969 contains no restriction whatsoever
on freedom of establishment but that, if it did, that restriction would in any event be
justified.
Article 43 EC constitutes one of the fundamental provisions of Community law and
has been directly applicable in the Member States since the end of the transitional period.
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Under that provision, freedom of establishment includes the right to take up and pursue
activities as self-employed persons and to set up and manage undertakings under the
conditions laid down for its own nationals by the law of the country where such
establishment is effected. The abolition of restrictions on freedom of establishment also
applies to restrictions on the setting-up of agencies, branches or subsidiaries18.
The national tax rules contained in Article 13(1) of the Wet op de
Vennootschapsbelasting make no distinction, whether direct or indirect, on the basis of the
seat of the parent company since only parent companies having their seat in the
Netherlands can be affected by that provision. After all, under the territoriality principle a
State is entitled to levy tax only in respect of persons liable to tax in its own territory. As
regards the matter of discrimination by reason of a company's seat, this specific case
focuses solely on the seat of the parent company and not on that of the subsidiary
because here only the parent company, as taxpayer, could be affected by a set of rules
that may be discriminatory.
The answer to the first question referred should therefore be that, on a proper
construction, Article 43 EC, in conjunction with Article 48 EC, precludes national rules
which provide that a Member State may grant a parent company subject to tax in that
Member State a deduction on costs relating to a holding owned by it provided that the
relevant subsidiary makes profits that are subject to tax in the Member State in which the
parent company is established.
The second question referred
 Submissions of the parties
Bosal takes the view that the internal cohesion of the national tax system would in
any event be enhanced if, where the subsidiary but not the parent company is subject to
tax on its profit in the Netherlands, that State were to take into account the costs incurred
by the parent company in respect of its holding.
The Netherlands Government considers that the second question is irrelevant
because in this case it is a parent company, not a subsidiary, that is seeking deduction of
costs from its profit.
The United Kingdom Government considers that the answer to the second question
makes no difference to the fact that the Netherlands rules are justified by the principle of
cohesion.
 Assessment
It has been established with regard to the first question that the situation underlying
the Netherlands rules, namely the refusal in general to allow deduction of holding costs,
constitutes a coherent set of rules which is also compatible with the Parent-Subsidiary
Directive. The derogation laid down in the provision, that a tax advantage is to be granted
to parent companies having subsidiaries that make profits in the Netherlands, is the only
measure that undermines the cohesion of the system by placing parent companies that
have foreign subsidiaries at a disadvantage.
That disadvantage could be offset by the grant of a tax advantage to subsidiaries of
foreign parent companies only if there were a direct link between that tax advantage and
the levy imposed on disadvantaged parent companies.
The answer to the second question referred should therefore be that it makes no
difference to the answer to Question 1 whether, where the subsidiary is subject to tax
based on its profits in the Member State concerned but the parent company is not, the
relevant Member State takes account of the abovementioned costs in levying tax on the
subsidiary.
18

Joined Cases C-397/98 and C-410/98 Metallgesellschaft and Hoechst [2001] ECR I-1727, paragraph 41.
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Impact of Bosal Case – Recent Dutch Appeal
Court Ruling on third-country impact - 3
Direct shareholder of
non-EU subsidiary is not
resident in MS
= APPLY Standstill provision
= No Deduction @ MS1
for costs in maintaining
participation in non-EU
subsidiaries

Applying Standstill Provision
To Art. 57 of EU Treaty

MS 1

MS 2

Non EU

Non EU
25

Nexia Tax Conference, Geneva 2 June 2006

Direct shareholder of
non-EU subsidiary is
resident in a MS
Benefit from the profits of
the non-EU subsidiary at
the level of the EU Co’s
= APPLY Bosal Decision
= Deduction @ MS1
for costs in maintaining
participation in non-EU
subsidiary

Non EU
(c) 2006 CPS International Limited

2.5 Conclusion C-168/01
In the light of the foregoing considerations, I propose that the Court should answer
the questions referred by the national court as follows:
1. On a proper construction, Article 43 EC, in conjunction with Article 48 EC,
precludes national rules which provide that a Member State may grant a parent company
subject to tax in that Member State a deduction on costs relating to a holding owned by it
provided that the relevant subsidiary makes profits which are subject to tax in the Member
State in which the parent company is established.
2. It makes no difference to the answer to Question 1 whether, where the subsidiary
is subject to tax based on its profits in the Member State concerned but the parent
company is not, the relevant Member State takes account of the abovementioned costs in
levying tax on the subsidiary.

3. The Future
3.1 Most Favoured Nation
The argument that the unequal treatment stemming from differences between tax
treaties is not in line with the principle of non-discrimination is controversial. The idea that
a tax treaty granting a benefit to the resident of one other country might extend to another
country has the potential to upset the delicate political balance on which such treaties are
based. Its opponents believe that its application would create chaos in the European Union
because of the potential for taxpayers to cherry-pick the best provisions of the various
double tax treaties. The issue was first addressed by the ECJ in the D19 case where the
ECJ decided that, in short, a taxpayer in Genrman was not in the same situation
as a taxable person in Belgium as far as it concerns wealth tax in the Netherlands. But this
case will by no means be the last word.
3.2 Direct Application of E.U. Rights to Third Countries: Article 56
There seem to be conflicting approaches at the moment to the practical impact of the
extension in the Treaty of the free movement of capital in Article 56 to third countries. The
Advocates General seem on the whole to wish to restrict its application to portfolio
interests only – see for example their Opinions in the Thin Cap GLO and Manninen20. The
Court Direct Tax Developments in the ECJ: An Overview of 20060seems to be
19
20

C-376/03 D.v Inspecteur van de Belastingdienst/Particulieren/ Ondernemingen buitenland te Heerlen
Opinion of Advocate General Kokott delivered on March 18, 2004 in C-319/02 Petri Mikael Manninen
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sidestepping the issue, as it did in Van Hilten21 and Fidium Finanz22. We can be certain
that the issue will be litigated further.
3.3 Application of E.U. Case Law to Third Countries: NDAs
There is another way by which third country companies may be able to access
community rights, which is by non-discrimination articles (“NDAs”) in double tax treaties.
To take the U.K./U.S. situation, under Article 25 (4) of the U.K./U.S. double tax convention,
the United Kingdom may not impose on a U.K. resident wholly or partly owned or
controlled directly or indirectly by U.S. residents other or more burdensome tax or
requirements than those to which other or similar enterprises of the United Kingdom are or
may be subjected. It is apparent23 that the correct comparator for NDAs in tax treaties is a
domestic grouping i.e., the tax treatment of a U.K. subsidiary of a U.S. company would be
compared to that of a U.K. subsidiary of a U.K. company. For example in the Andritz case
before the Conseil D’Etat in France the Court held that section 212 of the FTC (imposing a
debt:equity ratio in a thin cap situation) as interpreted by the French Tax Authorities was
incompatible with the non-discriminatory clause provided by the French-Austrian tax
treaty24.
How may the NDA practically impact on treaty rights? Consider the following
situation. We are now clear that in certain circumstances a U.K. parented group can group
relieve losses from a loss making French subsidiary to a profit making English subsidiary.
However, if the group is not U.K., but U.S. parented, this would not be possible. As a
result, therefore, of the foreign residence of the U.S. parent, the U.K. company is subject
to more tax than that to which other or similar enterprises of the United Kingdom are
subject. The NDA would be engaged.
3.4 The European Union Outside the Court: the Power of the Bureaucracy
The Commission, and in particular DG TAXUD, plays a much larger role in European
tax litigation than is immediately clear to many who do not commonly observe cases there.
The Commission has the right (and in tax cases almost invariably exercises it) to address
the ECJ in any case, and has as much time to do so as the plaintiff or any defendant
government.
The Commission has an overt political agenda: to bring about the eventual
harmonisation of corporation tax across the European Union, probably by the agreement
of a common consolidated tax base. But the existence of an overt political agenda does
not prevent many of the Commission’s submissions to the ECJ from being both thoughtful
and helpful. Its role almost as an amicus curiae of the Court means that it punches above
its weight, especially given its relatively limited staffing. The Commission’s views are
always just as carefully considered by the Court as those of the plaintiff or defendant, and
because it tends to take something of a middle line between the excesses of either, its
comments are quite often echoed by the Court. The effects of the decisions discussed
above have exercised the minds of attorneys, judges, and governments across Europe
and will continue to do so in 2007. But it is also important not to ignore the signs of other
moves towards a single European market. Here again the Commission plays a central
role. Laszlo Kovacs, the E.U. commissioner for tax, has repeatedly told Member States
that vast improvements are required to protect citizens and businesses from cross-border
21

C-513/03 Heirs of M.E.A.van Hilten-van der Heijden v Inspecteur van de Belastingdienst/ Particulieren/
Ondernemingen buitenland te Heerlen
22
C-452/04 Fidium Finanz AG v Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht
23
There have been decision in the Swedish, Dutch, Finnish and French Supreme Courts to this effect, also
the U.K. Court of Appeal and the German Federal Tax Court.
24
The facts of the case dated back to the time when Austria was not part of the European Union. Austria was
thus a “third country” at the time
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tax discrimination . The Commission has been making threatening noises about the
necessity for legislation to ensure that the co-ordination of tax policy was better coordinated between the European Union’s (now 27) Member States.
Commissioner Kovacs has already issued a paper onco-ordinating exit taxes26, and
is planning similar documents for inheritance tax, withholding tax and anti-avoidance. But
the major long-term aim, which is receiving another big push, is definitely for the creation
of a common corporate consolidated tax base (CCCTB). Discussion papers systematically
addressing some of the fundamental questions that arise when considering the design of a
“consolidation and apportionment” system for sharing multinationals’ consolidated profits
between E.U. Member States have now been issued27 and communications exchanged
between the Commission and the Council of the European Union on implementing the
CCCTB28. Despite the vocal opposition of the United Kingdom and Eire to the creation of a
CCCTB, it is a real likelihood, at least for smaller companies, over the next few years.
Watch this space!
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Conclusion
The now comprehensive awareness of the opportunities offered by E.U. law has led
to a dramatic increase in the number of tax cases going before the ECJ. More major
decisions on direct tax issues came out of the ECJ in 2006 than in any previous year.
Many of the judgments are long. Many are nuanced. Their effect is often unclear. What is
clear is that in many instances the recent case law is distinguishable from the string of
rulings on the application of Article 43 EC in the area of direct taxation from 2000 to 2004.
In those cases the ECJ found the differential treatment of domestic and cross border
transactions to be unequal and beyond objective justification. Since then, the ECJ has
been proceeding to the third level of analysis, finding discrimination, and objective
justification, but then concluding that the provisions go beyond the minimum necessary to
achieve that objective. This greater reliance on proportionality, signifying a new trend in
the Court, is what is producing the complexity in interpretation mentioned above. More
litigation is inevitable.
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Abstract: It is usually recognised that public procurements play an important role in economy of the
country and may have an impact on international competition.
The opening up of the new markets for public procurement, as a result of the joining the EU by new
Central and Eastern European countries introduced a new era for European integration.
The paper tries to analyse the Polish procurement market in terms of its liberalisation and integration
for the years 2004-2005. Special attention is paid to improvements of the competitiveness of public awards.
On the other hand, extent and changes in the structure of public procurement in comparison with “old”
European countries will be presented.
In the paper different data sources will be used. The most important information comes from the
Office of Public Procurement in Warsaw, Bulletin of Public Procurement, the Tenders Electronic Daily
service (TED) and reports of purchasing entities collected by Public Procurement Office in Warsaw.

Introduction
It is usually recognised that public procurements play an important role in economy of
the country and may have an impact on international competition. Few studies are
available on the quantification of central and local government procurement market.
The opening up of the new markets for public procurement, as a result of the joining
the EU by Central and Eastern European countries introduced a new era for European
integration. The value and structure of public procurement markets have significantly
changed since 2004.
The paper tries to analyse the Polish procurement market in terms of its liberalisation
and integration for the years 2004-2005. Special attention is paid to improvements of the
competitiveness of public awards. On the other hand, extent and changes in the structure
of public procurement market in comparison with “old” European countries will be
presented.
In Poland there are no statistical data on public procurement which should be
collected in Central Statistical Office. Some information is presented by Public
Procurement Office in Warsaw, however they are not sufficient for deep market analysis.
Procurement, the Tenders Electronic Daily service (TED), reports of purchasing
entities collected by Public Procurement Office in Warsaw, and investigations conducted
on the European public procurement markets.
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The size of public procurements in the European Union countries is relevant because
its value ranges between 12 and 16 per cent of GDP. In Poland this share was about 7 per
cent of GDP in 2005, and 7,6 per cent in 2006.1
The most important contracts with value of over 60 thousand euros are published in
the Bulletin of Public Procurement. They are estimated at about 79.6 bln zlotys in 2006
what gives 20 per cent increase in comparison with 2005. It is worth mentioning that data
concerning 2005-2006 and 2004 are not fully comparable. In March 2004 the new Act of
Public Procurement Law has been introduced which changed the threshold from 30 th.
euros to 60 th. euros. So, real increase of published announcements and market value of
public procurement was higher than numbers presented for the period under investigation.
The positive tendency in the field of public procurement in recent years is caused by
harmonisation of the Polish law with the European directives and the EU structural founds
inflowing to Poland.
One of the new area being subject of the Law of Public Procurement is so called
utilities sector. As far as utilities procurement is concerned, the two main reasons for the
introduction of a distinctive legal regime in this sector are listed.
Firstly, the numerous ways in which national authorities can influence the purchasing
behaviour of entities of public sector. Secondly, the closed nature of the markets in which
utilities operate necessitates the operation of a procurement regulatory regime which
ensures on the one hand, compliance with fundamental principles of the EU Treaties, on
the other hand, compatibility with anti-trust and sector specific regulation in the utilities
sectors.2
In the years 2002-2006 there are important changes in the structure of public
procurement.
Table 1.
Structure of the public procurement values by types of contracts in the years 2002-2005
Years

Construction works

Supplies

Services

2002

68

20

12

2003

47

34

19

2004

50

29

21

2005

35

42

23

2006

46

25

29

Source: Office of Public Procurement in Warsaw

While the percentage of construction works decreased from 68 per cent in 2002 to 35
per cent in 2005, shares of supplies increased twice.
Changes in the quality structure of public procurement insist on decreasing in number
of notices connected with construction works and increasing in supplies and services. The
year 2006 was characterized by important increase of construction works (from 35 per
cent in 2005 to 46 in 2006). It is mainly connected with applications of structural founds of
the EU. The Law of Public Procurement lays down specific procedures for contract awards
which are consistent with the EU directives. Obligations include a requirement to award
contracts by competition, following an advertisement in the Official Journal of the EC,
provision of adequate time limits for firms to respond, and the use of commercial criteria to
select the winning bidder.3
The most important procedure is an open tender which was represented by almost
98 per cent in 2002 and 94 per cent in 2005 of all notices published in Bulletin of Public
Procurement. In last two years restricted and negotiated procedures became to play a
bigger role in the public procurement. It is worth mentioning that so called “aggregation
1

See Sprawozdanie z funkcjonowania systemu zamówień publicznych w 2006 r., Urząd Zamówień
Publicznych, Warszawa, 31 maja 2007.
2
See Ch. Bovis, Public Procurement in the European Union: A Critical Analysis of the New Regime, Legal
Issues of Economic Integration 33(1); 2006, pages 29-30.
3
See: H. Gordon, S. Rimmer and S. Arrowsmith, The Economic Impact of the European Union Regime in
Public Procurement: Lesson for the WTO, The World Economy, vol. 21 January 1998/1, p. 161-162
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1. Changes in values and structure of public procurement
in Poland in the years 2002-2006
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rules”, both regarding the level at which products or services should be aggregated by the
same entity. The aggregation rule implies some price savings for purchasing entities.
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2. Public procurement in 2004-2005
in the light of the entities reports
In 2004-2005 the Office of Public Procurement conducted the survey – as a result of
new regulations – which covered a wide range of entity representing demand side of public
procurement. In total, almost 11 thousand in 2004 and more than 12 thousand purchasers
in 2005, what represented 44,7 bln zlotys and 68,9 bln zlotys of public procurement,
respectively, were target.4
As a result, the survey covered central government ministries, purchasing entities at
a regional level, i.e. procurement of state and provincial government, local governments,
independent purchasing units within local bodies. Purchasers focusing on works, supplies,
and services by two thresholds of contract values: less than 60 th. euros and 60 th. euros
and more were also subject of investigations.
Having 8 groups of purchasing bodies we focus on central government, local
governments without communities, and local communities public procurement only.
The structure of quantity and value of contracts in terms of public procurement
represented by 3 types of purchasers is presented in table 2.
The percentages of contracts reported by central government hardly changed in 2005
in comparison with 2004. The construction works play the most important role (47-48 per
cent of total value in this group of purchasers).
Supplies and services reflect the same percentages of quantity and value in both
periods. New law resulted in a step change in value structure of local governments without
communities where construction works increased about 15 points while shares of supplies
and services dropped about 6 and 9 points, respectively.
Local communities did not notice any important changes in number and value of
public procurements in the years 2004-2005.
Table 2.
Structure of contracts in terms of public procurement by types of public procurements and
purchasing bodies in 2004-2005
Type of public procurement

2004
Number

2005
Value

Number

Value

Central government
construction works
Supplies
services
Total number of bodies

15
50
35

48
28
24

16
49
35

765

47
27
26
811

Local government without communities
construction works
Supplies
services
Total number of bodies

23
26
51

45
20
35

24
25
51

1257

60
14
26
1457

Local communities
construction works
Supplies
services
Total number of bodies

39
21
40

63
11
26
3202

42
20
38

63
11
26
3425

Source: W. Starzyńska, A. Borowicz, S. Popławski, Polski rynek zamówień publicznych w latach 20042005 na podstawie na podstawie danych zawartych w sprawozdaniach zamawiających, Urząd Zamówień
Publicznych, Łódź-Warszawa 2006
4

Detailed information coming from analysis presented in: W. Starzyńska, A. Borowicz, S. Popławski, Polski
rynek zamówień publicznych w latach 2004-2005 na podstawie danych zawartych w sprawozdaniach
zamawiających, Urząd Zamówień Publicznych, Łódź-Warszawa 2006.
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Next step of analysis illustrates changes in value structures by thresholds and the
types of procedures used (see. Table 3).
Table 3.
Structure of value public procurement for construction works by types of procedures used
and thresholds in years 2004-2005
Procedures
used
open tender
limited tender
negotiations with
publication

6 th. – 60 th. euros
2004
2005
83.03
88.48
0.61
0.29
0.23
0.08

Thresholds (in euros) and years
60 th. – 5 mil euros
more than 5 mil euros
2004
2005
2004
2005
89.08
89.24
80.05
78.69
6.02
6.54
12.27
10.76
0.78
0.50
2.79
3.46

Data from Table 3 show that there is relationship between values of public procurements and
types of procedures. The highest rates are observed in case of open tender, especially in the
group of 60 thousand to 5 mil euro. The next group resulted in relatively big limited tender
shares (from 12,27% to 10,76%), however, open tender still plays the most important role.
Thresholds: 60 th. – 5 mil euro and more than 5 mil euros are usually characterised by the
open and restricted procedures, and the threshold 6 th. – 60 th. euros by negotiated procedures
and so called “free hand” with lack of competition between firms.
Table 4.
Structure of value of public procurements for supply and services by types of procedures
used and thresholds in years 2004-2005
Procedures
used

6 th – 60 th. euros

Thresholds (in euros) and years
60 th. – 130 th. euros
more than 130 th. euro

63.36
0.28
0.18

65.26
0.28
0.19

74.04
2.42
0.40

Supply
81.86
2.02
0.10

80.07
2.19
1.17

67.70
4.65
2.66

0.91

0.61

2.12

0.94

2.17

1.58

20.54
0.07
14.66

17.48
0.18
16.03

2.87
0.00
18.15

0.08
0.00
14.33

0.10
0.00
23.31

open tender
limited tender
negotiations with
publication
negotiations without
publication

67.21
0.38
0.42

60.73
0.34
0.39

75.45
2.14
0.75

0.18
0.00
14.90
Services
68.82
2.45
1.15

45.53
1.70
3.02

51.37
5.56
3.36

1.11

1.19

2.55

2.38

5.74

1.92

asking for price

12.04

9.58

1.21

0.41

0.11

0.21

open tender
limited tender
negotiations with
publication
negotiations without
publication
asking for price
electronic auction
“free hand”

“free hand”
18.83
27.78
17.89
24.76
43.90
37.58
Source: W. Starzyńska, A. Borowicz, S. Popławski, Polski rynek zamówień publicznych w latach 2004-2005
na podstawie danych zawartych w sprawozdaniach zamawiających, Urząd Zamówień Publicznych, ŁódźWarszawa 2006

Data from table 4 reflect implementation of new regulations being harmonised with the
European directives. Entry info force Law of Public Procurement in 2004 resulted in new
procedures (negotiations and electronic auction) and appearing tendency of rising role of
competitive procedures. However, entities often realized public procurements using others than
negotiated and restricted procedures. In some instances clearly entities have quite simply not
been complying with the Law of Public Procurement. For example, if value of public
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negotiations without
3.16
1.01
2.40
2.26
4.20
5.78
publication
so called
12.97
10.14
1.72
1.46
0.69
1.31
“free hand”
Source: W. Starzyńska, A. Borowicz, S. Popławski, Polski rynek zamówień publicznych w latach 2004-2005 na
podstawie na podstawie danych zawartych w sprawozdaniach zamawiających, Urząd Zamówień Publicznych,
Łódź-Warszawa 2006
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procurement for supplies or services is higher than 60 thousand euros procedure “asking for
price” should not be used.

3. International comparisons of public procurement
As for as sensitivity of products (groups of products) in terms of public procurement is
concerned there are some investigations made in the European Union. The products are
selected and classified following the NACE 3-digit aggregation level.
Table 5 reports the import shares for each of 13 commodities in seven EU countries. In 77
per cent of all information the ratio between the import share of the government (ISG) and the
import share of the private sector (ISP) is less than two thirds while the opposite is true only in
0.05 per cent of cases.
Table 5.
Ratio of import shares (ISG/ ISP) by chosen countries and sectors (three digit-level)
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NACE
-Chemical products
-Metal products
-Agricultural and industrial machines)
-Office machines
-Electrical goods
-Motor vehicles
-Other transport equipment
-Textile and clothing
-Leathers and footwear
-Timber and furniture
-Pulp, paper and printing
-Rubber and plastic
-Others manufactures

DE
0.57
2.47
0.82
0.52
0.78
0.73
1.12
0.86
0.80
1.04
0.53
1.56
1.12

DK
0.92
1.17
0.68
0.87
0.87
1.00
1.50
0.82
0.85
0.47
0.74
0.72
1.12

ES
0.39
0.49
0.64
0.61
0.37
0.53
0.50
0.07
0.38
0.39
0.49
0.53
0.09

FR
0.00
3.88
0.00
0.14
1.11
1.80
1.42
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.46
0.00
0.50

IR
0.47
0.00
1.21
0.89
0.00
1.06
0.18
0.79
0.00
0.48
0.41
0.30
1.02

IT
0.35
0.41
0.88
0.23
1.08
0.35
1.16
0.71
0.05
0.71
0.77
0.11
0.00

UK
0.38
0.95
0.45
1.36
0.88
1.10
0.81
0.05
0.00
0.22
0.16
0.34
1.81

Where: ISG = import share of the government, ISP = import share of the private economy
Source: F. Trionfetti, Discriminatory Public Procurement and International Trade, The World
Economy, vol. 23, January 2000, p. 62 -64

The data provide that the import share of governments is systematically lower than the
import share of private economy. This fact may suggest the presence of some firm of pervasive
discriminatory behaviour.
If we consider the public procurement values and its percentage of total output in the
European Union countries some sectors take important role in this market (see table 6).
These numbers present nine sectors identified as being “procurement sensitive” at the
NACE 2-digit level.
The most part of all public procurement (PP) is building and civil engineering works (33.5
per cent), business services (14.6 per cent), electrical goods and paper production (7.3 per cent
totally). Next column from table 6. shows public procurement as a share of total output and
additional information speaks if products are tradable, that if can be transported long distances
within and between member states.
Table 6.
Indicators of public procurements in the EU
NACE
50
80
34
47
31
33
35
36
45

Description of sector
Building and civil engineering works
Business services
Electrical goods (inc. Power gen. And telecoms)
Paper production
Metal products
Office machinery
Motor vehicles
Other transport eqpt.
Textiles and clothing, footwear

% total PP
33,5
14,6
3,7
3,6
2,9
2,2
2,1
1,7
1,0

PP as % output
31,0
7,4
11,4
5,1
5,9
12,9
3,8
9,1
1,7

Tradable
Y/N
Y/N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Source: Euro Strategy Consultants (1997), The Single Market Review, subseries III: Dismantling of
Barriers, Vol. II, Public Procurement (Kogan Page, Earthscan, London)

Table 7 presents results of investigations conducted by D. Mardas for years 19992001 for new members of the EU. As for the worst position of products in terms of public
procurement is considered, Romania and Poland are characterized by highest
percentages of total industry production. The strong and average protections take on 39.2
per cent of total industry in Poland.
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Table 7.
Sensitive Products in Terms of Public Procurement . Share (in per cent)of Products
Protected by “Buy National” Policies in Total Industrial Production (Year of reference per
country either 1999 or 2001)a
H
Hungary

Worst position
Strong protection
Average/weak
protection
Intermediate
position
Strong protection
Average/weak
protection
Subtotal
Well performed
Strong protection
Average/weak
protection

C
Czech R.

P
Poland

S
Slovenia

E
Estonia

L
Latvia Lithuania

R Slovakia

B
Bulgaria

R
Romania

1.8
3.8

0.4
8.2

15.4
23.8

2.8

1.3
18.6

13.9

12.2

1.5
25.4

11.2
20.9

24.9
10.7

14.2
19.8

10.9
19.5

7.3
46.5

6.1
7.6
16.5

13.6
33.6

1.7
15.6

0.8
4.5
17.5

7.9
14.4
49.2

1.2
4.9
38.2

3.9
1.3
40.8

3.2

6.2
5.8

12.7

1.3
9.9

7.6

-

49.7

28.5

46.2

26.8

25.1

49.2

5.2
19.8

24.7

5.2
3.8
38.2

49.8

Total
a

Results of own investigation based on series of statistical indicators used for
classification of all of products being subject of public procurement presents table 8.
A test on sectors related to public procurement following the NACE subsection
aggregation level has been made for years 1998, 2001, and 2003.
While the years 1998 and 2001 are characterizeed by one subsection strongly sensitive
in terms of public procurements (manufacture of coke, refined petroleum and nuclear fuel
– DF) and four and three average sensitive for 1998 and 2001, respectively, the year 2003
noticed only three average sensitive products in relation to public procurement. Other 13
subsections, included electricity, gas, and water supply (E) belong to weakly sensitive
group.
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With the exception of the Czech Republic (1993) and Hungary (1997).
Source: D. Mardas , The latest Enlargement of the EU and “Buy National” Rules. The World
Economy, 2005, vol. 28, issue 11, p. 1644
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Table 8.
Classification of production subsections sensitive in terms of public procurements
in Poland in years 1998 - 2003
Years

Strongly

Average sensitive

Weakly sensitive

sensitive
(1)

1998

2001

Manufacture
of coke,
refined
petroleum
products and
nuclear fuel
(DF)

Manufacture
of coke,
refined
petroleum
products and
nuclear fuel
(DF)

(2)
Manufacture of
machinery and
equipment, n.e.c. (DK)
Manufacture of
electrical and optical

(4)

Manufacture
of
chemicals,
chemical
products and
man-made
fibres (DG)

(5)
Mining and
quarrying of
energy producing
materials (CA)

----

Manufacture of

equipment (DL)

rubber and plastic

Manufacture of

products (DH)

Transport equipment
(DM)

Manufacture of basic

Manufacture of

Mining and

chemicals, chemical
products and man-made
fibres (DG)

quarrying of

(6)
Manufacture of foods products; beverages and
tabacco (DA)
Manufacture of textiles and textile products (DB)
Manufacture of pulp.paper and paper products;
publishing and printing (DE)
Manufacturing n. e. c (DN)

metals and fabricated
metal products (DJ)

energy producing
materials (CA)

Manufacture of
electrical and optical
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(3)

-----

equipment (DL)
Manufacture of
transport equipment
(DM)

----

Manufacture of
rubber and plastic

Manufacture of foods products; beverages and
tabacco (DA)
Manufacture of textiles and textile products (DB)
Manufacture of pulp.paper and paper products;
publishing and printing (DE)
Manufacturing n. e. c (DN)

products (DH)
Manufacture of basic
metals and fabricated
metal products (DJ)
Manufacture of
machinery and
equipment n.e.c. (DK)

Manufacture of coke,
refined petroleum
products and nuclear
fuel (DF)
2003
-----

Manufacture of
chemicals, chemical
products and man-made ----fibres (DG)
Manufacture of
electrical and optical
equipment (DL)

Mining and quarrying of energy producing materials
(CA)
Mining and quarrying exept of energy producing
materials (CB)
Manufacture of textiles and textile products (DB)
---- -----

Manufacture of leather and leather products (DC)
Manufacture of wood and wood products (DD)
Manufacture of pulp.paper and paper products;
publishing and printing (DE)
Manufacture of rubber and plastic products (DH)
Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products
(DI)
Manufacture of basic metals and fabricated metal
products (DJ)
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.
(DK)
Manufacture of transport equipment (DM)
Manufacturing n. e. c (DN)
Electricity, gas and water supply (E)

Source: Own calculations based on notices published in Bulletin of Public Procurement, official publications
of Central Statistical.
Office (GUS), Warsaw, EUROSTAT Yearbook 2002, The Statistical Guide to Europe, Luxembourg 2002, A.
Cox and P. Furlang, Cross-Border Trade and Contract Awards: The International Myopia at the Heart of the
EU Procurement Rules, University of Birmingham, June 1996, W. Starzyńska, Rynek zamówień publicznych
w procesie integracji z Unią Europejską. Analiza sektorowa dostaw, Difin, Warszawa 2003, p.114.
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Table 9 presents sectors for the EU as a whole, the United Kingdom and Poland
(2003) in terms of public procurement sensitivity. Only strong and average sensitive
products at the NACE 3-digit level are considered.
While the EU as a whole is characterized seven groups being strong or average
sensitive in terms of public procurement, the United Kingdom proves around eleven
products, and Poland only four, not exactly the same as in previous cases. However,
Poland seems to be more similar to the UK than to the EU as a whole.
Table 9.
Sectors
Mining and quarrying of expect
energy producing materials
Manufacture of coal, refined
petroleum products and nuclear
fuel
Coke
Pharmaceuticals
Office data processing
Medical surgical equipment
Electrical machinery
Metal products
Motor vehicles
Textiles and clothing
Wood and wooden products
Footwear
Rubber
Paper
Aerospace and shipbuilding
Gas, water, glass

the EU
No

the United Kingdom
No

Poland
No

No

Partially

Yes

No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Source: A. Cox, P. Furlang, K. Hartley, M. Uttley, Statistical Indicators for Keeping Watch Over
Public Procurement. United Kingdom. Final Report in: The Evaluation of Prices for a Single Market,
Cost Series, Part II, ed. D. Mardas, EC, 1995 and W. Starzyńska, Rynek zamówień publicznych w
procesie integracji z Unią Europejską. Analiza sektorowa dostaw, Difin, Warszawa, 2003

Conclusion
There are important changes in the Polish public procurement market.
Implementation of the Law of Public Procurement in March 2004 and the Poland’s
entrance into the European Union (May 2004) resulted in attempting to open up
competition in the public procurement markets.
From the point of view of the changes in the value structure of public procurements
the years 2002-2005 are characterized by following tendencies.
The shares of supplies and services rose about 22 points for goods and 11 points for
services while the percentage of construction works dropped from 68 per cent in 2002 to
35 per cent in 2005. The same tendency is observed when the number of notices
published in the Bulletin of Public Procurement are considered. Invitations for public
procurement are usually presented in the form of open tender (about 98 per cent of all
notices), however database of entities reports from 2004-2005 showed that open tender
still was the most import procedure but, in cases of services, negotiated and restricted
procedures appeared and rose in 2005 in comparison with 2004.
Using other procedures such as “free hand”, “asking for price” in supplies and
services, which, in general, do not complain with the Directives in terms of the type of
procedure used, increases the scope of misuse and the favouring of traditional supplies.
The year 2006 is characterized by important changes in value structure of public
procurements in Poland. The possibility of using the EU structural founds caused an
important increase of construction works percentage in comparison with previous years.
International analysiss of public procurements shows that there are still differences
between “old” and “new” member countries. However, the Polish experience suggests that
public procurements become more and more internationalized.
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Abstract: The aim of the paper is to compare the competitive strategies of domestically owned banks
established in Mexico with those of the foreign banks during ten years: 1996-2005. The main hypothesis is
that we have two different banking cultures, Mexican banks taking more risk than foreign banks.
Firstly, the most recent studies on the participation of foreign banks are presented, followed by the
examination of financial liberalization measures which opened the way for the participation of foreign banks
in Mexico. The measures emphasized are related to changes in the system for attracting investment, specially
the modifications to the legal framework for foreign investment and the subscription of the North-American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
The financial perspective in the context of NAFTA is explained and then the competitive strategies of
the national and foreign banks are compared on the basis of risk, return and growth of market share.
The paper concludes that foreign banks in Mexico have achieved their relative share in the Mexican
market due to penetration strategies of low level credit, capital, insolvency and liquidity risks.

Introduction
The Mexican banking system has undergone a series of transformations from the
bank nationalization in 1982; the financial liberalization that deepened as of 1989; the so
called privatization in 1991-1992; the subscription of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) in 1993; and the financial crisis in 1995, just to mention the most
outstanding processes.
One of the phenomena resulting from these changes is the so called bank
foreignization process as of 1994, when NAFTA came into effect.
There were 19 national banks before the subscription of NAFTA and only one of them,
operated a subsidiary of Citibank, as foreign bank. Two years after the subscription of
NAFTA, there were 36 commercial banks as a whole, 25 of which were national and 11,
foreign. By the end of 2005, only 30 banks were left, but now, only 12 were national and 18
foreign banks.
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Market share is another indicator of the change that has been observed in the control
of Mexican banks by foreign capital.
By the end of 1996, over 80 percent of bank assets were in the hands of national
capital. On the other hand, by the end of 2005, over 80 percent of bank assets were in the
hands of foreign capital.
11 years after NAFTA came into effect, the banking structure records a predominance
of foreign banks.
In their book México: Los Bancos que Perdimos (Mexico: The Banks we Lost), Alicia
Girón and Noemí Levy state, "The banks we lost is a statement of sadness and longing for
a national project." (2005:75).
Aside from the feelings the process of introduction of foreign banks can cause, the
purpose of this paper is to compare competitive strategies of commercial banks with
national capital established in Mexico and the corresponding strategies of foreign banks
during the period NAFTA has been in effect.
The main hypothesis is that foreign banks compared to national banks, perform under
better conditions, due to the existence of a qualitatively different banking culture which
reflects in different financial strategies.
The analysis takes place based on three groups of basic indicators: risk,
profitability, and growth.
The paper is developed in three parts: first, the main findings of prior studies on this
subject are expounded; then, the background of the opening of the Mexican market to
foreign banks; and lastly, the financial indicators that enable to compare different strategies
among foreign commercial banks and those of national capital in Mexico, two years after
the beginning of NAFTA, during the 1996-2005 period.

1. Prior Studies
The objective of this section is to submit the main research hypotheses that have
been prepared in relation to the performance of foreign banks.
1.1 Main Hypotheses
The main hypotheses that have been posed when studying the performance of foreign
banks are: the demonstration effect; global advantage; local advantage; and defensive
expansion or customer follow-up.
1.1.1 Hypothesis of the Demonstration Effect
The hypothesis of the demonstration effect is related to the role foreign banks will play
in the sector’s evolution and their effects on the remainder of the domestic economy. It
states that the entry of foreign banks into the local market has a positive effect, since it
furthers financial development either directly or indirectly.
Directly by increasing service quality and indirectly, by exerting pressure on local
banks to improve their quality and decrease costs; to perfect accounting, auditing and
qualifying criteria; and at the same time, to intensify demands on the government for the
improvement of laws, regulations, and supervision systems linked to financial services.
According to this hypothesis, the harmonization of the regulation of financial
institutions leads to a lesser intermediation cost and to an increase of financial services,
which at the same time, furthers economic growth through a better allotment of funds
(Levine, 1996).1
1.1.2 Hypothesis of Global Advantage
The hypothesis of global advantage is related to the comparative performance of
foreign banks. It maintains that a foreign bank takes hold by virtue of its technical
1

Levine mentions the case of Mexico, where prudent regulations had to be harmonized in aspects such as
the adaptation of capital, accounting and appraisal principles, as well as the necessary provisions in case of
conflict of interests.
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advantages, its greater experience; its personal qualifications; its organizational capacity;
and its larger base of capital and deposits, taking advantage of the opportunities the host
country has to offer. It can be supposed that all of this will result in foreign banks being
more efficient in comparison to domestic ones. (Micco et al, 2004).
1.1.3 Hypothesis of the Local Advantage
The local advantage hypothesis (Berger et al, 2000), on the contrary, states that local
banks have a greater advantage due to their experience and more detailed information
about customers, as well as due to entry barriers the majority control of the market can
entail as far as scale economies is concerned. It also states that this will bring about the
foreign bank’s inefficiency in relation to domestic banks, while trying to compete under
disadvantageous size conditions.
1.1.4 Hypothesis of Defensive Expansion or Customer Follow-up
The hypothesis of defensive expansion or customer follow-up (Nolle, E. D. and Rama,
S. 1996; Williams, 2002) intends to explain the cause for which banks decide to set-up
branch offices in a foreign country and postulates that it is customer services in their
country of origin which leads them to set-up abroad.

Two processes considered relevant to understand the background of the incorporation
process of foreign banks in the Mexican market: financial liberalization and NAFTA2 are
described below:
2.1 Liberalization of Interest Rates and Credit. Elimination of Legal
Reserves.
As of the end of 1988, the authorities allowed the market to set interest rates and began
with the gradual elimination of types of credit lines with the suppression of quantitative restrictions
as regards funds raised through non-traditional bank credit instruments, so that as of October
1988, only balances in checking and savings accounts were subject to the limitations of
percentages to be channelled to priority sectors.
Furthermore, the minimum reserve system for direct loans to the government was
substituted for a liquidity requirement which consisted in keeping 30% of the portfolio in
government bonds.
In April 1989, term deposits also were excluded from the basis for establishing types of
credit lines and in August, the same thing occurred with checking accounts. Thus, the authorities
abandoned selective credit mechanism and as of September 11, the mandatory 30 percent
liquidity requirement was eliminated.
2.2. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
NAFTA (SECOFI, 1998) came into effect in 1994. The conditions established with respect
to banks and stockbroker firms are summarized below. The expectations this generated are
presented and the results which have been observed up to now, are evaluated.
The participation of foreign intermediaries in Mexico was allowed, subject to certain limits
as regards their interest in capital stock, applicable during the transition period which ended in
2000, year as of which Mexico could have applied temporary safeguards in the banking and
securities sectors.
The maximum limit of aggregate interest in the capital stock, for foreign intermediaries in
the Mexican bank market, increased from 8 to 15 percent during the transition period. A year
thereafter, up to a 25 percent interest in the capital stock was allowed. In the case of securities
companies, the maximum limit increased from 10 to 20 percent during the same transition
period. Furthermore, a year thereafter, up to 30 percent interest was allowed. Also, individual
2

Due to space limitations, neither the reforms of the foreign investment law, nor the bank privatization
process are explained in detail.
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limits as regards interest in capital stock were established: 1.5 percent for banks, and 4 percent
for stockbroker firms.
Once the transition period has elapsed, bank acquisitions were subject to a maximum
individual limit of interest in capital stock, equal to 4 percent for the institution resulting from the
acquisition.
As regards safeguards, these were established based on a maximum limit of interest in
capital stock and could take place only during a four year term after the transition period. The
percentage of investments could be frozen in the aforementioned period if it reached 25 percent
of the aggregate capital in the case of multiple banking institutions; and 30 percent for
stockbroker firms and could not last over three years.
2.3. Financial Panorama in View of NAFTA
The starting point was the Mexican financial system that acknowledged that national
intermediaries were in a relatively disadvantageous situation with respect to eventual trade
partners, due to the low level of productivity and the high degree of the market’s economic
concentration.
Even after the subscription of NAFTA, differences in the relative size of markets seemed to
become larger. An indication thereof can be seen in the following comparative table of
commercial bank assets in the three signatory countries.
Table 1. Comparison by Signatory Countries of NAFTA
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Commercial Banks
No. of
Institutions

Total
Assets

2001

1995

2001

Canada

64

61

1,051,648

Mexico

30

36

153,424

1995
368,299
123,082

Multiple/
Mexico

2001

1995

6.9

3.0

1

1

U.S.A.
8016 10538
5,690,000 4,273,561
37.1
Source: Own calculations based on the Hemispheric Committee for Financial Matters, (1998).

34.7

http://www.iadb.org, Central Bank of Canada and National Bank and Securities Commission (NBSC).
Note: assets in millions of dollars.

Comparing the assets of the Mexican banking sector in December 1995, with those of the
Canadian banking system for the same year, the latter happen to be threefold. And when
compared to that of the Unite States, the latter is 35 times that of Mexico. By 2001, this ratio had
grown almost seven times in comparison to Canada for the same year and to over 37 times in
relation to the United States.
As regards the number of banking institutions, it is evident that a consolidation process took
place in Mexico as well as in the United States, since in 1995, Mexico had 36 banks and the
United States, ten thousand 538; by 2001, in Mexico the number had decreased to 30 and in our
neighbor to the north, to eight thousand sixteen.
There were expectations that when posing the threat of new participants with the signature
of NAFTA, national intermediaries would be spurred to increase the efficiency of their operations
and to improve the quality of their services. Hence, the justification for granting a six-year term in
order for these banks to achieve greater competitiveness in their services in international terms.
All of this would result in a decrease of intermediation margins (active rate minus passive rate)
and the financial margin (interests collected minus interests paid on medium assets), which
would result in a greater competitiveness of the Mexican economy as a whole, since by
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decreasing the active interest rate, financial costs of company working capital would decrease
and the national productive sector would become more competitive.
There were two further elements that were crucial for these expectations to come about:
the existence of entry barriers, additional to those imposed by NAFTA, in the Mexican laws and
conditions of relative macroeconomic stability, which are a prerequisite for decreasing financial
margins.
One of the most important entry barriers was the demand of a minimum capital for
registering financial intermediaries. For instance in the case of stockbroker firms, the minimum
capital amounted to 50 million pesos. While said amounts were not decreased, small financial
intermediaries had limited access to the Mexican market via the establishment of subsidiaries,
although not through the establishment of ventures with local banks.
Moreover, the macroeconomic instability experienced as of the crisis of the latter portion of
1994, together with the peso devaluation and the political instability of the beginning of that same
year, made a decrease of financial margins very difficult and the limited participation of foreign
intermediaries generated extraordinary income. Furthermore, the economic contraction
increased credit risk, as well as bank operation costs, since the notes due multiplied and reduced
funding possibilities in the international market, making money in the local market even more
expensive.
At least during the transition period, productive agents, users of financial intermediation,
experienced the costs associated to the protection granted to national financial intermediaries.
This negative effect on the national productive agents was accentuated in the case of medium
and small businesses that had no access to the private bond market at the international level.
In respect to foreign intermediaries, this transition period was the most appropriate for them
to set up in the Mexican market to take advantage of monopolist income and regulatory
arbitration.
According to Banco de Mexico figures (1994), a favorable opinion was rendered in 1994 for
the operation of different subsidiaries of foreign intermediaries: eleven financial leasing
companies; 4 factoring companies; one money exchange firm, a surety bond company; 16 stock
broker firms and 12 insurance companies.
In 1994, four foreign and five national financial groups were authorized. With regard to the
foreign groups, there is information about the authorization of the following: Citibank, J.P.
Morgan, Chemical, and ING.
In 1995, the following (Banco de Mexico, 1994:271-272) foreign banks were authorized:
Bank of America Mexico, S.A., Bank of Tokyo Mexico, S.A., Fuji Bank Mexico, S.A., ABN AMRO
Bank (Mexico) S.A., Banco de Boston, S.A., BNP Mexico, S.A., Republic National Bank of New
York, S.A., Société Generale Mexico, S.A., Dresdner Bank Mexico, S.A., Ing. Bank Mexico, S.A.,
Financiero (Mexico), First Chicago Bank Mexico, S.A. and in January 1996, American Express
Bank, S.A. began operations. The limit of the net individual capital authorized to this group of
banks adds up to 4 billion 917.5 million pesos.
2.4. Banking Industry Structure Evolution
The first years during which NAFTA came into effect are characterized by an expansion in
the number of banks, the number of branch offices, and the number of employees in the sector.
In comparison to the previous year, in 1995 the number of banks increased by 33.3
percent. In the same year, the number of bank employees increased 16.1 percent.
A year thereafter, in 1996, the number of branch offices increased 31.3 percent. That
same year, the banking system, as a whole, registered losses for the first time in modern
history.3

3

That is, added to the results of the banks, the net profit balance is in red numbers, for a total amount equal
to 7 billion 829.1 million.
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The number of employees hired in 1996, which amounted to 130 thousand 206, was the
highest in the period being analyzed, and for the following years until 2005, the number of bank
employees was never again so high.
As of 1997 to 2005, the number of banks and bank employees decreased. Therefore, by
the closing of 2005, there were only 27 banks and 127 thousand 267 bank employees.

3. Competitive Strategies of National Banks
with Respect to Foreign Banks
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To compare banking strategies, three kinds of indicators are calculated: risk, growth, and
profitability. The combination of these three indicators for each group of banks will enable us to
determine different competitive strategies.
The port-NAFTA period has been divided in three sub-periods for competitive strategy
analysis purposes:4 June 1996 to December 1998; January 1999 to June 2002; and January
2003 to December 2005.
3.1 Competitiveness Indicators
According to Michael Porter’s competitiveness model (1980), some variables that tell us
about the potential of bank strategies, as well as of bank weaknesses and strengths should be
identified.
The competitiveness indicators we have selected are as follows: liquid assets to short term
liabilities, liquid assets to short and long term liabilities; capital to assets; notes due on credit;
actual equity growth; funds purchased on assets; loans on deposits; loans on assets; yield on
assets; capital risk;5 credit risk;6 insolvency risk;7 liquidity risk;8 and interest rate risk.9
3.2 Comparison Between Performance Indicators of
National and Foreign Banks
Under the null hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the means of the
variables of national and foreign banks, we tested three periods with the variance analysis
(ANOVA); June 1996 to December 1998; January 1999 to June 2002; and January 2003 to
December 2005, the results being as follows:

4

Although NAFTA comes into effect in January 1994, the first months were used for the set-up of new
foreign subsidiaries. Therefore, the period of analysis to compare the behavior of both groups was pushed
back one year and a half thereafter, and thus, with the full participation of national, as well as foreign banks.
5
Measured by the quotient between equity and profitable assets.
6
Credit notes due, over credit portfolio in force.
7
Where Z, the insolvency risk, is measured with the following equation: Z = historic yields on assets (ROA) +
capital ratio + ROA, where ROA is the standard deviation of ROA. Thus, the insolvency index becomes the
2
probability of insolvency through the following formula: p = (1/ 2 Z ). Kimball, C. R. (1998).
8
Measured by liquid assets with respect to funds raised.
9
Measured by the ratio of interest-generating assets over liabilities that are also linked to a rate.
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Table No. 2 VALUE OF ANOVA TEST BY PERIODS
1996 T3 -1998 T4

1991T1 2002 T2

2003 T1-2005 T4
F

F

F

Critical value for F,

α =.05

2.56872376

0.705611661

32.07565613

3.885077149

Long term liabilities

10.36729373

9.901104928

0.828650504

3.869445209

Capital to assets

65.20758668

25.73831579

0.330007285

3.868478871

Notes due on credit

63.85267188

5.307279947

0.000270377

3.868478871

Actual equity growth

1.481963646

0.068844995

10.05266556

3.868706244

Funds purchased on assets

14.28598815

5.34844697

5.673088646

3.868478871

Loans on deposits

3.212860901

5.892976249

0.742649586

3.868549925

Loans on assets

60.96636376

51.77342798

51.03831285

3.868478871

Yields on assets

14.70677432

35.07589219

14.70877004

3.868478871

Capital risk

27.5276595

46.30682388

3.525884578

3.868478871

Credit risk

25.33613996

1.557594666

11.03669122

3.868478871

Insolvency risk

6.67157935

7.89936635

12.04297347

3.868478871

Liquidity risk

5.104039197

6.969577739

0.801480835

3.868549925

Interest rate risk

1.921133066

1.385614923

1.292337604

3.868478871

Liquid assets to short term liabilities

Period from July 1996 to December 1998
Based on the table above, we conclude that we can not reject the hypothesis of equal
means during the period from July 1996 to December 1998 for the following financial reasons:
liquid assets to short term liabilities, equity growth, the loan-deposit ratio, and interest rate risk.
On the other hand, the hypothesis of equal means is rejected for the following financial
reasons during the aforementioned period: liquid assets to short and long term liabilities, capital
to assets, notes due on credit, funds purchased on assets, loans on assets, yields on assets,
capital risk, credit risk, insolvency risk, and liquidity risk.
Period from January 1999 to June 2002
We can not reject the hypothesis of equal means during the period from January 1999 to
June 2002 for the following financial reasons: liquid assets to short term liabilities, equity growth,
the loan-deposit ratio, and interest rate risk.
Nevertheless, the hypothesis of equal means is rejected for the following financial reasons
during the aforementioned period: liquid assets to short and long term liabilities, capital to assets,
notes due on credit, funds purchased on assets, loans on deposits, yields on assets, capital risk,
credit risk, insolvency risk, and liquidity risk.
Period from January 2003 to December 2005
We can not reject the hypothesis of equal means during the period from January 2003 to
December 2005 for the following financial reasons: liquid assets to short and long term liabilities,
capital to assets, notes due on credit, loan to deposit ratio, capital risk, liquidity risk, and interest
rate risk.
On the other hand, the hypothesis of equal means is rejected for the following financial
reasons during the aforementioned period: liquid assets to short term liabilities, equity growth,
funds purchased on assets, loans on assets, yields on assets, credit risk, and insolvency risk.
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Conclusions
The financial liberalization process and external opening culminate in NAFTA. They
favored the presence of external financial intermediaries in the Mexican financial market. Foreign
banks were able to be present in Mexico through subsidiaries which, while the financial crisis
was occurring in Mexico, strengthened their position, exceeding the limits of their interest in
capital stock which NAFTA itself had set.
The penetration strategy of foreign banks into the Mexican financial market took place
through subsidiaries, but the majority market control was achieved mainly through acquisitions,
especially of large banks.
The value creation strategy of the foreign banks has been that of preserving equity growth,
decreasing liquidity and credit risks; and eventually sacrificing profitability margins.
Lastly, foreign banks achieved strong equity growth and significantly different yields on
assets, because along the period, they differentiated themselves in the same way, as regards
positions of liquidity, credit, capital and insolvency risk.
The strategy of banks with majority national capital has been that of high credit, capital and
insolvency risk levels, which has lead them to a growing level of capital losses.
Despite the backing of FOBAPROA10, national banks have lost the majority control of the
market and the capital to their foreign competitors.
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Abstract: Much has been written on the history and principles of Islamic banking and finance. The
literature is long on pros and cons on an abstract level, but a bit short on the practical difficulties that
confront Islamic banking and finance. There are, however, built-in limitations that any practitioner will have
to contend with, and these are compounded in an environment with a non-Muslim majority. The paper
provides a discussion of these limitations. Even in countries with a Muslim majority Islamic banking and
finance faces an uphill struggle. In Pakistan, efforts made by the Shariat Bench of the Supreme Court to ban
conventional banking have met with fierce resistance not only from the banking community but also from
the government, which feared chaos on financial markets. If Islamic banking and finance have so far been a
qualified success at best, apart from a few market niches, this is due to inherent characteristics that reduce
the scope for an optimal allocation of financial resources and bring with them serious governance problems.
In a non-Muslim environment the existing legal, supervisory and monetary-policy frameworks cause
additional handicaps for islamic financial products. It appears that full cooperation of the monetary and
fiscal authorities may go some way to reduce the obstacles that prevent Islamic financial products from
capturing a large market slice, but by no means, they may succeed in taking them fully away. Efforts by
Islamic financial institutions to broaden the appeal of their products run a serious danger of watering down
the islamic character of these products. For Western Muslims, such as Professor Tariq Ramadan, who want
to hold on to their desire for what they deem to be sharia-compliant financial products, there is little hope
that their wishes can be fulfilled in the foreseeable future, at least as far as the core business of banking,
including business finance, is concerned. For some specific markets the prospects are less bleak. Islamic
investment funds in particular could appeal not only to Muslims but also to non-Muslims interested in
ethical investment. It is to be seen, however, whether the much-trumpeted initiatives to provide Islamic
mortgages will ever really take off. Muslims living in non-Muslim countries would probably be well-advised
to follow the line of one of the four main Orthodox Sunni law schools, the Hanafi school, which does not
require Muslims living in countries with a non-Muslim majority to strictly observe all religious precepts.

1. Introduction
Europe has a large and growing Muslim population that provides a potential market for
Islamic financial products. However, apart from Great Britain, not much has been achieved so
far. It would seem that there are three possible causes that could explain this fact:
a. European Muslims feel little need for specifically Islamic financial products;
b. European laws and regulations put Islamic financial products at a disadvantage;
c. The characteristics of Islamic products make them less attractive than their conventional
counterparts.
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Little is known about the need felt by the Muslim population for specifically Islamic
financial products. What can be said, though, is that for the Moroccans and Turks who have
migrated to continental Europe since the 1960s Islamic financial products, and indeed financial
products in general, were far behind the horizon. Most of them had little knowledge of the
financial world and little demand for financial products, apart from payments facilities, and even
if they had, Islamic financial products will have been unknown to most of them. After all, the first
attempt to start an Islamic bank in Morocco dates from last year or so and in Turkey Islamic
finance never really took off. Now that the children of the migrants receive better schooling and
get better-paid jobs, the potential demand for financial products on the part of Muslims
increases. In The Netherlands, for instance, home ownership a few years ago was 56 per cent
among inhabitants with a non-immigrant background, against 20 per cent among inhabitants
with a Turkish background and 8 per cent among inhabitants with a Moroccan background
(Trouw Wed. 27 June 2007; figures from a 2002 Dutch government publication). In the United
Kingdom the situation is different. The idea of Islamic banking and finance was developed by
Muslim intellectuals from former British India and Islamic financial institutions are widespread in
Asian Commonwealth countries. British Muslims will therefore be more aware of the
phenomenon than continental ones. Moreover, British Muslims probably have a higher
proportion of high-income professionals with a higher demand for financial products than their,
generally poorer, continental sisters and brethren.
It is, thus, highly probable that the potential market in continental Europe for Islamic
financial products is increasing in size. A stimulating factor is that the children and
grandchildren of Muslim immigrants seem to place more stress on Islam as part of their
identity than their parents did. Still, it is uncertain in many cases whether the potential
market is large enough to warrant the costs for the financial institutions of setting up
separate Islamic departments, of developing and marketing new products and of training
personnel. One complicating factor is that not all Muslims feel a need for Islamic products.
This problem will be taken up in Chapter 2, which discusses the principles of Islamic
finance. One may wonder to what extent those principles are binding, a question taken up
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides a description of Islamic financial products. The spread of
Islamic financial products is hindered by some of their inherent characteristics, but may
also face external obstacles, that is, obstacles of a legal nature. All this is the subject of
Chapter 5. A conclusion on the future of Islamic finance in Europe is drawn, in so far as
possible, in Chapter 6.

2. The Principles of Islamic Finance
Islamic finance is based on a few simple principles: the prohibition of riba,
avoidance of gharar and maysir, and shunning haram activities.
1) Riba
The prohibition of riba is based on a number of verses from the Quran, in particular
Sura 2:275, 276 and 278, Sura 3:130, Sura 30:39 and Sura 4:161 (see Appendix A). The last
two may not include an outright ban on riba, they only say that riba earnings are not blessed
by God respectively that riba was forbidden for the Jews, but the other verses do.
For the proponents of the view that the ban on riba is the cornerstone of Islamic
economics, all forms of interest are forbidden and no discussion is possible on this
fundamental tenet (e.g., Uzair 1978, p. 4). ). It may be noted that a Western Muslim such
as Tariq Ramadan, who is an outspoken proponent of full participation of Western Muslims
in their various national societies, is adamant in defending the ban on riba (Ramadan
2004, ch. 8).
The ban on riba implies that a large part of normal lending and borrowing activities
is excluded. Paying and receiving interest can, however, not be totally avoided. Financial
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institutions offering Islamic financial products have sharia boards, boards made up of
religious scholars that pass judgement on the acceptability of financial products and
financial transactions from a religious point of view. The Sharia Supervisory Board of the
Dow Jones Islamic Indexes, with heavyweights such as Shaykh Justice Muhammad Taqi
Usmani (a member of Pakistan’s High Court) and Shaykh Nizam Yaquby from Bahrain, as
well as the Sharia boards of several investment funds in Islamic countries, compromise on
the ban on riba on three specific points when judging whether a firm’s stock can be included
in an index or a fund:
• the firm’s debt/capital ratio should not exceed 33%;
• the sum of cash and interest bearing securities should not exceed 33% of market
capitalization;
• outstanding interest-bearing debt should not exceed 33 per cent of total assets;
• interest receipts and other ‘impure’ income should not exceed 5 per cent of total
income;
trade in debt other than at par. Here a ratio of 45 per cent between receivables and
total assets forms the upper limit (Maurer 2003, p. 201).

2) Gharar and maysir
The word gharar in Arabic language means risk. It also has the meaning of
deception and delusion. It can be seen as avoidable uncertainty, arising from not precisely
stating the characteristics and the price of a good or service. In order to avoid gharar, the
contracting parties must
(a) ascertain that both the subject and prices of the sale exist, and are able to be
delivered ;
(b) specify the characteristics and amounts of the counter values ;
(c) define the quantity, quality and date of future delivery, if any (Obaidullah 2005, p.
29).
Maysir is gambling.
The ban on gambling, maysir, can be found in the Quran (Sura 2:219, 5:90, 91, see
Appendix B). The sources of the ban on gharar are ahadith forbidding the sale of such things
as ‘the birds in the sky or the fish in the water’, ‘the catch of the diver’, the ‘unborn calf in its
mother’s womb’ (El-Gamal 2001, p. 2). These are all cases where the object of the
transaction is uncertain. One may not buy tomorrow’s catch of a diver, but one may hire a
diver for a certain number of hours tomorrow. Also, selling goods without specifying the price,
such as selling at the ‘going price’ is haram, as is selling goods without allowing the buyer to
properly examine the goods (Al-Ameen Al-Dhareer 1997).
In general futures, forwards and other derivatives are seen as gharar, as there is no
certainty that the object of the sale will exist at the time the trade is to be executed (El-Gamal
2000, p. 8). There is one exception: prepaid purchases, bai salam are allowed, primarily in
order not to make life too miserable for farmers. In order to avoid gharar, the goods need not
be already in existence at the time the contract is entered into, but must be ascertainable,
i.e., they should be described exactly as to both quality and quantity, and the exact date and
place of delivery must be specified in the contract.
The prohibition of riba and gharar also plays a prominent role in the field of
insurance. Many Muslim jurists reject conventional insurance. Maulana Maududi (1999, p.
288), the father of the idea of an Islamic economy, including Islamic finance, argued that
there are three basic objections to insurance. First, premiums are to a large part invested
in interest-bearing assets. Then, paying premiums in order to receive a sum of money in
the event of death or a mishap must be seen as a sort of gamble. Modern scholars use the
same arguments. Trading in risk is the essence of insurance (El-Gamal 2002).
Conventional insurance contains elements of riba, maysir and gharar. Maududi’s third
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argument, which does not seem to be shared by all of his modern followers, is that a sum
paid at the death of a policy-holder is a bequest that should be distributed among his legal
heirs and not be paid to only the beneficiaries mentioned in the policy.
3) Shunning haram activities
Islamic financial institutions should stay away from activities that are haram,
forbidden by religious law. These include alcoholic drinks and pork-related products.
Entertainment is also frowned upon, not only gambling and pornography, but also hotels,
cinema and music Conventional financial services do not pass muster either, because of a
large part of income in the financial service sector derives from interest. The same goes for
companies whose business practices are considered unethical, such as biotechnology
companies that use aborted embryos and resort to human cloning. Investments in tobacco,
defence and weapons companies are also advised against, even if not strictly forbidden. It
goes without saying that investments in conventional bonds and preferred stocks are ruled
out.
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3. Are These Principles Binding?
The relevance of the ban on riba for the present-day world is a moot point. One form
of riba concerned a pre-Islamic Arabic custom which prevailed in transactions of gold and
silver. If a debt was not paid on maturity (after one year), the principal was doubled (Qureshi
1991, p. 54). Sura 3: 130, which talks about ‘doubling’, probably refers to this custom. The
ban on usury was aimed, in the view of some commentators, to prevent the debtor being
enslaved (Kuran 2006, ch. 2). That would make the ban on riba irrelevant for present-day
banking, as it would only bear on riba al-jahiliyya, the riba practised by the Arabs in the preMuslim ‘time of ignorance’. More generally, various Muslim scholars have opined that riba
manifested itself in Muhammad’s time in very specific forms and that a ban cannot simply be
carried over to all forms of interest found today (Lewis and Algaoud 2001, pp. 36-7). Much
depends on the way one reads the Quran and the Hadith. If one only looks at the literal
statements, one will be inclined to reject interest totally; people who look at the rationale for
an injunction may argue that a ban on riba is justified when charging interest brings injustice
and not when it is not. They may consider riba on consumer loans riba and riba for productive
purposes halal.
Even within the confines of a strictly traditional view of sharia (religious law), it is
possible to weaken the ban on interest. On December 2, 2002, the rector of Al-Azhar
University, Muhammad Sayid Tantawi, issued a fatwa (legal opinion) permitting prespecified fixed rate bank deposits, in response to a query by the Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Arab Banking Corporation and after discussion in the Islamic Research
Institute of Al-Azhar. The fatwa sees banks as agents for permissible investment and
interest paid on bank deposits as profit distributions that are pre-specified by mutual
consent (El-Gamal, 2003, who reproduces the fatwa, notes that it applies not to all bank
deposits, but only to investment accounts).
A more fundamentally liberal view would question the applicability of Hadith
injunctions in general for the present-day world. Sharia knows two primary sources: the
Quran and the Sunna. Sunna stands for the sayings and practices of the Prophet and his
Companions, as delivered in the ahadith, or traditions (the singular Hadith is also used for
Tradition in general). Modernists question a literal interpretation of the Quran and the
Hadith. In sharia, a distinction is made between ibadat, devotional matters, and muamalat,
dealings in the political, economic and social spheres. Ibadat includes striving to live in the
path of God, but also the five so-called pillars of Islam: the profession of faith, prayer
(salat), charity (zakat), fasting and pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj). Islamic finance of course
falls under muamalat. Modernists argue that as far as muamalat is concerned, the
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revelation of the Sharia provides general principles and that details are to be decided upon
by every generation depending on time and place, guided by maslaha or public interest.
After all, Islamic law is there for the wellbeing of the believers (Mintjes 1980, p. 18).
Proponents of this current often cite Quran 2:185 in support: “Allah intends your
well-being and does not want to put you to hardship”. One such group of modernists are
the members of the Minaret of Freedom Institute in Bethesda, MD, which is close to the
Austrian School. In one of their publications it is argued that the Hadith should not be seen
as a series of injunctions, but as a window on the sunna, whereas the sunna in its turn
provides an illustration of how to arrive at the right way to solve problems. The sunna
“must be understood as illustrations of the application of principles rather than blindly
imitated” (Ahmad 2004). Such modernists will not line up at Islamic financial institutions.
Not all Muslims thus will feel a need for Islamic financial products. There is an
additional factor working against Islamic finance in Europe. Though Muslims are bound to
follow the sharia even in countries where they form a minority, there are circumstances
where they cannot be expected to fulfil each and every obligation from the sharia.
Circumstances outside one’s own control, such as legislation in force in one’s country of
residence, can be seen as darura, necessity, and one of the four great orthodox Sunni
schools of law (madhahib, sing. madhhab), the Hanafi school, sees contracts that would not
pass muster in a Muslim environment as permissible for Muslims outside dar al-Islam (Jum’a
2005; Mr. Ali Jumu’a is mufti of Egypt). The various schools of law differ on whether Muslims
are bound to observe the ban on riba in their dealings with non-Muslims in the non-Muslim
world. Most Hanafi authors think not (Saleh 1986, p. 31). The Hanafi school more generally
allows Muslims to trade with non-Muslims following the rules in force in their ocuntries
(Ramadan 2004, p. 96).
The upshot of all this is that only a subset of the Muslim population will ever be
interested in Islamic financial products. One indication is given by a survey conducted by
Mr Humayon Dar of Loughborough University among over 500 Muslims. He found that
only 5% of UK Muslims are seriously interested in Islamic finance and that an additional
23% would be interested in Islamic finance services such as mortgages if they were
comparable in price with the conventional interest-based mortgage (Dar 2004).

4. Islamic Financial Products
Islamic financial products can basically be divided into two groups: profit-sharing
and non-profit-sharing products. These are related to different kinds of contracts. Basically,
the profit-sharing group is based on two types of contract:
a. Mudaraba (stress on the second syllable). This can be translated as a trustee
finance contract or trust financing. The bank, or any other money provider, provides
the entire capital needed for financing a project and the other party, the mudarib or
agent, manages the venture and brings in his or her labour and expertise. The
capital provider is similar to a sleeping partner. Parties agree beforehand on the
proportions in which they share any profits. Any financial losses are borne
exclusively by the capital provider. The mudarib cannot share any loss, because in
Islam one cannot lose what one does not contribute. Mudaraba is used in trade
finance and in investment projects with short gestation periods, but it is not widely
used. There are serious principal-agent problems. First, the parties must agree on
the accounting principles applied in calculating profit. Second, the financier has to
make sure the books are not cooked. Finally, there is an incentive for the
entrepreneur, the mudarib, to take it easy. After all, unlike a conventional bank loan, a
mudaraba contract leaves the entrepreneur a positive result even at a low yield of an
investment. Profits are shared, whereas under a conventional loan contract first
interest has to be paid to the bank. Thus, under a conventional loan contract there is
an incentive to try and attain high yields on an investment project: there is a threshold
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below which the entrepreneur is faced with a loss, and once the threshold is crossed
marginal results are high. Under a mudaraba contract there is no threshold and
marginal results are lower. On top of that, losses are borne by the financier (unless it
can be shown that the entrepreneur is guilty of gross negligence).
b. Musharaka (again, stress on the second syllable) or partnership financing. This can
be seen as a kind of equity participation contract. Both profits and losses are shared
according to a predetermined formula, usually according to each partner’s share in the
firm’s equity capital. The musharaka contract is not only a profit-sharing but also a
loss-sharing contract: profit-and-loss sharing, or PLS. This is more or less the ideal of
Islamic finance: the financier’s recompense is dependent on the results of the
investment. Musharaka financing requires the setting up of a joint venture that is an
independent legal entity. It may be attractive if used for venture capital investments,
but in other cases there are, again, principal-agent problems. These are of the same
character as under a mudaraba contract, even if they are slightly less serious. In this
case there is a stronger incentive for the entrepreneur at least to reach a positive
result on his project, as he will share in any losses.
Profit sharing will not only be applied on the asset side of a bank’s balance sheet, but
also on the liabilities side: depositors do not earn interest, but share in a bank’s profits (in
actual practice not in its losses).
Non-profit sharing financial instruments are a motley collection. Various types of
contract can be used:
• Murabaha (once again, stress is on the second syllable) which is cost-plus or markup financing. The bank buys goods for its own account and sells these on deferredpayment basis to the client at the original price plus a mark-up. Repayment is
usually in installments. The mark-up can be seen as a payment for the services
provided by the bank, but also as a guaranteed profit margin.
• Ijara, leasing, and ijara wa iqtina, hire purchase. The financier purchases the required
item and leases it to its client. Upon expiration of the lease, the title of the item is
transferable to the client. Under ijara wa iqtina each payment includes a portion that
goes toward the final purchase and transfer of ownership of the product. This form is
popular for financing means of transport, including airplanes, and machinery. The
lessor bears any liabilities emerging from the ownership of the leased object, though
not any liabilities referable to its use.
• Bai Salam or prepaid purchase. This is a sales contract where the buyer pays in
advance for goods or purchase with deferred delivery, in other words buyer’s credit. It
is a bit of an exception in the Islamic context, as forward contracts are not generally
acceptable. In order to avoid gharar, the goods need not be already in existence at the
time the contract is entered into, but must be ascertainable, i.e., they should be
described exactly as to both quality and quantity, and the exact date and place of
delivery must be specified in the contract.
• Bai Muajjal or deferred payment sale. Under a bai muajjal contract the bank or
another capital provider buys the goods or assets on behalf of a business owner. The
bank then sells the good to the client. The client may pay the total balance at an
agreed future date or make installments over a pre-agreed period. This is similar to a
murabaha contract since it is also a credit sale. Bai muajjal can, however, also be
resorted to by a producer of a good. The price of the product is agreed upon between
the buyer and the seller at the time of the sale and cannot include any charge for
deferred payments, though financiers charge an amount of money by way of profit
margin.
• Quard al-Hasana or beneficence loans. These are loans on which no interest is
charged, though the lender may charge a commission. It is meant for those who are
not so well-heeled, such as farmers and other small businessmen and poor
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consumers.
• Istisna, that is, a contract of manufacture with progressive financing. Put differently,
it is a contract of acquisition of goods by specification or order where the price is
paid progressively in accordance with the progress of a job. Payments are made as
the building or manufacturing of the object comes closer to completion.
On the basis of these types of contract various Islamic products have been developed.
The types of contract just described can be straightforwardly applied by financiers, but there
are also some special instruments that are based on one of those contracts but involve more
than just such a contract. One instrument that has become popular since about 2002 is the
Islamic bond or Islamic investment certificate, sukuk. These are tradable asset-backed notes.
Sukuk come in different forms. One popular form is based on ijara (leasing). In this case a
financial intermediary (a bank) sets up a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) that sells sukuk to
investors. The funds thus acquired are used to buy real estate or an infrastructural project
(say, toll roads) that is leased back to the vendor. The vendor pays a rent that is passed on to
the investors. This rent may be linked to such a benchmark as LIBOR and thus provided
investors with a reasonably constant and predictable flow of income that does not have the
character of interest payments. At the end of the lease period, the real estate or
infrastructural project is sold back to the vendor at a pre-agreed price, equal to the face value
of the sukuk, which will be amortised.
There are many variations. Instead of a sale-leaseback, there may be a headleasesublease, where the owner of the assets headleases them to the SPV and rents them
back. Further, sukuk may also be based on istisna. In this case the SPV takes upon itself
the legal responsibility of getting the facilities constructed, and sub-contracts the work to
manufacturers/contractors. The sukuk may have different maturities to match the
installment plan that has been agreed upon by the parties (Obaidullah 2005, p. 165).
Sukuk based on musharaka are also known.
Home finance is another area where different types of contract are used:
•
•
•
•

ijara wa iqtina (hire purchase)
murabaha
musharaka mutanaqisah
istisna
Istisna of course only applies during the construction period of a house. Musharaka
mutanaqisah or diminishing musharaka is a form under which the financier and the client
set up a partnership and the client increases his or her share over time.
Then, we have insurance, where conventional forms are frowned upon. The Fiqh
Council of the World Muslim League, for instance, resolved in 1978, as did the Fiqh
Council of the Islamic Conference in Mecca in 1985, that conventional insurance is haram
(forbidden under sharia), whereas takaful, that is cooperative or mutual insurance, is
permissible (Fisher 2001). One point in favour of takaful is that premiums are not seen as
payments for taking over a risk, but as donations for the benefit of fellow human beings in
distress (Fatwa Bank 2000). Another difference between takaful and conventional
insurance is that commercial insurance company is obligated to pay claims regardless of
the size of available funds from premiums. Cooperative insurance on the other hand is
limited by the size of available funds. If funds are not sufficient then either policy holders
would voluntarily contribute the deficit, or the compensation will be reduced in proportion to
available funds (al-Suwailem 2006, p. 117).
Finally, we mention two additional Islamic financial products:
a. Islamic Credit Cards. Generally there is no problem from a Muslim point of view if
card holders pay the credit card company within the grace period so as to avoid
paying interest, but cards often allow longer repayment periods against fixed fees.
Payment for haram activities is excluded; the Islamic credit cards cannot be used in
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liquor shops or a night club.
b. Sharia-compliant current accounts. These offer no overdraft facilities, or provide
these against a fixed fee, and the bank does not use the funds deposited for
interest-earning activities.

5. What Stands in the Way?
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Despite all the talk and publicity about Islamic finance, it only has taken hold in the
United Kingdom, and even there it seems, so far, to be no more than a restricted niche of
the market. The most developed part of Islamic finance, home financing, was expected to
reach a value of £850 million this year, with 8,000 customers, whereas conventional
mortgages amount to more than £1,000 billion. The growth rate, however, is said to be in
the double digits (Oakley 2007).
What could account for this situation? In the Introduction it was mentioned that not
all Muslims in Europe have a need for credit or even are aware of the fact that Islamic
financial products do exist. But there are others factors that contribute to the limited
success of Islamic finance in Europe, factors that are inherent to the products themselves
and external factors. These will be briefly discussed.
5.1 Product Characteristics
The prohibition of riba precludes a whole lot of credit activities. Especially the
financing of small- and medium-sized enterprises (SME) becomes difficult as a result.
Conventional overdrafts are haram, and profit-sharing contracts (mudaraba and
musharaka) are in general very unattractive for creditors. What remains, then, is mainly
leasing (ijara) and mark-up finance (murabaha). Leasing poses no problem and Muslims
who want to obey the ban on riba can simply make use of the services of existing lease
companies (provided these are not debt-financed). Mark-up finance implies that the
financier buys a good and sells it on to the client. Thus, two sale transactions are required
instead of one. Moreover, the financier will have physical goods on the asset side of its
balance sheet and runs the risk of theft and damage if the goods are not immediately sold
on to the client. All this makes murabaha finance more complicated, time-consuming and
risky than conventional finance, and thus more expensive. For the financing of durable
consumer goods purchases murabaha has the same disadvantage.
A potentially promising market for Islamic finance is home finance. However, some
of the Islamic mortgage forms have very unattractive features. Mudaraba mortgages
replace interest by a markup. This markup is added to the price of a home. The markup is
for all practical purposes equal to the capitalised value of future interest payments under a
conventional mortgage and will appreciably increase the price for the buyer. Under a
conventional mortgage contract, the home owner is free to amortise the home loan if he or
she sells the house before the end of the agreed loan period or may without much trouble
use the loan for the financing of another home. Under a mudaraba mortgage contract, the
whole sum borrowed, including the markup, has to be repaid. This is extremely
disadvantageous for the home buyer, who faces a serious loss when moving house before
the end of the agreed loan period. The markup, after all, includes what under a
conventional loan would have been future interest payments. The financier is free to return
some of the markup to the home owner, but under sharia law cannot commit himself to
such a gesture in the mortgage contract.
Another mortgage form is ijara, leasing, with the client buying the object at the end
of the lease period, or ijara wa iqtina, hire purchase. Here a problem is that title to the
home rests with the financier, until the occupier has fully paid the price of the home. If the
financier fails during before title is transferred, the client is left with empty hands: he cannot
call the home his own and is no superior creditor.
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5.2 Legal Obstacles
It is not only the inherent characteristics of Islamic financial products that may put
them at a disadvantage vis-à-vis conventional ones, but also legal obstacles. The first that
comes to mind is tax deductability of interest on mortgage loans, a cornerstone of Dutch
housing policy and recently introduced in France. If no comparable deduction is available
for Islamic mortgages, their competitive disadvantage is well-nigh insuperable. It may,
however, be tricky to calculate the implied interest rate equivalent in the monthly payments
on Islamic mortgages. Moreover, if title of ownership remains with the financier, there may
be formal objections to claims to tax deductability for borrowers. Such obstacles can in
principle be removed. Laws and tax rules, after all, can be changed. But if the interest
component in the monthly payments is made explicit, Islamic home buyers themselves
may have second thoughts. In the Netherlands, for instance, the law requires hirepurchase contracts to explicitly state wich part of regular payments is amortisation and
which part interest (Israel 2006). The Islamic character of a contract then may be in doubt.
Many other legal obstacles may exist. If the financier owns the property, occupiers
may be ineligible for public sector home ownership schemes. Further, Islamic contracts
often require two sale transactions instead of one, which makes them more expensive if
stamp duties have to be paid. Again, such problems can be resolved. In the UK, for
instance, the then Chancellor of the Exchequer, Gordon Brown, abolished double stamp
duty in his 2003 Budget. Other obstacles may be more difficult to remove. Conventional
mortgages, for instance, have a risk weighting of 50 % under the Basle solvency rules,
whereas in cases where the financier holds title to property, this counts as real estate
owned by the bank and carries a 100 % risk weighting.

6. Will It Take Off?
Attemps to start Islamic finance have so far not been very succcessful. Still, the
potential market looks interesting, seem from the point of view of financial institutions.
Awareness of Islamic financial products is growing. As we have seen, there are huge
obstacles standing in the way of a larger market share for Islamic products. Apart from the
question of tax deductability of interest on mortgage loans, the various mortgage forms
have some unattractive features. Still, the problem that hire purchase and diminishing
musharaka imply that title of ownershop remains with the financier for the whole loan
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What’s left then is diminishing musharaka, the form now exclusively used by HSBC
Amanah, the leader in this market. But again, ownership is only transferred at the end of
the agreed period (http://www.hsbcamanah.co.uk/amanahuk/home-finance).
The few data available suggest that Islamic home finance is more expensive than
conventional home finance. Islamic mortgages are more complicated than conventional
ones and are more labour intensive. One source states that an Islamic mortgage is priced
100 to 300 basis points more expensive than a conventional one in Canada, while in the
US the pricing is about 40 to 100 basis points higher (Executive News 2007, Issue No. 25,
IslamicFinance.de).
Then we have insurance, takaful. For property insurance, there seems to be a rule
(not widely publicised) that if there is a surplus of contributions over claims during a given
accounting period, part or the whole of the surplus will be repaid to the participants (this is
the case in HSBC Amanah’s takaful policies). A corollary is that no reserves are formed. If
then during an accounting period claims exceed charges, either participants have to make
additional payments or claimants will not receive full compensation for damages (HSBC
Amanah will fully compensate claimants in such a case from its own funds; information
from an HSBC Amanah manager). The absence of reserves is not universal, however
(Ismail, n.d.).
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period need not deter borrowers if the financier is a reputed firm. Start-ups will find it
difficult to find clients. A simular story goes for insurance. The Dutch market was served by
an agency in Amsterdam of Islamic Takaful Company from 1983 to 2001, but it failed for
lack of interest from potential clients (Verdegaal 2001). Later, a Luxembourg firm, Takafol
S.A., offered takaful insurance via the Internet, but it disappeared without leaving a trace.
HSBC seems to restrict itself to home insurance, but there may be a market for other
products as well, provided the policy holder does not run the risk of incomplete
compensation of damages.
Murabaha finance seems to hold some promise for SMEs and consumers
contemplating purchase of consumer durables. Unlike insurance, there is little danger of
legal tangles. Against this, it will not come cheap.
Some other Islamic financial products do not seem to suffer under a handicap.
Islamic investment funds can be run in the same way as conventional ones. The only extra
costs are those of having a sharia board judging whether a stock meets the religious
requirements.
Islamic banking requires the setting up of a separate department with money flows
that are kept apart from the conventional activities. Such departments can offer clients
savings or investment accounts on which depositors do not earn interest but receive a
payment which depends on the bank’s profits. They can also offer clients demand
deposits, which pay no interest but carry a guarantee of the capital sum. One wonders
whether Muslims with an aversion to interest would not be content with a demand deposit
in the conventional department of a bank. After all, these do not earn interest either. The
trouble (for them) is that the bank is likely to use the money to finance interest-earning
activities.
At first sight there is little reason for Muslim to carry a specifically Islamic credit
card. After all, if all accounts are settled within the grace period, no interest is due.
Perhaps an Islamic credit card might seduce some people because they can earn respect
in their communities, as it shows their commitment to Islamic ideals.
Most Islamic solutions are likely to be more expensive than conventional ones and it
is not really surprising that financial institutions do not rush to enter this market segment.
There are considerable costs involved and the return is far from certain. In some cases
(mortgages) legal hurdles have to be taken before financiers can even consider Islamic
variants. For the rest, it is a question of weighing initial costs against the future earnings.
My hunch is that these will never be impressive, but that some Islamic products could find
enough takers for a restricted number of suppliers in any country not to suffer continuous
losses on offering them. In the case of insurance and mortgages, these suppliers should
be well-established firms. The great unknown is how many Muslims will be willing to put up
with the higher cost and other limitations of Islamic finance. There is, in my view, one
exception, and that is Islamic investment funds. These have no cost disadvantage vis-à-vis
other funds, are not unduly risky for the clients, and could also attract non-Muslim
investors seeking some kind of ethical investment.
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Appendices
A. The Quran on riba
Sura 2, Al-Baqara (The Cow)
275. Those that live on usury shall rise up before Allah like men whom Satan has
demented by his touch; for they claim that usury is like trading. But Allah has permitted
trading and forbidden usury. He that receives an admonition from his Lord and mends his
way may keep what he has already earned; his fate is in the hands of Allah. But he that
pays no heed shall be consigned to Hell-fire and shall remain in it for ever.
276. Allah has laid His curse on usury and blessed almsgiving with increase. He bears no
love for the impious and the sinful.
278. Believers, have fear of Allah and waive what is still due to you from usury, if your faith
be true.

Sura 4, Al-Nisa (Women)
160. Because of their iniquity, we forbade the Jews good things which were formerly
allowed them; because time after time they have debarred others from the path of Allah;
161. Because they practise usury – although they were forbidden it – and cheat others of
their possessions. We have prepared for those of them that disbelieve a stern
chastisement.
Sura 30, Al-Rum (The Greeks, i.e., the Byzantines)
39. That which you seek to increase by usury shall not be blessed by Allah; but the alms you
give for His sake shall be repaid to you many times over.
From: The Koran. 1959. Translated by N.J. Dawood, Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin.
Note that riba here has been translated as usury.

B. The Quran on maysir
Sura 2, Al-Baqara
219. They ask you about drinking and gambling. Say: ‘There is great harm in both, although
they have some benefit for men; but their harm is far greater than their benefit.’
Sura 5, Al-Ma’ida The Table)
90. Believers, wine and games of chance, idols and divining arrows, are abominations
devised by Satan. Avoid them, so that you may prosper.
91. Satan seeks to stir up enmity and hatred among you by means of wine and gambling,
and to keep you from the remembrance of Allah and from your prayers. Will you not abstain
from them?
From: The Koran. 1959. Translated by N.J. Dawood, Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin.
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Sura 3, Al-Imran (The Imrams; from Amram, the father of Moses and Aaron)
130. Believers, do not live on usury, doubling your wealth many times over. Have fear of
Allah and you shall prosper.
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Euro Area:
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New Member States
Janina WITKOWSKA
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Keywords: FDI (foreign direct investment), world economy, euro, New Member States
Abstract: European integration processes influence foreign direct investment (FDI) flows both among the
integrating countries and in the relations with third countries. Reactions of foreign direct investors to the European
integration processes depend on the stage of these processes. The relationship between their behavior and the
integration was a subject of research in the previous years (Molle 1990, Yannopoulos 1990, Pelkmans 1997, Portes
2002). According to these studies, investors were changing their strategies when customs union and single European
market were created. The impact of the next stage, i.e. The monetary and economic union, on their strategies has still
to be examined.
The aim of this paper is to:
- explain the behavior of foreign direct investors in conditions of the monetary and economic union;
- evaluate the significance of changes in the external value of the common currency for foreign investors’
strategies;
- examine the impact of the monetary union on the situation of the New Member States with special reference to
FDI inflows into their economy.
The structure of the proposed paper is as follows:
- foreign direct investment and foreign exchange – theoretical aspects;
- the position of the euro in the world economy;
- developments in the external value of the euro;
- the influence of the euro on foreign direct investment;
- prospects of FDI inflows into the new member states in the conditions of the monetary union.
FDI inflows into the European Union ‘15’ and into euro area will be examined as well as intra-EU and intraeuro area flows. Some comparisons between the situation of the countries belonging to the euro area and other EUcountries will be carried out. Using the achieved research results, the situation of the New Member States in the
prospect of the joining the monetary union will be evaluated.
Literature studies and analyses of statistical data will be used as research methods. The possible research
limitation may arise from the lack of availability of some data.
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1. Foreign direct investment and exchange rate
– theoretical aspects
Three theoretical problems appear while a relationship between an exchange rate and FDI is
discussed, i.e.:
(1) The exchange rate as a factor determining foreign investors’ advantages, understood according
to Dunning’s eclectic paradigm of international production (OLI paradigm);
(2) The impact of the level of exchange rates and their volatility on transnational corporations’
investment decisions;
(3) The impact of FDI inflows on exchange rates of host countries.
As far as the first problem is concerned, the OLI paradigm concludes that foreign direct
investors should possess some ownership advantages while investing abroad in order to compete
with local firms (Hymer 1976, Dunning 1977). These advantages allow them to survive on the
foreign markets although they incur additional costs connected with operating abroad. The
ownership advantages have diverse character and are changing over time. One of the advantages
comes from being part of an area with a strong and stable currency unit (Aliber’s theory).
The creation of a monetary union should have a positive impact on advantages of investors
coming from this area, in comparison to investors outside the union. This might influence foreign
investors’ strategies.
Research on the second problem confirms that there is a strong impact of exchange rates
on FDI flows (Kiyoto & Urata 2004). The appreciation of investors’ home currency against a host
currency encourages FDI from a home country to the host country. The depreciation of a host
currency against a home currency promotes FDI from a home to a host country but the degree of
this impact differs across industries. Investors’ reactions on exchange rate changes depend on the
configuration of the activities undertaken in different locations in which firms operate (Pain, van
Welsum 2003).
Research shows that the impact of exchange rate volatility on FDI is mixed. This might be
connected with some aggregation problems and a lack of adequate treatment of exchange rate
volatility.
The impact of FDI on exchange rates of host countries constitutes the third theoretical
problem. Research findings show that FDI inflows are likely to lead to an appreciation of host
countries exchange rates. However, it is important to distinguish between the short-term effect and
long-run effects of FDI on the real exchange rate (UNCTAD 1999). The total effect can be obtained
by combining both effects. FDI as well as other capital inflows tend to appreciate the exchange rate
in the short-term. The long-run effect on a real exchange rate will depend on the sectoral allocation
of FDI in a host country. FDI located in tradables will appreciate the exchange rate of a host
country additionally because it will generate or save foreign exchange. FDI located into nontradables will increase their supply and lower their relative price. This should weaken the trend
towards the appreciation of the local currency.

2. The position of the euro in the world economy and
developments in its external value
The introduction of the euro in 1999 was a major change in the international financial system.
Some facts confirm the emergence of the euro as a global currency (European Commission 2005,
2006):
• The euro accounts for a substantial and increasing part of debt markets (31.5% versus
44% for the USD by the end of June 2005).
• The euro represents a large part of international bank liabilities.
• In foreign exchange markets, the euro is the second most actively traded currency,
with a rather stable share.
• The euro is also used extensively to quote, invoice and settle external trade
transactions between the euro area and third countries and, in some cases, between
third countries.
• The euro plays a role of an anchor or reference currency in some countries.
• The share of the euro in official foreign exchange reserves held by central banks
around the world is gradually increasing.
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The external value of the euro has been changing after launching the monetary union. The
nominal effective exchange rate of the euro (against a ’broad’ group of trade partners) depreciated
between 1999- 2001. As on 29 June 2001, it was worth USD 0.8466, fully 27% below its dollar
value on 1 January 1999 (Portes 2002). A serious recovery began in 2002 and the appreciation of
the euro has been continuing. Figures No 1 and 2 present changes in the external value of the
euro.
Figure No 1 Euro exchange rates (daily data, January 1980- June 2006)

Source: Annual Report on the Euro Area – 2006. A report by the Commission services, SEC
(2006)936,http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/european_economy/2006/eespecialreport0306
_en.htm, p. 40
a)

Chart No 2 Nominal and real effective exchange rate versus rest of broad group (34), monthly data,
double export weights, 1995-2004 average =100

a) Real effective exchange rate measured in terms of unit labour costs.
Source: Annual Report on the Euro Area – 2006. A report by the Commission services, SEC
(2006)936,http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/european_economy/2006/eespecialreport0306
_en.htm, p. 40
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3. The importance of the euro for
foreign direct investment flows
Effects of the establishment of an economic and monetary union that are potentially important
for foreign investors include:
• Reduction of transaction costs (owing to the introduction of a single currency);
• Lowering of capital acquisition costs (interest rates decline because inflation rates
progressively gravitate toward the lowest rates in the member states);
• Higher market transparency in the monetary union area.
These effects enhance the attractiveness of the euro area to investors from the third countries,
especially investors pursuing horizontal investments in order to take advantage of specific assets
of their firms (Pain, van Welsum 2003). Investors active in the euro zone can adjust their
investment strategies, but essential changes were compelled by the need to operate in the single
European market (Mayes 1990, Witkowska 1996).
The dynamics of FDI inflows directed to the European Union and the euro zone is
presented in the Figure No 3.197
Figure 3. Dynamics of foreign direct investment flowing to the European Union and the euro
zone, 1999-2005, %
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Source: EUROSTAT data and own elaboration
From data presented in the Figure 3 it follows (Eurostat data) that in the first year after the
monetary union was introduced the European Union as a whole showed a slightly higher speed of
FDI inflow than the euro zone, but in both cases the rate of growth of FDI flows was spectacularly
high (207.4% and 196.8%, respectively). In the following year, i.e. 2000, a record year in the world
economy, the dynamics of FDI inflows to the euro zone was higher and amounted to 214.7%
against 197.6% for EU-15. The high dynamics of FDI inflow to the euro zone in years 1999-2000
coincided with the growth trends in the entire world economy. The reason for the trends to appear
was, among others, strong activity shown by investors in the area of trans-border mergers and
acquisitions. The scale of FDI inflows to the euro zone can also be associated with euro
depreciation in that period. Presumably, its sinking value was another factor that attracted
investors’ projects to the zone. In 2001, the world FDI flows collapsed, causing a dramatic decline
in FDI inflows directed to the entire EU and the euro zone (UNCTAD 2002).
In years 2002-2004, an unfavourable period for the world economy, trends in FDI inflows to
the euro zone were also rough, but delayed by one year. As theoretical analyses show, the
situation could discourage foreign investors from placing their projects in that area.
197

The results can be affected by substantial flows occurring within the economic union between Belgium and
Luxembourg (BLEU), which have the character of financial transfers, Ch. Tylor, Foreign Direct Investment And The
Euro: The First Five Years, “Cambridge Journal of Economics”, online 10.01.2007, Abstract,
http://cje.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/abstract/be1044v1.
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Table 1 presents the amounts and dynamics of FDI inflows to three EU-15 non-euro countries
against the dynamics of FDI flowing to the euro zone.
Table 1
Dynamics of FDI flowing to the euro zone and the EU-15 countries outside the monetary union, years
1999-2005, %
Specification

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Euro zone

Previous
year=100
196.8

Previous
year=100
214.7

Previous
year=100
49.2

Previous
year=100
110.3

Previous
year=100
71.7

Previous
year=100
154.3

Previous
year=100
60.7

Denmark

189.5

359.2

27.6

48.6

-44.2

-

-

Sweden
UK

343.4
131.0

38.2
156.1

61.0
45.7

43.4

58.4

303.4

283.8

Source: Eurostat data and own calculations.
The fact that the countries stayed outside the euro zone did not deter foreign investors from
investing there in the first period (years 1999-2000). A particularly high dynamics of FDI inflow was
noted in the countries in the first year of the monetary union. Apparently, the establishment of the
monetary union with eleven EU member states did not weaken the investment attractiveness of
countries staying outside the union. Years 2001-2003 were a period of declining FDI inflows to the
countries. The UK observed another meaningful inflow of FDI only in the period 2004-2005.
According to the data related to the intra-Community FDI, these flows into the euro zone
combined from three-fourths to four-fifths of total FDI directed to the euro zone (Eurostat and own
calculations). The only exception to this pattern was the year 2001. Such high proportion of intraCommunity FDI in the total FDI inflow to the euro zone proves strengthening ties among the
members of the monetary and economic union, and that the union was attractive to the non-euro
member states. The data evidently underline the already discussed positive effects of the monetary
and economic union.
The data on intra-Community FDI flows show also that EU-originated investment placed in
the euro area made up from 45% to over 60% of total FDI directed to EU-15 (excluding the year
2001, when they accounted for only 30%). On the other hand, three EU-15 countries staying
outside the monetary union received investments mostly from third countries, but also from other
member states. As the data show, countries outside the euro area are attractive for investors
based in third countries.
All the results are basically correspondent to the outcomes provided by theoretical research.
The EU-15 countries combine a highly developed area and investors based there hold ownership
advantages of monopolistic character. The advantages allow them to compensate for additional
costs that have to be incurred when foreign direct investments are launched. In the case of firms
based in the euro zone, one of such advantages can be their membership in a currency area with a
strong and stable monetary unit. Changes in the dynamics of FDI flows from and to EU-15 can be
explained in terms of variations in the euro external value. At this point, however, some of the data
resist interpretation. In the period when the external value of the euro started to stabilise (2002)
and the euro appreciation trend emerged (2003), the euro countries became a net importer of FDI
stock. This short-lived situation can be explained through the impacts of factors other than
currency-related, or in terms of the special configuration of international production. When the euro
appreciates, manufacturing and sale of products utilizing intermediate goods imported from
investors’ home countries in the same place where an investment was made may encourage an
inflow of projects from outside the euro zone. Successive years, i.e. 2004 and 2005, brought a
surplus in FDI coming from the euro zone. At the same time, the euro appreciation trend became
stronger.
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4. Prospects of foreign direct investment inflows into the new
Member States in the conditions of the monetary union
The statistical data on FDI inward stock and annual FDI flows confirm the positive reaction of foreign
investors to the changes taking place throughout Central and Eastern Europe. At the beginning of the
systemic transformation FDI inward stock in the four CEE countries, i.e. the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland and Slovakia, was estimated at 2 billion USD, and by 2005 it reached the level of 229.3 billion
USD. Although this constituted only 2.3% of total FDI worldwide, still the amount was of great significance
to these countries. The annual FDI flows into these countries were approximately 2.4 billion USD in 1991,
and increased to 27.3 billion USD by 2005 which constituted 3% of global FDI flows (own calculations
based on the UNCTAD data).
In Romania and Bulgaria, the FDI inward stock was also minute at the beginning of the 90ies and
amounted to 0.9 billion USD. In 2005, the cumulated investment in these two countries rose to 33 billion
USD. More than 72% of this sum was located in Romania. The annual FDI flows into Bulgaria and
Romania increased significantly over time and in 2005 amounted to 2.2 and 6.4 billion USD respectively.
The trends in the annual FDI flows into second sub-group of countries are presented in Figure No 4.
Chart 4: FDI inflows into Romania and Bulgaria, 1991 – 2005, USD million
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Source: UNCTAD and own elaboration
In the first sub-group of countries, Hungary was the most attractive for foreign investors in the early
phase of the transformation. This country removed the restrictions on FDI flows and offered some strong
incentives to foreign investors within its policy towards foreign investors. Other countries tried to catch up
with it. The reasons for the variation in terms of locating FDI in the region in the next period were
connected, as we could suppose, with the varying paces of privatization and fluctuating changes in the
indicators of economic growth and different advancement of changes in business environment in
particular countries.
The characteristic features of the last stage of FDI inflows were the rapid changes in the amount of
FDI flowing to the analyzed countries. If FDI flows into these four countries are treated as a hundred
percent, the considerable change in their shares in FDI inflows can be observed from year to year.
All the analyzed countries experienced a rapid growth of FDI inflows during the first year of their
membership in the EU. Being the members of the EU might enhance the attractiveness of these
countries for foreign investors. This trend persisted in the following year, i.e. 2005, except Poland.
Although the latest rough estimation for Poland shows that the negative trend again diverted and this
country received almost 14 billion USD in 2006. These trends generally confirm the positive role of the
integration processes in enhancing location advantages in the new EU member states and the positive
impact of the EU policies on business environment in these countries (Witkowska 2007).
Similar tendencies in the FDI inflows were observed in the case of Bulgaria and Romania in 19912005 (see Figure No 4). The attractiveness of these two countries for foreign investors was also limited in
the first period of transformation and then increased in the second half of the decade. Moreover, these
countries experienced a slowdown in the FDI inflows while the negative trends appeared in the world
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economy. The global recovery and the prospect of the Bulgaria’s and Romania’s membership of the EU
gave an impulse for the growth in FDI inflows. The joining of the new EU member states the monetary
union should also enhance their attractiveness for foreign direct investment and bring about a new wave
of FDI inflows.

Conclusions
1) An exchange rate constitutes one of the factors determining investors’ advantages and
influencing their investment strategies. Appreciation or depreciation of both home and host countries’
currencies might affect FDI flows between them. The creation of the monetary union in the EU influenced
flows of FDI among the member states.
2) The high dynamics of FDI inflow to the EU and the euro zone in years 1999 and 2000 coincided
with growth trends in the world economy that were triggered by investors’ strong involvement in transborder mergers and acquisitions. The amount of increase in FDI inflows directed to the euro zone can
also be attributed to the depreciation of the euro in that period.
3) In the hard years for the world economy (2002-2004), trends in FDI inflows into the EU and the
euro zone were unfavourable as well, although delayed by one year. The situation changed in 2005. In
addition to the factors generally shaping FDI flows in the world economy, starting from 2002 the euro
zone was affected by euro appreciation, with some tendency to fluctuate. According to theory, the
situation could discourage foreign investors from placing their projects in the euro zone.
4) A high share of intra-Community FDI in the total FDI inflow to the euro zone confirms the
consolidation of links among the euro area member states and their attractiveness to other members,
remaining outside the euro zone.
5) In the first period of the monetary union, the non-euro countries (Denmark, Sweden, and UK) had
no reason to feel that their economies were less appealing to foreign investors. In the following years, FDI
inflows to the countries declined, but this situation cannot be explicitly attributed to their being outside the
euro zone. Countries not participating in the monetary union seem to be more attractive for investments
from third countries than for the intra-Community projects.
6) The policies of CEE countries towards foreign investors underwent a fundamental change during
the systemic transformation period. The CEE countries abandoned the restrictive policies towards foreign
investors and implemented special incentives packages in order to attract FDI, trying to compensate for
some weaknesses of their location factors.
7) The statistical data on FDI inward stock and annual FDI flows confirm the positive reaction of
foreign investors to the changes taking place throughout Central and Eastern Europe in the analyzed
period. The future membership of the new EU member states in the monetary union should also enhance
their attractiveness for foreign direct investment and bring about a new wave of FDI inflows.
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Call for papers
International and Interacademic Conference on:

(Post)Epistemic economies and the Management of knowledge.
Transdisciplinarity as new knowledge.
Why (Post)Epistemic Economy? Why transdisciplinarity? Why us?
Knowledge has always been the real vector of any economic transformation and progress.
What kind of knowledge? What kind of progress? Capitalism was about knowledge on how to obtain,
posses and exploit land, labor and capital. This specialized knowledge was called Economics and the
economic epistemology was based on disciplinary, narrowly segmented knowledge. It was the Era of
the modern, capitalist and industrialized economies. Nowadays, especially (but not only) in the
postmodern, postcapitalist and postindustrialized developed and educated economies there is a need
for more knowledge on how to produce knowledge. The real substance of a prosperous postmodern
economy is the quantity and quality of knowledge and creativity. So, some economic structures may be
defined as postepistemic economies. A postepistemic economy is that kind of economy that produces
and consumes knowledge more than any other resource. The academic and non-academic communities
of teachers and researchers are the core of some present economies and of most future ones. The
present research is more transdisciplinary than disciplinary, more experiential than experimental. As a
result, globalizing of the world economy is hand in hand with processes of unification in knowledge.
This process has transdisciplinarity as one of its strongest tools. But who is asked to do that? We
suppose that all those implied in research and education, in media and communication, in shaping, in a
way or another, our own lives are asked to study and create the new postepistemic economies. Of
course, the epistemic modern economies are still existing and developing on disciplinary narrow basis,
but the new trend is a large transdisciplinary, even holistic approach. This conference, dedicated more
to the transdisciplinary approaches in research, is under the patronage of a great world thinker,
founder and promoter of transdisciplinarity – professor Basarab Nicolescu, president of
“International Center for Transdisciplinary Reserach (C.I.R.E.T.)” located in Paris, France.
The Conference there will organize the workshop “Doxa Praxis Continuum and the Sustainable
Regional Development” as a part of a possible future European project. Also, education and
curricular development may generate a real interest on transforming the education system into a
creative and adaptive one.
A less developed country (Romania), an economic region of Romania that is ranked the last one
not only in Romania but in the whole European Union (North-East Region), a relatively small town
(Bacau) and a young and non-state funded university (George Bacovia University) may be considered
as not the most appropriate places to hold such a prestigious Conference. Our belief is that this
specific position should be an extra-impetus for knowledge development, for exchanging new ideas and
for promoting creativity and research all over Europe in order to reduce the gap between our continent
and the United States.
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Themes to be treated and many connected others:
Transdisciplinary Hermeneutics
Doxa Praxis Continuum and the Sustainable Regional Development (workshop)
Curricular development as a form of sustainable knowledge creation
(Re) defining the scope of economy
Choose a name: Economics, Political Economics or Political Economy
How political and moral is the economic field?
Disciplinarity, Interdisciplinarity and Transdisciplinarity in research
Management of information, knowledge and wisdom. Experiential management
Marketing of events: Experiential Marketing
Services Management and events management
Cultural studies in transnational economic contexts
Semiotics: semantics, syntax and pragmatics studies
Metaphors in management teaching and deciding
Social economics and social work
Financial (global) markets and asymmetric information
Tobin Tax and Islamic finances
Hospitability and tourism
Law and Moral dimension of businesses
Corporate Social Responsibility
Epistemic games and the new teaching methods
The game – based organizational culture in learning organizations
Cognitive theories and manipulating consumers’ behaviour
From accountancy to accountability and responsibility
Ecology and Environment protection
Neuroeconomics, neurofinance, neuromarketing and neuromangement
Cognitive economics
From experimental to experiential economics
Any other connected fields, ideas and spheres are encouraged just in order to stimulate the
transdisciplinary thinking. The organizing committee/ organizers only have suggested/ proposed a
number of themes that may become conference sections, provided that there are at least 3-4 papers on
issues related to the theme.
Our colleagues/ participants willing to organize different sections on a proposed theme are
invited to do so, providing/ insuring at the same time the presence of 3-4 communicators (participants)
for the proposed theme. Each section will have a chair person and a discussant that will analyze the
papers in advance and will open discussions after each presentation. The participants are asked to
bring hand outs, both for full paper and for power-point presentation. All accepted abstracts will be
published on the conference site and in a book of abstracts.

Acceptance criteria
The proposed papers will be accepted only if they meet the following criteria:
-

should not have been published or presented previously
should have a high degree of originality
participants will present personal opinions on the approached theme
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-

participants must integrate the personal view within the scientific context
should meet the editing criteria (including bibliography)
participants should accept the dialogue with the reviewers for eventual changes concerning the
title, chapters, length etc.
papers should not be longer than 14 pages
each paper should be accompanied by an abstract (about half a page A4) and key-words
one participant can present no more than two papers, either as an author or as a co-author
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Page Setup:
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written in single line spacing, justified alignment.

Paper Structure and Formatting Details:
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Title of the paper: centered, bold, Unicorn Kro, 36 pt., CAPS LOCK) after 3 SPACES
The first name and the surname of the author: Verdana, 14pt, bold, CAPS LOCK, right
alignment, single spacing from the title (12 pt.);
Institution: Verdana, 11 pt., bold, right alignment;
3-5 key-words (in English): Book Antiqua, 10 pt., italic, 2 lines spacing from the
author/authors’ institution;
Abstract

No more than 300 words, in English. The abstract must clearly specify the purpose of the paper
and the objectives pursued by the author by his/her study. To be written in Book Antiqua font, 10 pt.;
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The content of the paper: Arial, 12 pt., 2 lines spacing from the abstract;
Bibliography: at the end of the paper, Arial, 10 pt., in alphabetical order of the authors,
Harvard model (ex.: Bontas, D. 2003. Managementul general al firmei. Bacau: Moldavia
Publishing House)

Where and when?
George Bacovia University is already a well known actor on the educational services market,
organizing every year international/ inter-university conferences on the hottest issues. The Conference
will take place at June 17th – June 18th 2008 at the university headquarters.
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Fees and other costs
The conference fee is 80 euros. This includes information package within a Conference bag (Program,
Book of abstracts, the last issue of the scientific journal of the university etc.). After the Conference the
final form of papers will be collected, and all participants will receive a copy of the “Buletin Stiintific”
journal with the communicated papers. The fees should be sent to the George Bacovia University’s
account: RO50BRDE040SV03721540400. Hotel prices are from 40 to 60 euros per night. A special
conference price is being negotiated.

Important dates & info
Deadline for submission of titles and abstracts: March 23, 2008
Deadline for submission of full paper: April 15, 2008
Acceptance notification: May 1, 2008
Deadline for payment of conference fee: May 10, 2008
Conference programme on web-site: May 20, 2008
Please follow the Conference info on www.ugb.ro/Conference2008

Contact persons:
Liviu Drugus: liviusdrugus@yahoo.com ;
Mihaela Vasiloaia: mihaelavasiloaia@yahoo.com
The conference web-site: www.ugb.ro/conference2008

Sponsorship/sponsors:
Calls for papers will be sent to potential sponsors willing to offer financial support to our activity,
having in return the possibility of distributing advertisement information both before the beginning of
the session (on our web page), during the session (leaflets in the participants’ conference bags) and
after the conference by publishing the ads in our scientific journal.

